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Preface

With an overall incidence of more than 800 cases per 1 million persons per year,
only motor vehicle accidents cause more accidental deaths than burns. Advances
in trauma and burn management over the past three decades have resulted in
improved survival and reduced morbidity from major burns. Twenty-five years
ago, the mortality rate of a 50% body surface area burn in a young adult was
about 50%, despite treatment. Today, that same burn results in less than 10%
mortality. Ten years ago, an 80 to 90% body surface area burn yielded 10%
survival. Today, over 50% of these patients survive.

Nevertheless, although burn injuries are frequent in our society, many phy-
sicians feel uncomfortable managing patients with thermal injuries. Excellent
textbooks about the pathophysiology of thermal injury and inhalation injury have
recently been published. All new data produced by active research in the field
of burn and trauma can be found in these books. Yet, the state-of-the-art tech-
niques in the day-to-day care of burn patients—either as outpatients, in the operat-
ing room, or in the burn intensive care unit—have yet to be outlined in a single
volume.

The current project includes all current techniques available today for the
care of burn patients. Improved results in survival are due to advancements in
resuscitation, operative techniques, infection control, and nutritional/metabolic
support. All these improvements are included in the book, along with all the
available techniques for burn shock treatment, hypermetabolic response support,
new hemostatic and skin substitutes, and pain and psychology support and rehabil-
itation.

General surgeons, plastic surgeons, medical and surgical residents, emer-
gency room physicians, senior students, and any kind of physician or burn team
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member involved in burn treatment in either community hospitals or burn centers
would benefit from the present book, which not only outlines the basics of burn
syndrome but also provides an overview of options for burn treatment. The book
has been organized in a stepwise manner, with clear information as if the reader
would be involved in weekly grand round, day-to-day work with the burn surgeon,
anesthetist, or any other burn teammember. We sincerely hope that it will serve its
purpose of establishing the main principles of surgical treatment of burn injuries.

Juan P. Barret
David N. Herndon
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1
Initial Management and Resuscitation

Juan P. Barret
Broomfield Hospital, Chelmsford, Essex, United Kingdom

INTRODUCTION

Trauma can be defined as bodily injury severe enough to pose a threat to life,
limbs, and tissues and organs, which requires the immediate intervention of spe-
cialized teams to provide adequate outcomes. Burn injury, unlike other traumas,
can be quantified as to the exact percentage of body injured, and can be viewed
as a paradigm of injury from which many lessons can be learned about critical
illness involving multiple organ systems. Proper initial management is critical
for the survival and good outcome of the victim of minor and major thermal
trauma. However, even though burn injuries are frequent in our society, many
surgeons feel uncomfortable in managing patients with major thermal trauma.
Every year, 2.5 million Americans sustain a significant burn injury, 100,000
are hospitalized, and over 10,000 die. Only motor vehicle accidents cause more
accidental deaths than burns. Advances in trauma and burn management over the
past three decades have resulted in improved survival and reduced mortality from
major burns. Twenty-five years ago, the mortality rate of a 50% body surface
area (BSA) burn in a young adult was about 50%, despite treatment. Today, that
same burn results in a lower than 10% mortality rate. Ten years ago, an 80–90%
BSA burn yielded 10% survival. Today, over 50% of these patients are surviving.
Improved results are due to advancements in resuscitation, surgical techniques,
infection control, and nutritional/metabolic support.
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The skin is the largest organ in the body, making up 15% of body weight,
and covering approximately 1.7 m2 in the average adult. The function of the skin
is complex: it warms, it senses, and it protects. A burn injury implies damage or
destruction of skin and/or its contents by thermal, chemical, electrical, or radiation
energies or combinations thereof. Thermal injuries are by far the most common
and frequently present with concomitant inhalation injuries. Of its two layers,
only the epidermis is capable of true regeneration. When the skin is seriously
damaged, this external barrier is violated and the internal milieu is altered.

Following a major burn injury, myriad physiological changes occur that
together comprise the clinical scenario of the burn patient. These derangements
include the following:

Fluid and electrolyte imbalance: The burn wound becomes rapidly edema-
tous. In burns over 25% BSA, this edema develops in normal noninjured
tissues. This results in systemic intravascular losses of water, sodium,
albumin, and red blood cells. Unless intravascular volume is rapidly
restored, shock develops.

Metabolic disturbances: This is evidenced by hypermetabolism and muscle
catabolism. Unless early enteral nutrition and pharmacological interven-
tion restore it, malnutrition and organ dysfunction develop.

Bacterial contamination of tissues.
Complications from vital organs.

The successful treatment of burn patients includes the intervention of a multidisci-
plinary burn team (Table 1). The purpose of the burn center and the burn team
is to care for and treat persons with dangerous and potentially disabling burns
from the time of the initial injury through rehabilitation. The philosophy of care
is based on the concept that each patient is an individual with special needs. Each
patient’s care, from the day of admission, is designed to return him or her to
society as a functional, adaptable, and integrated citizen.

INITIAL BURN MANAGEMENT

The general trauma guidelines apply to the initial burn assessment. A primary
survey should be undertaken in the burn admission’s room or in the Accidents
and Emergency Department, followed by a secondary survey when resuscitation
is underway.

The primary survey should focus on the following areas:

Airway (with C-spine control): Voice, air exchange, and patency should
be noted.

Breathing: Check breath sounds, chest wall excursion, and neck veins.
Circulation: Mentation should be noted. Check skin color, pulse, blood
pressure, neck veins, and any external bleeding.
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TABLE 1 Members of the Burn Team

Burn surgeons (general and plastic surgeons)
Nurses

Intensive care
Acute and reconstructive wards
Scrub and anesthesia nurses

Case managers (acute and reconstructive)
Anesthesiologists
Respiratory therapists
Rehabilitation therapists
Dietitians
Psychosocial experts
Social workers
Volunteers
Microbiologists
Research personnel
Quality control personnel
Support services

Neurological assessment: Check Glasgow coma score.
Expose the patient.

At this point a rough estimate of the extent of the injury should be made and
resuscitation efforts focus on physiological derangements.

Initial resuscitation steps include the following:

1. Administer oxygen nasally or by mask. Intubate if patency of airway
is at risk or massive edema is to be expected.

2. Insert at least two large peripheral intravenous (IV) catheters. Delays
in resuscitation are costly. Therefore introduce IV catheter through
burned or unburned skin.

3. Start Ringer’s lactate at 1 L/h.
4. Insert nasogastric tube.
5. Insert urinary catheter.
6. Wrap patient in thermal blanket or place under thermal panel.
7. Splint deformed extremities.

The following are taken from the general Arrival Checklist at the University of
Texas Medical Branch/Shriners Burns Hospital:

ABCs of Trauma:

Establish airway
Check breathing
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Administer oxygen
Control external bleeding
Insert IVs, Foley catheter, nasogastric tube (NGT)
Initiate fluid resuscitation
Search for associated injuries

Patient Evaluation

AMPLE history (see below)
Immunization status
Check accompanying referral paperwork
Complete physical examination
Rule out occult injuries
Complete laboratory evaluation (see below)
Other x-ray exams if needed
Clean and gently debride wounds
Culture (blood, urine, wound, sputum)
Photographs
Burn diagrams: size and depth

Fluid Requirement Calculation

Measure height and weight
Determine total BSA and BSA burned
Resuscitation formula (see below)

Circulation Assessment

Escharotomies
Splint and elevate
Serial exams

Infection Prevention

Tetanus prophylaxis
Streptococcus prophylaxis 48 h (children only)
Major injuries: pre/perioperative systemic empirical antibiotics (based on
local sensitivities)

Metabolic Support

Prevent hypothermia
Comfort measures: sedation, analgesics (see below)
Hormonal manipulation (see Chap. 13)
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Burn Wound Treatment

Gentle debridement
Remove or aspirate blisters
Apply burn dressing (apply clear plastic film if patient is to be seen in the
morning ward rounds)

Supportive Treatment

Ventilatory management
Physiotherapy
Psychosocial support

Surgical Wound Closure

Notify operating room and anesthesia service
Notify blood bank
Notify skin bank

INITIAL ASSESSMENT OF THE BURNED PATIENT

Treatment of the burn injury begins at the scene of the accident. The first priority
is to stop the burning. The patient must be separated from the burning source.
For thermal burns, immediate application of cold compresses can reduce the
amount of damaged tissue. Prolonged cooling, however, can precipitate a danger-
ous hypothermia. For electrical burns, the source should be removed with a non-
conducting object. In cases of chemical burns, the agent should be diluted with
copious irrigation, not immersion. The initial physical examination of the burn
victim should focus on assessing the airway, evaluating hemodynamic status,
accurately determining burn size, and assessing burn wound depth. Immediate
assessment of the airway is always the first priority. Massive airway edema can
occur, leading to acute airway obstruction and death. If there is any question as
to the adequacy of the airway, prompt endotracheal intubation is mandated. All
burn victims should initially receive 100% oxygen by mask or tube to reduce
the likelihood of problems from pulmonary dysfunction or carbon monoxide
poisoning. The next step is to place two large-bore peripheral intravenous cathe-
ters, since delays in resuscitation carry a high mortality. Patients with burns of
less than 15% (10% in children) BSA who are conscious and cooperative can
often be resuscitated orally. The patient with more than 15% (10% in children)
BSA burn requires IV access. Begin infusion of Ringer’s lactate solution of about
1000 ml/h in adults, 400–500 ml/m2 BSA/h in children, until more accurate
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assessments of burn size and fluid requirements can be made. An indwelling
Foley catheter should be placed to monitor urinary output. A nasogastric tube is
inserted for gastric decompression.

It is also imperative during the initial assessment to make a brief survey
of associated injuries. A thorough secondary survey can be postponed, but life-
threatening injuries such as cardiac tamponade, pneumothorax, hemothorax, ex-
ternal hemorrhage, and flail chest must be identified and treated promptly.

Patient evaluation should include what is termed an AMPLE history: aller-
gies, medications, pre-existing diseases, last meal, and events of the injury, includ-
ing time, location, and insults. In children the developmental status should be
investigated and any suspicious injuries should raise the possibility of child abuse.
A history of loss of consciousness should be sought. A complete physical exami-
nation should include a careful neurological examination, since evidence of cere-
bral anoxic injury can be subtle. While the initial resuscitation has been started,
a thorough physical examination is performed. All systems should be examined,
including genital and rectal examination. Associated injuries should be ruled out
at this stage and treated accordingly. All extremities should be examined for
pulses, especially in patients with circumferential burns. Evaluation of pulses can
be assisted by use of a Doppler ultrasound flowmeter. If pulses are absent, and
fluid resuscitation is adequate, the involved limb should undergo urgent escharo-
tomy to release the constrictive eschar. It must be noted, however, that the most
common cause of pulseless limbs is inadequate resuscitation. Therefore, the intra-
vascular status of the patient must be assessed before proceeding with escharoto-
mies.

Escharotmies can be performed at the bedside with IV sedation. It is prefera-
ble to use electrocautery to prevent excessive bleeding. Placement of escharoto-
mies is shown in Figure 1. It is important to note that only the burned skin
should be released. Incisions through the subcutaneous tissue do not increase the
decompression and only add more scarring in the rehabilitation period. If exces-
sive tension is noted after escharotomy, a formal fasciotomy should be considered.
Linear scars should be avoided when crossing joints. Darts should be used in this
anatomical location as well as in the neck. Patients with circumferential burns
on the chest may also benefit from escharotomies to improve chest excursion
and compliance.

The primary and secondary survey as well as the initial resuscitation should
be performed under thermal panels or in a high-temperature environment. Burned
patients can become rapidly hypothermic. Should this complication occur, it car-
ries a high mortality. Thermal blankets and fluid warmers are good aids in fighting
hypothermia. As a last resort, if all measures to prevent hypothermia fail or are
not feasible, the patient should be urgently transferred to the operating room to
continue resuscitation efforts where a well-controlled, high-temperature environ-
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A B

FIGURE 1 Suggested placement of escharotomies in the trunk and limbs (A) and
on the hand (B). Note that darts should be included so that linear hypertrophic
scar do not result.
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TABLE 2 Primary Assessment

1. Administer 100% humidified oxygen.
2. Monitor respiratory status.
3. Endotracheal intubation if upper respiratory obstruction is likely.
4. Expose chest to assess ventilatory exchange (rule out circumferential burns).
5. Assess ventilatory exchange after establishing a clear airway.
6. Assess blood pressure and pulse
7. Accomplish cervical spine stabilization until the condition can be evaluated.
8. Identify life-threatening conditions (tension pneumothorax, open or flail chest,

cardiac tamponade, acute hemorrhage, acute hypovolemic shock, etc.) and
treat.

ment under thermal panels and fluid warmers is readily available. Primary and
secondary assessments are summarized in Tables 2 and 3.

Burn Wound Assessment

After the patient’s stabilization and initial resuscitation, physicians should focus
on the burn wound. Burns are gently cleansed with warm saline and antiseptics,
and the extent of the burn is assessed. Burn injury must be categorized as the
exact percentage of BSA involved. The rule of nines is a very good approximation
as an initial assessment (see Fig. 2). Another good rule of thumb is measuring
the extent of the injury with the palm of the burn victim, which is estimated as
1% BSA. The area burned is transformed as the number of hand palms affected
and then multiplied by 1%.

TABLE 3 Secondary Assessment

1. Initial trauma assessment and primary assessment completed.
2. Thorough head-to-toe evaluation.
3. Careful determination of trauma other than obvious burn wounds.
4. Use cervical collard, backboards, and splints before moving the patient.
5. Examine past medical history, medications, allergies, and mechanism of injury.
6. Establish intravenous access through large peripheral catheters (�2) and

administer intravenous fluids through a warming system.
7. Protect wounds from the environment with application of clean dressings (topical

antimicrobials not necessary).
8. Determine needs for transportation. Contact receiving facility for further instruc-

tions.
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FIGURE 2 Wallace Rule of Nines. The extent of the injury can be estimated rapidly
with this method. It may over- or underestimate the extent of the injury; therefore, a
more accurate assessment is necessary on arrival at the admissions or emergency
department, or burn center (see Fig. 3 for comparison).
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The best way tomeasure the area burned accurately is the Lund and Browder
Chart (see Fig. 3). In this method, the areas burned are plotted in the burn diagram,
and every area burned is assigned an exact percentage. The Lund and Browder
method takes into consideration the differences in anatomical location that exist
in the pediatric population and therefore does not over or underestimate the burn
size in patients of different ages. After the burn size is determined, the individual
characteristics of the patient should be plotted in a standard nomogram to deter-
mine the body surface area and burned surface area of the patient (see Fig. 4).
Measuring and weighing the patient in centimeters and kilograms provides the
surface area of the patient in square meters. This measurement will help to calcu-
late metabolic needs, blood loss, hemodynamic parameters, and skin substitutes.

At this point, the specific anatomical location of the burn should be noted
as well as the depth of the burn per location. These measurements are to be noted
also in the burn diagram, and will help in planning individual treatment for the
patient. The eyes are explored with fluorescein and green lamp to rule out corneal
damage; the oral cavity and perineum are explored to rule out any obvious internal
damage.

FIGURE 3 The Lund and Browder Chart is a good estimate of burn surface
area (A).
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FIGURE 3

B

(Cont.) It takes into account the differences in size of different
anatomical locations to prevent any over- or underestimation of burn size. It is
strongly advised to use the chart together with the rest of the initial assessment
documentation (B).
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FIGURE 4 Standard body surface nomogram and modified nomogram for
children (A).
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FIGURE 4

B

(Cont.) Modified nomogram for children. Weight and height are
connected with a straight line, pointing to the body surface area in the center
column (B).
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In ventilated patients or patients with suspected smoke inhalation injury,
direct bronchoscopy should be performed to determine the extent of the injury
and start treatment if necessary. In nonintubated patients, a tube can be mounted
on the bronchoscope to help nasotracheal intubation if this maneuver is deemed
necessary (see Fig. 5). After direct bronchoscopic examination is completed, a
definitive diagnosis is made based on clinical, laboratory, and bronchoscopic

FIGURE 5 Direct bronchoscopy remains the gold standard diagnostic test for inha-
lation injury. It is readily available and allows diagnosis and therapeutic lavage of
soot and damaged epithelium. If it is performed nasally in an orally intubated patient,
an endotracheal tube can be mounted with the bronchoscope to convert it to naso-
tracheal intubation.
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findings. Patients with inhalation injury are then started in the inhalation injury
protocol (see below).

After definitive assessment in the burn center (see Table 4), a final diagnosis
regarding the burn wounds (extent and depth), accompanying injuries, and smoke
inhalation injury is reached. At this point burn wounds should be covered with
a clean burn wound dressing. Compressive dressings should be avoided, because
they can induce further hypoperfusion and conversion of partial-thickness wounds
to full-thickness. Different dressings are available in the market. If the definitive
treatment includes immediate burn wound excision, burns should be covered with
Telfa clear (Kendall) or plastic film, while the patient is awaiting definitive sur-
gery. Topical antimicrobials are not necessary if this treatment is chosen. When
the treatment of choice of full-thickness burns is early burn wound excision in
72 h, after resuscitation is completed, burns can be treated either with 1% silver
sulfadiazine (Flammazine, Silvadene) or cerium nitrate–silver sulfadiazine
(Flammacerium) during the period between the accident and the definitive sur-
gery. Partial-thickness burns are treated in a similar initial manner. Patients are
covered with plastic film or Telfa clear until definitive assessment by a senior
surgeon is performed. Small superficial burns are usually treated with Mepitel
(Monlicke) or any other semiocclusive method. Large superficial burns are treated
with Biobrane (Bertek Pharmaceuticals Inc) or TransCyte (Infromagen Inc) (see
Table 5).

Determining burn depth requires experience. It is an important part of the
burn assessment because the depth of the burn will determine the treatment option
and the patient’s outcome. It must be noted, however, that even in the hands of
experienced burn surgeons clinical inspection alone can be misleading in more
than 40% of patients, leading to an under-or overestimate of the depth of the
burn wound. Laser Doppler scanning has emerged as a good tool in the diagnosis

TABLE 4 Definitive Assessment in the Burn Center

1. Primary assessment.
2. Secondary assessment.
3. Establish intravenous line and initiate resuscitation if not started.
4. Establish history of the injury and obtain AMPLE history.
5. Perform complete physical examination (with neurological and corneal

examination).
6. Examine extremities and record circumferential burns and pulses.
7. Perform escharotomies if needed.
8. Evaluate wounds.
9. Evaluate airway and perform direct bronchoscopy if needed.

10. Estimate burn size and depth.
11. Conduct laboratory tests.
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TABLE 5 Initial Burn Wound Treatment

Partial-Thickness Burns
Cover burns with Telfa-clear or plastic film until definitive diagnosis by experienced

burn surgeon.
Minor burn: Mepitel or semiocclusive dressing (special locations: silver

sulfadiazine)
Large burn: Synthetic artificial skin (Biobrane, TransCyte) or pig skin

Full-Thickness Burns
Immediate burn wound excision protocol (24 h): – Telfa clear or plastic film
Early burn wound excision protocol (72 h): silver sulfadiazine or cerium

nitrate–silver sulfadiazine
Staged excision protocol (first week): cerium nitrate silver sulfadiazine

of burn depth. It provides good mapping of the depth of the wound, especially
in those burns defined as of indeterminate depth (Fig. 6).

Burn wound have been classically categorized as first-, second-, and third-
degree. First-degree burns are superficial and involve just the epidermis. Typified
by sunburn, first-degree burns are inconsequential in subsequent burn manage-
ment. They heal in 5–7 days. Oral intolerance and severe discomfort requiring
hospitalization may accompany large first-degree burns. These burns have a red,
hyperemic appearance of the surface, which, along with the hypersensibility and
discomfort, is typical of these injuries (see Fig. 7).

Second-degree burns, also called partial-thickness burns, involve variable
amounts of dermis (see Fig. 8). Second-degree burns are subdivided into superfi-
cial and deep second-degree wounds. In superficial second-degree burns, the
epidermis and the superficial (papillary) dermis have been damaged. Blistering
and extreme pain are typical. Sensation is preserved with different degrees of
hyperesthesia. A moist, pink appearance that blanches with pressure, along with
extreme pain and hyperesthesia, is common in these injuries. Regeneration occurs
by proliferation of epithelial cells from hair follicles and sweat gland ducts. Heal-
ing is almost complete within 3 weeks, leaving no scarring if no complications
occur. Surgery is seldom needed in this injury.

In deep second-degree burns, however, the epidermis, papillary dermis, and
various depths of the reticular (deep) dermis have been damaged. Regeneration
occurs much more slowly than in superficial burns. Complete healing take more
than 3 weeks and scarring and infection are common. These injuries are best
treated surgically, since excision of the dead tissue and skin grafting shorten
hospital stay and improve outcomes. Deep second-degree burns tend to be hypoes-
thetic, presenting with less pain than superficial burns. They have a white–pink
appearance and blistering does not normally occur, or is present many hours after
the injury. A dry appearance is common.



A

B

FIGURE 6 The laser Doppler scanner (A) is helpful for the diagnosis of burn wound
depth. Its sensitivity and specificity are best between 48 and 72 h after the injury.
It is placed over the area to be scanned (B), and in few seconds it produces a
digitized image of the burn wound.

17
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FIGURE 6

C

(Cont.) Red areas are superficial burns with strong dermal vasculariza-
tion. Blue areas are full-thickness burns (C). Air and normal skin show as blue
areas.

FIGURE 7 First-degree burns. Only the epidermis has been damaged. Typical ap-
pearance is that of a hyperemic area with severe discomfort and hyperestesia.
Such burns do not blister, and they generally desquamate between 4 and 7 days
after injury.
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A

B

FIGURE 8 Second-degree burn injuries (or partial-thickness burns) present with
different degrees of damage to the dermis. Pain is very intense (A, B). They usually
blach with pressure and do not usually leave any permanent scarring.
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C 

D

FIGURE 8 (Cont.) Deep second-degree burns present with lesser degrees of pain
and usually a prolonged healing time. Deep portions of the dermis have been
damaged and they tend to leave permanent changes on the skin (C, D).
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In contrast to the former injuries, third degree burns or full-thickness burns
never heal spontaneously, and treatment involves excision of all injured tissue
(Fig. 9). In these injuries, epidermis, dermis, and different depths of subcutaneous
and deep tissues have been damaged. Pain involved is very low (usually with
marginal partial-thickness burns) or absent. The potential for infection if left
nonexcised is very high. A dry, white, or charred appearance is common. In
infants and patients with immersion scalds, the burns may appear cherry red, and
they may be misleading in nonexperienced hands.

Burns that affect deep structures, such as bones and internal organs, are
categorized as fourth-degree burns. These injuries are typical of high-voltage
electrical injuries and flammable agents, and have a high mortality rate. Some
partial-thickness burns, however, present with a mixture of depths, with areas
that are very difficult to categorize either as superficial or deep partial-thickness.
They are usually termed indeterminate depth burns. Management of these injuries
has been conservative treatment for 10–14 days followed by a second assessment
and definitive diagnosis. Burns that then have the potential to heal in less than
3 weeks do not require skin grafting. In contrast, burns that will not heal at that
point within 3 weeks are then operated on and skin grafted. We do know that
burns that heal in less than 3 weeks do so without scarring or with minimal
changes in pigmentation. With the aid of laser Doppler scanning, however, most
of these burns can be categorized at 48 h after the injury as either superficial or
deep, and definitive treatment can be begun without much delay.

After a definitive diagnosis has been made regarding size and depth, burns
can be classified as minor, moderate, or major injuries (see Table 6). A major
burn injury is defined as greater than 25% BSA involvement (15% in children) or
more than 10% BSA full-thickness involvement. Major burns require aggressive
resuscitation, hospitalization, and appropriate burn care. Additional criteria for
major burns include deep burns of the hands, feet, eyes, ears, face, or perineum;
inhalation injuries; associated medical conditions; extreme age; and electrical
burns. All the former are formal criteria for transfer to a burn center. Moderate
thermal burns of 15–25% BSA or 3–10% BSA full-thickness often require hospi-
talization to ensure optimal patient care. Other criteria for admission include
concomitant trauma, significant pre-existing disease, and suspicion of child abuse.
Minor burns can generally be treated on an outpatient basis.

LABORATORY AND COMPLEMENTARY TESTS

Routine admission laboratory evaluations should include the following:

Complete blood count
Coagulation tests, including D-dimmers and fibrinogen
Blood group type and screen
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A

B

FIGURE 9 Third-degree burns present with complete destruction of the skin and
different degrees of soft tissues (A). Their appearance ranges from white, non-
blanching, and leathery (B) to nonblanching, red discoloration due to hemoglobin
denaturation
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C

D

FIGURE 9 (Cont.) (C, D). A charred leathery dry eschar is typical of flame burns,
more obvious in burns caused by ignited liquid flammables.
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TABLE 6 Classification of Burn Injuries

Minor Burns
1. Less than 15% body surface area (less than 10% in children)
2. Less than 3% full-thickness
3. Not involving the head, feet, hands, or perineum
Moderate Burns
1. Burn area of 15–25% body surface area (10–15% in children)
2. Full-thickness burns involving 3–10% body surface area
3. Superficial partial-thickness burns of the head, hands, feet, or perineum
4. Suspected child abuse
5. Concomitant trauma
6. Significant pre-existing disease
7. Extreme age
Major Burns
1. Burn surface involvement of more than 25% body surface area (15% in children)
2. Full-thickness burns of more than 10% body surface area
3. Deep burns of the head, hands, feet, and perineum
4. Inhalation injury
5. Chemical burns
6. Electrical burns

Serum electrolytes
Glucose
Blood urea nitrogen (BUN)
Creatinine
Total proteins, albumin, and globulins
Calcium, phosphorus, and magnesium
Osmolality
Liver function test
C-reactive protein
Total CO2

Arterial blood gas, including lactate and Carboxyhemoglobin (HbCO)
Urine analysis, including urine electrolytes
Creatine phosphokinase (CPK), CPK-MB, and troponine in electrical
injuries

These tests should be performed on admission, and every 8 h during the resuscita-
tion phase. After the first 72 h they should done routinely as a daily basis, repeat-
ing the determination on an individual basis depending on the abnormalities en-
countered. When patients are admitted to the ward or transferred from the burns
intensive care unit (BICU), lab tests are performed twice per week, unless the
clinical condition dictates otherwise.
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Other complementary tests include chest x-ray and other x-ray examinations
performed on an individual basis. A 12 lead electrocardiogram should be obtained
in all patients on admission and should repeated periodically in all electrical
injuries.

Routine cultures are obtained on admission as part of the infection control
protocol. They are then repeated twice per week unless dictated otherwise by the
patient’s clinical picture. Cultures should include blood, urine, sputum, throat,
wound, and gastric/jejunal aspirates. Feces are sent for culture when available.

Ultrasonography, endoscopy, bronchoscopy, and other evaluations should
be readily available on an individual patient basis.

FLUID RESUSCITATION

The most crucial aspect of early care of the burn patient is prompt initiation of
volume replacement of large quantities of salt-containing fluids to maintain ade-
quate perfusion of vital organs. Many formulas for burn resuscitation have proven
clinically efficacious, and each differs in volume, sodium, and colloid content.
The aim of any fluid resuscitation is to have a lucid, alert, and cooperative patient
with good urine output.

Guidelines for correct resuscitation include the following:

Do not delay resuscitation.
Estimate burn size and calculate fluid requirements.
Fluid formulas are only a guideline; monitor urine output and tailor intrave-
nous fluids to the response of the patient.

Monitor peripheral pulses, blood pressure, respiration rate, heart rate, urine
output, oxygen saturation, and temperature (core/peripheral).

Monitor central venous pressure and/or cardiac output and hemodynamic
parameters in severe burns or patients at risk for complications.

Achieve a urine output of 0.5 ml/kg/h in adults and 1 ml/kg/h in children,
no more, no less

Elevate the head, limbs, and genitalia; elevate all that can be elevated.
Maintain the core temperature of the patient over 37�C.
Start enteral feeding on admission.
The aim is to obtain an awake, alert, conscious, and cooperative patient.
Do not obtain a replica of the Michelin Man; prevent edema.

The recommended resuscitation formulas for adults and children are the modified
Parkland formula for adults and the Galveston formula for children. In each, half
of the volume is administered in the first 8 h and the rest in the second 16 h.

Adult burn patients are resuscitated with the modified Parkland formula.
It calls for the infusion of 3 ml/kg/% burn in the first 24 h postburn of Ringer’s
lactate solution. In the subsequent 24 h, transcutaneous evaporative losses from
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burn wounds are replaced at 1 ml/kg/% burn daily. The rate is adjusted hourly
to ensure a urinary output of 0.5 ml/h.

Resuscitation of burned children differs in two aspects. First, the Parkland
formula commonly underestimates fluid requirements in a burned child and may
not provide even the usual daily maintenance requirements. There is great vari-
ability between body surface area and weight in a growing child. More accurate
estimation of resuscitation requirements in burned children can be based on BSA
determined from nomograms of height and weight (Fig. 4). For children, recom-
mended initial resuscitation is 5000 ml/m2 BSA burned/day plus 2000 ml/m2

BSA total/day of Ringer’s lactate. Again, one-half is given over the first 8 h and
the rest in the next 16 h during the first 24 h postburn. Due to small glycogen
stores, infants require glucose since they are prone to hypoglycemia in the initial
resuscitation period; therefore, the basal maintenance fluid administration is given
as 5% glucose-containing solutions. In the subsequent 24 h fluid requirements
are 3750 ml/m2 BSA burned/day plus 1500 ml/m2 BSA total/day. Care should
be taken to avoid rapid shifts in serum sodium concentration, which may cause
cerebral edema and neuroconvulsive activity. The rate is adjusted to ensure a
urinary output of 1 ml/kg/h (Table 7). Patients in air-fluidized (Clinitron) beds
should receive 1000 ml/m2 BSA/24 h extra fluids to replace the evaporative fluid
loss produced by the bed.

Enteral feeding is usually started on admission and gradually increased
until the maximum full rate is achieved. As the enteral feeding volume is increased
and absorbed by the patient, intravenous fluid are diminished at the same rate,
so that the total amount of resuscitation needs are met as a mixture of IV fluids
and enteral feeding. By 48 h, most of the fluid replacement should be provided
via the enteral route.

All resuscitation formulas are meant to serve as guides only. The response to
fluid administration and physiological tolerance of the patient is most important.

TABLE 7 Resuscitation Formulas for Pediatric and Adult Patients

Pediatric Patients
First 24 h:
5000 ml/m2 BSA burned/day � 2000 ml/m2 BSA total/day of Ringer’s lactate (give

half in first 8 h and the second half in the following 16 h)
Subsequent 24 h:
3750 ml/m2 BSA burned/day � 1500 ml/m2 BSA total/day (to maintain urine output

of 1ml/kg/h)
Adult Patients
First 24 h: 3 ml/kg/% BSA burned of Ringer’s lactate (give half in first 8 h and the

second half in the following 16 h)
Subsequent 24 h: 1 ml/kg/% burn daily (to maintain urine output of 0.5 ml/kg/h)
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Additional fluids are commonly needed in patients with inhalation injuries, elec-
trical burns, associated trauma, and delayed resuscitation. Fluid resuscitation
should be started according to the fluid resuscitation formula. Fluid administration
needs then to be tailored to the response of the patient based on urine output
in a stable, lucid cooperative patient. The ideal is to reach the smallest fluid
administration rate that provides an adequate urine output. The appropriate resus-
citation regimen administers the minimal amount of fluid necessary for mainte-
nance of vital organ perfusion. Inadequate resuscitation can cause further insult
to pulmonary, renal, and mesenteric vascular beds. Fluid overload can produce
undersized pulmonary or cerebral edema. It will also increase wound edema
and thereby dermal ischemia, producing increased depth and extent of cutaneous
damage.

Fluid requirements in patients with electrical injuries are often greater than
those in patients with thermal injury. The main threat in the initial period is the
development of acute tubular necrosis and acute renal insufficiency related to the
precipitation of myoglobulin and other cellular products. A common finding in
patients with electrical injuries is myoglobinuria, manifested as highly concen-
trated and pigmented urine. The goal under these circumstances is to maintain a
urine output of 1–2 ml/kg/h until the urine clears. In nonresponding patients,
alkalization of the urine and the use of osmotic agents may prevent death.

The use of colloid solutions for acute burn resuscitation remains debated.
Development of hypoproteinemia in the early resuscitation period increases
edema in nonburned tissues. In the absence of inhalation injury, however, lung
water content does not increase. Early infusion of colloid solutions may decrease
overall fluid requirements in the initial resuscitation period and reduce nonburn
edema. However, injudicious use of colloid infusion may cause iatrogenic pulmo-
nary edema, increasing pulmonary complications and mortality. The current rec-
ommendation is to add 25% albumin solution to maintain serum albumin � 2.5
g/100 ml after the first 8 h. In selected cases, it can be supplemented in the first
8 h postburn. Albumin solution 5% should be used instead of 25% solution in
unstable patients with hypovolemia.

Fluid resuscitation should be monitored using clinical parameters. The best
single indicator is urine output. Hypotension is a late finding in burn shock;
therefore, pulse rate is much more sensitive than blood pressure. Normal senso-
rium, core temperature, and adequate peripheral capillary refill are additional
clinical indicators of adequate organ perfusion. Fluid shifts are rapid during the
acute resuscitation period (24–72 h), and serial determinations of hematocrit,
serum electrolytes, osmolality, calcium, glucose, and albumin can help to direct
appropriate fluid replacement.

Although overresuscitation is usually easy to detect, based on increasing
edema and high urine output; underresuscitation may be much more difficult
to diagnose and categorize. Persistent metabolic acidosis on measurement
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FIGURE 10 Approach to the nonresponding patient. Resuscitation fluids must be
reviewed and corrected (including fluid boluses) before any other further action is
taken.
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of arterial blood gases may be indicative of continuing hypoperfusion from
hypovolemia. As a general rule, patients who have a bad response to the
standard Parkland formula and fluid boluses, and present with a continuous
high base excess with increased lactate levels, are monitored with a pulmonary
artery catheter. Patients with a low cardiac output despite correct resuscitation
are candidates for inotropic support. On the other hand, if cardiac output is
normal, patients are candidates for colloid administration. If patients do not
respond to any of the resuscitation measures, continuous hemofiltration or
plasmapheresis should be attempted (see Fig. 10).

MONITORING AND PATIENT CONTROL

Patients with major burns should receive full monitoring, including:

Continuous electrocardiograph monitoring
Continuous respiratory rate monitoring
Pulse oximetry
Central venous pressure
Arterial line
Foley catheter and urine output
Temperature probes
Capnometry (ventilated patients)
Pulmonary artery catheter (unstable severe burn patients)
Esophageal Doppler monitoring (alternative to Swan-Ganz catheters)
Doppler monitor for compartment syndromes

Central lines and arterial lines do carry some morbidity in burned patients. Judi-
cious use of these otherwise helpful monitoring devices is advised. Monitoring
of central venous pressure is indicated in patients with massive burns, those
refractory to normal resuscitation maneuvers, elderly patients, and patients with
significant pre-existing diseases. In general, a stable patient with burns under 40%
BSAwithout significant pre-existing diseases can be managed without central line
catheters. Control of blood pressure, pulse rate, pulse oximetry, respiratory rate,
temperature, weight, and urine output should suffice in most of the patients. Blood
pressure is often monitored using arterial lines. In most cases, however, indirect
measure of blood pressure along with the physiological parameters mentioned
earlier and the valuable addition of pulse oximetry are more than enough to
monitor the patient. Arterial lines should be reserved for use in unstable patients,
those with inhalation injury, unstable patients receiving ventilatory support, and
patients who will need repeated blood gas analysis. Catheter-related sepsis has
plagued burn patients for decades. With the advent of modern indwelling cathe-
ters, and strong policies for periodical line change, the incidence of catheter-
related sepsis has declined dramatically. The usual recommendation is to change
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all lines every 7 days. Nevertheless, increasing evidence suggests that lines do
not need to be changed unless they become infected. The question arises in the
burn patient of differentiating between acute systemic inflammatory response
syndrome and sepsis. Every burn center should make an effort to determine which
protocol serves the best interest of patients in terms of infection control. General
intensive care unit (ICU) guidelines regarding line protocols should be used. Care
of the line should include daily inspection of entry point and daily dressing with
dry compresses. Occlusive dressings and antibiotic creams are not effective to
control infection, and there are reports that they may even increase the risk of
infection.

After initial management in the admission room, patients are then trans-
ferred to their room. A controlled environment should be provided, with a high
temperature (24–28�C) and at least 50% humidity. Patients are covered and placed
under thermal panels. These panels provide a central area just over the patient
with a high temperature (ideally 36�C) whereas in the rest of the room the environ-
mental conditions, although still warm, are cool enough to allow reasonable com-
fort for health personnel (Figs. 11, 12). Head, limbs, and genitalia are to be
elevated, and the patient should be positioned comfortably (see Chap. 14). Stable

FIGURE 11 Thermal panels or heat radiators provide a central area of high temper-
ature over the patient, allowing a lower temperature in the rest of the environment
for staff and visitor comfort.
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FIGURE 12 Burn ICU beds should be spacious and should have independent ther-
mostats to permit changes in room environmental conditions according to patient
needs.

patients should be encouraged to walk and mobilize as soon as possible, and
early physiotherapy should be started. Patients should never be at bed rest unless
absolutely necessary. Patients must be comfortable and pain free (see section
below, Pain Control section), and patients and families should be trained in wound
care and rehabilitation.

All patients need to be closely monitored by burn physicians. A formal
morning round should be established, with review of all systems and wounds
when deemed necessary. All altered parameters need to be corrected. We highly
recommend performing an informal evening round to check the daily progress
of the patient, and what corrections have been undertaken. At that time, it is
useful to decide which patients need to have their wounds inspected the next
morning. These multidisciplinary visits are completed with a biweekly multidisci-
plinary meeting at which the discharge planning for patients is discussed in full.
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General Treatment of Burned Patients

Juan P. Barret
Broomfield Hospital, Chelmsford, Essex, United Kingdom

Advances in trauma and critical care have resulted in important improvements
in burnmanagement, improved survival, and reducedmorbidity frommajor burns.
Myriad physiological changes occur following thermal trauma, including fluid
and electrolyte imbalances (systemic losses and shifts of water, sodium, albumin,
and blood cells), metabolic disturbances (hypermetabolism, catabolism, and mal-
nutrition), bacterial contamination of tissues and infection, complications in vital
organs, and respiratory complication with or without the presence of inhalation
injury.

Emergency treatment focuses on stabilization of patients, treatment of asso-
ciated injuries, fluid resuscitation, initial respiratory support, and emergency treat-
ment of the burn wound. Soon after stabilization and resuscitation, a formal
discharge plan (treatment plan, rehabilitation plan, and social support) is estab-
lished. Focus of burn treatment is then shifted to the definitive burn wound treat-
ment and to the general support of the patient, which include:

Nutritional support
General patient support
Support of the hypermetabolic response
Treatment of inhalation injury
Pain management and psychosocial support

33
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Infection control and treatment of critical conditions
Rehabilitation

The general treatment of burn patients is outlined in the following sections. For
more specific issues, such as rehabilitation, psychosocial support, and support of
the hypermetabolic response, the reader is referred to the relevant chapters in
this book.

NUTRITIONAL SUPPORT

The hypermetabolic response to burns is the greatest of any other trauma or
infection. Amajor burn injury provokes a complex disruption of hormonal homeo-
stasis that induces an increased resting metabolic rate and oxygen consumption,
increased nitrogen loss, increased lipolysis, increased glucose flow, and loss of
body mass. To meet postburn energy demands, all main metabolic pathways
are utilized. Carbohydrate stores are small; therefore, carbohydrate intermediate
metabolites, which are also essential for fat catabolism, are obtained from skeletal
muscle breakdown, thus increasing muscle catabolism. Prolonged inflammation,
pain or anxiety, environmental cooling, and sepsis can further exaggerate this
postburn hypermetabolic response.

One of the main principles underlying successful management of the post-
burn hypermetabolic response is providing adequate nutritional support. In gen-
eral, patients affected with more than 25% body surface area (BSA) burned and
those patients with malnutrition or who cannot cope with their metabolic demands
as a result of concomitant injuries or diseases should receive nutritional support.

The nutritional formula of choice is enteral nutrition. Total parenteral nutri-
tion should be abandoned and reserved for patients who cannot tolerate the enteral
route. It carries a high mortality in burn patients.

A nasogastric tube should suffice in most patients. Placement of nasoduode-
nal or jejunal tubes is tedious and often not successful, and their advantages are
dubious. They should be reserved for use in ventilated patients who are at risk
for nosocomial pneumonia. When a nasoduodenal tube is used, it should be com-
bined with a nasogastric tube. Ten percent of the enteral feeding is then infused
via the nasogastric tube, and the rest via the nasoduodenal tube. In either tube-
feeding regimen, the gastric residuals should be checked regularly. Once the
residual has been checked, it is then infused back to the stomach to avoid electroly-
tic imbalances and alkalosis. If these residuals are more than a 2 h tube feeding
infusion rate, the feeding should be stopped and the cause investigated. The
most common cause of enteral feeding intolerance is tube malposition, although
important causes of intolerance that all physicians should bear in mind are sepsis
and multiple organ failure. The enteral feeding should be started on admission
and continued until the wounds are 90% healed and the patient can maintain an
oral intake of his or her caloric demand.
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Enteral feeding is started on admission and, if absorbed, it is increased until
full strength is obtained, ideally in the first 24 h. The hourly absorbed nutrition
is subtracted from the total resuscitation hourly fluids the patient is receiving, in
order to avoid overloading. When patients are scheduled for surgery, nutrition is
stopped 2–4 h before surgery, and the stomach is aspirated prior to the induction
of anesthesia. In ventilated patients, enteral nutrition is not stopped but is contin-
ued during surgery.

Caloric requirements in burn patients should be ideally calculated by means
of indirect calorimetric measurement. This is an easy noninvasive bedsidemethod.
After measurement of the composition of expired gases, the calorimeter calculates
the respiratory quotient and caloric requirement by means of standard equations.
When indirect calorimetry is not available, calorie requirements are measured
calculated on linear regression analysis of intake vs. weight loss. Patients should
be assessed for nutritional status on admission, and reassessed on a daily basis.
Patients should be weighed regularly to document their well being. Inadequate
intake necessitates an alteration of the regimen. It is also important to determine
whether the regimen is well tolerated. Initial nutritional assessment is depicted
in Table 1. Patients should be investigated with a complete nutritional panel on
admission and then once a week. This includes:

Total lymphocyte count, white blood cells, hemoglobin and hematocrit, and
mean corpuscular volume

TABLE 1 Initial Nutritional Assessment

Determine the caloric and protein needs of patients immediately upon admission
Assessment by physician and dietician
Assess:

– Personal background
– Chronic conditions
– Hypermetabolic conditions
– Physical conditions that may interfere with food intake
– Predisposing factors
– Recent weight loss or gain
– Food preference and allergies
– Weight and height for age and gender
– Total lymphocyte count
– White blood cells
– Hemoglobin and hematocrit
– Mean corpuscular volume

Perform indirect calorimetry if available
Calculate daily calorie and protein needs
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Albumin, prealbumin, magnesium, phosphate, ionized calcium, copper,
zinc, protoporphyrin/heme

24 h total urea nitrogen

Measurement of these variables, together with indirect calorimetry and the weight
gain/loss of the patient will give a good estimate of his or her nutritional status.

Burn patients who can eat normally receive a high-protein, high-calorie
diet. Liquids should be supplemented in the form of high-calorie fluids, such as
milk or commercial milkshakes. Patients with burns over 25%BSA burned cannot
cope with the caloric demands that trauma imposes on them, so that in all of
them enteral supplementation is indicated.

Different enteral formulas are available. The most popular ones (Curreri and
Harris Benedict for adults, and Galveston formula for children) are summarized in
Table 2. Some of them (Curreri) may overestimate calorie requirements, whereas
others (Harris-Benedict) may underestimate these needs. Therefore, they should
be used as initial estimates, with patients needs titrated to their hypermetabolic
response as measured by indirect calorimetry. It must be noted, however, that
human hypermetabolic response reaches a maximum of about 200% of basal
requirements. Above that, human physiology cannot increase the rate at which
the fuels are utilized to transform them into energy and proteins. It means that
supplementing above the 200% resting energy expenditure (REE) does not in-
crease the absorption of nutrients. There is general agreement that this increase
to 200% REE reaches the maximum with burn at or over 50% BSA.

The composition of the nutritional component is also important. Caloric
replacement should be based on nonprotein calories only. Approximately 50%

TABLE 2 Nutritional Formulas

Nutritional formulas for pediatric burn patients
0–12 months: 2100 kcal/m2 surface area � 1000 kcal/m2 surface area burned
1–11 years: 1800 kcal/m2 surface area � 1300 kcal/m2 surface area burned
� 12 years: 1500 kcal/m2 surface area � 1500 kcal/m2 surface area burned
Nutritional formulas for adult burn patients
Curreri: 16–59 years: 25 kcal/kg � 40 kcal for each percentage of burn area

60 years and more: 20 kcal/kg � 65 kcal for each percentage of burn area
Harris-Benedict: Basal energy expenditure (BEE) in kcal/day (at rest):

Males: BEE � 66 � 13.7 (kg) � 5 (cm)� 6.8 (years)
Females: BEE � 655 � 9.6 (kg) � 1.8 (cm) � 4.7 (years)

Activity/injury factor:
Bed rest 1.2, ambulatory 1.3, minor surgery 1.2, trauma 

1.35, sepsis 1.6, severe burn 2.1
Calculated caloric requirements

� BEE � activity/injury factor
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of the calories should be supplied as carbohydrates, 20% as proteins, and approxi-
mately 30% of the calories should be supplied as fat. Protein needs are 4.4 g/kg
in infants (less than 6 months), 4.0 g/kg in small children (6–24 months), and a
calorie to nitrogen ratio of 120:1 (kcal/N) in the rest of patients. For a balanced
daily diet, administration of vitamins C, A, and E, B complex, zinc, iron, folate,
and trace minerals is essential.

When the patient’s wounds are virtually covered, the diet should transition
from one in which the majority of the nutrition is supplied via tube feedings to
a total oral diet. The transition should be slow and may take several days. The
following steps should be followed:

1. Reduce tube feedings to a rate that with the oral intake equals 100%
of reassessed goal.

2. As oral intake increases, provide only nocturnal tube feedings to equal
100% of goal.

3. When oral intake is at least 50% of goal, begin 3 day trial of oral diet
with tube feedings held.

4. If goal is not being met at the end of the trial, re-evaluate feeding
methods and, if necessary, resume tube feedings.

5. During all of the above steps, specific fluid orders with guidelines as
to amounts and contents should be written

PATIENT SUPPORT

Hypoproteinemia and Anemia

Hypoproteinemia due to malnutrition, continuing serum protein losses, and post-
burn sepsis and hepatic dysfunction will persist until wound closure is achieved.
Intravascular proteins can be replaced by processed albumin (generally preferred),
or fresh frozen plasma if a significant coagulopathy is also present. The efficacy
of colloids is the subject of debate; therefore every effort should be made to
correct hypoproteinemia with early enteral nutrition. Colloids should be reserved
for patients with severely low protein levels and those with significant clinical
effects of such hypoproteinemia.

Anemia is very common among burn patients. The initial thermal injury
is accompanied by direct destruction of red cells. Other cells are not initially
destroyed, but they are structurally damaged and the half-life of the red cell pool
is significantly decreased. Repeated trips to the operating roommakes this anemia
even more profound, as a joint effect of hemorrhage and blood replacement,
which decreases again the half-life of red cells. Initial blood loss can be corrected
with incremental transfusions of 10–15 ml blood/kg/day. Operating blood loss
should be replaced with 0.5–1 ml/cm2 excised.
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Environmental Control

Control of the surrounding environment is a well-recognized part of appropriate
burn care. Burn patients lose some of their thermoregulatory abilities and are
prone to hypothermia. An ambient room temperature of 28–33�C keeps the patient
more comfortable and reduces his or her heat losses from evaporation. As men-
tioned before, the use of thermal panels in the patient’s room helps to maintain
the environment in close vicinity to the patient at a high temperature while the
rest of the room is kept at a lower temperature (although still 24–26�C), which
is much more comfortable for health personnel. Natural light and large windows
help patients to maintain their well being. Strong noises should be avoided; and the
area needs to be kept pleasant, clean, and relaxing. Play specialists and teachers for
children; and occupational therapists, music therapy, and social activities for both
children and adults facilitate the recovery of burned patients (Fig. 1).

Stress Ulcer Prophylaxis

The acid pH of the stomach plays an important role in infection control in the
human body. This acid serves as a topical treatment for all foods that enter the
digestive tube. This acid pH can be problematic when different problems collide
in the same clinical situation. Tissue hypoperfusion (frequently measured by

FIGURE 1 Control of the surrounding environmental is a well-recognized part of
appropriate burn care that facilitates recovery.
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gastric tonometry) and the depletion of reduction agents and free radical scaven-
gers promote a progressive damage of gastric mucosa. This erodes and progresses
to small ulcers by the action of gastric acid and digestive enzymes. Maintaining
good patient support and preventing sepsis and multiple organ dysfunction is
extremely important to prevent stress ulcers.

The best prophylaxis for stress ulcers is enteral nutrition. Burn patients
need something in their stomachs at all times to prevent ulceration. Enteral feeding
maintains gastric and intestinal mucosal integrity. It maintains organ perfusion
and serves as a scavenger for gastric acid. Patients who are not receiving any
enteral nutrition at any given time should receive sucralfate, which coats the
gastric mucosa and prevents ulceration. H2 blockers and antacids should be re-
served for patients whose condition cannot be managed properly with enteral
nutrition and sucralfate. Changing the gastric pH encourages bacterial overgrowth
and leads to a higher incidence of pneumonia. Acid kills bacteria, which is the
most important action of acid in our stomachs.

Deep Venous Thrombosis Prophylaxis

Burn patients should be encouraged to be mobile except in the immediate postop-
erative period or if they are attached to a ventilator. Even ventilated patients,
should be exercising. The rest of the patients should be up with their limbs
sufficiently wrapped to prevent edema and graft loss. Early mobilization and
ambulation are the best prophylaxis for deep venous thrombosis (DVT). Patients
who are not able to exercise and ambulate should be started on subcutaneous
low-molecular-weight heparin. Pneumatic boots with intermittent compression
should be used during surgery to prevent the development of DVT during surgery.
Patients in the intensive care unit (ICU) should be closely monitored for signs
and symptoms of DVT and pulmonary embolism, and proper treatment begun
as soon as the diagnosis is made.

TREATMENT OF INHALATION INJURY

Inhalation injury is evident in over 30% of hospitalized burn patients and in
20–84% of burn-related deaths. Heat can result in damage and edema to the
upper airway, but uncommonly produces injury below the vocal cords except
with steam burns. Acute asphyxia can occur due to environmental oxygen con-
sumption or by reduction of oxygen transportation by carbon monoxide or cya-
nides. The majority of tissue damage attributed to inhalation injury is mediated
by a chemical injury from incomplete combustion products carried by smoke,
including aldehydes, oxides, sulfur, nitrogen compounds, and hydrochloric gases.
This chemical damage to the lower airways and parenchyma is propagated by
neutrophils. Lung vascular permeability is increased, promoting pulmonary
edema. Desquamation of small airways along with inflammation produces airway
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casts, leading to areas of atelectatic lung alternating with emphysematous regions,
acute pulmonary insufficiency, and bronchopneumonia.

Diagnosis of inhalation injury should be suspected in patients with facial
burns, singed nasal hair, cough, carbonaceous sputum, or evidence of upper air-
way edema, including hoarseness, stridor, or wheezing. It should be considered
in any patient with a history of burn in a closed space, loss of consciousness, or
altered mental status. Arterial blood gases and carboxyhemoglobin content should
be determined, but it may bemisleading if initially normal. Diagnosis of inhalation
injury is best confirmed by results of fiberoptic bronchoscopy. Chest x-ray is an
insensitive initial test.

Treatment of inhalation injury should begin at the scene of the accident
with immediate administration of 100% oxygen. Carbon monoxide poisoning
produces asphyxia by binding competitively to hemoglobin and reducing oxygen-
carrying capacity. Hemoglobin has a 210-times greater affinity for carbon monox-
ide than oxygen. On room air, carboxyhemoglobin (CO-Hgb) has a half-life of
about 4 h in the bloodstream. The half-life of CO-Hgb is reduced to 20 min
when the subject is breathing 100% oxygen. If oxygen supplementation is started
promptly, anoxic cerebral injuries are reduced. Levels of CO-Hgb greater than
15% are clinically significant, and levels above 40% can produce coma.

Great debate still exists regarding intubation in patients with suspected
inhalation injury. Maintenance of the airway is critical. If early evidence of upper
airway edema is present, then early intubation is mandatory since airway edema
increases over 12–18 h. Prophylactic intubation without a good indication should
not be done, because intubation may otherwise increase pulmonary complications
in burn patients. Early extubation should be performed in all patients (within
48–72 h), as soon as an air leak is detected around the tube cuff. Other patients
who benefit from early intubation and extubation (after 48–72 h) are those with
severe life-threatening burns. Controlling the upper airway by means of early
intubation makes resuscitation much easier. The patients, however, should be
extubated when resuscitation is over, in order to prevent the development of
airway complications and acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS).

All patients with positive findings at bronchoscopy or with a suggestive
history should be placed in an inhalation injury protocol. The nebulization of
various substances and different respiratory therapy maneuvers have proved bene-
ficial in the prevention of progression to tracheobronchitis, pulmonary edema,
ARDS, and bronchopneumonia. The protocol is universal, and can be applied to
patients with any sort of burn. It is summarized in Table 3.

Although the inhalation injury protocol is very effective in preventing the
development of ARDS, some patients with inhalation injury do develop the whole
picture of ARDS. Patients often have severe systemic inflammatory response
syndrome (SIRS), and receive substantial second-hit insults from surgically in-
duced bacteremia, sepsis, and repetitive hypovolemia. The strategy for managing
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TABLE 3 Inhalation Injury Protocol

1. Titrate high-flow humidified oxygen to maintain arterial oxygen saturation �
90%

2. Cough, deep breathing exercises every 2 h
3. Turn patient from one side to the other every 2 h
4. Chest physiology and physiotherapy every 4 h
5. Nebulize 3 ml N-acetylcysteine 20% solution every 4 h for 7 days
6. Nebulize 500 units of heparin with 3 ml normal saline every 4 h for 7 days
7. Nebulize bronchodilators every 4 h for 7 days
8. Nasotracheal suctioning as needed
9. Early ambulation

10. Sputum cultures Monday, Wednesday, and Friday
11. Pulmonary function studies before discharge and at scheduled outpatients

visits
12. Patient/parent education regarding injury process

respiratory distress syndrome is outlined in Table 4. In general, aggressive bron-
chial toilet with direct bronchoscopy and lavage to remove bronchial casts is one
of the pillars of such strategy. In addition, tailoring ventilatory support to the
individual needs helps to prevent barotrauma and other complications. When
patients can no longer maintain their normal gas exchange, ventilatory support
is necessary. Many different ventilatory modes are available, including high-
frequency percussive ventilation. In general, the physician should choose a venti-
lator mode shown to be capable of supporting gas exchange in that particular
circumstance. Acceptable oxygen saturation should be targeted, but normal levels
should be not pursued. Oxygen saturation �90% should suffice in most of the

TABLE 4 Strategy for Managing Respiratory Distress Syndrome

1. Humidified gas for spontaneous or artificial ventilation.
2. Artificial airway for bronchial toilet if secretions are unmanageable.
3. Increase functional residual capacity (using positive end-respiratory pressure) to

reduce toxic fractional inspired oxygen.
4. Add mechanical ventilation if work of breathing is excessive.
5. Adjust tidal volume and positive end-expiratory pressure according to arterial

oxygen tension, fractional inspired oxygen, and peak inspiratory pressure.
6. Avoid neuromuscular blockers if possible.
7. Consider specialized measures (extracorporeal membrane oxygenation,

permissive hypercapnia, high-frequency percussive ventilation) to improve gas
exchange and oxygen delivery while reducing pulmonary trauma
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TABLE 5 American College of Chest Physicians Consensus Conference on
Mechanical Ventilation

– The clinician should choose a ventilator mode shown to be capable of supporting
oxygenation/ventilation in patients with adult respiratory distress syndrome and
that the clinician has experience in using.

– An acceptable oxygen saturation should be targeted.
– When plateau pressure equals or exceeds 35 cmH2O, the tidal volume should be

decreased (to as low as 5 ml/kg, and lower if necessary); in conditions where
chest wall compliance is low, plateau pressure somewhat greater than 35 cm
H2O may be acceptable.

– To limit plateau pressures, permissive hypercapnia should be considered, unless
other contraindications exist that demand a more normal carbon dioxide tension
(Pco2) and pH.

– Positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP) is useful in supporting oxygenation.
The level of PEEP required should be established by empirical trials and
re-evaluated on a regular basis.

– Large tidal volumes (12–15 ml/kg) may be needed to improve oxygenation. Peak
flow rates should be adjusted as needed to meet the patient’s inspiratory
demands.

– Current opinion is that fractional inspired oxygen (FiO2) should be kept as low as
possible. However, to maintain oxygenation at lower FiO2 levels, higher alveolar
pressures may be needed. When both high alveolar pressures and FiO2 levels
are required to maintain oxygenation, it is reasonable to accept an arterial
oxygen saturation slightly less than 90%

– When oxygenation is inadequate, sedation, paralysis, and position changes are
possible corrective measures. Other factors in oxygen delivery, such as cardiac
output and hemoglobin, should also be considered

Source: Adapted from Chest 1993; 104 : 1833–1859.

cases. More important is to maintain good tissue oxygenation and an acceptable
mixed venous oxygen tension. The rest of the recommendations of the American
College of Chest Physicians Consensus Conference also apply (Table 5). Burn
patients with ARDS are also surgical candidates. Respiratory distress should never
prevent patients from being treated surgically. Only patients who are too unstable
to be moved and could experience cardiac arrest in transfer to the operating room
have relative contraindications to surgery.

PAIN MANAGEMENT

Burns hurt, and so does burn treatment. Pain is the most immediate concern of
the burn patients. Suffering a combination of physical discomfort and mental
torment increases the postburn hypermetabolic stress response. Treatment for a
patient’s suffering, however, involves more than control of pain. Emotional sup-
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port is essential, and uninterrupted sleep is beneficial. Other problems burn pa-
tients often experience are anxiety, itching, and posttraumatic stress disorder.

There are two types of burn pain. The first type is background pain. Back-
ground pain is always present and its range of fluctuation is very small. The second
type of pain is the excruciating, intolerable pain that occurs when something is
done to the patient, such as procedural pain during dressing changes, line change,
or physiotherapy. It is the worst pain a patient can encounter, and patients cannot
make any comparison to other experiences in life. Pain control is one of the great
challenges in the burn unit, and it is an unsolved problem. Anxiety, sleep disor-
ders, and posttraumatic stress are problems often encountered along with pain.
They need to be treated at the same time in order to obtain a perfect response.
It must be remembered, however, that anxiety or other disorders are not treated
with opioids, and pain should likewise not be treated with anxiolytics. Patient
responses to pain stimulus vary significantly. The patient’s pre-existing psycho-
logical make-up, ethnocultural background, the experience of the injury, and its
meaning modulate the individual response to pain.

General recommendations for Pain control

1. If patient says he or she has pain, then he or she has pain.
2. Analgesics are most effective when given on a regular basis (not as

needed or required).
3. Intramuscular injections are not usually appropriate because the patient

fears the injection and intramuscular flow may be altered.
4. Bowel management begins with the narcotic pain management.
5. Pain management protocol should be initiated with the starting doses,

which can be modified as the situation dictates.

Pain Assessment

The patient’s pain can be assessed using the 10-point scale or the Faces scale
(Fig. 2). In the 10-point scale, the sliding scale is moved until the patient feels

FIGURE 2 Faces pain rating scale. Patients point at the face that best describes
the pain they are suffering. A laughing face means no pain at all; a sad, crying
face describes intensive, non-bearable pain.
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TABLE 6 The Observer Pain Scale

Score Observation

1 Laughing, euphoria
2 Happy, contented, smiling, playing
3 Neutral (asleep or calm)
4 Mild–moderate pain: expresses, vocalizes pain, wrinkles

brow, but can be distracted with toy or food or TV
5 Moderate–severe pain: expresses severe pain, crying

inconsolably, screaming, hysteria, sobbing

that the number expressed matches the pain he or she is experiencing. A scale
of 1 hurts just a little bit, whereas 10 is the worst experience a person can ever
imagine. For children less than 3 years old, the Faces pain-rating scale is best used.
The child points to the face that best describes the pain he or she is experiencing. A
smiling face with a pain score of 0 is happy because it does not hurt at all. Face
5 is crying and sad because it hurts as much as you can imagine. For children
who are preverbal or communicate nonverbally, the observer scale is used (see
Table 6).

Both background and procedural pain occur in the emergency, acute, and
rehabilitation phase. Therefore different methodologies should be applied depend-
ing on the patient’s phase of the disease in order to obtain good pain control. In
general, liberal use of opioids and benzodiazepines is advised. Unless patients
have a pre-existing drug abuse problem, they will not become opioid dependent
from its use during the acute phase of the burn.

General Issues

Burn patients should always receive baseline analgesia. Drugs need to be sched-
uled in order to maintain a basal level of painkillers that will make controlling
the pain much easier. Therefore, do not order analgesics at the patient’s request
(PRN). The best practice in patients who are candidates for opioid analgesia is
patient-controlled analgesia (PCA) pumps. They decrease patients’ anxiety by
putting them in control of the pain regimen. Furthermore, by calculating the PCA
use, the analgesic needs for patients can be determined in an individual basis.
Children of 8 years and older are candidates for PCA. Patients receiving opioids
need to be started on a bowel regimen to prevent the development of constipation.
In general, prune juice or lactulose will suffice in most. When patients get consti-
pated, mineral oil should be started, followed by enemas if a good response is
not obtained. The bowel regimen is represented in Table 7.
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TABLE 7 Bowel Regimen

– Start with the following any time opiates are administered: prune juice or
Lactulose

– Then add one of the following if the patient becomes constipated: mineral oil and
Minienema if no bowel movement by noon; enema if no bowel movement after
previous measures.

Pain vs. Anxiety

Anxiety can be very debilitating in the acute situation, and it often accompanies
pain. It can be very diffcult to differentiate between them. It can not be overempha-
sized, however, that pain should not be treated with anxiolytics, and, likewise,
anxiety is not treated with opiates. Pain must be always addressed first as well
as acute stress disorder problems. When pain is under control, anxiety may disap-
pear in some patients. Anxiety can be measured similarly to pain. Anxiety can
be defined in a simplistic manner as fear. Often it is experienced as an anticipation
of extreme pain. Patients learn quickly their routine in the burn unit and anticipate
the pain with enormous amounts of stress and anxiety. The fear thermometer is
a good way of measuring anxiety. A fear scale of 1 means no fear at all, a fear
scale of 5 means very much fear. Patients point at the scale that best represents
their fear at a specific time, and treatment is given accordingly. It is important
to note that anxiolytics are also not to be given PRN. In order to achieve a good
level of anxiolysis, patients need to receive a regular dose of drugs. Anxiolytics
can be added to the procedural pain management regimen to decrease fear and
add a certain degree of amnestic properties to the analgesia.

Pain Management Protocol

Background Pain Management

Start with one drug. Do not give drugs PRN. If pain is not controlled, give
additional drugs on top of the previously administered drug. Consider posttrau-
matic stress disorder and anxiety if pain is not well controlled.

For ICU patients:

Morphine or fentanyl drips or morphine via PCA, and
Midazolam or lorazepam for anxiety or agitation
When patients are stable and in an subacute phase, change to slow-release
oral morphine

For patients not in the ICU:

Slow-release oral morphine or morphine via PCA, or
Acetaminophen � codeine, or
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Tramadol
Consider ibuprofen when anti-inflammatory action is also indicated (not in
young children)

Sympathetic discharge symptoms such as sweating, palpitations, and ab-
dominal pain can be blocked by clonidine. Hypotension may occur; thus
monitoring is a must.

Procedural Pain Management

Many regimens may be useful. The following are some suggestions. Each must
be tailored on an individual basis and per procedure. In general, a protocol includ-
ing an anxiolytic and a hypnotic or analgesic should be used. Procedural pain
management is indicated for all age groups and is administered in addition to
background pain management.

For ICU and non-ICU patients, the general regimens available include:
Morphine or fentanyl � lorazepam or midazolam; and Morphine � nitrous
oxide. When the patient is undergoing major dressing change with debridement,
regimens include ketamine (� bezodiazepine in patients �16 years or �50 kg);
and propofol.

It is important to mention that when patients receive procedural pain man-
agement regimens, they require full monitoring (pulse oxygen, electrocardiogram,
blood pressure) monitoring of vital signs every 5 min. A physician or registered
anesthesia nurse should be present. Procedural pain medication should be sched-
uled 30 min to 1 h pre-procedure rather than PRN. When hypnotic drugs are
used, such as ketamine, propofol, or nitrous oxide, they should be administered
and titrated to effect. Major dressing changes, debridement, line changes, and
Biobrane application can be done using these regimens and full monitoring to
avoid the need for multiples trips to the operating room.

Patients who need high dosages of morphine for pain control and escalating
dosages of benzodiazepines may benefit from the addition to the pain regimen
of gabapentin, clonidine, and methadone.

Management of Anxiety

As mentioned previously, burns hurt. This is well known, and, as such, people
fear pain. Besides the fear that patients experience when they are confronted with
multiple, repetitive, painful procedures, they may feel that they have lost control
of life events. Both pain and loss of control are intensely anxiety-provoking
situations. The anticipation of pain provokes a rise in the anxiety level, which is
normally highest when health personnel enter the room. The loss of control main-
tains a background level of anxiety, which may increase in time as painful situa-
tions follow.

Fear and anxiety are best treated with the addition of anxiolytics. Before
using them, however, pain management and acute stress disorder needs to be
addressed first. The following agents are used:
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1. Lorazepam: first choice in the acute phase
2. Diazepam: useful for rehabilitation therapy because it relaxes skeletal

muscle
3. Midazolam: only when a short-acting agent is needed.

Patients who receive lorazepam for more than 15 days will need to have their
dosage tapered. Diazepam has a longer half-life than lorazepam, and no taper in
dosage is necessary.

Management of Acute Stress Disorder

A significant number of burn survivors will experience symptoms of posttrau-
matic stress disorder, including intrusive memories of the injury, during their
acute recovery. If anxiety is associated with other symptoms of posttraumatic
stress, such as hypervigilance or poor sleep, treatment should be considered.
Symptoms commonly described include nightmares, flashbacks (re-experiencing
the trauma while awake), difficulty falling sleep, difficulty staying asleep, hyper-
vigilance, startle response, and dissociative feelings. Pharmacological manage-
ment is usually the most helpful intervention in the acute phase. Treatment agents
include imipramine and fluoxetine.

Management of Itch

Burn scars and wounds can produce severe itching that can become a very serious
problem. Patients who experience severe itching excoriate grafts and produce
open wounds on themselves. When pruritus is severe, they can not focus on
anything else. Itching interferes with activity, and patients cannot concentrate.

The following protocol has proved beneficial in managing itching problems
in burn patients. Each new step should be added to the previous treatment. Do
not stop use of any of the drugs already being used, but add the new drug to
provide an additive effect.

Topical treatments include moisturizing body shampoo and lotions to allevi-
ate itching due to dry scaly skin, and adding Benadryl cream or astringent creams
if this is not helpful.

Pharmacological management should start with diphenhydramine, which
has sedative and antihistaminic properties. If this is not helpful, add hydroxyzine
(the most effective antihistamine for chronic urticaria), and add cyproheptadine
to the previous regimen in severe cases.

INFECTION CONTROL

Despite improvements in antimicrobial therapies and programs of early excision
and grafting, sepsis continue to account for 50–60% of deaths in burn patients
today. The burn wound is an ideal substrate for bacterial growth and provides a
wide portal for microbial invasion. Microbial colonization of the open burn
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wounds, primarily from an endogenous source, is usually established by the end
of the first week. Organisms isolated after the burn injury are predominantly
gram positive. Seven days after the injury the burn wounds are colonized by the
patient’s endogenous flora, predominantly hospital-acquired gram-negative flora.
Infection is promoted by loss of the epithelial barrier, by malnutrition induced
by the hypermetabolic response to burn injury, and by a generalized postburn
suppression of nearly all aspects of immune response. Postburn serum levels of
immunoglobulins, fibronectin, and complement levels are reduced, as is the ability
for opsonization. Chemotaxis, phagocytosis, and killing function of neutrophils,
monocytes, and macrophages are impaired, and cellular immune response is im-
paired. This decrease in the immune response explains why bacteria that in normal
hosts are not harmful present a high risk to burned patients. The avascular burn
eschar is rapidly colonized despite the use of antimicrobial agents. If this bacterial
density exceeds the immune defenses of the host, then invasive burn sepsis may
ensue. When bacterial wound counts are � 105 micro-organisms per gram of
tissue, risk of wound infection is great, skin graft survival is poor, and wound
closure is delayed.

The goals of wound management are the prevention of desiccation of viable
tissue and the control of bacteria. It is unrealistic to expect to keep a burn wound
sterile. Bacterial counts less than 103 organisms per gram of tissue are not usually
invasive and allow skin graft survival rates of more than 90%. The isolation of
Streptococcus in the wound should be considered an exception to the former,
since bacterial counts of less than 103 bacteria per gram of tissue can provoke
invasive burn wound infection and should be treated.

Great debate still exists regarding the appropriate isolation regimen for
burn patients. For decades, burned patients were treated in dedicated burn
centers with strict isolation techniques. It is now common knowledge, however,
that burned patients do become infected from endogenous gram-negative flora.
Cross-contamination among patients is minimal; therefore, the standard practice
of strict isolation is no longer needed. In general, barrier nursing and hand
washing after every patient contact should suffice to control infection in the
burn unit. More strict measures need to be implemented with the appearance
of multiple resistant organisms.

Studies from several burn centers have laid to rest the idea that prophylactic
antibiotics should be given to burn patients. This practice does not decrease the
incidence of infection. It increases strains of multiple resistant organisms and
challenges the posterior management of burn patients. It is advisable to administer
antistreptococcal antibiotics in infants and small children for 24–48 h when sur-
gery or application of synthetic dressing is considered. Children are often colo-
nized by these organisms and are very sensitive to their growth. Perioperative
systemic broad-spectrum antibiotics are advised when major surgery is per-
formed. The manipulation of large burn wound surfaces produces a significant
bacteremia and bacterial translocation in the digestive tract. It is advised to add
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this perioperative prophylaxis, which should be based on endogenous flora sur-
veillance and include an antistaphylococcal agent in the acute period. Several
studies have shown that burn patients experience sepsis 72 h after surgery if no
antibiotics are used during major burn surgery. These agents should only be
continued after surgery if evidence of sepsis is confirmed.

Bacterial surveillance through routine surface wound and sputum cultures
is strongly advised. When patients become septic, cultures are helpful to direct
antimicrobial therapy. Knowledge of local bacterial flora and local sensitivities
patterns helps to rationalize antibiotic use, but they do not provide definitive data
for the diagnosis of sepsis. Quantitative wound biopsies are a better determinant
of significant pathogens than qualitative surface swabs. If bacterial counts are �
105 (103 in Streptococcus isolates), wound infection should be suspected. Burn
wound sepsis can however, only be determined by results of histopathological
examination.

Diagnosis of sepsis in burn patients can be difficult to differentiate from
the usual hyperdynamic, hyperthermic, hypermetabolic postburn state. Any sig-
nificant burn will start an SIRS in patients (Table 8). Fever spikes are not always
related to underlying infection, and blood cultures are commonly negative. Close
monitoring and daily physical examination of burn patients are crucial for the
prompt diagnosis of septic complications. In general, the most clinical subjective
sign of infection is a sudden unexpected change in the patient’s progress. The
patient’s hospital course is no longer smooth and going well. An increase in
metabolic rate, feeding intolerance, change in mental orientation or gas exchange,
increasing pain scores, or change in biochemistry will signal impending infec-
tions. Once this change has been detected, the cause should be investigated.
Infection is the leading cause. The patient should be inspected thoroughly, all
wounds exposed, and cultures and other relevant examinations performed. Local
evidence of invasive wound infection includes the following:

Black or brown patches of wound discoloration
Rapid eschar separation
Conversion of wounds to full thickness
Spreading periwound erythema
Punctuate hemorrhagic subeschar lesions
Violaceous or black lesions in nonburned tissue (ecthyma gangrenosum)

TABLE 8 Definition of SIRS

Two or more of the following conditions must be present:
Body temperature � 38 °C or � 36 °C
Heart rate � 90 beats/min
Respiratory rate � 20/min or PaCO2 �32 mmHg
Leukocyte count � 12,000/�l, � 4000/ �l, or 10% immature forms
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The diagnosis of sepsis is made when at least five of the clinical criteria below
are met, in addition to the documentation of a septic source such as:

burn wound biopsy with � 105 organisms/g tissue and/or histological evi-
dence of viable tissue invasion,

positive blood culture,
urinary tract infection with � 105 organisms/ml urine,
pulmonary infection with positive bacteria and white cells on a class III or
better sputum specimen

Clinical criteria for diagnosis of sepsis include the presence of at least five of
the following:

1. Tachypnea (� 40 breaths/min in adults)
2. Prolonged paralytic ileus
3. Hyper- or hypothermia (� 36.5�C or � 38.5�C)
4. Altered mental status
5. Thrombocytopenia (�50,000 platelets/mm3)
6. Leukocytosis or leukopenia (�15,000 or �3500 cells/ mm3)
7. Unexplained acidosis
8. Hyperglycemia

Other parameters often seen associated with sepsis are enteral feeding intolerance,
hypernatremia, and coagulopathy. Cardinal signs of gram positive and gram-
negative sepsis are summarized in Table 9.

In the absence of a confirmed organism or site, antibiotic selection should
be based on routine surveillance cultures. Empirical antibiotic choice should also
be based on sensitivities of the burn facility’s endogenous organisms. Routine
perioperative antibiotics should also take ward-endogenous organisms into ac-
count. Systemic empirical antibiotics should be continued until micro-organisms
are identified; use of agents is changed based on microbiology results. Treatment
is continued for at least 72 h after evidence of sepsis has resolved.

If the wounds appear clean and there is no suspicion of burn wound sepsis,
other sources such as the lungs, urinary tract, and catheter should be suspected.
Pneumonia or bronchopneumonia is the most frequent site of infection in burn
patients after burn wounds.

Pneumonia

The diagnosis of pneumonia in severely burned patients is exceedingly problem-
atic. Many of the usual signs and symptoms of pneumonia are unreliable in burn
patients. Fever, leukocytosis, tachypnea, and tachycardia may all be present in
the absence of infection. Sputum examination is often contaminated with oropha-
ryngeal flora. A class III sputum sample should be obtained in order to make a
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TABLE 9 Cardinal signs of gram-positive and gram-negative burn wound sepsis

Grain-positive sepsis
1. Burn wound biopsy with � 105 organisms/ g tissue and/ or histological

evidence of viable tissue invasion
2. Symptoms develop gradually
3. Increased temperature to � 40°C or higher
4. Leukocytosis �20,000/�l
5. Decreased hematocrit
6. Wound macerated in appearance with exudates
7. Anorexic and irrational
8. Decreased bowel sounds
9. Decreased blood pressure and urinary output

Gram-negative sepsis
1. Burn wound biopsy with � 105 organisms/ g tissue and/ or histological

evidence of viable tissue invasion
2. Rapid onset (8–12 h)
3. Increased temperature 38–39°C (may be normal)
4. Normal or high white cell count
5. If not controlled, patient become hypothermic (34–35°C) plus leukopenia
6. Decreased bowel sounds
7. Decreased blood pressure and urinary output
8. Wounds develop focal gangrene
9. Satellite lesions away from burn wound

10. Mental obtundation

diagnosis. More invasive sampling techniques such as bronchoalveolar lavage
have been advocated; however, these have been also shown to be less than ideal
for establishing a diagnosis of pneumonia. Concomitant inhalation injury and
changes in pulmonary vascular permeability result in diffuse nonspecific radio-
graphic changes. Radiographic findings can only be helpful if they reveal lobar
consolidation. Current parameters for diagnosis of pneumonia are summarized
in Table 10. Pneumonia can result from descending infection of the tracheobron-
chial tree or from hematogenous dissemination of microbial pathogens. Inhalation
injury is associated with descending infection. Patients with inhalation injury who
sustain nosocomial pneumonia have concomitant atelectasis, ventilation–perfu-

TABLE 10 Diagnosis of Pneumonia

Systemic inflammatory response syndrome
Radiographic evidence of a new or progressive infiltrate
Class 3 sputum or better with presence of micro-organisms and white blood cells
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sion mismatch, arterial hypoxia, and respiratory failure. Critically ill burned pa-
tients present with a high risk for respiratory infections. Besides the already
mentioned inhalation injury, patients have consecutive septic showers, during
subsequent trips for surgery, dressing changes, or septic episodes. Moreover,
burn patients often have problems with deglutition that pose a risk of aspiration
pneumonia. Sudden changes in the patient’s hospital course and in his or her
respiratory status should alert the physician to seek respiratory complications.
Aggressive respiratory toilet and empirical systemic antibiotics should be started
and ventilatory support reserved for cases of frank respiratory failure. Nosocomial
pneumonia is generally a gram-negative infection and systemic antimicrobial
therapy with multiple agents is generally required until the infection resolves
clinically. Burn wound bacterial surveillance is of added value to direct empirical
antibiotics, since organisms isolated in respiratory infections reflect burn wound
flora in many instances. On the other hand, patients with ventilatory support
present with a microbial spectrum that resembles the typical ventilatory-depen-
dent patient pneumonia. Tracheobronchitis presents with a heavy gram-positive
colonization, putting patients at risk for gram-positive pneumonia.

Urinary Tract Infections

Urinary tract infections can be classified into upper and lower urinary tract infec-
tion. True pyelonephritis is very rare in burn patients; however, lower urinary
tract infection can occur as a result of a chronic indwelling Foley catheter. Urinary
tract infections are diagnosed based on positive culture greater than 1 � 105

organisms cultured from a urine specimen. Urinalysis may reveal white cells
and cellular debris associated with active infection. Positive urinary cultures are
common during the course of sepsis, and they are also treated in the general
context of that particular septic episode. It must be noted, however, that the
association of clinical signs of sepsis with burn wound cultures or blood cultures
with positive urinary cultures make the final diagnosis of sepsis. Isolation of
Candida sp. in the urine does not make a definitive diagnosis of candidiasis. Other
information about organ involvement, such as positive findings on funduscopic
examination, is necessary to make this diagnosis. In general, isolated urinary
tract infections are treated with appropriate systemic therapy with good urinary
extraction. Gram-negative coverage should usually be provided. If there is suspi-
cion of an ascending infection or sepsis, more aggressive treatment with prolonged
systemic antimicrobials is warranted.

Catheter Related Infections

Central and arterial line placement, catheter care, and protocol have been dis-
cussed in Chapter 1. Catheter-related sepsis is associated with prolonged indwell-
ing central and arterial catheters. Catheter sepsis may be primary, in which the
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catheter is the original focus of infection; or secondary, in which the catheter tip
is seeded and serves as a nidus for continued shedding of micro-organisms into
the bloodstream. Lines can be associated with the development of both gram-
negative and gram-positive sepsis. Central and arterial lines represent an avascular
foreign body and, as such, are prone to microbial seeding. Infectious complica-
tions associated with indwelling catheters represent a major problem. Burned
patients appear to be especially susceptible to this complication, with rates quoted
as high as 50%. There is a strong correlation between micro-organisms recovered
from catheter tips and skin flora, and pathogens can be traced in up to 96% of
cases to bacteria isolated in the burn wound. The former supports the idea that
bacteria migrate down the catheter to the tip. Persistent positive blood cultures,
redness and purulent discharge around catheter insertion, and persistent high fever
without other signs or sites of sepsis should arise the suspicion of catheter-related
sepsis. Contemporary cultures from the central line and peripheral blood semi-
quantitative culture aid in the diagnosis, although many physicians choose to
remove of the suspected infected line and catheter tip culture. Treatment involves
removal of all infected lines and placement of new lines through new sites. Suppu-
rative thrombophlebitis should be suspected in patients who do not recover from
the septic episode and show persistent positive cultures despite appropriate treat-
ment. Immediate operative excision of the affected vein to the port of entry into
the central circulation and packing of subcutaneous tissue are essential for the
treatment of this complication.

Other sources of septic complications in burned patients that need to be
ruled out include the following:

Acalculous cholecystitis
Cholangitis
Regional enteritis
Necrotizing enterocolitis
Pancreatitis
Suppurative thrombophlebitis
Pelvic infections
Suppurative chondritis
Subacute bacterial endocarditis
Suppurative sinusitis
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Diagnosis and Treatment of Inhalation Injury

Lee C. Woodson, Ronald P. Mlcak, and Edward R. Sherwood
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Galveston, Texas, U.S.A.

INTRODUCTION

Inhalation injury is a nonspecific term describing the harmful effects of aspiration
of any of a large number of materials that can damage the airways or pulmonary
parenchyma. Inhalation injury is produced by either thermal or chemical irritation
due to aspiration of smoke, burning embers, steam, or other irritant or cytotoxic
materials in the form of fumes, mists, particulates, or gases. The damage can be
the result of direct cytotoxic effects of the aspirated materials or secondary injury
due to an inflammatory response. In addition to damage to the airways and pulmo-
nary parenchyma, inhalation of toxic substances such as carbon monoxide or
cyanide can produce harmful systemic effects.

Inhalation injury is very common in patients who sustain burns. Incidence
of inhalation injury among patients with major burns is often estimated at 33%.
Presence of inhalation injury by itself or in combination with cutaneous burns
has great clinical significance. Inhalation injury can be lethal by itself and in-
creases the mortality associated with cutaneous burns. It continues to be the main
cause of death in over 50% of fire-related deaths in the United States. A variety
of factors have led to a dramatic reduction in the mortality associated with cuta-
neous burns. Now most patients will survive burns of 80% or more if treated
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promptly and transferred to a burn center. With reduced mortality due to initial
burn shock or later sepsis, the presence of an inhalation injury has become an
even more important determinant of survival for fire-injured patients.

There are many clinical consequences of inhalation injury. For example,
patients with combined smoke inhalation injury and cutaneous burns are more
hemodynamically unstable than patients with burn injury alone. The volume of
intravenous fluids required for resuscitation of patients with acute burns is in-
creased as much as 50% when the patient has also sustained a smoke inhalation
injury. Inhalation injury can lead to pneumonia and/or acute respiratory distress
syndrome (ARDS), which are risk factors for multiorgan system dysfunction. In
addition, thermal or chemical injuries to the larynx can lead to scars that impair
voice quality or compromise airway protection and lead to chronic aspiration
pneumonitis, while tracheal injuries can induce subglottic stenosis.

With establishment of specialized burn centers and general improvements
in the care of burn patients, survival of patients with inhalation injury has also
improved. This improvement has not come from the development of therapies
that specifically alter pathophysiological effects of smoke inhalation. Treatment
of inhalation injuries still depends on appropriate resuscitation, prevention of
infection, grafting of burn wounds, and nonspecific respiratory support as needed.
Although management of inhalation injuries remains largely supportive, early
recognition and appropriate treatment can greatly reduce associated morbidity and
mortality. Early prophylactic intubation can prevent asphyxiation due to airway
obstruction from edema. Recognition and treatment of the systemic effects of
inhaled toxins such as carbon monoxide or cyanide may prevent death or severe
neurological deficit. Adequate fluid resuscitation for patients with cutaneous
burns can limit the pulmonary damage due to inhalation injury. In addition, early
airway management decisions in patients with laryngeal injuries can influence
subsequent development of glottic and subglottic stenosis. There are many man-
agement decisions to make for patients presenting with risk factors for significant
inhalation injury. An understanding of both the pathophysiology of inhalation
injury and therapeutic options is necessary to minimize the harmful effects of
these potentially devastating injuries.

Despite much work carried out to date, a number of controversies still
remain regarding fundamental clinical issues in the treatment of patients with
inhalation injury. Some uncertainty exists in the management of inhalation inju-
ries due to the fact that the severity of the inhalation injury is difficult to quantitate
early in the course. The appropriate technique for long-term airway management
in patients with burn injuries remains controversial. The popularity of tracheos-
tomy for early airway management in burn patients is increasing again. The
decision to perform tracheostomy, however, should be made only when potential
benefits outweigh the risks of the procedure.
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PATHOPHYSIOLOGY

There are three forms of inhalation injury (Table 1). Inhalation of extremely hot
materials can cause direct thermal injury. As explained in more detail below,
however, in those who initially survive burn injuries, thermal damage to the
airways is generally restricted to the upper airways. Another form of inhalation
injury is damage by inhaled chemical irritants. Depending on the substances
inhaled, chemical irritation can extend throughout the airways and can also in-
clude the pulmonary parenchyma. A third form of inhalation injury involves the
systemic effects of inhaled toxins, most commonly carbon monoxide or cyanide.
These three forms of injury can exist alone or in combination with each of the
other two forms. Each form of injury requires specific diagnostic and therapeutic
intervention.

Thermal Injury

Foley [1] described findings from 335 autopsies performed on patients who died
from extensive burns. Thermal injury to intraoral, palatal, and laryngeal mucosal
surfaces were not uncommon among those with inhalation injuries. The most
common sites of laryngeal burns were the epiglottis and vocal folds where their
edges are exposed. In contrast, burn injury to tissues below the glottis and upper
trachea was not observed in any of their patients. Thermal injury below the glottis
is limited by the very efficient heat-exchanging function of the upper airway. In
the same way that the upper airways heat and humidify cool dry inspired air, the
lower airways are also protected from extreme heat. An exception is exposure
to steam, which has a much greater heat capacity than that of dry gases and can
overwhelm protection by the upper airway mucosa. Inhalation of steam can pro-
duce thermal injury throughout the major bronchioles. An additional protective
mechanism is reflex laryngeal closure in response to intense thermal or chemical
irritation in conscious victims. Unconscious victims lack this protection and are
more vulnerable to inhalation injury. Thermal injury to the lower airways and
pulmonary parenchyma implies exposure to very intense heat and is usually rap-
idly fatal.

When inhaled materials are hot enough, mucosal injury is immediate. Areas
of blistering, ulceration, hemorrhage and rapidly developing edema can be ob-
served soon after injury. The pharyngeal mucosa offers little resistance to edema

TABLE 1 Three forms of inhalation injury

Thermal Injury (usually before vocal cords)
Chemical irritation
Systemic toxicity
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formation, which can be massive, especially during resuscitation with large
amounts of crystalloid fluids.

Heat denatures tissue proteins that activate complement and initiate a cas-
cade of inflammatory mediator release and activation. Most of the variables of
the Starling equation are altered in favor of increased transvascular fluid flux.
Capillary permeability is greatly increased (reduced reflection coefficient), micro-
vascular hydrostatic pressure is increased, interstitial hydrostatic pressure de-
creases, and there is an increase in interstitial oncotic pressure. As plasma proteins
are lost at the burn injury sites and resuscitation progresses, with large volumes
of crystalloid plasma colloid oncotic pressure decreases dramatically. Lymphatic
drainage is soon overwhelmed and interstitial volume increases (edema forma-
tion). In the extremities this edema from burns can increase interstitial pressures
sufficiently to impair tissue perfusion. In a similar manner, burns to the head and
neck can cause impaired ventilation when the airways are obstructed by mucosal
edema or by extrinsic compression from tense circumferential edema of the neck,
especially in young children.

Chemical Irritation

As a rule, except in the case of steam or when effects of heat are immediately
lethal, the injury to the airways and pulmonary parenchyma caused by chemical
irritants is much more damaging than the effects of heat. Toxic gases in the smoke
are inhaled as well as carbon particles coated with other irritants deposited in the
airways as soot. Water in secretions of the mucosa dissolves these materials,
resulting in concentrated solutions of caustic materials bathing the sensitive air-
way mucosa.

The acute response to inhalation of chemical irritants involves injury to the
respiratory epithelium followed by hyperemia, edema, inflammatory infiltrate,
and formation of a protein-rich exudate. Much of the descriptive work regarding
pathophysiological changes after inhalation injury has come from experimental
animals. Early effects of smoke injury include separation of ciliated respiratory
epithelial cells from the basement membrane and increased mucosal blood flow.
Damage to the epithelium allows formation of exudate from the exposed intersti-
tium and impairs mucociliary clearance. The hyperemic response results from
increased bronchial blood flow, which facilitates edema formation and brings
inflammatory cells to the injury site. Chemical irritants also induce bronchocon-
striction and mucus secretion.

Much of the pathology associated with smoke inhalation injury is a result
of the inflammatory response to the initial chemical irritation. It has been stated
that understanding the inflammatory response to smoke inhalation depends more
on understanding inflammation than on understanding a specific kind of smoke
or the specific histopathological damage that smoke might initially evoke. The
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inflammatory response to smoke injury is very similar to the injury produced by
acid aspiration.

The combination of disrupted epithelium, impaired mucociliary clearance,
and bronchorrhea results in accumulation within the airways of necrotic debris,
mucus and other secretions, and a protein-rich exudate. Fibrin is formed within
this mixture and the combination creates a thick coagulum that forms casts adher-
ent to the injured surface of the airways (Fig. 1). Together the effects of airway
edema, bronchoconstriction, retained debris, and casts cause obstruction of air-
ways. This results in areas of atelectasis and sequestration of materials that provide
medium for growth of bacteria. Impaired function of alveolar macrophages also
allows bacteria to proliferate. Further tissue damage results from recruitment and
activation of neutrophils that produce extracellular proteases and oxygen radicals.

Pulmonary gas exchange is impaired by widespread ventilation perfusion
mismatch and shunt. Bronchospasm and impaired hypoxic pulmonary vasocon-
striction contribute to the mismatch of ventilation and perfusion. Shunt results
from patchy areas of airway obstruction, atelectasis, alveolar flooding, and consol-

FIGURE 1 Bronchiole cast. Small airways may be completely obstructed by casts
formed from inspissated secretions, fibrin, sloughed mucosa, and, as in this image,
inflammatory cell infiltrate.
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idation. Work of breathing is greatly increased by decreased compliance and
increased respiratory rate.

Systemic Toxicity

Carbon monoxide (CO) and cyanide (CN) are clinically the two most important
toxic components of smoke. Along with asphyxiation, CO accounts for most
fatalities at the fire scene. Any patient with significant risk factors for smoke
inhalation (e.g., exposure in a closed space, carbonaceous sputum, singed facial
hair, or facial burns) should be evaluated for exposure to these toxins. CO has
200 times the affinity of hemoglobin for oxygen. CO decreases oxygen-carrying
capacity by displacing oxygen from its binding sites on hemoglobin. CO further
decreases oxygen delivery by preventing release of oxygen from oxyhemoglobin
(shift of the oxyhemoglobin dissociation curve to the left). At some point this
decrease in oxygen delivery limits cellular metabolism, leading to hypoxic insult,
anaerobic metabolism and metabolic acidosis. Signs of CO toxicity include head-
ache, mental status changes, dyspnea, nausea, weakness, and tachycardia. These
are all nonspecific signs and may be masked by other effects of the burn or
inhalation injuries. Patients with CO toxicity have a normal PaO2 and oxygen
saturation measured by routine pulse oximetry. They are not cyanotic. The defini-
tive diagnosis is measurement of carboxyhemoglobin levels by co-oximetry.

CN is another common component of smoke and results from burning of
certain plastic materials. CO and CN may be synergistic so that in combination
sublethal concentrations of each may be much more dangerous than subtoxic
levels of either alone. Some authors have suggested that the incidence of CN
toxicity is underestimated. CN produces tissue hypoxia by inactivating cyto-
chrome oxidase and blocking cellular oxygen utilization. Anaerobic metabolism
results despite normal O2 content and leads to a high anion gap metabolic acidosis.
As with CO, the clinical signs of cyanide toxicity are nonspecific: headache,
mental status changes, nausea, lethargy, and weakness. CN toxicity may be associ-
ated with an odor of bitter almonds. It should be suspected when high anion
gap metabolic acidosis persists despite oxygen therapy and adequate circulatory
resuscitation.

DIAGNOSIS

Early identification of an inhalation injury is important for optimal care of the
fire-injured patient. Initially after injuries, breathing and pulmonary gas exchange
may not be significantly impaired but knowledge of an inhalation injury at this
time can influence a number of management decisions including airway manage-
ment, fluid resuscitation, and diagnosis of systemic toxicity from inhaled sub-
stances.
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History

Definitive diagnosis of inhalation injury will ultimately depend on endoscopic
observations of damaged airway mucosa or development of respiratory failure.
Timely management, however, begins with a heightened suspicion based on clini-
cal evaluation. Information from a history and physical examination can be used
to identify many patients with inhalation injury.

A number of historical features identify victims at increased risk for inhala-
tion injury (Table 2). One of the most important is a history of smoke exposure
in an enclosed space, which prevents dilution of the smoke and impairs the vic-
tim’s ability to escape. Some forms of physical or mental impairment likewise
prevent avoidance behavior and increase the risk of smoke inhalation. Physical
impairment might be due to traumatic injury, while mental impairment could
include extremes of age or depressed consciousness due to hypoxia or intoxication
(substance abuse or toxic smoke components). Information regarding duration
should be sought: prolonged exposure implies higher risk.

The nature of exposure is also an important determinant of injury. Flash
or explosive fires can result in thermal injury to both the upper and lower airways.
The trachea may be burned if the upper airway heat exchange capacity is over-
whelmed and hot gases are forced through the glottis before laryngeal closure is
possible. As mentioned earlier, inhalation of steam can cause thermal injuries
distal to the larynx. Aspirated or swallowed hot liquids may also cause pharyngeal
and laryngeal burns. Exposure to caustic fumes may cause serious injury to the
airways and lung parenchyma. If the composition of inhaled fumes is known, the
harmful effects of the chemical irritants can be predicted from knowledge of the
chemicals’ solubility. Effects of water-soluble irritants are generally seen in the
airways because they dissolve in and are sequestered in airway secretions more
proximately. Less soluble irritants are carried more distally andmay cause delayed
pulmonary edema from parenchymal injury.

TABLE 2 Features of patient history
associated with increased risk of
inhalation injury

Smoke exposure in an enclosed space
Prolonged exposure to smoke
Physical or mental impairment
Fire conditions and fuel

Explosions
Steam
Caustic Fumes

Pre-existing pulmonary disease
Aspirated or swallowed hot liquid
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It is important to obtain a history of pre-existing medical conditions. The
impact of an inhalation injury depends in part on the patient’s physiological
reserve, which may be limited by the presence of pre-existing disease.

Physical Examination

Physical examination also reveals clues to underlying inhalation injury. Injuries of
a critical nature are generally picked up during the initial trauma survey (advanced
trauma life support protocol). Respiratory distress from airway obstruction or
impaired pulmonary gas exchange usually presents with obvious signs and symp-
toms. Other patients with serious inhalation injurymay present without respiratory
distress and the insidious nature of the progressive respiratory failure may make
inhalation injury less obvious initially. Physical examination can identify individ-
uals at increased risk (Table 3).

Soot covering the face is clear evidence of exposure to smoke but not
necessarily inhalation injury. Carbonaceous sputum is stronger evidence of smoke
inhalation but may also be a false-positive indicator. Coughing up cabonaceous
secretions can occur when soot deposits are restricted to the nasal passages.
Carbonized nasal secretions may be aspirated and appear in tracheal aspirates.
In addition, smoke inhalation and smoke inhalation injury are not always synony-
mous. Damage to the tissues in the airways or lung parenchyma does not always
occur when smoke is inhaled. Inhalation injury will depend on the amount of
exposure, the heat and composition of the smoke, and probably the individual
susceptibility of the victim.

Cutaneous burns over the face and singed facial or nasal hair are evidence
of exposure to intense heat near the airways. It also means that the victim was
unable to escape exposure or injury, since the face is generally protected from

TABLE 3 Physical examination
findings associated with
inhalation injury

Respiratory distress
Soot over face or in sputum
Burns over face or neck
Singed facial or nasal hair
Oropharyngeal burns
Tachypnea
Hoarseness
Strider
Drooling
Signs of airway obstruction
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heat by vigorous avoidance behavior. Patients with facial burns should be ob-
served closely for signs and symptoms of upper airway obstruction by edema.
These patients should also have their oropharynx examined for mucosal burns.

Respiratory impairment may present subtly as tachypnea. The patient may
also show preference for the upright position for breathing. Hypoxia can cause
altered mental status, confusion, or a decreased level of consciousness. These
findings are also consistent with systemic CO or CN toxicity.

The thorax should be examined for burn injury. Extensive full-thickness
burns to the chest, especially circumferential injuries, may result in a restrictive
ventilatory defect. More superficial thoracic burns can cause a similar defect as
thoracic compliance is decreased slowly by edema that develops during resuscita-
tion with fluids.

Dyspnea, hoarseness, and coughing are often present initially in burn pa-
tients but often resolve spontaneously. Stridor should be differentiated from
hoarseness as a more ominous sign. High-pitched inspiratory noise over the upper
airway is characteristic of critical narrowing of the airway. In the context of
fluid resuscitation for burn injuries, this can be rapidly progressive and demands
immediate evaluation and probably intervention as well. Other signs of airway
obstruction include use of accessory respiratory muscles, sternal and suprasternal
retractions, and paradoxical thoracoabdominal movement.

Evaluation of the impact of an inhalation injury must take into account the
presence of associated injuries. The combination of full-thickness burns with
inhalation injury requires a larger volume of fluid for resuscitation than for the
burns alone. Underresuscitation as well as overresuscitation of cutaneous burns
can exacerbate the effects of an inhalation injury. The ability of a patient to
compensate for an inhalation injury is diminished by injuries that make breathing
difficult (e.g., fractured ribs or pneumothorax).

None of the above observations from the history and physical examination
can be considered 100% sensitive and specific for inhalation injury. The value
of these clinical indicators increases when multiple risk factors coexist. It has
been stated that the diagnosis of inhalation injury becomes easier with the passage
of time. However, morbidity is minimized by early diagnosis and treatment of
inhalation injury.

Diagnostic Studies

History and physical examination will identify patients at risk for inhalation injury
as well as those who urgently need intubation and mechanical ventilation. For
patients at risk for injury but not currently experiencing respiratory failure, addi-
tional information is necessary. Diagnostic studies can provide objective informa-
tion about extent of injury and physiological status (Table 4). This information
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TABLE 4 Diagnostic studies for
evaluation of inhalation injury

Pulse oximetry
Arterial blood gas analysis
Chest radiograph
Fiberoptic bronchoscopy
Pulmonary function tests
Radionuclide ventilation–perfusion scans

can be critical for timely decisions. Serial measurements may be necessary for
some studies because the pathophysiological changes develop with time.

Pulse Oximetry

Pulse oximetry provides a sensitive and continuous means of assessing oxygena-
tion. The continuous tone produced by the instrument allows practitioners to
monitor oxygenation constantly while concentrating on other aspects of patient
care. A change in tone is readily recognized by experienced clinicians despite
other distracting noises or activities. The plethysmograph function of the pulse
oximeter can be used to help assess peripheral perfusion in extremities that may
be compromised by tense edema or vascular injury. Pulse oximeter function
requires adequate peripheral flow and pulse. Loss of pulse oximeter signal in a
finger or toe may indicate deterioration in perfusion.

Monitoring with pulse oximetry also has limitations. Since function requires
an extremity with a pulse, it may be difficult to find a suitable site for the probe
in some patients. Ear or lip probes may be suitable in some patients. In addition,
standard pulse oximeters cannot identify carboxyhemoglobin. This means that
patients with tissue hypoxia due to carbon monoxide toxicity cannot be diagnosed
using pulse oximetry.

Arterial Blood Gas Analysis

Arterial blood gas analysis provides a definitive measure of pulmonary gas ex-
change. Initial measurement of PaO2 is an insensitive marker for inhalation injury
because there is usually some delay in development of gas exchange impairment
after smoke inhalation. Although this method is an insensitive prognostic marker,
early hypoxia is an ominous sign of severe injury. Analysis of arterial blood gases
provides useful information in patients with inhalation injury, especially in the
presence of cutaneous burns. Even if results are normal, early blood gas analysis
provides a baseline for comparison with later measurements as pulmonary func-
tion deteriorates. When interpreted in the context of the concentration of inspired
oxygen, the PaO2 can allow estimation of physiological shunt. Serial measure-
ments show disease progression or resolution and, along with PaCO2, are used
to determine decisions about therapeutic support.
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Early measurement of carboxyhemoglobin can identify patients with carbon
monoxide toxicity. Initial carboxyhemoglobin concentration greater than 10%
has been found to correlate with smoke exposure. Normal carboxyhemoglobin
levels range from 1–2% in urban nonsmokers to 5–6% in smokers. Levels above
15% are toxic and levels above 50% can be lethal.

High concentrations of CO have been associated with combined toxicity
with CN. Persistent metabolic acidosis despite appropriate resuscitation and nor-
mal hemodynamic function suggests cyanide toxicity. CN can be measured: levels
greater than 0.5 �g/ml are potentially toxic and levels above 3 �g/ml are lethal
[2]. Unfortunately laboratory measurement is frequently unavailable in a timely
manner. The diagnosis should be made clinically based on history (substantial
smoke exposure, plastic or furniture fire), unexplained metabolic acidosis, and
elevated venous oxygen level. To minimize toxicity treatment should begin before
laboratory measurements are available.

Blood gas analysis can also be used to assess response to fluid resuscitation
for burn injuries. Metabolic acidosis is consistent with inadequate tissue perfusion
and may indicate the need for more aggressive resuscitation efforts. Inhalation
injury can increase the fluid required for resuscitation by almost 50%. Adequate
resuscitation is even more important in the presence of inhalation injury, since
underresuscitation exacerbates the effects of inhalation injury.

Chest Radiograph

Even when ventilation–perfusion scans indicate an inhalation injury, initial chest
x-ray studies are usually normal in patients with inhalation injury. There is usually
a delay in the development of small airway obstruction and atelectasis that are
responsible for the initial chest x-ray changes caused by smoke inhalation. Be-
cause of this, initial chest x-ray studies have a very low negative predictive value.
Despite this, chest x-ray studies are indicated for all patients at risk for inhalation
injury. Identification of underlying pulmonary disease or early changes due to
inhalation injury can significantly influence the patient’s course. A chest radio-
graph is also important to exclude other thoracic injuries associated with the
accident.

Fiberoptic Bronchoscopy

Inhalation injury is manifest largely as injury to the mucosa of the airways.
Endoscopy provides immediate direct observation of mucosa in the larger air-
ways. Results of a bronchoscopic examination are immediate and definitive. Flex-
ible fiberoptic bronchoscopy is generally considered safe and accurate for the
diagnosis of inhalation injury. The procedure allows detailed examination of
supraglottic structures and tracheobronchial passages. Diagnosis of subglottic
inhalation injury (Table 5) is based on findings of soot deposits, inflammatory
changes (hyperemia, edema, bronchorrhea, and excessive mucus secretion), and/
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TABLE 5 Endoscopic findings
with inhalation injury

Erythema
Edema
Soot
Bronchorrhea
Mucosal disruption

Blistering
Sloughing
Ulceration

Exudates
Hemorrhage

or disruption of mucosa (mucosal blistering, sloughing, ulceration, exudates, and
hemorrhages). These alterations generally precede impaired oxygenation and re-
spiratory failure. Although these changes provide reliable diagnosis of the pres-
ence of inhalation injury, bronchoscopic evaluation has not proved accurate in
quantitating the degree of injury.

When indicated, serial examination can help to avoid unnecessary intuba-
tions and at the same time allow intubation before severe airway obstruction and
emergent conditions occur. In this situation the flexible bronchoscope can also
be used as a means safely to secure the airway in patients who might otherwise
be difficult to intubate. Intubation while maintaining spontaneous ventilation is
considered the safest way of securing a difficult airway. In adults this can be
accomplished with topical local anesthesia (nasal local anesthetic gel and glottic
and subglottic local anesthetic sprayed through the suction port of the broncho-
scope) and sedation if required. Most pediatric patients will not cooperate with
such procedures while awake. Ketamine (5–10 mg/kg intramuscularly or 1–2
mg/kg intravenously) provides excellent conditions for bronchoscopy. Unlike
other sedatives, ketamine does not reduce pharyngeal motor tone and cause airway
obstruction from collapse of pharyngeal soft tissues. With the patient under keta-
mine sedation, topical local anesthetic must be administered to the larynx prior
to instrumentation with the bronchoscope. A drying agent such as glycopyrrolate
0.1–0.2 mg intravenously is useful to reduce secretions during ketamine sedation.
Ketamine can also be used with uncooperative adults; however, they are more
prone to dysphoric effects of ketamine and may require benzodiazepine treatment
during recovery from sedation. Sedation with any agent should be avoided in
patients in significant respiratory distress if it appears that intubation by direct
laryngoscopy would be difficult and fiberoptic intubation is required. Sedation
can reduce respiratory drive and lead to airway collapse, making it difficult or
impossible to ventilate or intubate with the bronchoscope.
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Pulmonary Function Tests

Pulmonary function tests (PFTs) are effort dependent and so are of limited value
for patients who are unable to cooperate. In the early phase of burn injury many
factors such as pain, anxiety, and analgesic medications can impair compliance
with the examination. As a result, PFTs are more useful for long-term follow-
up care of patients with inhalation injury. Early testing of pulmonary function
can be useful, however, when results are within normal limits. The negative
predictive value of PFTs has been found to be in the range of 94–100%. Normal
PFTs can be used to rule out early airway obstruction. The ratio of forced expira-
tory volume in 1s to functional vital capacity (FEV1/FVC) is sensitive to small
airway obstruction. In patients who can comply with testing, the value will de-
crease with injury. Flow volume loops have also been found reliably to rule out
upper airway obstruction by edema. Obstruction due to upper airway edema
presents as a variable extrathoracic obstruction when flow volume loops are ob-
tained. Inspiratory flows are selectively reduced while expiratory flows are unim-
paired (Fig. 2).

FIGURE 2 Flow–volume loops based on spirometry and forced vital capacity mea-
surements in nonburn controls and in burn patients with inhalation injury. Group
B had more airway inflammatory changes than group A. Note the selective reduc-
tion of inspiratory flow rates.
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Radionuclide Scans

Xenon 133 ventilation–perfusion scans have been found useful in the early diag-
nosis of inhalation injury and this technique is included in most reviews of inhala-
tion injury. The radionuclide is excreted by the lungs after intravenous injection.
Small-airway obstruction delays clearance of the radionuclide from the airways.
Interpretation of results can be complicated when patients have pre-existing lung
disease. The examination also requires transportation of the patient to a facility
remote from the burn ICU at a time when the patient’s condition is relatively
unstable. As a result, lung scans are not used extensively to diagnose inhalation
injury.

TREATMENT

Treatment of inhalation injury is largely supportive in nature. There are few
specific treatments available, with the exception of identified systemic toxins
such as CO or CN. Initially an advanced trauma life support (ATLS) survey and
an airway, breathing, circulation (ABC) approach to resuscitation are indicated.
Inhalation injury is usually encountered in combination with cutaneous burns.
Each injury must be treated in the context of the effects of the other. Inhalation
injury increases the risk of acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) and other
pulmonary complications with severe cutaneous burns. Presence of inhalation
injury also increases the volume of fluid required for resuscitation of the cutaneous
burns. It is important to keep this in mind because underresuscitation will exacer-
bate the effects of inhalation injury.

All patients at risk for significant smoke exposure should have their carbo-
xyhemoglobin level measured by co-oximetry. Standard therapy for CO toxicity
has been 100% oxygen provided by tight-fitting mask or endotracheal tube. The
half-life of carboxyhemoglobin is approximately 320 min for a person breathing
room air and approximately 80 min when breathing 100% oxygen. Hyperbaric
oxygen therapy further reduces the half-life and increases oxygen delivery by
dissolved oxygen, but the relative risk–benefit relationships for this intervention
are still controversial [3].

When CN toxicity is suspected treatment is begun empirically based on a
clinical diagnosis. Treatment includes administration of sodium thiosulfate (150
mg/kg over 15 min) to convert cyanide to thiocyanate. In severe cases sodium
nitrate (5 mg/kg slowly intravenously) can be given to convert hemoglobin to
methemoglobin, which will convert cyanide to cyanmethemoglobin [3a].

Circumferential full-thickness burns can dramatically reduce chest wall
compliance. The resulting restrictive respiratory defect can significantly impair
ventilation. When this occurs escharotomies should be performed in the anterior
axillary lines and these incisions should be connected by a transverse subcostal
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incision (Fig. 3). In some cases the relief provided by this intervention is sufficient
to avoid tracheal intubation.

Morbidity and mortality due to pneumonia and other delayed complications
are best minimized by prevention. Scrupulous attention to wound care, cleanli-
ness, pulmonary toilet, vascular access sites, and monitoring for signs and symp-
toms of infection and extubation as soon as possible all help to prevent infection
and allow early intervention when it does occur. Early excision and grafting
reduce the time that wounds are open and minimize the risk of infection. When

FIGURE 3 Escharotomy. Elevated tissue pressure due to edema can restrict perfu-
sion in extremities and edema due to circumferential thoracic injuries can lead to
a profound restrictive ventilatory deficit. Escharotomies can restore perfusion to
extremities and may relieve restrictive ventilatory deficit enough to avoid intubation.
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burn wounds are covered with autograft and are healing, systemic inflammatory
activity abates, which speeds the resolution of residual inhalation injury.

Great improvements in survival from burn injuries have been made due
to aggressive fluid resuscitation and coordination of multidisciplinary care in
specialized burn centers. Seriously injured patients are best served by transfer to
a tertiary center or burn center as soon as possible. Even with early transfer,
during the first hours after injury there are important decisions and interventions
necessary to minimize long-term sequelae.

Early prophylactic intubation

In patients with head and neck burns or inhalation injury, the most immediate
danger during resuscitation is upper airway obstruction by edema. Burns to the
face and neck can produce edema that progressively distorts anatomy and reduces
range of motion, making direct laryngoscopy difficult or impossible. Acute lung
injury due to smoke inhalation can also impair pulmonary gas exchange and lead
to respiratory failure. Early prophylactic intubation is recommended when these
complications threaten.

In some patients the need for immediate intubation of the trachea is obvious.
Extensive and deep burns to the head and neck, hypoxia, depressed mental status,
stridor or other overt signs of airway obstruction, and hemodynamic instability
are among the list of strong indications for intubation (Table 6). Occasionally
the signs and symptoms are more subtle or may be absent initially. With volume
resuscitation, edema develops both in burned tissues and at sites distant from the
injury. During resuscitation with large volumes of fluid, edema can cause airway
obstruction rapidly in some patients. In these cases early prophylactic intubation
can be life-saving.

Other patients may present with risk factors as well as signs and symptoms
of inhalation injury and yet they may not benefit from intubation. In fact, most
patients with inhalation injury do not require intubation and mechanical ventila-
tion. Unnecessary intubation presents a number of serious risks to these patients

TABLE 6 Indications for Immediate Intubation in
Patients at Risk for Inhalation Injury

Respiratory failure
Extensive full-thickness burns to head and neck
Stridor
Other overt signs and symptoms of airway obstruction
Endoscopic evidence of glottic closure by edema
Inability to protect airway
Hemodynamic instability
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(Table 7). At a time when the burn patient is often at his or her most lucid,
intubation precludes effective communication so that the history is limited, the
patient’s wishes cannot be expressed, and we cannot assess the patient’s ability to
comprehend information. It is often difficult to sedate the patient after intubation.
Heavy sedation is often required and under these circumstances muscle relaxants
are used in some institutions. Deep sedation and muscle relaxation increase the
morbidity and mortality of unintended extubations, which have been found more
frequent in this patient population. In addition, irritation to the larynx by an
endotracheal tube is synergistic with inhalation injuries in producing laryngeal
and tracheal injuries. Prophylactic intubation of all patients at risk will include
many who would not benefit from intubation. These patients would be exposed
to increased risk without benefit. As a result, it is important to exercise good
clinical judgement in identifying patients for intubation. In order to make this
distinction it is necessary to recognize which patients are at risk, understand the
clinical course of inhalation injuries, utilize objective measurements of airway
compromise (such as endoscopy), and follow the patient with close observation
and serial re-evaluations when needed.

Several authors have concluded that clinical observations are not suffi-
ciently sensitive or specific to identify reliably which patients will develop pro-
gressive edema and respiratory insufficiency due to the resultant obstruction.
Clinical evaluation has been reported to either underestimate or overestimate
the severity of inhalation injury and supraglottic edema [4,5]. As an example
Muehlberger et al. [5] found that 6 of 11 patients in their series of patients
with inhalation injury had traditional indications for intubation (Fig. 4), but upon
fiberoptic endoscopy did not show significant obstruction to warrant intubation
and were managed safely and effectively without and endotracheal tube.

An additional valuable observation of these studies is that when adequate
resources are available, it is safe to observe without intubating select patients
who are at risk for inhalation injury. Clinicians at the Baltimore Regional Burn

TABLE 7 Risks Associated With Unnecessary Intubations in Burn Patients

Intubation precludes effective communication with the patient.
Distorted anatomy and perceived urgency make traumatic or failed intubation more

likely.
Endotracheal tubes are difficult to secure and incidence of self-extubation is high

in acute burn patients.
Acute burn patients are often agitated after intubation and require heavy sedation,

making unplanned extubation more dangerous.
Inhalation injury and mechanical trauma from the endotracheal tube are synergis-

tic in producing laryngeal and tracheal injuries.
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FIGURE 4 Frequency distribution of signs and systems of inhalation injury in 11
patients exposed to smoke and/or fire who presented without evidence of airway
obstruction or respiratory distress. None of these patients required intubation de-
spite the presence of multiple risk factors for inhalation injury.

Center [5] proposed an algorithm for airway management of burn patients at risk
for airway compromise (Fig. 5). Initial ATLS survey can identify patients with
impending respiratory failure or airway obstruction. These patients can be intu-
bated before their airway status deteriorates further. Other patients at risk for
inhalation injury but without obvious obstruction and distress initially can be
evaluated endoscopically for direct evidence of airway obstruction.

When available, flexible fiberoptic endoscopy is very well tolerated by
patients. Adults can be examined under topical local anesthesia and sedation as
needed. Children in contrast, must be sedated for bronchoscopy. At our pediatric
burn hospital, examinations are safely performed with patients under ketamine
sedation and topical local anesthesia. Endoscopy allows direct and objective eval-
uation of the airway. If the airway appears patent with no significant obstruction
the patient can be followed by close observation and, if necessary, serial examina-
tions. If the glottic mucosa is pearly opalescent (edematous) and beginning to
encroach on the glottic opening, intubation may be necessary. Presence of edema
and inflammatory changes in the upper airway should be interpreted in the context
of factors including but not limited to patients’ pre-existing physical status, coex-
isting injuries, feasibility of rapid intubation, size and distribution of burns, and
resuscitation requirements (volume and rate of infusion). During observation any
significant clinical change, such as voice alteration, increased respiratory effort,
or difficulty swallowing, warrants prompt re-evaluation.
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FIGURE 5 Algorithm for airway management in patients at risk for inhalation injury.

Airway edema and occlusion can develop rapidly. Although there are risks
associated with unnecessary intubations, in the absence of equipment or training
for endoscopy or if close observation is not possible, empirical prophylactic intu-
bation is the safest course of action if there is doubt about the status of the
patient’s upper airway. Special consideration must also be given to transportation
of patients between institutions. This may involve a significant period of time
(hours) in a setting of limited resources. When transferring the patient to a tertiary
care or burn center airway management, decisions should be made in consultation
with the accepting institution. Empirical prophylactic intubation may seem the
safest choice. However, we have seen serious morbidity and even mortality due
to airway complications in pediatric patients who had relatively trivial burns but
were intubated for transport. Clearly defined indications for intubation should be
identified prior to transport to justify the significant risks of intubation.

Inhalation Injuries to the Larynx and Tracheostomy

In addition to the more immediate airway concerns (obstruction and asphyxia)
in the acute burn patient, management decisions must be made regarding more
long-term consequences of thermal injuries to the larynx. Later sequelae include
airway narrowing secondary to subglottic stenosis, compromise of laryngeal pro-
tection of lower airways and parenchyma from aspiration, and impaired voice
quality. The arytenoids, true vocal cords, and the subglottic region are the areas
most prone to long-term scarring.
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Patients presenting with significant risk factors for inhalation injury should
be examined endoscopically for evidence of laryngeal burns. Presence of signifi-
cant thermal injury to the larynx makes it more prone to injury by an endotracheal
tube. When possible, early extubation reduces the risk of exacerbating a laryngeal
injury. When extubation is not possible tracheostomy is another option that may
help to limit laryngeal injury.

Controversy exists regarding the use of tracheostomy in burn patients. The
early popularity of tracheostomies for initial airway management in burn-injured
patients gave way to reports of unacceptably high rates of complications. In the
most often quoted study regarding the risks of tracheostomy in burn patients,
Eckhauser et al. [6] reported much higher rates of pulmonary sepsis and mortality
in burn patients with tracheostomies than in intubated patients without tracheos-
tomy. Moreover, a 100% correlation was found between cultures of the burn
wound and cultures of the endotracheal aspirate. Presence of a tracheostomy
stoma, especially through a burn injury, was assumed to facilitate contamination
of the respiratory tract with microorganisms from the burn wound. Tracheosto-
mies were considered an increased risk in burn patients and a more conservative
approach was recommended, with tracheostomies reserved for specific indications
rather than for so-called prophylactic airway control [6,7].

More recently many clinicians have published comparisons of clinical out-
comes for burn patients managed with translaryngeal endotracheal tubes and
tracheostomy tubes. These studies indicate that the risk of pneumonia for patients
with tracheostomies is the same as the risk for patients with translaryngeal endo-
tracheal tubes [8,9]. The earlier study by Eckhauser et al. [6] has been criticized
because of inadequate controls and other methodological deficiencies [7,10]. The
general consensus now is that with current methods of supportive care, the risk
of pneumonia appears similar in patients with tracheostomies and those with
translaryngeal endotracheal tubes.

Tracheostomy offers several advantages over a translaryngeal endotracheal
tube in certain patients. For those requiring prolonged mechanical ventilation,
the tracheostomy tube has been reported to reduce dead space, improve compli-
ance, lower peak inspiratory pressures, and facilitate airway suctioning. Tracheos-
tomy also offers protection from laryngeal and tracheal injury. Prolonged transla-
ryngeal intubation is associated with laryngeal injury. Tracheostomy is especially
beneficial for patients who have sustained inhalation injury to the larynx. Mechan-
ical irritation to the larynx by an endotracheal tube exacerbates inhalation injury
to the larynx caused by heat or chemical irritants.

Several recent studies have described very low rates of morbidity associated
with tracheostomy in small study groups of burn patients, especially young pa-
tients [11]. Some of these authors have recommended earlier and more aggressive
use of tracheostomy in burn patients. A conservative reluctance to use tracheos-
tomy in burn patients is now frequently replaced with a broader application of
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this technique, often in patients with normal airways and without need for long-
term mechanical ventilation. Reluctance to perform tracheostomy in burn patients
may increase risk of laryngeal injury in these patients, especially in those who
have also sustained an inhalation injury to the larynx. At the same time, burn
patients may experience an increased risk of morbidity when tracheostomy
is performed in patients who will not benefit from the procedure (risk without
benefit).

Many patients who have sustained major burn injury require intubation and
mechanical ventilation soon after their injury. For most of these patients, intuba-
tion is only required for a short duration, often only until upper airway obstruction
due to edema resolves. Even when inhalation injury is diagnosed endoscopically
and pulmonary gas exchange is impaired, intubation and mechanical ventilation
are not necessary unless there is profound respiratory failure. Under theses cir-
cumstances, tracheostomy offers little advantage over a translaryngeal endotra-
cheal tube. In fact, in some burn patients initial management with tracheostomy
presents an additional serious risk. A specific concern about the use of tracheos-
tomy in burn patients is that, soon after burn, pronounced edema from cutaneous
neck burns may cause dislodgment of the tracheostomy tube. Under these circum-
stances, loss of the airway may be life-threatening. Even in the presence of facial
burns, an oral endotracheal tube may be more secure than a tracheostomy when
thermal injury to the neck results in extensive edema.

One factor contributing to the controversy regarding the timing of conver-
sion from translaryngeal intubation to tracheostomy in patients with inhalation
injury is that it is very difficult to evaluate accurately the severity of an inhalation
injury. This makes it difficult to predict which patients will require prolonged
ventilation. Sellers et al. [10] have approached this problem using logistic regres-
sion to identify factors that correlated with prolonged ventilator dependence. The
factors that they identified (percentage of body surface area with full-thickness
burns, age, presence of inhalation injury, and worst PO2/FiO2 on postburn day 3)
were used to develop an equation to predict the probability of prolonged ventilator
dependence. Although this equation was found to be sensitive and specific for
what they considered for prolonged ventilator dependence, many institutions will
not perform tracheostomy at 2 weeks if there is no laryngeal injury and pulmonary
function is improving. The reason to convert from translaryngeal intubation is to
prevent mucosal disruption and subsequent scarring. The time required for mu-
cosal disruption by an endotracheal tube will vary depending on presence of
laryngeal inhalation injury, patient movement (e.g., swallowing, vocalization, and
head movement), and systemic inflammatory processes. In the absence of laryn-
geal injury, conversion to tracheostomy can be delayed if there are indications
that separation from mechanical ventilatory support may soon be possible.

Tracheostomy clearly offers advantages over translaryngeal intubation in
certain patients in whom earlier conversion to tracheostomy reduces morbidity
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[8]. However, tracheostomy does not offer advantages in all burn patients. Trache-
ostomy is an invasive procedure with a low but finite incidence of complications
that can be very serious or lethal. The risk of subglottic stenosis in patients without
laryngeal inhalation injury and who do not require prolonged ventilation should
be higher after tracheostomy than after several atraumatic intubations for serial
debridement and grafting procedures.

At present there are no unequivocal indications for timing the decision to
convert to tracheostomy. It remains a judgment. The judgment applied by each
center is most strongly influenced by local experience that will vary from center
to center for many reasons. Because of this, all controversy will not likely be
resolved any time soon. However, certain principles should be agreed upon.

In burn patients the increased risk of morbidity with tracheostomies is
acceptable when the procedure also provides a significant advantage. However,
when a patient has a normal airway without laryngeal injury and prolonged me-
chanical ventilation is not needed, tracheostomy does not offer benefit other than
convenience during serial anesthetic administration for wound debridement and
grafting. The decision to perform tracheostomy in burn patients should be individ-
ualized and based on specific indications. To reduce morbidity, the decision
should be made as early as possible but not before a true indication is identified.
Laryngeal injuries such as burns can be diagnosed immediately by endoscopy
and tracheostomy can limit further injury. In this case tracheostomy should not
be delayed. It is helpful to consult otolaryngologists as soon as a laryngeal injury
is diagnosed. In the absence of upper airway injury, translaryngeal intubation can
be continued without increased morbidity until it is clear that prolonged mechani-
cal ventilation is needed.

Respiratory Care

The multitude of respiratory complications caused by smoke inhalation imposes
heavy demands on the respiratory care practitioners who play a central role in
its clinical management. Demands may include intubation and resuscitation of
victims in emergency departments, assistance with bronchoscopy, performance
of pulmonary function tests, monitoring blood gas analysis, pulmonary hygiene,
chest physiotherapy, and management of mechanical ventilation. Effective respi-
ratory care of patients with inhalation injury requires an organized, protocol-
driven approach to therapy. This topic has been reviewed recently [12].

Bronchial Hygiene Therapy

Bronchial hygiene therapy techniques are an essential component of respiratory
management of patients with inhalation injury. Therapeutic coughing, chest phys-
iotherapy, early ambulation, airway suctioning, therapeutic bronchoscopy and use
of pharmacological agents all may be effective in the mobilization and removal
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of retained secretions and fibrin casts. Retained secretions may result in life-
threatening airway obstruction; they may also cause atelectasis, ventilation–
perfusion mismatch, and ultimately contribute to the development of pneumonia,
which will increase burn mortality.

Tracheobronchial suctioning and lavage are imperative for the removal of
secretions and casts that cannot be cleared by the patient because of incapacitated
mucociliary apparatus or ineffective cough. Scheduled, routine suctioning should
be performed in all affected patients to aid in secretion removal. When secretions
or casts become thick and adherent to the airways, bronchial lavage should be
used as an adjunct to routine suctioning. Care must be taken not to use excessive
lavage fluid because it may wash out surfactant. Nasotracheal suctioning may be
performed in nonintubated patients as a mechanism to stimulate coughing and
clear debris. Hazards that may occur with nasotracheal suctioning includemucosal
irritation and bleeding, hypoxemia, vagal stimulation with bradycardia, and death.

Chest physiotherapy, postural drainage with elevation of the head of the
bed, and routine repositioning of the patient every 2 h may be effective for
secretion removal. Unfortunately, these techniques are frequently of limited use
in burn patients because of concerns regarding the fragility of fresh skin grafts
and donor sites.

Early after-injury out-of-bed activities including standing, sitting in a chair,
and walking have been used as a means of expanding the lungs while gentle
vibrations are performed to the affected area. Patients with inhalation injury are
routinely moved out of bed to sit in a chair to help improve lung function. Parents
of pediatric patients are encouraged to hold and rock their children as a means
of therapy and to increase patient comfort.

When all other techniques fail to remove secretions, fiberoptic bronchos-
copy has proven effective. Inspissated secretions and fibrin casts may prove resis-
tant to all simpler methods of removal from the tracheobronchial tree. Fiberoptic
bronchoscopy allows visualization of the airway and enables meticulous pulmo-
nary toilet for clearance of retained secretions.

Pharmacological Treatment

Chemical tracheobronchitis resulting from inhalation can produce bronchospasm.
Therefore the use of bronchodilators can be extremely useful in the pharmacologi-
cal treatment of inhalation injury. This is especially true for patients with pre-
existing reactive airway disease. Aerosolized sympathomimetics are effective in
two ways: they result in bronchial muscle relaxation and they stimulate mucocili-
ary clearance.

Aerosolized racemic epinephrine may be used as a vasoconstrictor. The
vasoconstrictive action of racemic epinephrine is useful in reducing mucosal and
submucosal vascular congestion and edema, especially in the upper airways. A
secondary bronchodilator action serves to reduce potential spasm of the smooth
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muscles of the terminal bronchioles. Racemic epinephrine has also been used for
the treatment of postextubation stridor. In our institution racemic epinephrine is
used routinely after extubation in pediatric patients. Smaller pediatric patients
are more sensitive to the effects of subglottic edema on airway narrowing.

Prospective clinical trials of corticosteroids have not shown a benefit for
patients with inhalation injury. Despite the prominent role of inflammation in the
pathophysiology of inhalation injury, not only did steroids fail to reduce morbidity
or mortality they may also be associated with a higher rate of infections.

N-Acetylcysteine is a powerful mucolytic agent used in respiratory care.
Its thiol group makes it a strong reducing agent capable of rupturing the disulfide
bonds that stabilize the molecular mucoprotein network of mucus. Agents that
break down these disulfide bonds produce the most effective mucolysis. Nebu-
lized sympathomimetic bronchodilators are given along with N-acetylcysteine to
counteract bronchial hyperreactivity.

A major problem for patients with smoke inhalation injury is the formation
of fibrin casts in the small airways. These casts are composed of sloughed mucosa
and other cellular debris and secretions held together by a tenacious fibrin clot
formed from the protein-rich exudate that develops in the airways after inhalation
injury. Fibrin casts block the airways and prevent ventilation of areas distal to
the cast. This results in atelectasis, pulmonary shunt, and hypoxia. In addition,
when mechanical ventilation is used with higher pressures and volumes to com-
pensate for respiratory failure, normal areas of pulmonary parenchyma are injured
and the acute lung injury is exacerbated. Distal to airways obstructed by casts,
retained materials provide an excellent medium for microbial growth and greatly
increase the risk of pneumonia.

Nebulized N-acetylcysteine and heparin administered to reduce formation
of fibrin casts are the only specific agents with evidence of clinical efficacy for
patients with inhalation injury. Desai et al. [13] treated pediatric patients with
smoke inhalation injury using alternating doses of nebulized heparin
(5,000–10,000u) and the mucolytic agent acetylcysteine (3 ml 20% solution). In
a retrospective review of medical records of pediatric patients with inhalation
injury, the authors observed a significant decrease in reintubation rates, incidence
of atelectasis, and mortality in patients treated with nebulized heparin and
N-acetylcysteine.

Effective respiratory care requires coordination of a variety of treatment
modalities. The goals of this regimen is to maintain adequate ventilation and
oxygenation, facilitate clearance of secretions and material from the airways,
prevent atelectasis, and monitor function. Successful management requires a well-
organized and protocol-driven approach. The inhalation injury pharmacological
treatment protocol used at Shriners Burns Hospital–Galveston is described in
Table 8.
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TABLE 8 Shriners Burns Hospital-Galveston Inhalation injury treatment protocol

1. Titrate high-flow humidified oxygen to maintain SaO2 � 92%.
2. Cough, deep breathing exercises every 2 h.
3. Turn patient side to side every 2 h.
4. Chest physiotherapy every 4 h.
5. Nebulize 3 cc N-acetylcysteine 20% solution every 4 h for 7 days.
6. Alternate nebulizing 5000 units heparin with 3 cc normal saline every 4 h for

7 days.
7. Nasotracheal suctioning and lavage as needed.
8. Early ambulation.
9. Sputum cultures Monday, Wednesday, and Friday.

10. Pulmonary function studies prior to discharge and at outpatient visits.
11. Patient/parent education regarding disease process.

Mechanical Ventilation

Despite all conservative efforts to support unassisted ventilation, patients with
moderate or severe inhalation injury may develop respiratory failure and require
mechanical ventilation. Patients with severe inhalation injury are at a substantial
risk for iatrogenic, ventilator-induced lung damage. Airway resistance is increased
secondary to edema and cast formation; thus, higher airway pressures are required
to provide sufficient flow to maintain minute ventilation. The optimal treatment
of any disease reverses the pathophysiologic process without causing further
injury. When inhalation injury is severe enough to require mechanical ventilation,
such an outcome is not achieved. Conventional mechanical ventilation does not
reverse the pathological process, is not characterized by improved clearance of
secretions, and may actually compound the existing injury.

Over the past 30 years, and especially over the past decade, new ventilator
techniques have become available that present alternatives for the treatment of
patients with inhalation injury. Unfortunately, although the number of options
available to the clinician has appeared to increase exponentially, well-controlled
prospective trials defining the specific role for each of the modes of ventilation
and comparing them to other modes of ventilation have not been performed.

The American College of Chest Physicians consensus conference on me-
chanical ventilation provided general guidelines that are applicable to inhalation
injury patients. A summary of these guidelines is presented in Table 9.

A recent randomized study by the Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome
Network of the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute compared outcomes
using large (12 ml/kg) tidal volume with airway pressure of 50 cmH2O or less
with outcomes with small (6 ml/kg) tidal volumes and pressure of 30 cmH2O or
less. The volume-assist-control mode was used for ventilation. The study was
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TABLE 9 Recommendations from the American College of Chest Physicians
Consensus Conference on Mechanical Ventilationl

The clinician should choose a ventilator mode that he or she is familiar with and
that has been shown capable of supporting oxygenation and ventilation.

A lower limit of acceptable oxygenation should be identified.
A plateau pressure greater than 35 cmH2O is of concern; however, when chest wall

compliance is reduced, greater pressures may be acceptable.
In order to limit airway pressure, PCO2 should be permitted to rise (permissive

hypercapnia) when tolerated.
PEEP is useful in supporting oxygenation and may help reduce lung damage. The

optimal PEEP level should be chosen after empirical trials and re-evaluated
regularly.

Large tidal volumes (12–15 ml/kg) with PEEP may be needed to improve
oxygenation if the use of protective ventilatory strategies is ineffective

stopped early because of higher mortality in the group with higher tidal volumes
and pressures. It is now generally agreed that ventilation should be initiated with
tidal volumes of 6–8 ml/kg body weight. When acute increases in PCO2 and
decreases in PO2 occur, obstruction by fibrin casts should be considered, this
should be treated initially with aggressive pulmonary toilet. If this is unsuccessful,
physicians should consider changing to volume ventilation with higher tidal vol-
umes as needed to provide oxygenation and ventilation.

Multiple studies have demonstrated that large portions of the lungs of pa-
tients ventilated for treatment of respiratory failure are consolidated and cannot
be ventilated. Under these circumstances, high airway pressures associated with
delivery of standard tidal volumes can cause pneumothorax. Overdistention of
patent alveoli also extends the lung injury by inducing interstitial edema, hemor-
rhage, and hyaline membrane formation in previously noninjured lung tissues.
Deliberate hypoventilation has been practiced in an attempt to reduce these
changes by lowering airway pressures associated with higher rates of ventilation
required to maintain a normal PCO2. Hypercarbia and resultant respiratory acido-
sis are accepted as a tradeoff for lowered risk of ventilator-induced lung injury.
Hypercarbia has been well tolerated when the pH is maintained at 7.2 or higher.

High-frequency percussive ventilation (HFPV) has also been used follow-
ing inhalation injury. This mode facilitates oxygenation at lower inspired oxygen
concentrations and adequate ventilation at lower peak and mean airway pressures.
In addition, a few reports have indicated increased secretion clearance with some
forms of high-frequency ventilation. The terms high-frequency flow interruption
and high-frequency percussive ventilation have been used to describe a technique
in which ventilation is accomplished by a positive-phase percussion delivered at
the proximal airway. In clinical trials, high-frequency percussive ventilation was
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found to permit adequate ventilation and oxygenation in a small cohort of patients
for whom conventional ventilatory support following inhalation injury had failed.
A clinical trial has been published by Cioffi and colleagues in which a substan-
tial decrease in inhalation injury-associated morbidity and mortality was noted
[13a].

LATE COMPLICATIONS

With serious inhalation injuries, persistent systemic inflammation and prolonged
ventilation at high pressures are associated with a variety of complications later
in the patient’s hospital course. High airway pressures and mechanical irritation
from the endotracheal tube, tracheostomy tube, and a tracheal cuff combine to
injure the airway further. Tubes and cuffs erode mucosa, exposing cartilage, and
lead to laryngomalacia or tracheomalacia. Healing of denuded areas involves scar
formation that can result in stenosis that impairs laryngeal motion and subglottic
narrowing. High airway pressure impairs mucosal perfusion. This mucosal is-
chemia prevents healing, resulting in persistent inflammation and infection. Tis-
sue responses vary with patient age. Children have a tendency to formation of
granulation tissue and stenosis while older patients are more likely to experience
necrosis and fistula formation.

Nearly all survivors of severe inhalation injury requiring prolonged ventila-
tion, especially at higher airway pressures, retain some degree of respiratory
dysfunction. Respiratory dysfunction can involve either upper airway or pulmo-
nary parenchyma. Laryngeal injury can result in impaired vocal cord function,
causing problems with phonation or lead to chronic aspiration. Pulmonary paren-
chymal pathological conditions include pulmonary fibrosis, reduced pulmonary
capillary volume, bronchilolitis obliterans, chronic bronchitis, and bronchiectasis.
These conditions can lead to a variety of associated pulmonary function problems
including reactive airway disease, altered compliance, increased dead space and
closing volume, and limitation of diffusion. Additional mechanical deficiencies
also may impair pulmonary function. Prolonged ventilation and immobilization
can cause atrophy and weakness of respiratory muscles. Thoracic burn scars
(especially when circumferential) may contribute to a restrictive respiratory de-
fect. Spinal deformities due to burn scar contractures can also cause a severe
restrictive respiratory defect.

Long-term follow-up of pulmonary function among survivors of ARDS has
revealed a large degree of heterogeneity. Function may be near normal in those
who were young and did not smoke at the time of injury. However, respiratory
function may be significantly impaired in older patients and in those who had
additional comorbidities at the time of injury [14]. The most common abnormali-
ties seen have been reduced diffusing capacity and easy fatigability. The observa-
tion that poor exercise tolerance did not correlate with the decrease in diffusion
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capacity suggests that the early fatigue seen in these patients is unrelated to
pulmonary pathology [14]. Mlcak et al. [15] reported increased physiological
dead space/tidal volume ratio during exercise in children 2 years after injury.
This same group studied burned children out to 8 years and observed residual
pulmonary pathology even at rest [16]. These changes included altered lung me-
chanics, gas exchange, decreased chest wall compliance due to scarring, and
respiratory muscle weakness. Following severe thermal and inhalation injury, it
is likely that these patients may never regain normal lung function.

SUMMARY

Inhalation injury either alone or in combination with cutaneous burns is associated
with serious risk of morbidity and mortality. Early diagnosis and treatment are
important because inhalation injury can lead to asphyxiation due to airway ob-
struction from edema, it increases volume requirements for fluid resuscitation in
patients with cutaneous burns, and specific therapy may be needed for systemic
toxins.

Overall mortality associated with burns has decreased dramatically and this
includes patients with both burns and inhalation injury. Improved outcome is the
result of many changes but includes aggressive fluid resuscitation, early excision,
improvements in general care, along with the availability of specialized burn
centers. These changes in care speed wound healing and reduce the incidence of
serious infection and sepsis. These improvements also affect the course of inhala-
tion injury by reducing systemic inflammation and pneumonia.

Beyond these improvements, the treatment of inhalation is largely suppor-
tive and nonspecific. Meticulous attention to details of bronchial hygiene can help
prevent retention of secretions, airway obstruction, atelectasis, and pneumonia.
Careful management of mechanical ventilation is needed to minimize ventilator-
induced injury.

There are also specific therapeutic interventions for inhalation injury. Early
prophylactic intubation can prevent lethal airway obstruction, but this decision
must be weighed against the risks of unnecessary intubations. Hyperbaric oxygen
therapy or pharmacological treatment of cyanide toxicity can prevent death or
permanent neurological deficit. Nebulized heparin and a mucolytic agent can
reduce cast formation, which leads to airway obstruction, atelectasis, hypoxia,
and pneumonia. Later decisions include whether and when to convert from a
translaryngeal endotracheal tube to a tracheostomy.

Patients at risk for inhalation injury can be identified by information ob-
tained from their medical history and physical examination. Mucosal injury can
be identified by endoscopic examination. At present it is not possible to predict
which patients will experience progressive respiratory failure as a result of inhala-
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tion injury. Effective management requires continuous close observation and co-
ordination of the efforts of all the burn care team.
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4
Burn Wound Management and Preparation
for Surgery

Juan P. Barret and Peter Dziewulski
Broomfield Hospital, Chelmsford, Essex, United Kingdom

After the size, site, and depth of the burn wound have been determined and all
initial urgent measures are completed, a plan of treatment must be formulated
for further management of the wound. Patients are transferred to their room where
general treatment is continued and comfort measures, including warming and
analgesia, are instituted. At this point, attention needs to be turned to the burn
wound. A clear plan must be instituted, and repeated dressing changes to make
management decisions should be avoided. Plastic wrap or Telfa clear dressings
covered in warming blankets or any other material that keeps patients warm and
comfortable should be used. This allows for easy inspection of the burn wound
if a definitive plan of treatment is still to be outlined or a new or more senior
burn surgeon needs to inspect the wound to make the final treatment plan. As
soon as the initial management and resuscitation of burn patients is complete the
determination of the wound treatment plan is the main focus during this phase
of patient care.

It is essential to outline the surgical plan in order to institute the rationale
of dressing changes and the choice of dressing materials. A proper diagnosis is
necessary to start wound care. Depending on the size and depth of the burn wound,
the approach to wound care and closure will differ, and so will the rationale for
wound care and dressings.

85
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The topical treatment applied to the burn wound will generally be based
on two main criteria:

The depth of the burn wound
The type of surgical approach to the burn wound

Determination of burn depth crucial in formulating the treatment plan. Superficial
burns require a well-developed wound care protocol. Wounds of this type heal
without surgical intervention; therefore, the topical treatment and choice of dress-
ings will have a direct impact on the patient’s comfort and wound healing. The
type of surgical intervention, especially the timing of excision and extent of the
excision, will determine the type of wound care management patients require
before and during burn wound closure.

BURN WOUND MANAGEMENT BASED ON THE DEPTH OF
THE WOUND

Burn injuries damage different degrees of the epidermis, dermis, and soft tissues.
Depending on the depth of the injury, wounds will present with different abilities
for healing and re-epithelialization. Superficial wounds will present with good
chances for complete wound healing within 3 weeks, whereas deep wounds have
lost most or all possibilities for spontaneous wound healing. State-of-the-art
wound care is therefore essential in superficial wounds to warrant and stimulate
spontaneous wound healing. Surgery and operative wound closure will play a
central role in the management of deep wounds.

In general, patients can be categorized to three broad groups depending on
the type of injury sustained:

1. Superficial burn
2. Indeterminate-depth burn
3. Deep partial and full-thickness burn

Patients’ local wound treatment and surgical plans are based essentially on the
type of injury (see Table 1).

Superficial burns include all those injuries that have destroyed the epidermis
and different degrees of the papillary dermis. They are represented by first-degree

TABLE 1 Management of the Burn Wound

Superficial partial-thickness burns: conservative treatment
Deep Partial and full-thickness burns: excision and autografting
Indeterminate-depth burns: Conservative treatment (10–14 days), followed by

second inspection and definitive treatment (based on healing time)
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(or epidermal burns) and superficial second-degree burns (or superficial partial
thickness burns). Conservative management of these injuries is normally the rule.
Indeterminate-depth burns include those injuries that can be classified neither as
superficial nor as deep burns. Their potential for regeneration is also variable,
and a period of conservative treatment followed by a second assessment and
definitive treatment plan is usually required. Deep second-degree and third-degree
burns represent deep partial and full-thickness burns. They do not represent any
treatment problem, and surgery is normally the treatment of choice. Most or all
dermal appendages have been destroyed, and regeneration proceeds slowly or
never occurs. The debate continues as to the timing of surgery, especially for
patients with massive injuries.

Superficial burns

A conservative approach is mandatory in this type of injury. Superficial burns
heal by proliferation of skin appendages. When they heal in less than 3 weeks
they leave minor skin changes or no scars at all. The period that these injuries
require for complete healing is mandated by the speed of debridement of all
devitalized tissues and the proliferation of basal cell epithelial cells. Treatment
should be therefore directed to speed or promote debridement of all debris caused
by burning and to provide a microenvironment that allows and promotes re-
epithelialization. Many topical treatment regimens are available in the market for
treatment of superficial burns. Many topical antimicrobial creams for the tempo-
rary skin substitutes are available. The application of topical creams for the treat-
ment of partial-thickness burns has been and still is favored by many burn care
physicians. This treatment protocol proved to be effective in the late 1960s and
early 1970s and allowed for better control of burn wound sepsis. The application
of topical creams requires frequent dressing changes and produces severe pain
and anxiety. Patients refer to these as among the most painful and frightening
experiences in their lives. Such treatment has been proved effective for the treat-
ment of superficial burns, but its use presents with a series of drawbacks, including
patient discomfort, difficulties in burn dressing, and delays in discharge from
hospital. The former has stimulated the exploration of alternative treatments with
temporary skin substitutes.

For many years, application of 1% silver sulfadiazine cream has been the
standard choice. Its use, however, requires frequent dressing changes and a daily
bath or shower that provokes pain and severe anxiety. Silver sulfadiazine works
best when it is applied every 12 h, thus doubling pain discomfort and increasing
nursing staff stress. The application of temporary skin substitutes is a good alterna-
tive to daily dressing changes, but their use requires a more sophisticated ap-
proach. They are also more expensive and their use must be rationalized to be
able to extend the quality of care to all burn patients. The most commonly used
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temporary skin substitutes for the conservative treatment of superficial burns
include Biobrane, TransCyte, and porcine xenografts. Their use and application
are described in full in Chapter 7. Skin homografts are also a good alternative
to temporary skin substitutes, but their particular characteristics and price man-
dates that their use be more restricted for patients with massive superficial burns.

Regardless of the dressing used on a superficial burn, it has to serve all
the following purposes:

1. Superficial burns need to be aggressively debrided prior to the applica-
tion of the definitive dressing. In many circumstances it is best done
under sedation or general anesthesia in patients with large superficial
burns.

2. The dressing has to provide a natural protection against infection. If
subsequently infected, superficial burns may convert to full-thickness
skin loss requiring formal excision and skin autografting, which leads
to a worse cosmetic and functional outcome.

3. The dressing has to provide comfort to patients and, ideally, should
provide good analgesia.

4. The dressing should permit patients’ full range of motion and early
rehabilitation.

5. The dressing should be easy to care by patients and relatives.
6. The dressing should permit early discharge of patients and subsequent

control in the outpatient department.

The treatment of superficial burns is outlined in Chapter 7. However, the authors’
choice of treatment for any significant superficial burn is temporary skin substi-
tutes, which provide all former characteristics. Good quality of care can be
achieved with conservative treatment with topical antimicrobial creams, but side
effects and patient discomfort should preclude their use. Prospective studies have
proved the superior outcome of superficial burns with the extensive use of tempo-
rary skin substitutes. Pain is absent or significantly reduced, patient discomfort
is improved, and patients are discharged sooner from the hospital. Final outcome
is similar with both treatments; therefore it is our criteria to treat any significant
superficial burn with temporary skin substitutes.

Deep Partial and Full-thickness Burns

In deep partial and full-thickness burns a formal surgical approach should be
followed. In deep partial-thickness burns most of the dermis has been destroyed.
They usually heal after a prolonged period of time (more than 3weeks) by prolifer-
ation of skin appendages that reside deep in dermis. After a variable time of
bacterial and chemical debridement of the superficial dead tissue, epithelial cells
migrate to the raw surface. The prolonged healing time and inflammation lead
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to scar formation and poor cosmetics and function, which provide the rationale
for early excision of the dead tissue and skin autografting. The final outcome
provided by skin autografts is regarded as far better than that of the natural healing
process, which is usually complicated by hypertrophic scar formation, decreased
function, prolonged rehabilitation, and poor cosmetic outcome.

Full-thickness burns present with a total loss of skin. Healing progresses
by prolonged spontaneous debridement and eschar separation and the production
of different amounts of granulation tissue. Small full-thickness skin losses may
heal by contraction and re-epithelialization from the skin edges, whereas large
full-thickness skin losses may progress to loss of limbs, granulation tissue forma-
tion, and septic complications. Those who survive the natural healing process are
usually left with profound disabilities. Standard treatment of full-thickness burns
includes formal early excision of all dead tissue and skin autografting. Deep
injuries with bone, tendon, or other exposures of vital anatomical structures re-
quire flap coverage.

As mentioned before, treatment of choice for both deep partial-thickness
and full-thickness burns includes excision and autografting. A temporary dressing
needs to be applied while the patient is awaiting surgery. The application of 1%
silver sulfadiazine or cerium nitrate–silver sulfadiazine provides good antimicro-
bial properties, although it may be not necessary if surgery is to be performed
immediately. When burns are debrided and grafted immediately or few hours
after the injury, a simple protective dressing may be applied to isolate the wound
from the hostile environment. Topical antimicrobials are not necessary in these
circumstances because wounds are sterile soon after burning. It is not until days
after the injury that they are heavily colonized with pathogens. More insight into
the treatment of these injuries in provided in Chapters 8 and 9.

Indeterminate-Depth Burns

Indeterminate-depth Burns fall between superficial and deep partial burns. In
general, they present with a mixture of both injuries, such as burns with a so-
called geographical appearance: presenting with patterns of superficial blanching
areas together with whitish nonblanching areas, none of which is big enough to
be diagnosed as true areas of deep partial thickness that could be treated surgically.
In this case, sacrificing the mixture of superficial burns would worsen the final
outcome, extending the area of grafting and scarring to areas of living tissue that
would have healed otherwise without scars. These injuries have areas of superfi-
cial vital injuries that will heal with conservative treatment enclosed in regions
of deep partial-thickness injuries. The treatment of the burns with early excision
and grafting would sacrifice all these vital areas of skin. On the other hand, the
appearance of the whole burn wound includes some deep injuries and wounds
with doubtful vitality.
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Treatment of these injuries calls for an initial conservative approach fol-
lowed by a formal diagnosis and agreement. A diagram of all sites involved
should be created. Burn wounds that heal in less than 3 weeks do so without scar
formation; patients are therefore treated conservatively for 10–14 days. At that
time, a new assessment is made and a decision is made as to whether the remaining
will or will no heal within 3 weeks (counting day 0 as the day of the burn injury).
If wounds appear to heal and complete wound closure is expected before day 21
postinjury, conservative treatment is continued. Wounds that will need more than
3 weeks to heal are treated then as deep partial-thickness wounds, excision and
skin autografting are performed.

Conservative treatment that patients receive during the first 10 to 14 days
is similar to that outlined for superficial wounds (see Chap. 7). Use of skin
substitutes is also strongly advised, but they present with a higher tendency to
collections and infection than do superficial wounds. Whichever treatment option
is chosen, burn wounds need to be inspected periodically to detect any infectious
complications. Systemic antibiotics and formal burn wound excision and auto-
grafting may be needed in the event of burn wound sepsis. Other than that, patients
are reviewed but no changes in the plan of management of burn wounds are
made. The initial decision must be maintained during the first 10–14 day period.
Burn wounds are dynamic and change during that period. Changing the manage-
ment decision half way through this time based on the wound appearance will
inevitably lead to excision and autografting. This break in the practice will pro-
duce increased blood loss, sacrifice of living tissue, and grafting of burned areas
that might have healed on their own (see Fig. 1).

Large life-threatening burns constitute an exception to this general manage-
ment of indeterminate burns. Even though the vitality of these injuries is still in
question and all the former considerations apply to these massive burns, these
patients are candidates to early superficial excision or debridement and homo-
grafting. This aggressive surgical approach leads to an optimal survival rate and
excellent outcome. These injuries carry a high likelihood of mortality. Removal
of all devitalized tissues and wound closure with vital homografts, which close
the wounds and provide growth factors, lessen this likelihood. Treatment does
not differ from that of massive superficial burns, as described in Chapter 7.

BURN WOUND MANAGEMENT BASED ON THE SURGICAL
APPROACH

Two basic general surgical approaches apply in burn surgery. How burn wounds
are managed during the initial period, will significantly affect the way the wound
is managed topically. Time delay between burn injury and surgery is the key
element in the two main surgical approaches. They include:

1. Immediate burn wound excision
2. Early/serial burn wound excision
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FIGURE 1 Protocol for treatment of indeterminate depth burn wounds. Once the
master plan and management decision have been established, patients are treated
conservatively for 10–14 days. At that time, a definitive plan is outlined.

These two main approaches differ in the timing of surgery, regardless of the type,
diagnosis, and depth of the burn wound. The different philosophy in the surgical
approaches resides in the general planning and the day surgery is started. The
same burn wound may be treated successfully using either of the two ways, but
differences in the postburn hypermetabolic and inflammatory response, blood
loss, and possible sacrifice of viable tissue may result.

Immediate Burn Wound Excision

In this surgical approach all burn wounds are operated on within 24 h after the
injury. Deep burns are excised and grafted, whereas superficial burns are treated
with temporary skin substitutes. When this technique is utilized, topical manage-
ment of the wound awaiting definitive surgical treatment includes the application
of clean (nonsterile) plastic wrap or the application of petrolatum-based fine-
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mesh dressings. Telfa clear may serve the same purpose plastic wrap. It can also
be applied nonsterile, but it can be purchased as long nonsterile rolls that can be
easily autoclaved. Topical antimicrobials are not necessary. Burn wounds are
sterile early after burning, and colonization has yet to begin by the time patients
are sent to the operating room. Within 24 h after the burn injury, all wounds are
surgically closed either with grafts or temporary skin substitutes; therefore the
application of topical antimicrobials is not necessary. Less expensive materials
should be always used, since temporary dressings applied after burn wound as-
sessment are to be removed in few hours. The rationale for immediate burn
wound excision includes the modulation of the hypermetabolic, catabolic, and
inflammatory response of patients by immediate removal of dead tissue. More
information regarding immediate burn wound excision is to be found in Chapters
9 and 10.

Early/Serial Burn Wound Excision

In early/serial burn wound excision, burns are excised within 72 h after the injury.
Wounds are serially excised in sessions of up to 20–25% of the total body surface
area involved in the injury. Patients return at intervals of 48 h to the operating
room, with the aim of having the complete burn wound excised within 7–10 days
after injury. Information on this approach is summarized in Chapter 10. Burn
wounds that are not full thickness are dynamic during the first 48 h. Therefore,
advocates for this technique prefer to delay surgery 48–72 h until resuscitation
is complete and all burn wounds are stable to avoid the excision of potentially
viable tissue. It is also accepted that a small delay in definitive treatment is not
harmful in burn surgery, although increasing evidence in the trauma and burns
literature claims otherwise.

Topical management of wounds is as follows:

1. Superficial and indeterminate wounds: The same approach outlined
before and presented in Chapter 7 can be applied when using this
approach. Superficial and indeterminate burn wounds can be treated
with temporary skin substitutes after cleansing and superficial debride-
ment.

2. Deep-partial and full-thickness burns: Burns of this nature should be
treated with the application of topical antimicrobials until definitive
surgical treatment is performed. One percent Silver sulfadiazine is the
standard treatment in many burn centers, although cerium nitrate–silver
sulfadiazine is a very good alternative. Definitive burn wound closure
is achieved before colonization by multiply resistant gram-negative
bacteria occurs, so no further antimicrobials are usually needed.
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Burn wounds that are serially excised and covered with either autografts or skin
substitutes will require the application of different ointments and topical solutions
depending on the skin expansion and skin substitute used. The reader is referred
to Chapter 10 for more information.

Another approach included in this less aggressive group of therapies is the
conservative treatment of burns with cerium nitrate–silver sulfadiazine for a week
followed by delayed serial burn wound excision. In this therapy, wounds are
managed topically with daily application of cerium nitrate–silver sulfadiazine for
a week. Patients then undergo surgery on limited areas of their body and return
at weekly interval for further excision and autografting. The wounds that are left
nonexcised after every operative session are treated with daily application of the
same topical agent until complete wound closure has been achieved.

In any pragmatic approach, certain patients may not fit in the protocol. In
these circumstances, an individual approach needs to be implemented to provide
a good outcome. Good examples include the following:

Non-life-threatening burns in patients with important associated medical
conditions. Medical conditions need to be addressed first to decrease the
morbidity and mortality of surgery

Large superficial burns with small full-thickness patches are best treated
as superficial burns and full-thickness areas addressed last when the rest
of the burns are healed.

Patients who experience extreme pain not controlled with analgesic regi-
mens may benefit from early excision and grafting to decrease daily
cleansing.

Small deep–partial and full-thickness burns in patients who continue work-
ing and attending school are best treated conservatively and operated on
as out patients procedures.

Burns to the hands and feet benefit from an aggressive approach to permit
the patient’s early social and work reintegration

PREPARATION FOR SURGERY

Burn surgery requires commitment and cooperation from the whole burn team.
Treatment of massive burns is an enterprise that matches the complexity of open-
heart surgery or any other major surgical procedures based on the interaction of
a multidisciplinary team. It should be only attempted in major tertiary hospital
facilities where the whole spectrum of specialization is available. Even though
burn wound excision and grafting may seem to the novice as a simple and easy
surgical procedure, a profound understanding of the burn pathophysiology, dy-
namics of wounds, critical care, and wound healing is necessary to perform suc-
cessful operations.
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Preparation for surgery is based on three main principles:

1. Anesthetic evaluation
2. Preparation of patients
3. Preparation of the operating room.

Burn wound excision, either immediate/early or delayed should be considered
an elective procedure and prepared and managed as such. Only emergency surgi-
cal airway access and escharotomy and fasciotomy should be undertaken without
formal and proper evaluation. Experienced burn anesthetists and burn surgeons
only should perform burn wound excision, since minor errors may lead result in
the death of patients.

Anesthetic Evaluation

Destruction of skin by thermal injury disrupts the vital functions of the largest
organ in the body and results in a systemic inflammatory response that alters
function in virtually all organ systems. The metabolic rate and reserve of many
organs are altered. All changes that occur during the resuscitation phase and
postresuscitation phase should be noted and taken into account to provide safe
anesthesia. Treatment of burn patients must compensate for loss of these func-
tions, until the wounds are covered and healed. Preoperative evaluation of the
burned patient is guided largely by knowledge of these pathophysiological
changes. Good communication with the surgical team is essential in order to
estimate the size and depth of the wound to be operated on. This will help in
estimating the actual physiological insult to be expected during surgery. The
trauma that surgery superimposes on the already increased metabolic rate of burn
patients can result in it being impossible to ventilate patients during surgery.
Accurate estimates of blood loss are crucial in planning the operative manage-
ment of burn patients. Surgical blood loss depends on area to be excised (cm2),
time since injury, surgical plan, and presence of infection. Blood loss from skin
graft donor sites will also vary depending on whether it is an initial or repeated
harvest. Calculation of expected blood loss is calculated in Table 2. Special atten-

TABLE 2 Calculation of Expected Blood Loss

Time since burn injury Predicted blood loss (cc/cm2 burn area)

� 24 h 0.45
1–3 days 0.65
3–16 days 0.75
� 16 days 0.5–0.75
Infected wounds 1–1.25
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tion must be paid to the airway and pulmonary function during preoperative
evaluation. Anatomy can be distorted and range of mobility to allow enough
exposure of the airway may be decreased. The level of respiratory support needs
also to be assessed. The patient’s hemodynamic status must be investigated to
foresee any derangement that may occur during surgery and to establish the
patient’s inotropic support requirements. A thorough and systematic review of
all systems should follow, noting all derangements, pre-existing conditions, and
expected requirements during surgery and the immediate postoperative period.
Any metabolic derangement should be corrected before the patient is taken to
the operating room in order to avoid unexpected problems. The following is a
summary of general preparation for surgery:

Establish burn size, depth, and surgical plan.
Communicate with surgical team.
Establish expected physiological impact of surgery.
Assess airway. Consider fiberoptic intubation.
Assess level of respiratory support. Evaluate intraoperative requirements
and make efforts to match requirements during surgery.

Evaluate hemodynamic status and expected needs during surgery.
Make a thorough and systematic evaluation of the patient. Detect any physi-
ological derangements and pre-existing conditions and correct them be-
fore patient is taken to the operating room.

Establish predicted blood loss and order blood products.
Order coagulation products if needed.
Make sufficient plans for patient transport, location of initial postoperative
care, and fluid management, including enteral feeding regimen.

Make adequate preparation in terms of monitors, vascular access, and avail-
ability of blood products, drugs, and any other medical equipment
needed.

Do not send for the patient until all equipment has been checked; all operat-
ing room settings are complete; operating room temperature is appropri-
ate; and all drugs, fluids, and blood products are physically present in
the room.

Success in major burn surgery requires anticipation of all possible problems. This
can only be accomplished by profound knowledge of burn pathophysiology, state-
of-the-art burn critical care, and good communication among burn teammembers.

Preparation of Patients

Patients and/or families should be informed of the impact of the injury and what
is to be expected from the surgical procedure. Informed patients tend to present
with lower levels of anxiety and their pain control is usually much better. There-
fore, all efforts should be made to inform and calm patients during preparation
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for surgery. It is very important to inform patients and relatives in plain words
about the extent of the injury and the implications this injury will pose in their
hospital stay and future rehabilitation. An important dose of optimism, compas-
sion, and support will be necessary to overcome problems during the acute phase.
Patients and relatives need to be informed of all phases of treatment and the need
for repeated surgical procedures. It is very important to explain that the patient
will experience pain, stress, and anxiety during the acute and rehabilitation phase,
and that the support of close family and relatives will be extremely important to
overcome these problems. Rest and sleep are also extremely important, and their
importance should also be emphasized.

Good pain control should be achieved and the type of postoperative analge-
sia discussed with the patient. All patients who are co-operative enough should
be offered patient-controlled analgesia (PCA). If PCA pumps can be used, they
provide good analgesia and also, which is more important, give patients control
over pain and all painful procedures and situations they will have to face in the
future.

Nonintubated patients should fast for at least 6 h. Enteral feeding and clear
fluids can be continued until 2–3 h before surgery. The stomach is then to be
aspirated via the nasogastric tube before induction of anesthesia. There is no need
to stop enteral feeding in intubated patients. The stomach is also emptied at the
beginning of surgery. Unless large residuals are present before surgery, the hourly
amount of enteral feeding that patients receive is low enough to present only a
minor risk of aspiration.

All metabolic and physiological derangements should be corrected, blood
products ordered, and the patient prepared for surgery. In general, patients are
treated as any other intensive care unit (ICU) patient. The particulars of the burn
population must be taken into account when patients are prepared for surgery.
Burn patients are more prone to metabolic and electrolyte imbalances and they
must be closely monitored and all deviations corrected. Homografts, biological
dressings, and skin substitutes should be also ordered.

Good vascular access is essential. Large infusion volumes are not uncom-
mon during major burn surgery. Vascular access in major burn cases includes
triple-lumen central venous lines, large-caliber peripheral access, and arterial
lines. Trauma lines or Swann-Ganz introducers are very helpful to provide appro-
priate vascular access to allow the infusion of large volumes in short periods of
time. Transfusion of large amounts of blood products, which have high viscosity
characteristics, may be necessary during surgery. Therefore, trauma catheters or
large peripheral catheters in low-pressure vascular beds can be considered for use
during burn surgery. Lines should be placed before surgery, in order to expedite
treatment.

Nursing staff should be informed of the surgical plan and the expected
dressing and nursing requirements during and after surgery. Rehabilitation ser-
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vices are involved before surgery. All joints are well positioned and splints and
physiotherapy requirements discussed. When intraoperative splinting is neces-
sary, rehabilitation specialists should also be informed to make specific arrange-
ments. Blood products, biological dressings, and skin substitutes including homo-
grafts are quantified using standard nomograms (see Chapt. 1, Fig. 4). The size
of the burn to be excised is calculated by plotting height and weight onto the
nomogram. Percentage of total surface area to be excised is then calculated.
Predicted blood requirements are calculated per cm2 (see Table 2), and the total
amount of blood products ordered. The amount of skin homografts and skin
substitutes are calculated based on the total surface area to be excised in cm2.

Preparation of the Operating Room

Operating room staff has to be informed of any planned surgery as soon as
possible in order to make all arrangements. As mentioned before, no random
decisions should be made before or during surgery to avoid accidents. Operating
nursing staff should be invited to make daily rounds with the rest of the team to
get direct information about any surgery and major dressing changes to be per-
formed in the operating room. Good communication is essential, and it is the
responsibility of both the burn surgeon and the burn anesthetist to provide and
allow the flow of information. A fixed and detailed plan of the surgical procedure
must be outlined and passed on to the rest of the burn team and any other relevant
personnel. To avoid contradictory and confusing information, the surgical plan
should be only distributed when it is considered to be complete and final. If a
change of plan or new information has to be distributed, it should be clearly
stated that it is new information that invalidates the former plan. A new completed
surgical plan should be provided that includes the new information. Amendments
should be avoided.

The complete information that should be provided includes the following:

Size of the burn
Anatomical sites
Associated injuries and ventilatory requirements
Sequence of surgery
Position of patient
Change in position of patient during surgery
Blood requirements
Skin homograft and biological and skin substitute requirements
Equipment
Hemostatic agents and tourniquets
Postoperative requirements and type of bed
Postoperative positioning
Splint and rehabilitation requirements
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FIGURE 2 A. Typical operating room set-up. It is mandatory to have all equipment
(B), blood products, and skin substitutes (C) ready before the patient is transferred
to the operating room.
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All blood products and skin substitutes must be physically present and all equip-
ment and burn dressings ready (see Fig. 2). It cannot be overemphasized that it
is imperative that surgery not begin until blood products are in the operating
room. Blood loss is extensive during burn surgery, and the anesthetist should be
always ahead of the surgeons. Even when blood transfusion is deemed not neces-
sary, blood products should be readily available in the event of major unexpected
blood loss.

Essential equipment includes the burn-operating table (Fig. 3). A modified
autopsy table with hydraulic and a shower capabilities is very helpful. It permits
full prepping of the patient and good access to both burn surgeons and burn
anesthetist. The operating room should also be equipped with 4 ceiling hooks,
two of them at shoulder level and two at hip level (Fig. 4). These are very helpful
to elevate limbs, providing good access during excision and grafting. Operating
rooms should have also a second operating table available for turning the patient
when it is necessary to place patients in the prone position for harvesting donor
sites from the back or to perform excision and grafting of burns on the back. The
second operating table should be an ordinary table with hydraulic capabilities.
This is normally used when minor burns are treated and full body prepping is
not necessary. Arm tables and any other operating table accessories must be
available to perform minor burn operations.

FIGURE3 The burn operating table. It permits total body prepping and easy access
for both surgeons and anesthetists.
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FIGURE4 Ceiling hooks are very helpful to suspend limbs and provide good access
for excision and grafting. It also avoids the need for assistants to hold limbs, so
the operating team does not become exhausted.

The operating room should be as large as possible. The burns operating
team is very numerous and the equipment required for major burn wound excision
is extensive. Large and spacious rooms help to run the operation smoothly and
allow circulating nurses and other assistants to perform their duties at easy and
not interfering with the operating team. The room should also include individual
thermostats to keep the room temperature at 32�C. The latent heat of evaporation
of water is 31.5�C. Above this temperature, the energy source for evaporation
will come from the environment rather than the patient. If the room temperature
falls below 31.5�C (temperature corrected with room humidity), the caloric vector
is reversed and energy radiates from the patient to the environment. In this situa-
tion, patients become hypothermic and their metabolic rate increases. In extreme
circumstances, patients are at risk of death from hypothermia. Radiant heaters
are also very helpful for perioperative thermoregulation (Fig. 5). They provide
a warm microenvironment over the patient, whereas the room temperature can
be kept at a more tolerable level for health workers. Other adjunctive measures
include the use of thermal blankets, plastic sheeting over the head and face, and
all intravenous fluids being given at 38�C through a warming coil. The operating
room staff should be reminded to take fluids themselves every 30 min. The
patient’s core temperature needs to be controlled via an indwelling bladder cathe-
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FIGURE 5 A. Thermal panels or radiators provide a warm microenvironment for
burn patients. B. The operating room should also have independent thermostat to
warm the room to 32�C.
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ter or esophageal catheter. Two sets of lights are very important, although the
gold standard is trauma resuscitation lighting.

Essential operating staff for burn surgery includes:

One scrub nurse per operating team
One scrub nurse for skin processing
One circulating nurse
Two anesthetists
Two surgeons per operating team

In summary, burn wound excision and closure require a profound understanding
of burn pathophysiology and the outlining of protocols and master plans. Good
communication among burn team members is essential to avoid accidents and
unwanted outcomes. Complete preparation of patients, burn care providers, and
operating room issues is mandatory, as well as the establishment of priorities for
common goals.
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Anesthesia for Acute Burn Injuries

Lee C. Woodson
Shriners Hospital for Children and the University of Texas Medical Branch,
Galveston, Texas, U.S.A.

INTRODUCTION

Since the end of World War II there has been steady improvement in the clinical
outcome for patients with serious burn injuries. Early and aggressive fluid resusci-
tation can usually prevent burn shock, except with the most extensive full-thick-
ness burns and in patients with coexisting disease. This has dramatically increased
initial survival from burn injuries. Early excision and grafting along with better
antimicrobial therapy have reduced the incidence of sepsis. Refinements in nutri-
tional support and general wound care have also facilitated wound healing. Im-
provements in clinical outcome have not been restricted to decreased mortality. In
specialized burn centers, therapeutic interventions are influenced by rehabilitation
issues from the time of admission. Better functional and cosmetic outcomes have
resulted in improvements in quality of life for burn victims.

Modern burn care now depends on the coordinated effort of a multidiscipli-
nary team. This approach is most effectively accomplished in specialized burn
centers that bring together surgeons, intensive care specialists, nurse clinicians,
nutritionists, rehabilitation therapists, pulmonary care therapists, and anesthesia
providers. Anesthetic management is an important part of this multidisciplinary
approach. Early excision and grafting of burn wounds limit systemic inflamma-
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tory activity, speed healing of injuries, and reduce sepsis. However, with this
technique burn patients come to surgery so soon after injury that anesthetic care
may include management of the initial resuscitation. Skills and experience of
anesthesia providers also have value in burn intensive care units where airway
management, vascular access, pulmonary care, fluid and electrolyte management,
and pharmacological support of the circulation are central issues. Rational and
effective anesthetic management of acute burn patients requires an understanding
of the multidisciplinary approach so that perioperative care is compatible with
the overall treatment goals for the patient. It is important to keep these goals in
mind when making perioperative decisions so that overall care is not sacrificed
for short-term benefit in the operating room. The anesthetist becomes one of the
burn care team when the anesthetic care in the operating room is coordinated
with the patient’s care in the burn intensive care unit (ICU).

Major burn injuries result in pathophysiological changes in virtually all
organ systems. As a result, the anesthetist is faced with multiple challenges in
the care of severely burned patients (Table 1). The challenges are both technical
(airway management and vascular access) and cognitive (e.g., systemic inflamma-
tory response syndrome and multiorgan system dysfunction).

Challenges in the anesthetic management of burn patients do not end when
the acute wounds are healed. With improved survival from burn injuries more

TABLE 1 Challenges in Management of the
Acute Burn Patient

– Airway compromise
– Pulmonary insufficiency
– Impaired Circulation due to:

Hypovolemia
Decrease myocardial contractility
Anemia
Compartment syndrome

– Difficult vascular assess due to:
Burn wounds at access site
Edema distorting/concealing landmarks

– Monitoring with cutaneous sensors difficult
Pulse oximetry, ECG difficult over burn wounds
ECG

– Rapid blood loss
– Altered drug response
– Renal insufficiency
– Infection/sepsis
– Impaired temperature regulation
– Associated injuries
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patients will present for reconstructive correction of extensive deformities. Pa-
tients who have survived major burn injuries often require surgical reconstructive
care for years after the initial injury in order to correct functional and cosmetic
sequelae. These patients present their own unique challenges, both technical and
otherwise. Airway management and vascular access can be very difficult in pa-
tients with extensive burn scar deformities. Altered response to anesthetic drugs
and reduced pain tolerance are also central issues for these patients. This chapter,
however, will focus on anesthetic management during the acute phase of burn
injury.

PREOPERATIVE EVALUATION

Preoperative evaluation of acutely burned patients requires knowledge of the
continuum of pathophysiological changes that occur in burn patients from the
initial period after injury through the time that all wounds have healed. The
dramatic changes that occur in virtually all organ systems directly affect anesthetic
management. In addition to the routine features of the preoperative evaluation,
evaluation of the acute burn patient requires special attention to airway manage-
ment, pulmonary support, vascular access, adequacy of resuscitation, and associ-
ated injuries. Table 2 lists specific concerns that guide the preoperative evaluation.

The current standard of burn care calls for early excision and grafting of
nonviable burn wounds. These wounds harbor pathogens and produce inflamma-
tory mediators with systemic effects resulting in cardiopulmonary compromise.
Early excision reduces systemic inflammation and risk of infection. After major
burn injury, the systemic effects of inflammatory mediators on metabolism and
cardiopulmonary function reduce physiological reserve and patients’ tolerance to
the stress of surgery deteriorates with time. Assuming that the patient has adequate

TABLE 2 Specific Concerns for Preoperative Evaluation

– Patient age
– Extent of injuries (% total body surface area)
– Burn depth and distribution (superficial or full-thickness)
– Mechanism of injury (flame, explosion, electrical, chemical, scald)
– Airway compromise
– Presence of inhalation injury
– Time elapsed since injury
– Adequacy of resuscitation
– Associated injuries
– Coexisting diseases
– Surgical plan
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resuscitation, extensive surgery is best tolerated soon after the injury when the
patient is most fit. Nevertheless, it must be recognized that resuscitation of burn
injuries involves large fluid and electrolyte shifts and may be associated with
hemodynamic instability and respiratory insufficiency. Effective anesthetic man-
agement of patients with extensive burn injuries requires an understanding of the
pathophysiological changes that result from major burn and inhalation injuries.
This is required in order to assess resuscitation accurately prior to surgery and
to provide appropriate resuscitation intraoperatively. In fact, anesthesia for major
burn surgery involves resuscitation from the initial injury and/or the effects of
the burn wound excision.

Preoperative evaluation must be performed within the context of the
planned surgical procedure, which will depend on the distribution and depth of
burn wounds, time after injury, presence of infection, and existence of suitable
donor sites for grafts. An anesthetic plan requires understanding of both the
patient’s physiological status and the surgeon’s plan. The patient’s physiological
status is revealed by results of physical examination and review of the medical
record. The medical record will provide information regarding previous medical
history as well as a description of the injury and hospital course. When the burn
wound has been previously excised, anesthetic records must be reviewed for
information on how the patient tolerated previous operations. An understanding
of the surgical plan requires close communication with the surgeons. Unlike many
operations that follow a repeatable sequence (for example, appendectomy), no
two burn wound excisions are the same. Each operation is guided by how much
nonviable tissue is present and the condition of potential sites for split-thickness
harvesting of skin for autografts. Often the surgical procedure depends on findings
of close wound examination that can only be done in the operating room. The
surgeons will nevertheless have some estimate of areas to be excised and donor
sites to harvest. This information is necessary to estimate the amount of blood
needed as well as what vascular catheters will be needed for replacement of
volume and hemodynamic monitoring.

Evaluation of Cutaneous Burns

The skin has been described as the largest organ in the body. Thermal injury to
the skin disrupts several vital protective and homeostatic functions (Table 3).
Care of burn patients, either in the operating room or in the ICU must compensate
for these functions until the wounds are healed.

The skin helps to maintain fluid and electrolyte balance by serving as a
barrier to evaporation of water. Heat loss through evaporation and impairment
of vasomotor regulation in burned skin diminish effective temperature regulation.
Skin also protects from infection by providing a barrier to pathogens. Burned
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TABLE 3 Functions of Skin

– Protective Barrier
Immunological
Fluid evaporation
Thermal (insulation, sweat production, vasomotor

thermoregulation)
– Sensory
– Metabolic (vitamin D synthesis and excretory

function)
– Social (self-image, social image)

surfaces produce an exudate that is rich in protein. Loss of this protein along with
diminished hepatic synthesis eventually reduces plasma protein concentration and
contributes to accumulation of interstitial fluid (edema).

Morbidity and mortality due to burn injuries depend in large part on how
much and how deeply the skin is burned. The extent of burn injury is expressed
as the percent of total body surface area burned (TBSA). This area is then classi-
fied into the area burned superficially and the area burned through the full thick-
ness of the skin. Partial-thickness burns will often heal but areas of full-thickness
burn must be completely excised, sometimes down to fascia. Depth of excision
is one of many factors that influence blood loss. Tangential excision is associated
with more blood loss than occurs with excision down to fascia.

Volume resuscitation of burn-injured patients is guided by estimates of
percentage TBSA burned. A quick estimate of percentage TBSA burned can be
made with the so-called rule of nines (Fig. 1). More accurate estimates must take
into account the changes in body proportion that occur with age (Fig. 2). In
the early period after injury, the adequacy of resuscitation can be evaluated by
comparing the volume of fluid administered with what the patient’s predicted
needs are based on common formulas.

A critical part of preoperative evaluation of patients for burn excision and
grafting is an estimation of expected blood loss. Several key decisions in the
anesthetic management plan depend on this information. Among other things,
the expected blood loss determines what venous catheters will be needed and
whether or not invasive monitors such as direct arterial pressure or central venous
pressure will be required. Adequate blood should be typed and crossed and in
the operating room prior to the start of surgery because blood loss can be very
rapid during these procedures.

Surgical blood loss depends on the area to be excised (cm2), time since
injury, surgical plan (tangential vs. fascial excision), and the presence of infection
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FIGURE 1 A rough estimate of total body surface area burned can be made using
the rule of nines.
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FIGURE 2 An age-adjusted burn diagram can be used to estimate more accurately
the total body surface area affected by burns.
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TABLE 4 Expected Blood Loss During Burn Wound Excision

Days since surgical procedure Predicted blood loss (ml/cm2 burn area)

�24 h 0.45
1–3 days 0.65
2–16 days 0.75
�16 days 0.5–0.75
Infected wounds 1–1.25

Adapted from Desai et al., Ann Surg 1990.

(Table 4, Fig. 3). The area to be excised is estimated by multiplying the total
body surface area (m2) by the percentage TBSA burned. Blood loss expected per
cm2 can be estimated based on time since injury and presence or absence of
wound infection. Table 5 gives an example calculation of estimated blood loss
for a hypothetical case.

Effects on Circulation

Initially the most profound physiological effects of major burn injury are related
to hemodynamic function and tissue perfusion. A state of burn shock develops
from hypovolemia due to extravasation of intravascular fluid and often myocardial
depression as well. Cardiac output is decreased, systemic vascular resistance is
increased, and peripheral tissue perfusion is impaired. Hypovolemia results from
increased capillary permeability and movement of protein-rich fluid from the
vascular space to the interstitial space. Lymph flow is greatly increased but is
overwhelmed and tissue edema results. Edema around burn-injured tissues can
be massive. Permeability is also increased at sites distant from the burn injury.

FIGURE 3 Blood loss during primary burn excision as a function of time. Correlation
coefficient (R) of polynomial model equation was 0.68 (from Hart et al, 2001).
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TABLE 5 Calculation of Estimated Blood Loss for
Hypothetical Burn Patient

Total body surface area � 1.0m2

% Total body surface area burned 50%
2 weeks postinjury
Wounds infected
Estimate blood loss as 1 ml/cm2 wound to be excised
1m2TBSA � 50% TBSA burned � 0.5m2 burned area
� 10,000 cm2/m2 � 5,000 cm2 burned area
� 1ml/cm2 wound excised � 5000 ml expected blood loss

In addition to decreased cardiac output and vasoconstriction, tissue perfu-
sion can be compromised by increased tissue pressure due to accumulation of
edema fluid during the resuscitation. In the extremities this produces a compart-
ment syndrome that must be relieved by escharotomy; otherwise necrosis will
require amputation.

During the initial stage after injury, survival depends on timely and aggres-
sive resuscitation to prevent or treat hypovolemia. Preoperative evaluation and
preparation for surgery require accurate assessment of the effectiveness of the
resuscitation.

Several resuscitation protocols have been described to guide the volume
resuscitation of burn patients (Table 6). Buffered isotonic crystalloid solutions
such as lactated Ringer’s solution are preferred in most burn centers. At present
there are no prospective data demonstrating improved clinical outcomes when
colloids or hypertonic saline are used for resuscitation. Generalized increased
endothelial permeability limits intravascular retention of colloids during the first
24 h after burns. As a result, colloids are usually restricted until the day after
injury.

An exception is found in pediatric patients. Albumin is often added to
the resuscitation fluids for children because of more rapid decrease in plasma
albumin in these patients. The most widely recognized pediatric resuscitation
protocols have been developed by Shriners Hospitals in Galveston and Cincinnati
(Table 7). Both of these formulas include albumin during the first 24 h.

During preoperative evaluation resuscitation formulas can be used to help
judge the adequacy of resuscitation. Comparing the volume predicted with the
administered volume allows a quick and superficial estimate of the appropriate-
ness of the amount of fluid administered. The history should also be reviewed
for evidence of delay in starting resuscitation. This is a risk factor for increased
morbidity and mortality in burn patients. Both over and underresuscitation can
exacerbate the injury. Delay or underresuscitation, of course, can cause organ
damage through ischemia. Overresuscitation can also cause problems such as
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TABLE 6 Formulas for estimating adult fluid resuscitation needs

Formula Crystalloid Colloid

Crystalloid formulas
Modified Brooke Lactated Ringer’s 2 mL/kg/% burn
Parkland Lactated Ringer’s 2 mL/kg/% burn

Colloid formulas
Evans Normal saline 1 mL/kg/% burn 1 mL/kg/% burn
Brooke Lactated Ringer’s 1.5 mL/kg/% burn 0.5 mL/kg
Slater Lactated Ringer’s 2L/24 h FFP 75 mL/kg/24 h
Demling Dextran 40 in saline 2 mL/kg/h FFP 0.5–1 mL/kg/% burn

Lactated Ringer’s, maintain urine output
Hypertonic formulas

Hypertonic saline 250 mEq sodium/L (1–2 ml/kg/% burn)
(Monafo)

Modified Hypertonic Lactated Ringer’s �50 mEq 
(Warden) NaHCO3 (4ml/kg/% burn/first 8h)

Lactated Ringer’s
(maintain urine output/second 8 h)

Lactated Ringer’s � albumin 
(maintain urine output/third 8 h)

pulmonary edema or compartment syndrome of either extremities or abdominal
viscera. Pulmonary edema is unusual in burn patients unless intravascular filling
pressure is increased above normal.

Certain features of the burn injury can increase fluid requirements beyond
what the protocols predict. Smoke inhalation injury has been found to increase
fluid requirements up to 50% above what would be estimated from accompanying
cutaneous burns alone. This effect is more important with less extensive burns
and the difference is less distinct with burns greater than 50% total body surface

TABLE 7 Formulas for Estimating Pediatric Fluid Resuscitation Needs

Formula Volume Timing Composition

Cincinnati 4 ml/kg/% burn 1st 8 h Lactated Ringer’s � 50mEq
NAHCO3

� 1500 ml/m2 burn
2nd 8 h Lactated Ringer’s
3rd 8 h Lactated Ringer’s � 12.5

albumin
Galveston � 5000 ml/m2 burn 1st 24 h Ringer’s Lactate

� 2000 ml/m2 BSA 12.5 gm albumin
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area. Extensive full-thickness burns also increase fluid requirements beyond the
volumes estimated by formulas such as the Parkland formula.

Formulas and protocols for burn resuscitation are only rough guides and
fluids must still be titrated according to the patient’s response and physiological
state. Resuscitation is an imprecise process: there is no single reliable end point
to titrate to. Heart rate and mean arterial blood pressure along with a urine output
of 0.5–1.0ml/kg/h continue to be favorite end points for resuscitation. However,
numerous studies have shown that these indicators can be misleading. A state of
what is termed compensated shock can persist for some time despite vital signs
being within normal limits and an adequate urine output. Although these tradi-
tional guides are important targets during early resuscitation, other signs and
physiological variables should be included in the assessment to avoid unrecog-
nized underresuscitation. Base deficit is readily available from the arterial blood
gas analysis and provides a sensitive marker for global hypoperfusion. Base deficit
has been shown to correlate closely with blood lactate and provide a useful indica-
tor of inadequate tissue oxygen delivery. Base deficit does not provide a conven-
ient end point to titrate fluid administration to, but it does give an overall indica-
tion of the quality of the resuscitation. It must then be determined what needs to
be changed in the resuscitation such as more volume, more oxygen-carrying
capacity, or vasoactive infusions.

Physical examination also can be very helpful in evaluating resuscitation
effectiveness. Warm extremities with easily palpable pulses and adequate capil-
lary refill are present when resuscitation efforts are effective. Cool extremities
with poor pulses and slow capillary refill indicate inadequate tissue perfusion.

If the patient survives the initial burn shock and is adequately resuscitated,
a state of hyperdynamic circulation develops. Severe burn injuries produce a
dramatic increase in metabolic rate. Oxygen consumption can be twice the normal
rate. The increase in metabolic demand is associated with pronounced wasting of
lean body mass. This response is the consequence of hormonal and inflammatory
factors. From the second or third day postburn the cardiac output increases to
meet increased metabolic demands and to compensate for decreased vascular
resistance associated with the systemic inflammatory response (Fig. 4). Patients
unable to compensate with an adequate increase in cardiac output have a higher
mortality rate.

The hypermetabolic response to burns has profound effects on burn treat-
ment. Inadequate nutritional support results in further stress and wasting, impaired
wound healing, decreased immunity, and organ dysfunction. Interruption of nutri-
tional support in the operative period along with stress of hypothermia and surgi-
cal trauma exacerbate this condition.

Airway and Pulmonary Function

In the preoperative evaluation of burn patients, the airway and pulmonary function
are major specific concerns. Burn injuries and resultant head and neck edema can
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FIGURE 4 A hyperdynamic circulatory pattern develops during the first few days
following extensive burn injuries. CO, cardiac output; SVR, systemic vascular resis-
tance.

distort anatomy and reduce range of motion to the point that direct laryngoscopy is
difficult or impossible. These changes may also compromise the patient’s sponta-
neous ventilation and may make ventilation after induction of general anesthesia
difficult or impossible. It is imperative that these conditions be identified early
to allow adequate planning.

The history of injury and physical examination findings are important in
identifying patients at risk for inhalation injury and airway compromise. Some
patients who have sustained significant inhalation injury will present without
signs or symptoms of airway obstruction or respiratory distress. As resuscitation
progresses, edema fluid accumulates and inflammatory changes develop that may
lead to an insidious and progressive respiratory embarrassment. Risk factors from
the history and physical examination can identify patients who need closer and
more objective examination.

When available, pulmonary function tests (PFT) with flow volume loops
(FVL) can be used as a screen or triage tool to rule out progressive upper airway
edema and obstruction. A normal FVL in these patients has been found to carry
a greater than 98% negative predictive value for upper airway obstruction.

Flexible fiberoptic nasopharyngoscopy and bronchoscopy (FOB) provide
direct objective evaluation of the major airways. Pharyngeal tissues offer little
resistance to edema formation, when injured by heat, the swollen tissues can
obliterate the airway. If tracheal intubation is not accomplished before this occurs,
emergency tracheostomy may be the only way to secure the airway. More com-
monly thermal injury to the larynx results in boggy edema of the aryepiglottic
folds and arytenoid eminences. This redundant tissue creates a dynamic obstruc-
tion to inspiratory flow by folding into the glottic inlet during inspiration. Early
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prophylactic intubation is indicated when upper airway edema threatens obstruc-
tion.

However, caution is advised because emergent intubation of acute burn
patients is associated with serious morbidity and mortality, especially during
transportation between institutions. These risks are justified when the patient will
likely benefit from intubation. However, as a rule fewer than 50% of patients with
inhalation injury require intubation and mechanical ventilation. Unfortunately,
clinical evaluation is not sufficiently sensitive or selective to identify patients who
will benefit from intubation. As mentioned above, FVLs or fiberoptic endoscopy
provide reliable diagnostic information. Even in the presence of risk factors for
inhalation injury, if there is no respiratory distress and objective information (e.g.,
fiberoptic endoscopy) indicates that airway obstruction is not present, it has been
found safe to observe patients without intubation. Close observation is needed,
however, and serial examinations are performed when conditions change. When
resources do not allow endoscopy or close observation, a more conservative
approach is required. This topic is discussed in more detail in Chapter 3.

In adults endoscopy can be performed with topical local anesthesia and
sedation when appropriate and needed. In children, however, deep sedation is
required. In our institution ketamine has been found to provide excellent condi-
tions for FOB. Glycopyrrolate (0.1–0.2 mg intravenously) given at least 15 min
before ketamine administration helps prevent problems with secretions. Ketamine
(1–2 mg/kg) intravenously produces insensibility and profound analgesia. The
primary advantage with ketamine is that respiratory drive and airway patency are
not compromised. This is not the case with any of the other intravenous sedatives
or analgesics used.

When the patient has already been intubated, a close examination is needed
to ensure that the endotracheal tube is in proper position and that it is secured
in a reliable fashion. It is important to know what the indications for intubation
were: concern over airway edema, burn shock, inability to protect the airway
from aspiration, respiratory failure, or other. It is also appropriate to determine
if the initial indication has resolved. These questions must be answered in order
to form a safe and effective plan for airway management, including during the
postoperative period.

Airway edema can be evaluated by evacuating the endotracheal tube cuff
to check for air leak between the endotracheal tube and the airway. If there is
no leak, the endotracheal tube fits tightly in the airway. If it is removed, edematous
tissue might collapse into the airway and block respiration. In this case the cuff
should not be left inflated; this aggravates airway mucosal ischemia, which, after
time, can lead to necrosis and eventual scar formation (stenosis). Direct laryngos-
copy or fiberoptic endoscopy allows one to examine pharyngeal structures di-
rectly. When boggy edematous tissues fold around the endotracheal tube and no
space can be viewed between the endotracheal tube and laryngeal structures, it
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is dangerous to remove the endotracheal tube. In this situation the airway should
remain secured until the edema resolves (usually in 2–3 days). Fiberoptic endos-
copy is a less stressful procedure and is better tolerated. When endoscopy reveals
clear space around the larynx, and especially if laryngeal structures can be identi-
fied as well as space between the endotracheal tube and glottic rim, extubation
or change of the endotracheal tube can be considered.

Effects on Renal Function

The kidneys are vulnerable to injury in patients with serious burn injury. Ischemic
injury may occur during the resuscitation phase because of hypovolemia and burn
shock, especially if there is a delay in resuscitation. Peripheral edema may be so
severe that compartment syndrome develops in extremities. Rhabdomyolysis may
result in release of myoglobin when perfusion is restored by escharotomy. Myog-
lobinemia is also associated with serious electrical burns. Myoglobin is toxic to
kidneys and myoglobinuria should be treated with mannitol diuresis and alkalin-
ization of the urine with bicarbonate. It is important to monitor urine color during
resuscitation to check for development of myoglobinuria.

For patients who have survived the resuscitation phase with renal function
intact, overwhelming infection and sepsis also pose a threat to the kidneys. In
these cases every effort must be made to preserve renal perfusion and oxygen
delivery. In the preoperative evaluation it is important to review laboratory values
to check renal function.

PHARMACOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Physiological and metabolic changes resulting from large burn injuries and their
medical treatment may dramatically alter patients’ responses to drugs. Responses
are altered by pharmacokinetic as well as pharmacodynamic determinants. These
altered responses may have profound clinical relevance. At the very least, consid-
eration of altered response may require deviation from usual dosages in order to
avoid toxicity or decreased efficacy. At the other extreme, potentially lethal ef-
fects of succinylcholine contraindicate the use of this drug for a limited period
following large burn injuries.

The complex nature of pathophysiological changes, interpatient variation
in nature and extent of burns, as well as the dynamic nature of these changes
during resuscitation and recovery make it difficult to formulate precise dosage
guidelines for burn patients. With some agents (e.g., mivacurium), large changes
in separate and distinct processes may negate each other, resulting in a drug
response equivalent to that seen in nonburned patients. For other drugs, much
higher dosages are required. Effective drug therapy in burn patients requires
careful monitoring of effects and titration of dosage to the desired response.
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The two phases of cardiovascular response to thermal injury affect pharma-
cokinetic parameters in different ways. During the resuscitation phase, loss of
fluid from the vascular space causes decreased cardiac output and perfusion of
tissues including kidney and liver where much drug elimination takes place.
Decreased cardiac output will accelerate the rate of alveolar accumulation of
inhalation agents and can result in exaggerated hypotension during induction of
general anesthesia. Volume resuscitation during this phase dilutes plasma proteins
and expands the extravascular space especially, but not exclusively, around the
burn injury itself. These changes tend to increase sensitivity and prolong the
action of many drugs during the first 1–2 days postinjury.

From 2 to 3 days after burn injury, a hypermetabolic and hyperdynamic
circulatory phase is established that has different effects on pharmacokinetic vari-
ables and drug responses compared with the resuscitation phase. During this
phase increased body temperature, oxygen consumption, and cardiac output are
associated with increased perfusion of liver and kidney and increased activity of
some drug-metabolizing enzymes. During this phase clearance of some drugs is
increased to the point that increased dosages are required.

Plasma protein concentrations are greatly altered after large burns. This
can affect drug response because many anesthetic drugs are highly protein-bound.
For highly protein-bound drugs, drug action and elimination are often related to
the unbound fraction of the drug available for receptor interaction, glomerular
filtration, or enzymatic metabolism. There are two major drug-binding proteins
in the plasma and they are affected in opposite ways by burn injury. Albumin
binds mostly acidic and neutral drugs (e.g., diazepam or thiopental) and is de-
creased after burns. Plasma and total body albumin are greatly reduced after
major burn injury because of losses in wound exudate and reduction in hepatic
synthesis. Basic drugs (pKa � 8, e.g. propranolol, lidocaine, or imipramine) bind
to alpha1-acid glycoprotein. Alpha1-acid glycoprotein is considered an acute-
phase protein and its concentration may double after large burn injury. Since
these important drug-binding proteins respond in opposite ways to burn injury,
changes in drug binding, response, and clearance will depend on which protein
binds the drug in question.

Clearance is the most important factor determining the maintenance dosage
of drugs and can influence the response to drugs given by infusion or repeated
bolus during anesthesia. Drug clearance is influenced by four factors: metabolism,
protein binding, renal excretion, and novel excretion pathways (e.g., loss of drug
in wound exudate). All of these factors are significantly altered in burns, often
to the point that the dosage should be adjusted. The complexity of these changes
make it difficult to describe specific guidelines for most drugs. The most impor-
tant principle to remember is to monitor response and titrate the dosage of anes-
thetic drugs.
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Altered response in burn patients is more easily predicted for muscle relax-
ants. This is fortunate because, in terms of anesthetic management, the most
profound and clinically significant changes in drug response occur with this group
of drugs. Large burns cause sensitization to succinylcholine and exaggeration of
the hyperkalemic response to succinylcholine. In patients soon after burn injury,
the hyperkalemic response to succinylcholine can be sufficient to cause cardiac
arrest. It is not known for certain when this risk develops, but most agree that
succinylcholine should not be used in burn patients after 48 h following injury.
This problem is temporary and the length of time is also controversial. Succinyl-
choline probably should not be used until at least a year after wounds have healed.

In contrast to succinylcholine, most nondepolarizing muscle relaxants re-
quire larger and more frequent dosages to maintain muscle relaxation because of
the marked resistance that occurs after burns. An exception is mivacurium. Stan-
dard dosages of mivacurium retain their efficacy in burn patients. Mivacurium
is metabolized by plasma cholinesterase and this enzyme is decreased after burns.
This is thought to increase the concentration of mivacurium at its site of action
and delay its elimination, so that dosing need not be altered for burn patients.

MANAGEMENT OF ANESTHESIA

Monitors

The choice of hemodynamic monitors is a major concern in planning anesthetic
management for burn patients. Since access may be limited and difficult in these
patients, careful preoperative assessment is necessary for effective management.

As with any critically ill patient, the choice of monitors in burned patients
depends on the extent of the patient’s injury, physiological state, and planned
surgery. An arterial catheter provides much information, including pulmonary and
metabolic status as well as hemodynamic function. When blood loss is expected to
be extensive and rapid, blood pressure may change more quickly than the interval
between cycles of a noninvasive blood pressure monitor. In this case, an arterial
catheter provides beat-to-beat monitoring capability. As explained below, direct
arterial pressure monitoring also allows observation of wave form and respiratory
variation in systolic blood pressure, which are very useful for titrating fluid admin-
istration for volume replacement during periods of rapid blood loss. An arterial
catheter also allows arterial blood sampling for blood gas analysis. This helps
with the assessment of tissue perfusion as well as pulmonary function.

In patients with large burn injuries, a central venous catheter serves several
functions. Central venous pressure can be useful in titrating volume replacement.
Although central venous pressure has been found to be a poor indicator of preload,
it can quickly show if the filling pressure is low or very high. If the pressure is
low, volume administration will probably be an effective intervention for hypoten-
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sion, if the pressure is already high, a vasoactive infusion is more likely to help.
Elevated central venous pressure in the presence of pulmonary capillary leak
from inhalation injury or systemic inflammation is likely to cause pulmonary
edema.

A pulmonary artery catheter is usually not helpful and may even be distract-
ing during excision of a large burn. In some cases, however, measurement of
cardiac output and pulmonary artery occlusion pressure may be of use when
heavy inotropic support or high levels of positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP)
are needed.

Electrocardiographic electrodes and pulse oximeter probes may be difficult
to maintain on burn patients. Burn wounds or antibiotic ointment prevent adher-
ence of standard electrocardiographic gel electrodes. Metallic surgical staples and
alligator clips are effective. Transmission pulse oximetry sites may be burned or
included within the surgical field. Clips are available that attach to a lip or ear
when these sites are not compromised. Some clinicians have modified standard
pulse oximeter probes for application to the tongue. At times it may be necessary
to draw back on the arterial catheter to examine the color of the arterial blood
when acute changes occur and pulse oximetry is not reliable.

Urine output is the most useful perioperative monitor of renal function and
in some circumstances it can also serve as an index of global perfusion. Chronic
diuretic therapy can limit the usefulness of urine output as a monitor of perfusion.
Another important use of monitoring urine output is to identify hemolytic transfu-
sion reactions. During anesthesia and burn wound debridement, signs and symp-
toms of transfusion reaction are masked. Hemolysis, however, can be detected
by observation of the urine color. Any burn patient expected to require transfusion
while anesthetized should have a Foley catheter inserted for this purpose.

Vascular Access

If peripheral veins are available and central venous pressure is not needed, a
peripheral vein catheter may be the most appropriate. These catheters should be
sutured in place because full body preparation and movement of the patient during
surgery often cause dislodgment of peripheral catheters taped in place.

As already mentioned, patients with extensive burns often lack peripheral
venous access. A central venous catheter sutured in place provides secure venous
access and is the preferable route of administration of vasoactive drugs. In the
ICU a central venous catheter is helpful for blood sampling and as a secure route
for prolonged antibiotic administration. If it is to be used for volume replacement
during burn excision in the operating room, a central venous catheter should have
a bore large enough to allow rapid infusion.

Central venous access can be made difficult in the resuscitation phase by
edema that obscures landmarks and during the healing phase by scar formation
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that displaces and obscures landmarks. When burns are extensive, it may be
necessary to insert lines through burned skin. When the burn is deep, it may be
helpful to have the surgeon excise the area to facilitate insertion and to allow
securing sutures to be placed in viable tissue. When a subclavian catheter is to
be placed through edematous tissue, pitting edema can sometimes be displaced
by firm continuous pressure applied to the site. This allows palpation of landmarks
and passage of the needle beneath the clavicle without pointing the needle down
toward the lung.

When vascular catheters have already been inserted, it is important to know
how long they have been in place: most burn centers schedule regular line changes
in order to reduce the risk of catheter-related infections and sepsis. At many
centers central venous catheters are changed over a wire after 3 days and moved
to a new site after 7 days. The risk of arterial catheter infection is less than with
venous catheters. Also, the risk of mechanical complication is greater for arterial
catheters. For this reason we do not change arterial catheters as often as venous
catheters as long as the cutaneous site does not appear infected.

The operating room is an ideal location for line changes in these patients
because sterility and patient positioning can be optimized here. Newly placed
catheters from the ICU can be used in the operating room if they are an appropriate
size for rapid volume infusion. The date and size of vascular catheters should be
noted in order to plan line placement in the operating room.

Placement of arterial catheters also presents challenges in burn patients. In
nonburned patients the radial artery is usually the preferred access site for direct
measurement of arterial blood pressure. In patients with extensive burns, however,
the radial artery is often not the best site. When the upper extremities are burned,
the radial artery may not be accessible. In addition it is difficult to maintain radial
artery catheters more than 48 h in burn patients because patients need to be moved
frequently for wound care and examination. Radial artery catheters are especially
difficult to maintain in small pediatric patients. Moreover, the pressures obtained
from the radial artery often are significantly lower than observed with blood
pressure cuff or femoral artery catheter.

Accessing the femoral artery is usually easier than the radial artery. Even
in large burns the groin is frequently spared and the vessel is much larger. The
risk of mechanical complication is higher when multiple attempts are needed (as
may be the case during initial resuscitation) and when the ratio of arterial to
catheter diameters is low (in smaller patients). In smaller patients (10–15 kg or
less) a 2.5 Fr catheter is adequate for monitoring and is less likely to cause arterial
thrombosis. The risk of mechanical complication from femoral arterial catheters
is small even in pediatric patients. However, when this occurs it can be devastating
as it may involve loss of limb. Placement of femoral arterial catheters in pediatric
patients should be performed with great care and with an understanding of the
risks. Benefits from the monitor should justify the risk or the monitor should not
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be used. The involved limb should be monitored closely for signs of impaired
perfusion. Unilateral slowed capillary refill, loss of pulse, cool toes, and dusky
appearance can be easily recognized. In most cases catheter-related vascular com-
promise resolves quickly after removal of the catheter. If not contraindicated,
heparinization can prevent further thrombosis after a vascular injury.

Airway Management

Most patients with significant burns will receive continuous enteral feeding via
a feeding tube placed in the duodenum. The hypermetabolic state following large
burns requires aggressive nutritional support. It is impractical to fast these patients
for 8 h periods prior to surgery. Gastric emptying is usually not impaired following
burn injury unless sepsis develops later on. Enteral feeding can and should be
continued up until the time of surgery. Some advocate feeding throughout the
perioperative period. Aspiration of gastric contents from the nasogastric tube
should be performed before induction of general anesthesia to reduce the risk of
pulmonary aspiration during to intubation. In the ICU gastric emptying is moni-
tored during enteral feeding by periodic measurement of gastric residual volume.
An effect of sepsis is impairment of gastrointestinal motility as manifest by in-
creasing volumes of fluid in the stomach. This should be noted during the preoper-
ative evaluation and steps taken to avoid aspiration, such as reducing or stopping
enteral feeding for a period preoperatively.

When the head and neck are not involved in the burn injury and there is
no risk of inhalation injury, airway management is by conventional guidelines
(with the exception that succinylcholine may be contraindicated). Cutaneous
burns to the head and neck or evidence of inhalation injury may require special
considerations. Cutaneous burns to the face can make mask ventilation difficult.
Moderate to severe edema, or scar formation as wounds heal, may also make
direct laryngoscopy difficult. When there is significant risk of inhalation injury,
fiberoptic bronchoscopy (FOB) is indicated for evaluation of injury. During sub-
sequent operations after initial excision FOB may be indicated as follow-up of
the status of inhalation injury. For these reasons at our hospital nearly all acute
burn patients are intubated fiberoptically. Intubation during spontaneous ventila-
tion is the safest way to secure the airway when management is difficult. There
are no contraindications to fiberoptic intubation. An additional advantage is that
when this technique is used routinely under controlled conditions, it greatly in-
creases the level of experience for all the involved personnel. As a result airway
management in more urgent situations is facilitated and becomes more controlled.
Fiberoptic intubation for adults can be accomplished in the awake state with
topical local anesthetic and sedation. Children, however, will not cooperate and
require deep sedation. As described above, ketamine provides nearly ideal condi-
tions for FOB or fiberoptic intubation. An intravenous dosage of 1–2 mg/kg is
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usually adequate. Pretreatment with glycopyrrolate (0.1–0.2 mg intravenously)
helps to decrease secretions.

As mentioned in the section on pharmacology, succinylcholine is contrain-
dicated after large burns. It is generally agreed that succinylcholine can be used
safely for approximately 48 h after the initial injury. After that it becomes contro-
versial because there is so little evidence during the time period up to 2 weeks
postburn. It is best to avoid succinylcholine after the first 48 h following burns
up to about 1 year after wounds have healed.

Once the trachea has been intubated, the endotracheal tube must be secured.
This can be difficult for patients with facial burns. Tape will not adhere to burned
skin and cloth ties may cross the surgical field. When patients are intubated
nasally, many burn centers utilize some modification of a tie that includes the
nasal septum (Fig. 5). In our hospital, 8 or 10 Fr red rubber catheters are passed
through each naris and retrieved from the pharynx by direct laryngoscopy and
McGill forceps. A single length of one-eighth inch cotton umbilical tape is tied
to each of the catheters and when the catheters are pulled back out of the nose,
each end of the umbilical tape is pulled out its respective naris, producing a loop
around the nasal septum. Before securing with a knot, care should be taken to

FIGURE 5 Using small catheters (8 Fr) a loop of 1⁄8 inch umbilical tape can be tied
around the bony nasal septum. An endotracheal tube tied to this loop is quite
secure, without tape or circumferential ties crossing facial burn wounds.
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avoid capturing the uvula in the loop. A knot in the nasal septal tie should be
snug enough to prevent excessive movement of the endotracheal tube but loose
enough to avoid ischemic necrosis of the underlying tissues.

Airway management using a laryngeal mask airway has also been used
successfully in children. Clinicians at the Cincinnati Shriners Burns Hospital
reported that in 141 acute burn cases managed with laryngeal mask, there were
no persistent sequelae from airway complications.

Ventilation of critically ill patients is at times challenging during the periop-
erative period. Patients with inhalation injury or acute respiratory distress syn-
drome (ARDS) may require support beyond the capabilities of anesthesia machine
ventilators. This may necessitate moving an ICU ventilator into the operating
room. This instrument, along the electrical and pneumatic connections, takes up
considerable space and can interfere with access to the patient. In a hospital with
a large population of burn patients this may be a frequent occurrence. We have
solved this problem by attaching an ICU ventilator to our anesthesia machine
(Fig. 6). This allows use of the same ventilation parameters that have been found
effective for the patient in the burn ICU but with no inconvenience from added

FIGURE 6 A full-service ventilator (such as the Servo 300A shown here) attached
to the anesthesia machine can provide the same ventilator settings as used in the
ICU, including pressure support and continuous positive airway pressure without
the need to bring additional cumbersome equipment into the operating room.
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equipment in the operating room. An added advantage is the ability to use pressure
support ventilation during surgery. Spontaneous ventilation provides a margin of
safety if the endotracheal tube is dislodged and reduced intrathoracic pressures
minimize the hemodynamic effects of mechanical ventilation.

Selection of Anesthetic Technique

Many anesthetic agents have been used effectively in burn patients. Intravenous
agents can be used for both induction and maintenance. The specific agent used
will depend primarily on the patient’s hemodynamic and pulmonary status as
well as the potential difficulty in securing the patient’s airway. Ketamine has
many advantages for use in the burn patient for induction and maintenance of
anesthesia. As an induction agent, ketamine can be administered at a dosage of
0.5–2.0 mg/kg. Except for patients who are depleted of catecholamines or are
compensating with maximal sympathetic activity, ketamine generally preserves
hemodynamic stability. In addition, ketamine preserves hypoxic and hypercapnic
ventilatory responses and reduces airway resistance. Compared to other intrave-
nous anesthetics, airway reflexes and patency remain intact after ketamine admin-
istration. Patients who do not require ventilatory support can be allowed to breathe
spontaneously. This provides an additional margin of safety should inadvertent
extubation occur. In fact, some clinicians have used ketamine anesthesia for burn
surgery without intubating the trachea. Patients were allowed to breathe sponta-
neously and the airway complication rate was comparable to that of intubated
patients. This technique may be especially beneficial for patients with laryngeal
burns because it avoids potential mechanical injury to a larynx that has already
been injured by heat. The use of intramuscular ketamine can be beneficial in
securing the airway in pediatric burn patients or uncooperative adults who do
not have vascular access. Because ketamine preserves spontaneous ventilation
and induces dissociative anesthesia, it provides good conditions for securing the
airway with a fiberoptic bronchoscope. Addition of other anesthetic agents, espe-
cially potent volatile agents or opioids, should be avoided until the airway is
secured because these anesthetics depress respiratory drive and relax pharyngeal
muscles, thus increasing the risk of apnea, upper airway obstruction, or laryngo-
spasm. Ketamine can also be utilized, either alone or in combination with other
anesthetics, for maintenance of anesthesia either by infusion or intermittent bolus.
Ketamine has potent analgesic properties and is used extensively in the operating
room as well as for painful dressing changes and patient manipulations. As men-
tioned earlier glycopyrrolate (0.1–0.2 mg) is commonly given in combination
with ketamine to reduce ketamine-induced secretions. In addition, benzodiaze-
pines are often recommended in older children and adults to reduce the incidence
of dysphoria sometimes associated with ketamine administration. When used in
this manner, benzodiazepines may be more effective during emergence.
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Induction agents such as thiopental or proprofol are more commonly used
in patients returning for reconstructive procedures than in the acute phase of
injury, but are also sometimes chosen in patients with small burns or when there
is no evidence of airway or facial involvement and direct laryngoscopy is planned.

Volatile anesthetics may be used for both induction and maintenance of
anesthesia in burn patients. In pediatric patients, mask induction with either halo-
thane or sevoflurane is commonly used if the patient does not have injuries that
may make airway manipulation difficult. In the acute setting, an anesthetic tech-
nique involving nasotracheal intubation after mask induction with halothane, ni-
trous oxide, and oxygen has been described. The proponents of this method partic-
ularly emphasize that it avoids the potential dysphoria associated with the
ketamine-based technique. However, volatile agents produce dose-dependent car-
diac depression and vasodilation. In addition, hypoxic ventilatory drive is ablated
by volatile anesthetics at low concentrations and a dose-dependent depression of
hypercapnic drive also occurs. However, as maintenance agents volatile anes-
thetics have predictable wash-in and wash-out kinetics and are a useful adjunct
to other agents when titrated to hemodynamic and ventilatory parameters. Of the
volatile agents, nitrous oxide has the least impact on cardiovascular and respira-
tory function and can serve as a useful component of a balanced anesthetic if the
patient’s oxygen requirements permit.

Opioids are important analgesic agents for burn patients throughout the
acute phase of injury and for postoperative analgesia during reconstructive proce-
dures. The spectrum of opioids currently available provides a wide range of
potencies, durations of action, and effects on the cardiopulmonary system. Burn
patients experience intense pain in the absence of movement or procedures.
Opioids provide the mainstay of analgesia in the acute phase of burn management.
However, acute burn patients usually become tolerant to opioids because they
receive continuous and prolonged administration of these drugs. Therefore,
opioids should be titrated to effect in the acute burn patient. Most opioids have
little effect on cardiovascular function, but they are potent respiratory depressants.
Therefore, the ventilatory status of patients receiving opioids, particularly those
with compromised airways, should be monitored closely.

Regional anesthesia can be used effectively in patients with small burns
or who are undergoing reconstructive procedures. In pediatric or adult patients
undergoing procedures confined to the lower extremities, lumbar epidural or
caudal anesthesia can provide a useful adjunct for control of postoperative pain.
In cooperative adult patients with injuries confined to the lower extremities, epi-
dural or subarachnoid anesthesia may be used if contraindications do not exist.
For upper extremity procedures, brachial plexus has been used both as primary
anesthetic and to control postoperative pain.

Topical anesthesia has also been used successfully for acute burn surgery.
Elderly and debilitated patients requiring full-thickness grafts have been cared
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for successfully under topical anesthesia with EMLA cream (eutectic mixture of
local anesthetics, lidocaine, and prilocaine).

Fluid Management

End points used to titrate fluid administration intraoperatively are similar to those
used during resuscitation of acute burns. In fact, because of the nature of surgical
trauma associated with burn wound excision, management of anesthesia for these
procedures is largely a resuscitation effort. This involves continuous assessment
of volume status, titration of fluids to various physiological end points, and assess-
ment of tissue perfusion. Evaluation of the effectiveness of intraoperative volume
replacement is much the same as assessment of effectiveness of resuscitation of
the acute burn.

For extensive wound excisions expected to involve substantial blood loss,
it is prudent to minimize the volume of crystalloid fluids administered intraopera-
tively. In the early phase of the hospital course, a large amount of edema fluid
from the initial resuscitation will be present. In addition, the surgeons will fre-
quently inject dilute crystalloid solution subcutaneously (clysis solution) to facili-
tate debridement or harvest of split-thickness skin for autografts. The volume of
this clysis solution used can be quite large (e.g., more than 50 ml/kg). Limiting
crystalloid used for volume replacement can minimize the volume of extra fluid
needed to be eliminated after these procedures.

Normal saline (0.9%) is a popular intravenous solution for volume replace-
ment of surgical blood loss. Large amounts of normal saline administered intrave-
nously, however, have been associated with hyperchloremic metabolic acidosis.
By itself this metabolic derangement is relatively benign, but during resuscitation
from major blood loss it can confuse assessment and/or exacerbate effects of
acidosis due to poor tissue perfusion. Lactated Ringer’s solution is not associated
with such problems, but there is theoretical concern regarding diluting packed
red blood cells with lactated Ringer’s solution because of the latter’s calcium
content and the potential for formation of thrombi. Balanced salt solutions that
do not contain calcium (e.g., Plasmalyte) can be used for volume replacement
without this concern.

In our practice, blood loss during burn wound excision is replaced with
packed red blood cells reconstituted with plasma. Plasmalyte is added as needed
to reduce the viscosity of administered blood or when additional volume is needed
but not more oxygen-carrying capacity. This minimizes crystalloid load and helps
to prevent coagulopathy due to dilution of coagulation factors. When large vol-
umes of blood loss are expected (e.g., greater than one total blood volume) it
seems intuitive that prevention of coagulopathy is associated with less morbidity
than treatment of coagulopathy after it is established. As a rule of thumb, once
the blood loss exceeds the estimated total blood volume of the patient, it may be
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best to avoid further wound excision. In our experience at this point another total
blood volume will be lost before the wounds are grafted and dressed. Blood loss
in excess of two blood volumes in these patient is associated with increased risk
of coagulopathy.

Titrating fluid replacement for blood shed during acute burn excision is a
difficult task at present. No single monitor or physiological end point will accu-
rately reflect volume needs or tissue perfusion. Although mean arterial blood
pressure and urine output are most commonly cited as physiological end points
for resuscitation of acutely burned patients, abundant data indicate that these
variables do not adequately reflect cellular oxygen delivery.

It is also difficult to estimate blood loss intraoperatively. In most surgical
procedures shed blood is removed from the field by suction and collected in
reservoirs where it can be measured. During burn wound excision blood is lost
over a potentially broad surface where it can flow under drapes or out through
a drain on the table. Since the blood is not collected in a single reservoir or in
sponges that can be examined, it is impossible to estimate accurately blood loss
intraoperatively.

The anesthetist must base evaluations of the patient’s volume status on
several physiological variables. Since each of these variables lacks sensitivity,
specificity, or both, several monitors of preload and perfusion must be followed
and decisions regarding administration of volume are somewhat subjective in
these cases.

Blood pressure and heart rate change with blood loss but many other causes
of decreased blood pressure and increased heart rate during burn wound excision
decrease the monitoring value of these variables. Among the confounding factors
are anesthetic drugs, pain, and the effects of bacterial products or inflammatory
mediators released by wound manipulation. In addition, even though cardiac
output and tissue perfusion are reduced by hypovolemia, blood pressure can be
maintained by vasoconstriction up to a point.

Much information is available from observation of the arterial wave form.
The area under the each wave is related to the ejection volume and the slope of
the upstroke is influenced by the heart’s contractility. When blood loss exceeds
replacement, preload falls and stroke volume is diminished. This is reflected by
a reduction in the area under the arterial wave of the arterial blood pressure and
a reduction in the pulse pressure. The wave appears dampened. Reduction of
contractile force reduces the slope of the arterial wave upstroke. When hypovo-
lemia is compensated by intense vasoconstriction, the ejection volume and the
area under the arterial wave are still diminished but the waves are tall and narrow.
This is because the pressure is maintained by increased afterload and the intense
vasoconstriction reduces arterial compliance, leading to an increased pulse pres-
sure. The result is tall, narrow, peaked arterial waves.
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Directly monitoring blood pressure through an arterial catheter allows ob-
servation of beat-to-beat variation in pressure. In the presence of hypovolemia,
hemodynamically significant beat-to-beat alterations in myocardial preload can
result from phasic changes in venous return caused by changes of intrathoracic
pressure during the respiratory cycle. These changes in preload result in beat-to-
beat variation in ejection volume and, thus, systolic blood pressure. The relation-
ship between respiratory-related changes in intrathoracic pressure and systolic
blood pressure variation have been studied and quantitated to some extent for
positive pressure ventilation. The relationship is more complex for spontaneous
ventilation and has not been quantitated. Systolic pressure variation during sponta-
neous ventilation can increase with changes other than decreased preload such
as increased respiratory effort or increased airway resistance. Still, hypovolemia
can reduce preload to the point that changes in venous return during the respiratory
cycle are enough to alter stroke volume noticeably, resulting in increased systolic
pressure variation. When other causes are ruled out, respiratory variation in sys-
tolic blood pressure can, thus, be used as one of several imperfect indicators of
hypovolemia that needs to be corrected.

Transfusions

There is no general agreement regarding the point at which transfusion may
be indicated for burn patients. As a rule, currently accepted guidelines support
transfusion almost always when the hemoglobin concentration falls below 6
g/100 ml but rarely when the hemoglobin concentration is 10 g/100 ml or greater.
In the past, hemoglobin concentration has been maintained at 10 g/100 ml or
higher in patients with significant burns. Several centers now recommend lower-
ing the acceptable hemoglobin concentration in order to reduce exposure to blood
products and to conserve the resource. Some have proposed a hemoglobin count
of 6–6.5 g/100 ml for healthy patients with small burns, 8–8.5 g/100 ml for
patients with more extensive burns, and 10 g/100 ml for those with pre-existing
cardiac or pulmonary disease. There are few objective data on the optimal man-
agement strategy for blood transfusion during burn wound excision.

At present the most logical approach is to assess the needs of each patient
individually and continually through the perioperative period. If preload is opti-
mized as described earlier, then oxygen-carrying capacity can be increased as
needed depending on the presence of acidosis or problems with oxygen delivery.
Demonstration of acidosis, decreased mixed venous oxygen content, or evidence
of myocardial ischemia despite adequate preload and blood pressure suggests a
need for more oxygen-carrying capacity.

During excision of extensive burn wounds, patients will require transfusion
of large amounts of blood, often an exchange volume or more. Massive blood
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transfusions are associated with a variety of complications, which can be mini-
mized but not entirely avoided by careful practice.

A variety of techniques have been utilized to decrease surgical blood loss
during burn excision. Limb tourniquets or compressive dressings at sites of wound
excision or skin harvest help to minimize bleeding. Some centers use epinephrine-
soaked dressings or topical epinephrine spray to induce local vasoconstriction.
Epinephrine solution can also be injected subcutaneously or beneath the burn
eschar. The epinephrine solutions appear to be well tolerated but the effectiveness
of these maneuvers is uncertain. Another method is to spray topical thrombin
solution (1000 U/ml) on bleeding surfaces before application of compressive
dressings. Despite all these interventions, blood loss during extensive excisions
is still prodigious.

Coagulopathy is one of the more prominent complications associated with
massive blood transfusion. This is due to thrombocytopenia or depletion of coagu-
lation factors. Packed red blood cell preparations (PRBCs) are essentially devoid
of platelets and whole blood stored for more than 24 h does not possess significant
numbers of functional platelets. Whole blood contains essentially normal levels
of coagulation factors, with the exception of the volatile factors V and VIII.
Because most plasma is removed from PRBCs, they provide a poor source of
coagulation factors. Massive blood loss and transfusion with PRBCs or whole
blood results in dilutional losses of both platelets and factors V and VIII.

Thrombocytopenia is the most common cause of nonsurgical bleeding after
massive blood transfusion. In general, 2–4 blood volumes of blood or PRBCs
must be transfused before bleeding due to thrombocytopenia will develop. Ob-
served platelet counts usually remain higher than calculated values due to release
of platelets from sites of sequestration. Bleeding due to thrombocytopenia usually
develops when the platelet count drops below 50,000 platelets/�l. Replacement
of platelets in adults usually requires transfusion of 6 units of whole blood platelets
or 1 unit of single donor platelets in adults.

Development of coagulopathy due to depletion of coagulation factors is
also possible during massive blood transfusion. Significant prolongation of the
prothrombin (PT) and partial thromboplastin time (PTT) can result after transfu-
sion of 10–12 units of packed red blood cells. In general, fresh frozen plasma
should be given to correct dilutional coagulopathy if the PT and PTT exceed 1.5
times normal levels. It is also important to know the fibrinogen level in massively
transfused patients, since hypofibrinogenemia can also result in prolongation of
the PT and PTT. Fibrinogen may be replaced using cryoprecipitate.

Citrate toxicity is possible with rapid infusion of large volumes of blood
products. Citrate is universally used as an anticoagulant in the storage of blood
because of its ability to bind calcium that is required for activation of the coagula-
tion cascade. Citrate is metabolized by the liver and excreted by the kidneys.
Patients with normal liver and kidney function are able to respond to a large
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citrate load much better than patients with hepatic or renal insufficiency. During
massive blood transfusion, citrate can accumulate in the circulation, resulting in
a fall in ionized calcium. Hypocalcemia can result in hypotension, reduced cardiac
function, and cardiac arrhythmias. Severe hypocalcemia can also result in clotting
abnormalities. However, the level of calcium required for adequate coagulation
is much lower than that necessary to maintain cardiovascular stability. Therefore,
hypotension and decreased cardiac contractility occur long before coagulation
abnormalities are seen. During massive blood transfusion it is generally prudent
to monitor ionized calcium, especially if hemodynamic instability is present in
the hypocalcemic patient.

During the storage of whole blood or packed red cells, potassium leaks
from erythrocytes into the extracellular fluid and can accumulate at concentrations
of 40–80 mEq/L. Once the RBCs are returned to the in vivo environment, the
potassium quickly re-enters RBCs. However, during rapid blood transfusion tran-
sient hyperkalemia may result, particularly in patients with renal insufficiency.
The transient hyperkalemia, particularly in the presence of hypocalcemia, can
lead to cardiac dysfunction and arrhythmias. In patients with renal insufficiency,
potassium load can be minimized by the use of either freshly obtained blood or
washed packed RBCs.

Hypokalemia can also result from massive blood transfusion due to re-
entry of potassium into RBCs and other cells during stress, alkalosis, or massive
catecholamine release associated with large volume blood loss. Therefore, potas-
sium levels should be monitored routinely during large-volume blood transfu-
sions.

During the storage of whole blood, an acidic environment occurs due to
the accumulation of lactate and citrate with a pH in the range of 6.5–6.7. Rapid
transfusion of this acidic fluid can contribute to the metabolic acidosis observed
during massive blood transfusion. However, metabolic acidosis in this setting is
more commonly due to relative tissue hypoxia and anaerobic metabolism due to
an imbalance of oxygen consumption and delivery. The anaerobic metabolism
that occurs during states of hypovolemia and poor tissue perfusion results in lactic
acidosis. Administration of sodium bicarbonate is generally not indicated. The
re-establishment of tissue perfusion and homeostasis is a much more important
factor in re-establishing acid–base balance.

In contrast, many patients receiving massive blood transfusion will experi-
ence a metabolic alkalosis during the posttransfusion phase. This is due to the
conversion of citrate to sodium bicarbonate by the liver and is an additional
reason to avoid sodium bicarbonate administration during massive blood transfu-
sion, except in cases of severe metabolic acidosis (base deficit �12).

Rapid infusion of large volumes of cold (4�C) blood can result in significant
hypothermia. When added to the already impaired thermoregulatory mechanisms
in burn patients, this can result in significant hypothermia. Potential complications
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of hypothermia include altered citrate metabolism, coagulopathy, and cardiac
dysfunction. During large-volume blood transfusion in burn patients, fluids should
be actively warmed with systems designed to warm large volumes of rapidly
transfused blood effectively. In addition, the room temperature should be elevated
and the patient’s extremities and head covered to minimize heat loss. Body tem-
perature should be maintained at or above 37�C in burn patients.

Thermoregulation

The skin plays an important role in maintenance of body temperature. The skin
contains sensory receptors to monitor surface temperature, subcutaneous fat that
serves as insulation, blood vessels that dilate or contract to dissipate or retain
heat, and it acts as a barrier to evaporation of body fluids, which is another
potential source of heat loss. Cutaneous burns compromise all these functions.
Large burn injuries also alter the central regulation of temperature control. The
hypermetabolic state that occurs within days of burn injury is associated with an
increase in the skin temperature that is perceived as cold and that elicits homeo-
static reflexes to maintain body temperature. Burn patients respond to perceived
cold with a brisk increase in heat generation by shivering and increased oxidative
metabolism. Since the metabolic rate is already accelerated, this response causes
additional catabolic stress. Hypothermia is poorly tolerated by these patients.

In the perioperative period burn patients are at increased risk for hypother-
mia, which is associated with more morbidity than in nonburned patients. Anes-
thetic agents may also impair thermoregulation. Large areas of the body surface
area exposed and open wounds allow evaporative heat loss. Aggressive efforts
to minimize heat loss are necessary to prevent hypothermia during burn surgery.
The room should be heated and, if necessary, radiant heaters should be used. The
head and extremities should be covered when not in the surgical field. Anesthetic
gases and intravenous fluids should be warmed. Body temperature should be
monitored closely and appropriate actions taken to avoid heat loss. Bladder tem-
perature monitored with a Foley catheter equipped with a thermister probe is an
accurate and convenient way to monitor body temperature during burn surgery.

POSTOPERATIVE CARE

One of the most important issues in the immediate postoperative period for burn
patients is adequate analgesia and sedation, particularly for those who are intu-
bated and mechanically ventilated. Debridement of burned tissue and the harvest-
ing of skin grafts are painful procedures that merit ample analgesic dosages to
ensure patient comfort. It is not uncommon for burn patients to be quite tolerant
to narcotic analgesics, especially after they have had several operative procedures,
and in this case higher dosages than normal are required.
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Continuing blood loss is unfortunately a common problem after the excision
and grafting of a large burn wound, even when strict attention is given to intraoper-
ative hemostasis by surgical personnel. The burn wounds are necessarily excised
down to bleeding tissue before skin grafts are applied. Massive intraoperative
transfusion adds to the problem, with the potential for dilutional thrombocyto-
penia and coagulopathy. During postoperative transport from the operating room
(OR) to the burn ICU, adequate monitoring to identify developing hypovolemia
along with resources to resuscitate must be available. Diligent postoperative care
is needed to assess continually any continuing blood loss and transfuse additional
blood products as they are indicated by clinical course and results of laboratory
studies. Monitoring of central venous pressure and urine output also helps in
guiding postoperative blood and fluid therapy.

Ventilation may be impaired in the postoperative period whether breathing
is spontaneous or mechanically controlled. Blood gases and oxygen saturation
can be used as guides to ventilator management. Patients with inhalation injury
benefit not only from rational ventilator management but also from a program
of inhaled bronchodilators and mucolytics combined with judicious airway suc-
tioning. Extubated patients require supplemental oxygen for at least the first few
hours until the effects of general anesthetics resolve. Airway support may also
be necessary initially in these patients until they are more alert and responsive.

Burn patients must recover in a warm environment. Postoperative hypother-
mia can result in vasoconstriction, hypoperfusion, and metabolic acidosis. Radiant
heaters, blood and fluid warmers, warm blankets, heated humidifiers for gas
delivery, and high room temperatures are all useful in the postoperative period
to provide warmth to the recovering patient.

SUMMARY

The most important practical principles of anesthetic management of burn patients
were described in the introduction but should be repeated for emphasis. Periopera-
tive management of burned patients presents numerous challenges, both technical
and cognitive. Safe and effective anesthetic management of these patients requires
detailed knowledge of the continuum of pathophysiological changes associated
with burn and inhalation injuries from resuscitation through healing of wounds.
In addition, optimal patient care is possible only when it includes close communi-
cation with the surgeon. Modern advances in burn care rely on coordination of
the efforts of a large team of specialists. The anesthetic plan should be compatible
with the overall treatment goals for the patient. The anesthetist joins the burn
care team when the anesthetic plan is coordinated with the overall treatment goals
for the patient.
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Principles of Burn Surgery

David M. Heimbach and Lee D. Faucher
University of Washington Burn Center, Seattle, Washington, U.S.A.

HISTORY OF BURN EXCISION

Although early excision and grafting has been considered a procedure of the late
20th century; it was actually first described by Lustgarten in 1891. The fire at
the Cocoanut Grove Nightclub in Boston in November, 1942, brought new insight
into many aspects of the care of burned patients. Cope suggested then that patients
with early wound closure had improved survival [1]. Several reports are scattered
throughout the literature over the next 30 years [2–4], but results were discourag-
ing since they showed little clinical improvement from the usual practice of
waiting for spontaneous eschar separation followed by grafting on granulation
tissue. Janezekovic reported good results in 1970 with sequential shaving of burns
of varying depths in [5]. The surgical community began to take notice; however,
the need to estimate the depth of burn and ancillary support required for a major
burn excision made acceptance of this technique difficult.

The University of Washington Burn Center was formed in 1974. In 1978,
a major change in approach to burn care was instituted: burns judged to require
more than 3 weeks to heal were to be managed by excision and grafting. Before
that, all burns were treated in the nonoperative manner. A study was done to
compare the two methods using matched subjects. The patients who underwent
excision and grafting had significantly shorter hospital stay, lower hospital
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charges, and fewer infectious complications [6]. Based on that information, a
randomized prospective study was done in patients with burns of indeterminate
depth. The results again found that those with excision had shorter hospital stay,
lower hospital charges, fewer reconstruction surgeries, and returned to work
sooner [7].

PATIENT SELECTION FOR SURGERY

Burns involving the superficial dermis heal within 3 weeks, generally without
hypertrophic scarring. Since these burns generally cause no functional and little
cosmetic impairment, primary skin grafting does not reduce morbidity or improve
appearance and function. Full-thickness burns do not present a decision problem
either. They will eventually need skin grafting and the sooner they are grafted
the sooner the wounds will be healed.

Many burns, however, cannot be defined into either of these categories.
Burns that are very large, of indeterminate depth, or very deep, pose difficult
questions. The decision of what to excise and when is crucial. Extensive burns
can be too large for complete excision and grafting in one operation. This leaves
a large open surface that must be covered temporarily. Tools to evaluate indeter-
minate wounds are being sought. The use of immunohistochemisty [8], infrared
fluorescence [9], and laser Doppler studies [10] all show promise in vitro, but a
trained surgeon has been shown to be at least as good [11]. This leaves a surgeon
with the decision based on clinical grounds. The cause of the burn, inspection
and palpation of the wound, and sensory nerve function are all important clues.
Finally, excision of very deep burns over joints, tendons, and bones may leave
a wound that may not accept a skin graft.

Some truisms regarding burns and burn care include the following:

Burns in patients at the extremes of age are not shallow.
Immersion burns are not shallow.
Except for contact burns, most burns of the palms and soles heal within 3
weeks.

Patients whose clothing or bedding has been on fire rarely escape without
some full-thickness burns.

All electrical burns are full-thickness and should be assumed to be fourth-
degree.

Flash burns are rarely full-thickness, except in areas of very thin skin.
Burns are dynamic and deepen over the first 48 h. Wounds that appear
shallow on day 1 may be indeterminate on day 3. Burns never get shal-
lower.

Burns from hot soups and sauces are deeper than those from hot water
alone.
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Burns resulting from direct contact with a tar pot are usually very deep
dermal or full-thickness burns, while those from tar that has been trans-
ferred into a bucket or spread on a surface are usually shallow.

Small burns that will eventually heal present little threat to life if allowed
to heal over several weeks. If small burns are excised, operative mortality
should be zero.

Early excision requires an experienced surgeon. Inadequate excision with
skin grafting on a poor bed leads to skin graft loss, adds the size of the
donor site to the total area of open wounds, and may necessitate another
operation.

Non-life-threatening burns in patients with associated medical problems or
injuries should not be excised until the associated problems are under
control and the operation can be done with low morbidity and essentially
no mortality.

Patients with burns of the hands and feet will be able to return to work
sooner if their burns are excised and skin grafted shortly after hospital
admission.

Large, superficial burns with scattered small deeper components are best
treated nonoperatively until the shallow areas have healed.

Early excision decreases the need for wound cleansing and daily debride-
ment. If pain management becomes a significant problem, this in itself
is an indication for excision.

A patient with a small burn who can continue to work despite the burn and
who can manage the wound at home will have the least expensive care
and, in the long run, will miss much less work than if the burn is excised.

Small deep burns can be treated initially on an outpatient basis and then
excised and skin grafted electively on a day surgery schedule.

PATIENT PREPARATION FOR SURGERY

Complete resuscitation

Before a patient is taken to the operating room for excision of a burn wound, we
recommend that he or she be completely resuscitated. That is, he or she should
have adequate urine output receiving only maintenance intravenous fluid adminis-
tration or in combination with enteral nutrition. This allows us to begin excision
about postburn day 3. There are always exceptions to the rules. In patients with
extensive full-thickness burns, who still require large volume fluid resuscitation
beyond the first 48 h excision of some of their burn before resuscitation is com-
plete may be necessary. These patients have a very high mortality rate.

Nutrition

It is well known that early and aggressive enteral nutrition in the thermally injured
patient improves mortality, decreases complications, optimizes wound healing,
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and diminishes the catastrophic effects of protein catabolism. Nutritional support
should be instituted immediately upon admission and continued throughout the
acute phase of burn care. It has been shown in a randomized study that nearly
continuous nutrition throughout the perioperative period maintained nitrogen bal-
ance and improved outcome [13,14]. Jenkins also showed that continuous feeding
throughout the perioperative period does not risk aspiration in intubated patients
[14]. Intubated patients taken to the operating room do not need to have their
feedings discontinued before or during surgery [14]. It is the practice at our
institution to continue tube feedings for intubated patients throughout the periop-
erative period. We stop tube feedings and allow nothing orally in nonintubated
patients for 4 hours prior to induction.

Preoperative laboratory evaluation

Our daily laboratory evaluation of patients consists of a full electrolyte panel and
complete blood count. Prothrombin and partial thromboplastin times are checked
only if there is concern based on the patient history that they could be abnormal.
We ensure that all electrolytes are in within the normal range prior to operative
intervention. Over the past 20 years, we have become better at limiting blood
loss during surgery. This will be discussed later. In 1980, a patient with a 50%
burn would receive roughly 15 units of blood during their hospital course, now
this same patient averages 1.5 units during their stay. The reasons are twofold:
we tolerate lower hematocrit levels and intraoperative blood loss is less. For an
excision of 20% total body surface area, we will have 2 units of blood ready to
use.

OPERATING ROOM PREPARATION

Excision of major burns

Life-threatening burns should be excised only in a specialized burn treatment
facility, where the entire burn team is experienced in excision techniques and
has a thorough understanding of burn pathophysiology, critical care, nutrition,
and monitoring. Excision of a burn should be an elective procedure and done in
a timely fashion. We generally schedule the first excision in an otherwise stable
patient for postburn day 3. We continue excisions every 2 or more days and
excise at most 20% total body surface area at a time. This allows almost all burns
to be excised before bacterial burn wound sepsis begins.

In patients with very large total body surface area (TBSA) burns, the highest
priority is to diminish overall burn size. The trunk and extremities are excised
first, followed by face and hands. In our patients with extensive burns that include
bilateral hands, who also have donor sites available to provide sheet grafts to
cover both hands, we will excise and graft the hands very early. We have found
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that this practice allows our patients to have their hands available to assist in
activities and therapy earlier.

The overall strategy for excision should be designed upon admission. Exci-
sion of the obviously full-thickness areas should be done first and indeterminate
areas allowed to declare themselves. Excision of the posterior trunk requires the
patient to be in the prone position, the most dangerous of all anesthetic positions;
therefore it should be done when the patient is most stable medically. This is
generally postburn day 3, after resuscitation is complete. Pulmonary complica-
tions that occur later in a patient’s course may inhibit placing him or her in the
prone position. If anterior burns are excised and grafted before those on the
posterior trunk, there is a risk of graft shearing when the patient is placed in the
prone position to have the back burns excised. Proper dressings (to be discussed
later) minimize shear, permit excellent graft take, and allow the patient to resume
normal activities.

We performed a retrospective review and did not find a difference in postop-
erative complications when compared to length of operation [15]. However, our
experience dictates that it is best to limit operating time to 2 h for stable patients
with major burns. This keeps a critically ill patient out of the intensive care unit
for about 3 h. We will limit operating time to 1 h for patients in more tenuous
medical condition. The ambient temperature of the operating room is at least
80�F, forced air warming devices are placed over the patient if possible, and all
fluids are warmed.

Tangential excision

The principle of tangential excision is to shave very thin layers of eschar sequen-
tially until viable tissue is reached. Even though this concept is extraordinarily
simple, the technique requires considerable experience and excellent operating
room support.

Excision can be done with a variety of power or handheld instruments.
Power dermatomes may be more precise in depth setting but can dull rapidly and
become clogged with debris. Changing blades is time-consuming and tedious,
and this time is crucial while the patient continues to bleed. For these reasons,
we prefer the use of Watson (Fig. 1) and Goulian (Fig. 2) knives for tangential
excision.

Proper skin tension above and below the area to be excised is necessary
in order to use a manual dermatome properly. Broad slices are taken with the
knife and the back of the instrument is then used to wipe the area to inspect the
bed. If the bed does not bleed briskly, another slice of the same depth is taken.
Healthy dermis appears white and shiny, therefore if the area is dull and gray or
if clotted blood vessels are seen, the excision needs to be carried deeper.

As excision continues to the deeper layers of the dermis and into fat, vessels
with pulsatile flow may be transected. Any fat that has brownish discoloration
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FIGURE 1 Use of Watson blade for burn excision

FIGURE 2 Use of Goulian blade for burn excision.
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or bloodstaining will not support a skin graft and needs to be excised. Fat should
appear uniformly yellow with briskly bleeding vessels.

Pulsatile blood vessels are controlled with electrocautery and the wound is
then covered with a Telfa dressing soaked in 1:10,000 epinephrine solution before
the surgeon moves on to the next area. The Telfa dressing is applied cellophane-
side down to minimize adherence to the wound, with removal this may stimulate
bleeding that was under control. When the burn to be excised is completed
(Fig. 3), epinephrine-soaked Telfa is applied, then an epinephrine-soaked laparot-
omy pad is added on top of the Telfa. Extremities are wrapped in elastic bandages
and suspended. Direct pressure is applied to areas that cannot be suspended.
These dressings are left undisturbed for 10 min. The outer wraps are carefully
removed and the Telfa dressing is removed after being soaked in saline. Any
persistent bleeding points can be controlled with electrocautery. This process is
repeated until the wound bed is hemostatic (Fig. 4). Summarized Below are
several points about the use of epinephrine to stop bleeding:

Substantial amounts of epinephrine are absorbed systemically from the
wound. We have measured blood levels as high as 4,000 �g/dl 100 ml
after a major excision. Systemic manifestations of any consequence are
very rare in patients with acute burns. Systolic blood pressure and pulse

FIGURE3 Burnwound after excision with pinpoint bleeding throughout. This wound
is adequately excised.
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FIGURE 4 Hemostatic burn wound ready for grafting after application of epineph-
rine.

rate may be elevated slightly. We have used this technique in thousands
of patients without significant complications. We still suggest caution
when using epinephrine to stop bleeding after burn excision in patients
with pre-existing hypertension or cardiac arrhythmias.

The surgeon must be sure the bed is adequately excised prior to the applica-
tion of epinephrine. Once the dressings are removed, the bed appears
avascular and further excision risks removal of viable tissue.

The fear that reactive vasodilatation would cause postoperative bleeding
has not been realized. Major bleeding has been extremely rare and its
occurrence was a result of inadequate cauterization of a pulsatile vessel.
Minor bleeding is vented into the dressings through the interstices of
mesh grafts. Sheet grafts need to be inspected frequently during the post-
operative period and any hematomas evacuated.

Extremities should be excised under tourniquet, but the cadaver-like appear-
ance of the dermis and lack of brisk bleeding make this technique more
difficult. One should acquire considerable expertise prior to using this
technique.

Fascial Excision

Fascial excision is reserved for patients with very deep burns or very large, life-
threatening, full-thickness burns.
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Our fascial excision technique uses electrocautery for excision. Inflatable
tourniquets are placed as high as possible on the affected extremity and inflated.
The initial incision is made around the periphery of the tourniquet and carried
down to the investing fascia. The flap is grasped with penetrating clamps and
pulled by an assistant (Fig. 5). The eschar flap is the separated at the level just
above the fascia, with great care being taken to identify perforating vessels and
coagulate them appropriately. All fat tissue should be removed, with the exception
of areas of tendons and bony prominences. We leave a thin layer of fat over these
areas to ensure that the tenuous vascular supply is left intact to support a skin
graft.

Epinephrine-soaked Telfa sponges are applied as the excision progresses.
When the excision is completed, the extremity is wrapped with epinephrine-
soaked Telfa sponges and laparotomy pads held in place by an elastic bandage.
The tourniquet is deflated and the dressings are left intact for 10 min. Hemostasis
is achieved using the same technique of removal of the sponges as described
above. There have been many techniques described for fascial excision, but in
our experience, the electrocautery is quick, less expensive, and can successfully
provide a viable bed for grafting.

The advantages of fascial excision over tangential excision include the
following:

FIGURE 5 Large flaps raised during fascial excision.
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1. A reliable bed of known viability is provided.
2. Tourniquets may be used routinely for extremities.
3. Operative blood loss is less.
4. Less experience is required to obtain an optimal bed.

The disadvantages of fascial excision include the following:

1. Operative time is longer.
2. Severe cosmetic deformity is possible (Fig. 6), especially in obese

patients.
3. The incidence of distal edema is higher when excision is circumferen-

tial.
4. Risk of damage to superficial tendons and nerves is greater.
5. Cutaneous denervation occurs and sensation may not return.
6. Skin graft loss may occur from the relatively avascular fascia over

joints, may lead to an ungraftable bed, and may require eventual flap
coverage.

FIGURE6 One-year follow-up of a child with a 75% TBSA burn who required fascial
excision.
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The risks and benefits must be weighed carefully, and each burned area on each
patient reviewed to identify the optimal excision technique to provide the best
result.

Donor sites

When treating a patient with extensive burns, the decision of where to create
donor sites is easy: You take what you can get. In those with lesser burns, the
decision is slightly more complicated. Since all donor sites scar to some degree,
it is best to take skin from an area that will be otherwise hidden under most
circumstances. Donors should also be taken from an area that allows ease in
harvesting and donor site care.

Our first choice of donor site for children still in diapers is the buttocks.
This allows for a hidden donor site and use of the diaper to hold the silver
sulfadiazine in place for wound care. The use of the buttocks in others is not
forbidden, but we have found that it is more painful in older patients than other
sites and wound care is more difficult. The thighs are excellent sites for donors.
It is less difficult to harvest because the femur provides excellent support during
harvesting and there is minimal motion even with ambulation so that the dressings
remain intact during the healing period.

The lower back is another area that is less difficult to harvest and provides
ample skin. It also tends to be hidden with most clothing. The difficulty with
using the lower back is that most often it requires a patient to change position
during the operation.

The key points in harvesting donors are traction and countertraction. The
use of clysis can help provide support to the area to be excised so that the best
donor may be harvested. We use lactated Ringer’s solution to inject and use clysis
on any site that needs additional support, especially the abdomen and chest. Using
assistants to provide traction to the skin and surgical soap for lubrication can also
help.

Donor site dressings

Before we started our process of early excision of indeterminate burns, many
patients endured weeks of daily debridement and donor sites were not a problem.
With the pain of daily debridements gone, since the burns were excised, this left
larger donor sites to cover the excised wound and now the patients focused on
their donor site pain.

Over the past 20 years, our institution has used many donor site coverings.
Fine-mesh gauze and scarlet red dressings were popular early on. We also went
through periods using petroleum-jelly-impregnated gauze, adhesive polyurethane
sheets, calcium alginate, Biobrane (Bertek Pharmaceuticals, Inc), and others. We
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now most commonly use Acticoat (Smith and Nephew) for most donor sites. We
use silver sulfadiazine cream on buttock donors of children in diapers and on
donor sites near unexcised burns treated with silver sulfadiazine. We have found
Acticoat to be more cost-effective, provide better patient tolerance, and better
pain control than other dressings we have tried.

To use Acticoat effectively, we follow the application technique for small
donor sites as follows:

1. Ensure that the donor site is hemostatic.
2. Cut Acticoat to cover the entire donor site to include at least a 2 inch

border covering normal skin and place the dry Acticoat on the donor
site.

3. Spray the edges of Acticoat and skin with tincture of benzoin or Masti-
sol and allow to dry.

4. Tape edges of Acticoat to skin using Hypafix (Smith and Nephew)
tape. There should be no wrinkles in the Acticoat.

5. The site is wrapped in a Kerlex gauze followed by an elastic bandage.
This is left in place for 24 h, then removed, and the dressing is allowed
to dry.

6. After 7 days, the tape is removed and the edges of Acticoat trimmed.
7. The patient may now shower and continue to trim the edges of Acticoat

as the donor site heals and the scab falls away.
8. If the Acticoat does not dry properly or become adherent, we will then

remove the Acticoat completely and treat with silver sulfadiazine and
daily dressing changes.

Some specific findings regarding donor site techniques include the following:

1. An air-driven dermatome is our instrument of choice. Grafts to cover
Integra (Integra Life Sciences Corporation, Plainsboro, NJ, USA) are
taken at 0.006 inch and all others at 0.010 inch. Sheet grafts are always
used on hands and faces. They are used whenever possible on children
and burns over joints, tendons, and small burns. Grafts are meshed
when donor sites are limited, and the use of Integra avoids the need
for a mesh wider than 2:1 mesh. We try never to mesh greater than a
3:1 ratio.

2. The posterior trunk is the only donor site with skin thick enough to
heal reliable in elderly patients. It should be used preferentially for
skin grafts in all patients over age 60.

3. We recommend the use of scalp donor for all face, neck, and upper
anterior chest grafts. Donor sites need to be kept within the hairline
and clysis should be used to assist harvesting. We will not use the scalp
in bald individuals.
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4. Clysis should be used for harvesting skin over the ribs, back, and abdo-
men. It may be used anywhere to assist in making a broad, flat surface
for harvesting. The anesthesia team needs to be aware of the volume
injected so that they may decrease the amount of intravenous fluid
given.

5. When taking skin from the abdomen, we first inject the clysis solution
and then set the dermatome to twice the depth we want. The skin is
harvested by applying almost no pressure to the dermatome. Great care
must be taken to avoid a full-thickness excision.

6. If the sole of the foot is used for a donor site, the first 0.010–0.015
inch must be excised and discarded as it contains only dead epithelium
that is not suitable for grafting.

7. Pigmented people tend to experience hypertrophic donor sites as well
as hypertrophic burn scars. In dark-skinned patients, both burns and
donor sites frequently become darker than the surrounding normal skin,
even if they do not hypertrophy.

Our general findings regarding excision and donor sites include the following
[12]:

Most nonshallow burns should be excised to diminish the likelihood of
burn wound sepsis.

The maximum area that should be excised at one sitting is about 20%
TBSA, and the maximum operating time should be about 2 h.

Donor skin left as sheet graft will shrink by about one-third. Meshing 1.5:
1 will leave it only slightly larger than the original size. Meshing 3:1
will leave it about twice the original size.

Donor sites taken at a depth of 0.010 inch take 10–14 days to heal to a
point that they can be taken again.

Scalp is the premier donor site for face and neck. The face should never
be grafted with expanded skin.

Sheet grafts should always be used on the fingers and hands.
The posterior trunk is a premier donor site. Skin is easy to take, and the
skin is very thick, which allows numerous harvests.

Wound Coverage

Autograft

Sheet autograft is the ideal covering for all excised burn wounds. Its use is neces-
sarily limited as the burn size becomes larger. Many of our ideas about the use
of sheet grafts have already been discussed, but their use can not be overempha-
sized for those special areas. It is our opinion that sheet grafts for hands, fingers,
and faces are the only way to cover those excised areas. The use of sheet grafts
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on the face will give the best functional and most cosmetically pleasing result.
The hands and fingers require skin with excellent pliability to achieve full range
of motion of all joints, which is necessary to perform most activities of daily
living.

When using sheet graft for primary coverage after excision, the wound bed
must be hemostatic. Fluid collections that form under the graft do not allow graft
adherence and thus lead to graft failure in those areas. Frequent inspection of the
grafted area is necessary in the early postoperative period is necessary to achieve
the best result. Any collections of fluid found can be drained by incising the skin
graft with a surgical blade and expressing the fluid with cotton-tipped applicators.
If a large hematoma develops, return to the operating room is most likely neces-
sary.

There are many ways to secure sheet grafts, including various suture materi-
als and staples. In our center, we then dress the wound with a petroleum-jelly-
impregnated gauze, wrap with cotton gauze, and support with elastic wraps. The
dressing is taken down the following day and the wound inspected for fluid
collections that are drained if present. This is continued on a daily basis until no
fluid collections are found, at which point the dressing is left intact until postopera-
tive day 5. If the graft appears intact, the mechanical holding devices are removed,
and range-of-motion exercises are begun.

Over the past year, we have begun to use a different method of securing
sheet and meshed autograft that covers smaller areas. The use of Hypafix, tape
was first discussed by Cassey in 1989, and he demonstrated its success in a small
series of patients [16].We have also found the Hypafix, alongwith spray adhesive,
holds grafts securely and allows drainage of fluid collections. In most cases, it
entirely eliminates the need for staples or sutures.

Allograft

The decision to excise burns early led to the need to find a suitable, temporary
covering until autograft was available. The first reported use of cadaveric skin
was in 1881 to cover a burn wound. This might also be the first reported case
of possible rejection: what was termed erysipelatous inflammation occurred and
the graft was lost in the second week [17]. Many burn centers, including ours,
use allograft as a temporary wound covering; to test the bed of an infected area;
to provide temporary coverage for large nonburned, open wounds; and to provide
protection for widely meshed autograft. Allograft rejection begins about 14 days
after application: replacement or final closure is needed before that time. There
are published reports of the successful use of allograft with systemic immunosup-
pression to achieve wound closure [18,19]. This idea has not been widely accepted
up to now.

Many centers have tissue banks closely associated with them so that un-
frozen allograft is readily available. We routinely use frozen allograft and find
that it suits our needs. Our most common use of allograft is to test a
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questionable wound bed. In excisions that need to be carried down near tendons,
bone, or fascia of questionable viability, we will cover the area with allograft; if
the allograft takes, we can assume the bed is viable and will accept autograft.
Our overall use of allograft has diminished because we have had tremendous
success with the use of Integra as our primary, temporary wound coverage.

Integra

Integra is a bilayer material: the inner layer is a combination of bovine collagen
and glycosaminoglycan chondroitin-6-sulfate; the outer layer is a polysiloxane
polymer that functions as a temporary epidermis. Integra was developed in the
early 1980s by researchers from the Massachusetts General Hospital and Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology [20], and is now approved by the US Food and
Drug Administration for use in life-threatening burns. Early studies of its use
found no significant immunoreactivity [21,22], which led to its adoption as a
viable temporary wound coverage. Many studies support tout its is for massive
burns [23,24], purpura fulminans [25], neck contracture [26], burn scars [27,28],
and other complex wounds [29–31].

At the University of Washington Burn Center we have used Integra on over
100 patients and have placed it on every part of the body except the face, palms,
and soles of the feet. We believe it provides our patients with better long-term
skin integrity, pliability, durability, and cosmetic results.

Our process for the application of Integra on an excised burn wound is
outlined below:

1. Integra is prepared for use in the operating room following themanufac-
turers recommendations.

2. It is then meshed 1:1 and applied to an excised bed that is clean and
hemostatic. It is imperative that all areas of the bed be able to provide
an adequate blood supply to the Integra. Excision to fascia is often
necessary in obese and elderly patients.

3. The meshed Integra is then applied without opening the interstices of
the mesh, and great care is taken to ensure that no wrinkles are present.
This is especially important in areas around joints. Edges are over-
lapped about 5 mm.

4. The sheets of Integra are held in place with staples, then Spandage
(Medi-Tech International Corp., Brooklyn, NY) is stretched tightly
over the Integra and also stapled in place (Fig. 7).

5. Theareas are thencoveredwithgauzedressingsand5%mafenideacetate
is applied immediately, and added every 4 h to keep the dressing soaked.

6. Areas where Integra is over joints are splinted with temporary devices
that allow the 5% mafenide acetate to be applied.

7. On postoperative day 4, the dressings are removed down to the Span-
dage and any fluid under the Integra is expelled.
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FIGURE 7 Integra applied to wound after tangential excision. Spandage is in place
to help hold the Integra securely.

8. Dressings are changed every 3 days and administration of 5%mafenide
acetate continues until autograft is applied.

On or about postoperative day 14 Integra is usually ready to be grafted. It will
be adherent, have a somewhat contracted appearance, and will have a pink tone
of varying degrees throughout.

Integra is grafted with autograft taken at a depth of 0.006 inch and meshed
3:1 after careful removal of the silastic covering (Fig. 8). Grafts are secured with
staples. A synthetic, meshed dressing (Conformant, Smith & Nephew, Largo,
FL) is used to cover the grafted area and is held in place with staples.

Dressings, as described above, with 5% mafenide acetate then cover the
Conformant. By postoperative day 7, good graft take is appreciated and range-
of-motion exercises are begun.

Thinly meshed autograft gives us excellent results with minimal residual
mesh pattern, good skin durability, excellent skin pliability, and happy patients
(Fig. 9).

TREATMENT OF SPECIFIC AREAS OF THE BODY

Not all areas of the body are as easy to excise and graft as others. It is fortunate
that the perineum and perianal areas are burned infrequently as these are the most
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FIGURE8 Autograft meshed 2:1 placed on the Integra� after removal of the Silastic
membrane. The grafts are held in place with staples.

difficult areas to care for. Integra is an option for wound coverage in all of the
areas described below. The following sections outline how we care for specific
body areas.

Posterior Trunk

Treatment of the posterior trunks includes the following:

Shallow burns are allowed to heal spontaneously.
If the overall burn size is less than 30%, indeterminate and full-thickness
burns should be excised and grafted.

In larger burns, the back needing excision and grafting can have 3:1 meshed
skin applied since this is a relatively low-priority area cosmetically.

Charred burns to the back should be excised to the fascia. The removal of
all fat of questionable viability improves the chances of graft take.

Dressing the back can be difficult. Prone positioning is not recommended
because this can lead to problematic airway and facial edema. Physical
therapy is nearly impossible, which is also detrimental to the patient.
Shear can be limited with the use of Biobrane to cover the grafts and
hold them in place. The grafted area is then allowed to dry and the
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FIGURE 9 Patient 21 months after excision and grafting using Integra. Note the
better appearance of the lower chest and abdomen compared to the upper chest,
where Integra was not used.

Biobrane removed after the area heals. If wet dressings are desired, the
use of a quilt dressing as described by Sheridan [32] and others is also
an option.

Buttocks

Burned buttock can be very difficult to manage because continued fecal soilage
facilitates early bacterial invasion of deep burns. This can lead to infectious graft
loss as well. We follow the principles listed below:

Remove necrotic tissue early to diminish burn wound sepsis.
In patients with large burns, allow partial-thickness burns to remain unex-
cised. Meticulous wound debridement is needed.

Skin graft take over the inferior gluteal creases is poor as a result of shearing.
This area is fortunately narrow enough to heal from the periphery.

If fascial excision is required for deep burns to the buttocks, do not excise
the fat from the perirectal spaces because the resulting defect is nearly
ungraftable.
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Biobrane makes an excellent skin graft dressing because it conforms well.
Frequent evaluation is needed: the dressing should be removed if fecal
soilage occurs.

Preoperative mechanical bowel preparation, followed by a somewhat con-
stipating diet, may give up to 5 days of avoidance of fecal soilage. This
may be enough time for graft take that is more resistant to infection.

Chest and Abdomen

We follow these principles in treating patients with burns to the chest and ab-
domen:

Fascial excision of the chest and abdomen is reserved for char burns and
patients with massive burns. Excision in the early postburn course allows
easier excision: the fluid under the eschar facilitates sequential excision
without the use of clysis.

Care must be taken with excision near the umbilicus: many patients have
asymptomatic defects in the abdominal wall. Inattentive excision in this
area could lead to invasion of the peritoneal cavity that would carry an
increased risk of peritoneal infection.

Breast

The management of the burned breast depends on the total burn size, depth of
burn, age of the patient, and occasionally the social circumstances of the patient.
Below list some of our management principles.

The most common burn to the breast we see is a scald burn in a preadoles-
cent girl. Partial-thickness burns should be allowed to heal. Deeper burns,
if allowed to heal, can lead to significant scarring and later displacement
of the breast. When excision is indicated, great care should be taken to
avoid excision of the subareolar tissue, as it contains the breast bud.

Sheet grafts should be applied when possible.
Deep flame burns of the chest should be managed in the same way.
Burns needing excision of the developed female breast are difficult to treat.
Sheet and meshed grafts give equally poor cosmetic results. Grafts need
to be held in place with Biobrane.

Extensive burns with limited donor sites and involved breasts are often an
indication for simple mastectomy: this will lessen the need for skin to
cover the anterior chest.

Severe breast burns in the elderly woman most often are caused when a
nightgown or bathrobe catches fire and this leads to deep burns. We have
a much lower threshold for recommending mastectomy in these patients.
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Axilla

Fascial excision of the axilla can lead to neurovascular disruption and a very
poor bed to allow good skin graft take. We try to use tangential excision whenever
possible. This area also tends to contract easily, which leads to functional deficits.
Grafts are held in place with tie-over dressings or Biobrane. Arms are abducted
to 90 degrees and splinted in position until graft take, and then range-of-motion
exercises are begun. Physical therapy is crucial to achieve adequate arm function
and avoid contraction.

Perineum

The perineum is spared in almost all but the most extensive burns. Scald burns
to the genitalia frequently heal without operative intervention.Meticulous hygiene
is paramount to good wound healing. Most of our experience with skin grafts to
the perineum is in patients with necrotizing soft tissue infections. Many full-
thickness burns to the penis and scrotum will heal with minimal deformity. Skin
grafts to the penis heal without resultant chordae or voiding difficulty.

Lower Extremities

Thighs

For circumferential burns to the thighs, excision is carried out under tourniquet
that is placed as high as possible on the thigh. The lower extremity is suspended
from ceiling hooks to allow access to the entire thigh.

If fascial excision is deemed necessary, the fascia lata should probably also
be removed. In our experience, this nearly avascular fascia usually fails to support
a skin graft.

Legs

The legs have several areas that can be troublesome should they have deep burns.
Great care needs to be taken when excising near the anterior tibia, the medial
and lateral maleolus, and the Achilles tendon. It is best to leave as much viable
fat as possible to protect the tenuous blood supply.

In patients with deep burns to the Achilles tendon and heel, we often will
excise only to the area just above the ankle and allow the area surrounding the
ankle and tendon to granulate. The patient with more extensive burns is usually
suspended at all times using balanced skeletal traction pins to keep the area free
from any pressure while he or she is lying in bed.

Another area of concern, especially during fascial excision of the leg, is
the proximal fibular region. Damage to the peroneal nerve can easily occur, even
without evidence of direct nerve damage with excision. This overall incidence
of neurological deficits in the lower extremity is quite high in patients with lower
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extremity burns [33]. Foot drop can occur postoperatively with improper use of
splints and foot positioning, as well as generalized weakness from intensive care
unit neuropathy.

Feet

Burns to the feet are the most difficult of all burns to treat on an outpatient
basis. Patients are usually unwilling or unable to keep their feet elevated, and
the incidence of edema and cellulitis leading to hospital admission is quite high.
Burns that do not require grafting often blister significantly from friction caused
by normal footwear. We try to sheet graft the feet whenever possible to provide
a more durable covering.

In patients with extensive burns and severe burns to the toes, we generally
will graft the great toe and leave the others to granulate or autoamputate. If burns
to the feet are part of less extensive burns, the toes can be excised and grafted
in a manner similar to fingers.

Full-thickness burns to the sole of the foot are rare in patients with surviva-
ble burns. Electrical burns, immersion scalds, and contact burns are the excep-
tions. Unless the burn is obviously full-thickness, we give burns of the sole every
opportunity to heal on their own.

Upper Extremities

Hand

There is more written about the treatment of burns to the hands than any other
area of the body. Proper care of hand burns is essential to get a patient back to
his or her preburn level of activity. The care of the badly burned hand should be
reserved for those who understand the technical and treatment aspects of properly
caring for such patients.

Arms

As described for lower extremities, excision of burns to the arms requires great
care in areas near tendons and bony prominences. We use tourniquets to assist
in tangential and fascial excision of the arms. Fascial excision is reserved for
char burns and does carry a significant risk of chronic hand edema.

Our general findings regarding burns of the upper extremities include the
following [12]:

Patients with indeterminate burns to the hands have a shorter hospital stay
and return to work more quickly after early excision and grafting than
will patients with managed non surgically.

Sheet grafts to the hands offer superior functional and cosmetic results to
meshed grafts.
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Excision and grafting of two badly burned hands may take 3–4 h. It is
therefore best to devise an operative plan so that no other procedures are
included.

Most palm burns should be allowed to heal without operative intervention.
Very deep burns to the dorsum of the hand may require flaps to provide
coverage.

The use of tourniquets allows for less intraoperative blood loss, but may
lead to excision of unnecessary tissue by less experienced surgeons.

Head and Neck

Face

We have been aggressive in the treatment of facial burns since 1979. All burns
to the face are treated with daily dressing changes until day 10, when a judgment
is made whether the burn will heal by day 14. If it is judged that the burn will
not be healed, plans for surgery are made. Our results have been encouraging
even in patients with extensive burns (Figs. 10, 11).

Excision is the first stage. Tangential excision is performed following aes-
thetic units [34] that can include small areas of unburned skin. Blood loss can
be excessive and is minimized with the liberal use of epinephrine-soaked nonad-
herent sponges. Electrocautery can be used with caution to stop bleeding that is
uncontrollable with epinephrine sponges.

The area is then grafted with sheet allograft sewn tautly into position. The
grafts are covered with petroleum-jelly-impregnated gauze, followed by a con-
forming, elastic head dressing. A padded neck splint is also used to prevent head
movement. The grafts are checked at least daily to drain any fluid collections.

The patient can return to the operating room between postoperative days
7 and 10 for autografting if the allograft is stuck and intact.

Scalp provides the best color match for face grafts and should be used when
possible. The head should be shaved and the hairline clearly marked. The needed
donor should then be outlined and harvested after the scalp is injected with clysis
solution. The sheet autograft is then sutured to the hemostatic wound bed with
slight tension on the graft. The same dressing plan is then done as outlined above.

Scalp

Most scalp burns are treated nonoperatively. For burns to the skull, flaps are
often needed. The more traditional method of drilling holes in the skull table to
allow granulation tissue to develop with subsequent grafting usually leaves less
than ideal skin. These grafts are susceptible to loss from shear forces. We have
been able to cover large defects with Integra after ensuring a viable bed by testing
with allograft.
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FIGURE 10 A 33-year-old man with severe facial flame burn.

We will very often apply a neurosurgical halo device to avoid any pressure
to the skull with the patient in a supine position.

OPERATING ROOM SET-UP

The operating room should be as large as possible and staffed with personnel
familiar with all equipment and procedures for burn excision. A room with its
own thermostat is also preferable since patients are usually greatly exposed; keep-
ing the ambient temperature about 80�F can help maintain the patient’s tempera-
ture.
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FIGURE 11 After 1 year, all scalp hair and both ears were destroyed. The overall
appearance of the face is good.

Adjustable ceiling hooks are necessary (Fig. 12). These can be easily added
to any existing room and many other services have also found uses for these
hooks. The extremity can then be suspended with a sterile soft restraint and rope.

Instruments

The instruments we have available for a tangential excision include the following:

2 �3 knife handles
Ruler
Thumb forceps
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FIGURE12 Use of ceiling hooks during operative excision of lower-extremity burns.

2 Adson with teeth
2 Adson without teeth
4 with teeth
4 without teeth

Scissors
2 straight Mayo
2 curved Mayo
2 Metzenbaum
2 serrated Metzenbaum

Clamps
2 mosquitoes
4 hemostats
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2 Allis
2 Kocher
2 nonperforating towel clips
6 needle holders
6 perforating towel clips

Other
3 Watson knives
3 Goulian handles with guards
2 metal staplers
1 small bowl
3 medication cups
3 dressing shears

For fascial excision the following instruments are added:
8 Kocher clamps
8 Lahey clamps
8 mosquitoes

Equipment

In addition to the general instruments listed above, two electrocautery units, two
arm tables, and furniture for two prep sets can speed up the procedure. We have
also found it easier to have a rolling cart with multiple sterile and nonsterile
supplies since we tend to operate in various operating rooms.

Our general findings regarding the operating room include the following
[12]:

The operating room personnel must be familiar with the procedure before
the excision starts.

The room must be large and warm.
Duplicate chuck keys and wrenches should be kept sterile to save time if
one becomes contaminated.

Checklists should be available if inexperienced operating room personnel
are present.

Ensure that blood is available prior to beginning a major excision.
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Management of Superficial Burns

Juan P. Barret and Peter Dziewulski
Broomfield Hospital, Chelmsford, Essex, United Kingdom

Current therapy for burn care is organized into three stages:

1. Assessment
2. Management
3. Rehabilitation

Although the time course of each of these phases may vary, they are essential
to obtain perfect outcomes.

The assessment stage involves determining the extent and depth of the
injury. This is the most important part of the management process because deci-
sions made during this stage will affect the therapeutic outcome. It is particularly
true in the superficial burn. An accurate diagnosis and treatment plan needs to
be implemented to provided the expected outcome. Superficial burns (termed
either as superficial second-degree burns or superficial partial-thickness burns)
usually heal within 2 weeks with conservative treatment. Burns that heal within
3 weeks do not exhibit hypertrophic scarring or cause functional impairment.
Therefore, any therapeutic protocol to treat superficial burns should provide com-
plete healing without any cosmetic or functional impairment.

The hallmark of a partial-thickness burn is a weeping, blistering, painful
wound that will potentially heal within 2–3 weeks and involves variable amounts
of dermis. The appearance is that of a mottled red/pink, moist wound that blanches
with pressure. Such wounds blister, and edema and serous exudate (Fig. 1) accom-
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FIGURE 1 Typical appearance of superficial second-degree burns. Note the red/
pink moist appearance. They blanch with pressure. Pain is very intense, and good
procedural pain control must be achieved during superficial debridement.
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pany them. Pain is intense; therefore good pain control regimen and wound dress-
ings that reduce pain are mandatory.

Once the extent of burn injury has been established, an individual manage-
ment plan should be instituted. After the burn wound has been cleansed and
debrided, an appropriate dressing is placed. A burn dressing should serve three
principal functions:

1. It must protect the damaged skin and should isolate the wound from
the surrounding normal tissue. It should also provide appropriate splint-
ing or allow early mobilization, depending on the extent and anatomical
site.

2. The dressing should be occlusive to reduce evaporation heat loss and
minimize cold stress.

3. The dressing should provide comfort

Superficial burns have been treated conservatively in the past with daily or twice-
daily application of topical antimicrobials. A good alternative, and the author’s
preference, is the utilization of biological or synthetic materials to dress the burn
wound.

TOPICAL ANTIMICROBIAL AGENTS

A number of topical agents are available to assist in antimicrobial control of the
burn wound. The most commonly used antimicrobials are listed in Table 1. No
single agent is totally effective, and each has advantages and disadvantages.

Silver sulfadiazine is the most commonly used topical antimicrobial agent
in the treatment of burns. Its antimicrobial properties are derived from the dual

TABLE 1 Commonly used topical
antimicrobials

– Silver sulfadiazine
– Mafenide acetate
– 0.5% Silver nitrate solution
– Cerium nitrate–silver sulfadiazine
– Acticoat
– Nitrofurantoin
– Chorhexidine
– Povidone–iodine
– Nystatin
– 0.025% Sodium hypochlorite
– Gentamycin sulfate
– Mupirocin
– Bacitracin/polymyxin
– Combination therapy
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mechanisms of its silver and sulfonamide components, and it has a broad spectrum
of antimicrobial coverage, including gram-positive bacteria, most gram-negative
bacteria, and some yeast forms. Silver sulfadiazine does not hinder epithelializa-
tion, but it does hamper contraction of fibroblasts and retards wound healing. It
is a white, highly insoluble compound synthesized from silver nitrate and sodium
sulfadiazine. It is available in 1% concentration in a water-soluble cream base.
The cream is relatively painless to apply and does not stain bed linens or other
objects. The most common toxicity is a transient leukopenia, which typically
recovers spontaneously, whether or not the agent has been discontinued. The
agent is usually applied on a daily or twice-daily basis (antibacterial activity lasts
up to 24 h, unless a slough exudate appears on the wound, when a more frequent
application is needed). When it is used on superficial burns, a yellow–grey
pseudoeschar typically forms after several days, which can be confusing and
misleading to inexperienced surgeons. A good diagnosis and treatment plan must
be established before its application, because pseudoeschar may pose difficulties
in future management decisions. This film of pseudoeschar, which is several
millimeters thick, results from interaction between the cream and the wound
exudate (Fig. 2). It is harmless and can be easily lifted; however that action may
prolong healing time and is accompanied by different degrees of procedural pain.

FIGURE 2 Pseudoeschar formed on a superficial burn treated with silver sulfadia-
zine. Although harmless, it can be misleading in inexperienced hands and diag-
nosed as full-thickness eschar. If lifted away, a healthy superficial wound bed is
revealed beneath it.
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Cerium nitrate–silver sulfadiazine was introduced in the mid-1970s, but its
popularity increased 10 years later. It is frequently used in Europe, especially in
centers where deep burns are managed with a more conservative approach. Cer-
ium is one of the lanthanide rare earth series of elements that has antimicrobial
activity in vitro and is relatively nontoxic. Wound bacteriostasis may be more
efficient with its use in major burns than with silver sulfadiazine. The efficacy
of cerium nitrate–silver sulfadiazine may be due in part to an effect on immune
function. Methemoglobinemia due to nitrate reduction and absorption has been
rarely observed with this agent. Initial application of cerium nitrate–silver sulfadi-
azine can be painful, but this problem resolves after few applications. Perilesional
rash may also appear on initial application and it may be difficult to differentiate
from true cellulitis. A leathery hard eschar with deposition of calcium occurs in
deep dermal and full-thickness burns, which prevents bacterial invasion and per-
mits easy delayed tangential excision (Fig. 3). Conversion of partial-thickness
wound to full-thickness skin loss has occurred as well as deepening of donor
sites with the use of this agent. It should be reserved for use in cases of deep
partial and full-thickness burns awaiting excision. It is a good alternative in elderly
patients who are not candidates for surgical intervention. Facial burns can also
be treated with cerium nitrate–silver sulfadiazine. After regular application

FIGURE 3 Typical appearance of burn wounds treated with cerium nitrate–silver
sulfadiazine. Note the leathery hard scar with deposition of calcium, which often
prevents invasive burn wound infections. It creates a wound that is easily treated
with delayed tangential excision.
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for 48–72 h, the pseudoeschar is left in place without new applications of the
agents. Superficial and deep partial burns heal uneventfully and separate the
pseudoeschar.

The use of many other topical antimicrobials depends on the surgeon’s
choice, characteristics of the wound, and anatomical site of the burn. Nevertheless,
the most commonly used topical antimicrobial in partial-thickness wounds contin-
ues to be 1% silver sulfadiazine. Antimicrobial activity differs depending on the
agent. Mafenide acetate is the only agent with good eschar penetration, and it is
particularly suited for infected wounds. However, it presents with systemic toxic-
ity since it is a potent carbonic anhydrase inhibitor. It produces considerable pain
on application, and it should be reserved for short-term control of invasive burn
wound infections.

Topical antimicrobial creams are generally used with closed dressings. This
provides for greater patient comfort and less desiccation than with use of the open
technique. The creams are spread on fine-mesh gauze, applied on the wounds, and
then covered with bulky protective gauze dressings and an elastic compressive
wrap. As an alternative, silver sulfadiazine cream can be directly applied on the
wound and then wrapped accordingly. When a program of early mobilization can
be instituted, light dressings should be used to permit good range of motion.
Dressings are changed based on the antimicrobial activity of the agent. When
silver sulfadiazine is used, dressings should be changed ideally every 12–24 h.
At each dressing change, wounds are gently cleaned prior to reapplication of the
dressing. Dressing changes can be particularly painful, especially for patients
with superficial burns, and good pain control regimen should be instituted in
order to allow correct cleansing during showering or tub bathing.

SYNTHETIC AND BIOLOGICAL DRESSINGS

Topical antimicrobial agents are used to limit proliferation and fungal coloniza-
tion of wounds, with the ultimate goal of preventing invasive infection until the
burn wound re-epithelializes or can be excised and grafted. All topical antimicro-
bial agents, however, adversely affect wound healing, alter the metabolic rate, and
require reapplication and daily maintenance. Synthetic and biological dressing are
an excellent alternative to topical antimicrobial agents. Temporary skin substitutes
provide transient physiological closure by creating a wound environment that
prevents desiccation; diminishes bacterial proliferation; reduces loss of heat,
water, protein, and red blood cells; and promotes more rapid wound healing.
Such temporary physiological closure of wounds implies protection from trauma,
vapor transmission characteristics similar to skin, and a physical barrier to bacte-
ria. These membranes create a moist wound environment with a low bacterial
density and they also reduce burn wound pain. These materials may be organic
or synthetic in origin, but good wound adherence is the key to their function
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(Table 2). The most commonly used organic or biological materials are skin
allograft from donors and xenograft (pigskin). Among synthetic materials Bio-
brane, Transcyte, and Mepitel are used regularly.

Human allograft (also called homograft) (Figs. 4, 5) is generally used as a
split-thickness graft after being procured from organ donors. It remains the gold
standard of temporary wound closures. It can be refrigerated for up to 7 days,
but can be stored for extended periods when cryopreserved. It is also used in a
nonviable state after preservation in glycerol or after lyophilization. Numerous
laboratory tests to exclude the possibility of viral disease transmission are fol-
lowed, and withmodern screening techniques the risk of viral disease transmission
is exceedingly small. When used in deep excised burns, viable and cryopreserved
allografts vascularize (this usually does not occur when used in superficial burns),
providing durable biological cover until the patient’s own skin has regenerated
under the skin allograft.

Porcine xenograft (Fig. 6) is commonly distributed as a reconstituted prod-
uct consisting of homogenized porcine dermis fashioned into sheets and also
meshed. It is nonviable, adheres more poorly than allograft, and does not undergo
revascularization by the recipient bed. Xenografts undergo progressive degenera-
tive necrosis rather than classic rejection. They do not provide the same level of
protection from infection as allograft, and so they often contain embedded salts
of antimicrobial agents. Porcine xenograft or pigskin is well suited for temporary
coverage of partial-thickness wounds to allow spontaneous healing. It is less
expensive than allograft and more readily available. Other uses include temporary
cover of clean granulating wound beds awaiting autografting, and use as a test
graft to determine suitability for autografting. When used in partial-thickness
burns, it is applied after cleansing and superficial debridement of the wound. It

TABLE 2 Synthetic and biological
materials commonly used in
superficial burns

Biological materials
Human allograft
Human amnion
Allogenic epithelial sheets
Xenografts (pig skin)

Synthetic materials
Biobrane
Transcyte
Mepitel
Opsite
Duoderm
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FIGURE 4 Human allografts are easily thawed in the operating room and ready
for use within minutes.

is secured with tape and a light dressing for 24 h, leaving it exposed when it
appears well fixed to wound. The patient is allowed to shower and pigskin is left
in place until complete wound healing is achieved, when the porcine xenograft
would be completely detached from the wound.

Synthetic biological dressings also provide wound protection from desicca-
tion and contamination, increase the rate of wound healing, and reduce patient
discomfort. Good wound adherence is needed, and any necrotic tissue needs to
be debrided to prevent infection. Diligence in application is essential. It should

FIGURE 5 A patient with 80% TBSA full-thickness burns covered with human allo-
grafts.
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FIGURE 6 Porcine xenografts are available meshed and unmeshed. They are eas-
ily stored and ready to use.

be applied as soon as possible before bacterial colonization has taken place. When
used to cover partial-thickness burns, the dressing detaches as re-epithelialization
and keratinization occur underneath. A number of semipermeable membrane
dressings can provide a vapor and bacterial barrier and reduce pain while the
underlying wound heals. These synthetic materials typically consist of a single
semipermeable layer that provides amechanical barrier to bacteria and has physio-
logical vapor transmission characteristics. All synthetic membranes are occlusive
and can foster infection. Appropriate monitoring is essential to their proper use.

Biobrane is a synthetic, bilaminate membrane with an outer semipermeable
silicone layer bonded to an inner collagen-nylon matrix (Fig. 7). Its elasticity and
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FIGURE 7 A. Biobrane is a synthetic, bilaminate membrane with an outer semi-
permeable silicone layer bonded to an inner collagen-nylon matrix. Its elasticity
and transparency allow early mobilization and easy wound inspection
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FIGURE 7 (Cont.) (B–D). A patient with 25% superficial partial-thickness burns
TBSA was treated with superficial debridement and Biobrane application. Biobrane
must be stapled to itself to prevent granuloma formation.

transparency allow easy drapability, full range of movement, and easy wound
inspection. It is widely used to provide temporary closure of superficial burns and
donor sites. It significantly reduces pain and allows early discharge of patients.
Biobrane gloves on superficial hand burns reduce discomfort and increase motion,
allowing earlier aggressive physiotherapy. The major problems with Biobrane
are its expense and its lack of inherent antimicrobial properties. Wound infections
with its use are not uncommon.
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TransCyte (Smith & Nephew, Inc. Largo, FL) is a bioengineered human
fibroblast-derived temporary skin substitute that has similar properties to Bio-
brane and can be used in a similar way (Fig. 8). The outer layer of TransCyte,
the synthetic epidermal layer of nonporous silicone net, is biocompatible and
protects the wound surface from detrimental environmental effects. It is semi-
permeable to allow fluid and gas exchange, which keeps a healthy moist, wound
healing environment. The inner layer, the bioengineered human dermal matrix,
adheres quickly to the wound surface and contains the dermal components known
to promote healing of the burn. The product contains essential human structural
and provisional matrix proteins, glycosaminoglycans, and growth factors known

FIGURE 8 TransCyte is a bioengineered human fibroblast-derived temporary skin
substitute with similar properties to Biobrane that can be used in a similar way
(Adapted from Smith�Nephew)
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to facilitate healing. The patient’s epithelial cells proliferate and migrate across
the wound, resulting in rapid wound healing. TransCyte presents with physical
properties, risks, and complications similar to those of Biobrane.

Mepitel (Fig. 9) is made of an elastic, transparent polyamide net enclosed
by a soft silicone layer. This layer is inert and adheres only to dry healthy skin
and not to the moist wound bed. The release film is transparent, allowing the
wound to be visible during application. The structure of Mepitel allows exudate
to pass into an outer absorbent dressing. Mepitel prevents the outer dressing from
sticking to the wound and therefore minimizes trauma and pain during dressing
changes. Dressings can be left in place for several days, avoiding repetitive dress-
ing changes and minimizing pain. It provides a moist wound environment that
promotes re-epithelialization. It is very useful for the treatment of small partial-
thickness burns in the outpatient setting.

A variety of hydrocolloid dressings are currently available in the market
for the treatment of burns. These dressings are generally designed with a three-
layer structure:

A porous adherent inner layer
A middle layer composed of a methyl cellulose absorbent material
A semipermeable outer layer

They provide a moist environment, which has been shown to favor wound healing,
while absorbing exudate. They require repeated application every 2–4 days de-
pending on the agent, although patient comfort with their use is high.

MANAGEMENT OF SUPERFICIAL PARTIAL-THICKNESS
WOUNDS

The aim of management of superficial partial-thickness burns (or superficial sec-
ond-degree burns) is to promote rapid spontaneous re-epithelialization with the
minimum number of painful dressing changes and to allow early mobilization
and early discharge from the hospital. At the same time treatment of superficial
burns should prevent infection, which can convert the injury to a deeper one that
requires grafting. It is the authors’ belief that all the former can only be accom-
plished with the extensive use of biological and synthetic materials. These dress-
ings are easy to apply and allow inspection of the burn wound without the need
for repetitive dressing changes. They improve wound healing, and decrease pain
significantly. Even though these agents are more expensive than topical creams,
patients treated with these dressings need one application and they are usually
discharged home sooner than patients treated with the traditional topical antimi-
crobial creams. When hospital costs are included in the whole treatment budget,
the extensive use of biological and synthetic temporary skin substitutes is more
cost-effective than the traditional method.
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FIGURE 9 Mepitel is made of elastic, transparent polyamide net enclosed by a soft
silicone layer. Its structure allows exudate to pass into an outer absorbent dressing.
Mepitel prevents the outer dressing from sticking to the wound and therefore mini-
mizes trauma and pain during dressing changing.
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Treatment of Small and Medium Superficial Partial-
Thickness Wounds (Up to 30% Total Body Surface Area)

Biobrane Temporary Skin Substitute

For patients admitted within 24 h of their injury, the preferred method that renders,
in the authors’ opinion, the best outcome with short hospital stay and rapid wound
healing is the application of Biobrane as temporary skin substitute (Fig. 10).

After the patient is admitted and stabilized, all burn blisters are cleaned
and debrided and all burned epithelium is removed. Debridement of all burned
epithelium in superficial partial thickness burns is an extremely painful procedure.
Therefore, sedation or general anesthesia is required in order to perform a com-
plete cleaning of burn wounds. Burns under 15% total body surface area (TBSA)
can be managed under sedation. Full monitoring is essential, including pulse
oximetry, continuous cardiac monitoring, and blood pressure monitoring. Patients
should receive oxygen supplementation during the procedure. Children can be
easily sedated with ketamine (1–2 mg/kg intravenously, 3–7 mg/kg intramuscu-
larly, 6–10 mg/kg orally). For older children, a benzodiazepine can be added to
avoid postprocedural nightmares. For adults either midazolam or propofol can
be used. Medium-sized partial-thickness burns are best managed in the operating
room with the patient under general anesthesia. This allows good access to all
anatomical locations, proper analgesia, and good cleansing.

After monitoring and administration of proper sedation or anesthesia, burn
blisters are cleaned, and all burned epithelium is removed with a superficial and
gentle debridement. All burned areas are exposed and the patient is cleaned with
antiseptic solution. Alcohol-based solutions should be avoided to prevent desicca-
tion and conversion to deep partial- or full-thickness burns. All fluids employed
should be warmed to maintain appropriate core temperatures. Biobrane is then
applied to the wound. It should be applied under slight tension so wrinkles are
avoided. Excessive tension may result in a constrictive band, and, in the worst
scenario, in true compartment syndrome. Therefore, the distensibility of Biobrane
should permit enough elasticity to allow the natural swelling of burn wounds.
Biobrane is applied in a circumferential fashion around the limb or trunk so that
is tight and closely adherent to the wound. The Biobrane is secured by stapling
it to itself. In burn wounds with large areas of normal skin, Biobrane can be
stapled to fabric dressings or secured with wide tape on normal skin. Care is
taken not to staple the Biobrane to the patient because this can cause granulomas
and the staples are painful to remove. The Biobrane is then wrapped with a
standard dressing of fine-mesh petroleum jelly gauze or fine-mesh gauze impreg-
nated with Polysporin/Mycostatin and covered with elastic bandages. Burn areas
are elevated and the patient is allowed to exercise. Patients receive preoperative
antibiotic prophylaxis with staphylococcal/streptococcal coverage that is contin-
ued for 24 h. The dressings are removed at 24–48 h to inspect the wound. If
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FIGURE 10 Biobrane is the treatment of choice for small and medium-sized burn
injuries. A. Burns are cleaned with antiseptic solutions and debrided B.
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FIGURE 10 (Cont.) C. Biobrane is then applied (it must be stapled to itself) and
(D) dressed with petrolatum-soaked fine-mesh gauze or standard burn dressing.
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Biobrane is adherent, no further dressings are required. As re-epithelialization
occurs in 10–14 days, Biobrane spontaneously separates from the healed wound.
Patients are allowed to bathe, although the dressing must be kept dry, which is
usually accomplished by exposing it to room air. If wound infection supervenes,
the Biobrane rapidly becomes nonadherent and can trap any exudate by the
wound. For this reason it is not used in patients presenting more than 24–36 h
following their injury. In larger wounds (� 30% TBSA) it must be used with
caution, since collections under the Biobrane may extend and the patient become
septic. If the Biobrane appears nonadherent in some areas, it should be trimmed
and a topical antimicrobial or Mepitel applied. If left in place it can become
infected. When infection is present, patients can become rapidly sick and septic.
This is particularly true in children, who must be managed quickly to prevent
any septic episode. After the first Biobrane check, patients are discharged home
and monitored in the burn outpatients department. Patients with small superficial
burns can be discharged soon after the injury (usually between 24 and 48 h). A
more cautious approach is advised for patients with larger superficial burns, which
are usually discharged between the third and fourth day, after a second Biobrane
check to rule out any deeper area or infection. A good outpatient setting, however,
is necessary. Experienced nurses well-versed in the care of open wounds must
staff it and burn specialists and surgeons should be available 24 h a day. The
burn outpatient department should function as an extension of the burn unit, with
availability to manage patients 7 days a week.

Alternative temporary skin substitutes

Xenograft skin (porcine skin or pigskin) can be used in similar fashion to Bio-
brane. It closes the wound physiologically while re-epithelialization occurs. Its
application follows the same criteria as Biobrane. After proper cleansing, it is
applied to the raw surface and affixed in place with a light dressing. After 24 h
the porcine xenograft is stable and it can be exposed. Patients are allowed to
wash the areas and it separates when complete re-epithelialization has occurred.
It forms a dry surface that can be uncomfortable for some patients (Fig. 11).
Another good alternative for small- and medium-size superficial burns is Mepitel.
It is a silicone sheet that sticks to normal skin but not to the wounds. Its application
and removal are painless with excellent patient satisfaction. After gentle debride-
ment, wounds are covered with the silicone sheet and protected with a light
dressing. Topical antimicrobials are not necessary. The dressing is left in place
for 5 days, and it is replaced until complete re-epithelization has occurred. Other
synthetic dressings such as Duoderm and hydrocolloids have all been used with
some success to dress such wounds. They provide a moist environment that
promotes wound healing.

Another semisynthetic biological dressing that is very effective in this type
of wound is TransCyte. Its properties are similar to that of Biobrane. Their inner
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FIGURE 11 Superficial burns (A) can be treated with pig skin application (B). It is
less expensive than Biobrane, but patients may experience more discomfort when
it desiccates (C). The same treatment protocols apply as for Biobrane.
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surface is coated with neonatal fibroblast, which adheres to the wound and pro-
motes wound healing by producing growth factors. It is much more expensive
than Biobrane, so we reserve its use for neonatal and infant burns.

Topical Antimicrobial Creams

The usual alternative for superficial burns that has been the standard and tradi-
tional method for the last 30 years is the application of topical antimicrobial
creams. The treatment of choice in many burn centers around the world is 1%
silver sulfadiazine (Silvadene, Flammazine). After the wound is cleaned and the
blisters, debrided, silver sulfadiazine is applied topically to the wound. It is then
covered with a roll of fine mesh gauze and elastic bandage. Dressings are changed
once or twice daily until re-epithelialization occurs and the wound has healed.
This method requires frequent dressing changes, which can be painful and produce
severe discomfort and anxiety. We reserve this method for the following situa-
tions:

Plantar burns
Perineal burns
Patients presenting late after injury with a colonized or infected wound

Plantar burns are frequently colonized soon after the injury. Our experience is
that management of this type of burns with synthetic dressings results in a high
rate of infection. Therefore, we believe that daily wash with application of silver
sulfadiazine is the treatment of choice. Perineal burns are likewise difficult to
dress and keep clean. Patients are best managed with daily wash of the area and
application of silver sulfadiazine until complete re-epithelialization has occurred.
Pain is very low, and patients feel very comfortable with this dressing. Another
type of burns that can benefit of silver sulfadiazine application are some hand
burns not suitable for Biobrane or Mepitel application (geographical burns with
large nonburned areas, hand–palm burns, finger burns). The application of hand
bags with silver sulfadiazine is painless and allows easy and early mobilization
of the involved anatomical areas.

Treatment of Large Superficial Partial-Thickness Burns
(� 30% TBSA)

Homograft

These are uncommon injuries that can lead to a high morbidity and mortality
rate. They are more prone to contamination and infection than medium-sized
superficial burns, large amounts of fluid resuscitation are necessary, and intense
swelling often occurs. Cardiogenic and noncardiogenic pulmonary edema are
complications that carry a high risk of mortality in patients with these injuries.
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Best results are achieved if homograft is applied within 24 h of the injury.
Under general anesthesia the wound is cleaned and all blisters and nonadherent
epidermis removed. It is not uncommon to observe mixed areas of superficial
and indeterminate depth in these large injuries. Areas of indeterminate depth are
shaved superficially with the Zimmer or Padget powered dermatome with depth
settings of 8–10/1000 inch. Cryopreserved or fresh homograft split-skin grafts
are placed over the open dermal wound and secured with staples. If homografts
are meshed, it is important not to open the mesh on the homograft: this can lead
to desiccation, infection, and deepening of the underlying wound. A standard
dressing is applied. Wounds are inspected at 48–72 h unless the condition of the
patient dictates otherwise. When homografts are stable, the wound can be left
open with petroleum jelly gauze covering to prevent desiccation or a light dressing
applied (Fig. 12). Wounds heal spontaneously without incorporation or homograft
rejection. As the healing process progresses, homografts separate after leaving a
completely re-epithelialized wound. When homografts are stable, patients can be
gently showered or bathed; all areas that start to separate can be trimmed. Big
dressing changes are not necessary, and pain control is easily achieved.

Alternative temporary skin substitutes

Biobrane can be used in the same way as for smaller injuries. There is a higher
rate of wound infection, which can lead to loss of the Biobrane and deepening
of the burn wound. Given the large surface area covered with Biobrane, if purulent
collections develop under the synthetic membrane, patients can experience severe
sepsis and septic shock. Therefore, we do not advise treatment of large areas
with Biobrane unless human cadaver skin is not available. If Biobrane is chosen,
daily inspection is absolutely necessary, with aggressive intervention and trim-
ming of all nonadherent areas should the patients become unwell and septic.
TransCyte can be used in a similar manner to Biobrane, and, as with medium
size superficial burns, it is particularly helpful in neonates and small infants.

Xenograft skin can be used in a similar fashion as homograft. Such skin
does not adhere as well, and desiccation can lead to infection and deepening of
the burn wound, requiring formal excision and autografting. It is our belief that
homografts provide the best treatment for these injuries, because the grafts are
viable and protect the healing wound by creating a permanent moist environment
with the benefit of growth factors produced by dermal fibroblasts.

Topical Antimicrobial Creams

The traditional method of treatment for massive superficial partial-thickness burns
has been for many decades the application of topical antimicrobials daily. Among
them, 1% silver sulfadiazine has been the gold standard for many years. Patients
require daily dressing changes, which are such a painful ordeal for patients that
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FIGURE 12 Treatment of massive superficial partial-thickness burns with superfi-
cial debridement and homograft application leads to a perfect outcome. Homograft
skin does not vascularize, allowing re-epithelialization underneath. The layers sep-
arate after complete wound healing has occurred.
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FIGURE 13 A. Silver sulfadiazine has been the traditional treatment for partial-
thickness burns. It requires daily dressing changes, which create significant stress
and procedural pain. B. It produces good outcomes is an ordeal to the patient and
required hospital stay is significantly longer than with skin substitutes.
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they may require sedation and even general anesthesia (Fig. 13). Management
of patients using topical antimicrobials can be much more difficult than with
homograft application, but it is an ordeal for the patient and the hospital stay is
much longer. They are often more catabolic than patients treated with human
cadaver skin, probably due to the pain involved in dressing changes and the
bacterial contamination of wounds. There is also a higher incidence of wound
sepsis, which can lead to deepening of the burn wound, and may then necessitate
skin grafting. Even though daily application of topical antimicrobials is a good
alternative to homograft application, in our hands the latter present with lesser
incidence of wound infections and patients’ management and recovery are much
improved. We therefore strongly recommend the treatment of massive superficial
partial-thickness burns with superficial debridement and application of viable
homografts.
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The Small Burn

Juan P. Barret
Broomfield Hospital, Chelmsford, Essex, United Kingdom

Small burns and superficial burns are the most common injuries in patients admit-
ted to burn centers around the world. In most centers, they account for more than
80–90% of all admissions. Thanks to prevention programs and the increasing
awareness of society regarding burn injuries, the incidence of massive, life-threat-
ening burns is declining. Advances in critical care and wound closure have led
to improved mortality. Many research efforts and passion have been devoted to
the care of major burns, which, no doubt, remains a model for the study of
deranged physiology, cytokine production, metabolism, immune response, and
infection. Few efforts have been carried out in the minor burn arena despite these
injuries representing more than 80% of admissions. Many of them, however,
represent major burns according to the American Burn Association criteria be-
cause they usually are deep burns of hands, face, feet, perineum, or major joints.
Quality of life and improved outcomes are now more than ever an issue in modern
societies, and these can only be achieved with excellence in burn care. Although
surgery is the central treatment of minor deep burns, all members of the burn
team are necessary to provide the best outcome and reintegration of patients into
society. Discharge planning has to be started from admission, and a full function-
ing outpatient department is extremely important to manage these patients in the
best possible way.
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GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

Deepminor burns, either partial-thickness or full-thickness burns, have significant
morbidity in terms of time to healing, infective complications, and subsequent
scarring. Conservative management leading to spontaneous healing usually in-
volves prolonged and painful dressing changes and the resultant scar is invariably
hypertrophic, leading to cosmetic and functional debility. Thus an early surgical
approach that tries to preserve dermis and achieve wound healing is preferred.
This is particularly true in full-thickness burns, which, if managed conservatively,
tend to heal by granulation tissue formation, loss of parts, and chronic wounds
(Fig. 1). In general, unless the physiological and medical condition of the patient
dictates otherwise, deep partial-thickness and full-thickness burns are treated with
early excision and autografting. These wounds include the following:

1. Wounds that will take more than 3 weeks to heal
2. Full-thickness burns
3. Infected wounds unless very superficial on admission

Timing of surgery in minor burns differs somewhat from that in cases of life-
threatening burns. Although an aggressive approach is favored in the latter, with
programs of immediate (in the first 24 h) or early (within 48–72 h) burn wound
excision, a more conservative and individualized approach is preferred in the
management of minor burns. However, unjustified delays in definitive treatment
do not add any benefit, prolong hospital stay, and delay early discharges, which
challenges the final outcome and the patient’s early reintegration in society. It is
the author’s belief and that of many others that as soon as a final diagnosis is
reached and the burn wound is deemed to be treatable surgically, definitive treat-
ment should not be delayed.

The following is our general therapeutic plan for minor burns:

Deep burns with clear indication for surgery on admission: surgery in the
first week (preferably within 48–72 h)

Indeterminate-depth burns: allow 10–14 days for second look and final
decision

Scalds: allow re-epithelialization to occur, and graft within a 3 week
window

It is important to note, however, that burns in patients at the extremes of age
(infants and the elderly) are not shallow. Their dermis is significantly thinner
that that of adults, resulting in deeper burns with the same type of injury. Burns
in this group of patients should be treated more aggressively, because infants
tend to react with a more florid and profound systemic inflammatory response,
making them more prone to sepsis; older patients have small metabolic reserves.
It is not uncommon for them to experience delayed multiple organ dysfunction
and failure after days or weeks of conservative treatment.
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FIGURE1 A. Full-thickness burns present with total destruction of skin and different
degrees of soft tissues. B.

Surgical treatment of minor burns should be considered an elective opera-
tion, and, as such, intraoperative mortality should be 0%. Experienced anesthetists
and surgeons should perform early excision and grafting, with operating teams
well versed in these sort of operations and a burn unit and burn team readily
available to cope with any patient need. To achieve low morbidity and negligible
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FIGURE 1 (Cont.) C. They usually heal by secondary intention, although chronic
wounds and loss of parts are not uncommon (D).
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operative mortality, the patient’s medical condition and premorbid status must
be assessed and corrected. Although some injuries may be considered major
burns due to anatomical location, minor burns are not life-threatening conditions.
Therefore complete assessment and physiological correction come first.

PREPARATION FOR SURGERY

Full medical history, physical assessment, and full blood count and biochemistry
must be obtained. Past medical history, medications, drug allergies, nutrition, and
physical and psychological premorbid status has to be noted. All information
regarding past operations and administration of anesthesia must be obtained.
Social services should be contacted to assess the psychosocial status of the patient
and any needs for intervention to allow early discharge. The physiotherapy and
occupational therapy departments should be informed to start early aggressive
intervention and assess individual needs. Full anesthetic review is mandatory.

After complete workup and definitive diagnosis of the patient, the surgical
plan is established. The patient is inspected and the choice of donor site is made
together with patient’s wishes and expectations. Surgery is explained to the patient
and guardians, including review of preoperative and postoperative needs and
interventions. Based on the patient’s diagnosis, premorbid status, and social cir-
cumstances, the treatment plan and discharge plan are established. The operating
room team and members of the surgical team are informed of the proposed opera-
tion and all necessary arrangements are made. The blood bank is informed and
the need for skin substitutes determined. Scrub nurses need to be informed of all
special equipment needed, including instruments for flap elevation, operative
microscopes, sterile tourniquets, dermatomes, and others. If the surgeon is plan-
ning to splint the patient at the end of the procedure, physiotherapy and occupation
therapy specialists should be available during surgery.

Minor burns, depending on their anatomical location and individual charac-
teristics, can be managed successfully as outpatient procedures. To make a final
decision as to whether the patient can be managed as an outpatient, we need to
differentiate between two patient populations:

Those with minor burns managed initially as inpatients
Those with minor burns managed as outpatients

Patients admitted to the burn unit and managed initially as inpatients are assessed
by the whole burn team and a final diagnosis and treatment plan are established.
A careful and accurate determination of the patient’s social situation and comor-
bidity is necessary to ascertain whether the patient is suitable for outpatient man-
agement after surgery. Patients without any significant pre-existing medical con-
dition who have family or social support at home can be managed as outpatients,
provided the anatomical location of the burn injury does not necessitate special
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FIGURE 2 A full operating outpatient department staffed by experienced nurses is
necessary for successful day-case burn surgery.
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nursing care or strict immobilization. Patients who present with indeterminate-
depth burns are usually discharged and evaluated as outpatients until a decision
on final treatment: either surgery or continuation of conservative treatment. Those
who present on admission with deep partial-thickness or full-thickness burns are
kept as inpatients and surgery is carried out. A careful analysis is also necessary
prior to surgery to ascertain whether the patient will be suitable for outpatient
management after surgery. For those patients treated initially as outpatients who
need surgical intervention to achieve complete wound closure, full assessment
is performed in the outpatient department. Patients are prepared for surgery and
the burn team and operating room informed of the proposed date and special
requirements. If the patient can be managed as an outpatient, he or she is invited
to come to the burn unit on the day of surgery. After full recovery he or she is
sent home and followed up in the outpatient department. Staff nurses should
contact the patient the next morning to assess his or her postoperative course,
pain control, and any other needs. Patients who need a short hospital stay after
surgery (based on the anatomical location and the wound care required) are also
invited to come the day of surgery and are admitted to the ward after the operation.
They usually stay 3–5 days.

A full operating, state-of-the-art burn outpatient department is necessary
to perform burn surgery as day surgery (Figs. 2,3). It must be staffed by
experienced nurses 7 days a week. Physicians must be readily available to
assess and treat patients, should a problem arise. It is important to maintain
a good flow of information between patients and carers, and patients should
be able to reach the outpatient department at any time. After discharge, patients
should be contacted via phone to evaluate their postoperative course, including
pain control. All questions can be then addressed, and patients are asked to
return to the department if staff deem that necessary. If there is any doubt
regarding patient safety, he or she should not be discharged or should be
asked to return to the burn center to be managed as inpatient. Patients and
relatives are informed about the operation and what to expect before, during,
and after surgery. They need to be informed about any special treatments that
may be necessary, such as the intervention of rehabilitation services. It is very
helpful to provide patients with written information, in the form of pamphlets
and booklets, in which all relevant information as well as contact information
should be included.

SURGICAL TECHNIQUE

Surgical treatment of minor burns requires perfect coordination among all special-
ities to achieve a good outcome. Minor burn surgery is an elective procedure,
and as such, a comprehensive preoperative plan must be outlined to provide the
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FIGURE 3 Proper burn care in the outpatient setting requires spacious rooms with
availability of hydrotherapy (A) physiotherapy, and occupational therapy (B).
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best result with minimal morbidity. Planning the surgical procedure includes all
of the following:

1. Choice of skin graft
2. Choice of donor sites
3. Type of excision
4. Hemostasis
5. Fixation of skin grafts and splinting
6. Dressings

Although excision and grafting of minor burns may seem easy and straightforward
operations to novices, the final outcome in terms of cosmesis and function depends
on the experience and proficiency of the burn surgeon. Extreme finesse and
excellence in technique are required to obtain a good result, and burn patients
deserve a well-dedicated burn team. Minor burn surgery should not be considered
a minor procedure. It is delicate, precise work that will show in the patient’s
scars for the rest of his or her life. It is no longer a small skin graft but a complex
procedure that commences with good preoperative planning and ends after months
of intensive rehabilitation intervention.

Choice of Skin Grafts

Patients with minor burns present with many donor sites. There is plenty of skin
to use as skin grafts. Therefore, minor burns should be grafted with sheet skin
autografts. There are no reasons or excuses to mesh skin grafts in these patients.
Expansion of skin grafts should be condemned. The only excuse for their use is
surgeons’ comfort, to avoid postoperative hematoma and serum collections under
the skin graft. Surgeons who mesh grafts tend to forget that our goal is the
patient’s well being. A meshed graft will show the scar pattern for the rest of
the patient’s life and is completely unacceptable (Fig. 4). Every little cut that is
made on the surface of a skin graft will become scar; thus it should be avoided.
It is also the author’s belief that there it is not necessary to make drain cuts on
the surface of the skin graft. Good hemostasis can be achieved with topical and
subcutaneous epinephrine solutions and tourniquets. There is no rebound effect
and skin grafts heal uneventfully without the need for any other intervention (Fig.
5). Split-skin grafts are normally used, but small full-thickness skin grafts may
be necessary in specific areas (lips, eyelids, nose, hand/fingers, toes, and genita-
lia). In general, medium-thickness split-skin autografts are used (14–16/1000
inch), which provide a good color and texture to the grafted site. Donor sites
heal in 10–14 days with no scarring.

As soon as the burn wound has been excised, the defect is measured and
a drawing that resembles the excised burn wound is created on the donor site. It
must be taken into account that skin grafts will shrink after harvesting due to
skin relaxation. Therefore, it is advised to make the drawing 10–15% bigger than



FIGURE 4 Meshed skin grafts should be avoided in minor and medium-sized (up
to 40% TBSA) burns. The scars and mesh pattern are permanent marks and re-
minders of the injury.
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FIGURE 5 A–D. After complete hemostasis has been achieved, sheet skin grafts
can be applied to the wound. Drain cuts are not necessary.
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FIGURE 5 (Cont.)
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E

F

FIGURE 5 (Cont.) E, F. When performed, they will leave a permanent scar.
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the defect to avoid excessive stretching of skin grafts when they are fixated on
the wound. Donor sites are infiltrated with normal saline with epinephrine
1/200,000. An infiltrating pump is very useful. Other useful techniques include
the Pipkin’s syringe and infiltration through a pressurized system (a manometer
commonly used for arterial lines will suffice) (Fig. 6). Enough tension must be
obtained to immobilize the skin and produce an even surface that avoids bony
structures. It is very helpful in donor sites on the scalp, torso, and back. Powered
dermatomes should be used. Although skin grafts can be taken with a hand der-
matome, thickness is not as predictable as with powered dermatomes. Hand der-
matomes leave also an uneven contour around the donor site that will show in
the postoperative result. Zimmer and Padgett air- or electrically powered der-
matomes can be used. Donor site is moistened and the skin graft is taken. Liquid
paraffin is normally used to moisten the skin surface but it is the author’s prefer-
ence to use normal saline, which provides better friction. The dermatome is then
applied at 45 degrees with pressure and started. It should not be turned on before
its application on the skin to avoid uncontrolled pressure and skipping. It is very
helpful to hold the body of the dermatome with one hand and apply gentle pressure
with the other hand on the head of the dermatome to get perfect control of the
device. The surgeon should concentrate on the harvesting while the assistant
holds and fixates the donor site. An operating assistant should hold the skin graft
that is being taken with a pair of forceps to prevent any rolling on the drum and
to let the surgeon check the thickness of the skin graft. Tension should not be
applied to prevent deepening the plane of harvest.

When harvesting is complete, the angle of the dermatome is diminished to
let the blade cut through the skin graft. This will leave the final portion of the
skin graft thinner than the rest. If a uniform skin graft is desired, the surgeon can
either discard the final part or stop the dermatome while maintaining its angle.
The thickness of the drum is then opened to maximum aperture and the dermatome
is gently withdrawn, exposing the final part of the skin graft. The graft is then
trimmed with Metzenbaum scissors. Epinephrine-soaked (1:10,000) Telfa dress-
ings are then applied to the surface of the donor site to allow good hemostasis.
After 10 min, the donor site is dressed (Fig. 7).

Specific Donor Sites

Patients with minor burns present with many donor sites. Choice of donor site
depends on graft requirements, anatomical location, extent of burn, patient’s char-
acteristics, and patient’s preference.

Themost commonly used donor sites for small- andmedium-sized burns are:

Scalp
Thigh
Back
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B

FIGURE 6 Donor sites are infiltrated with normal saline with epinephrine 1/200,000
to promote hemostasis, provide enough tension to immobilize the skin, and produce
an even surface. Infiltrating pumps (A) or the Pipkin’s syringe (B) can be used.
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FIGURE 7 A. Powered dermatomes should be used to harvest the skin, which
provide the best quality of skin by a reproducible means. B. Donor sites are infil-
trated before harvest, which provide good blood loss control. Donor sites are then
dressed with epinephrine-soaked Telfa dressings for 10 min. and dressed in the
standard fashion.
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The scalp provides the surgeon with the best quality of skin for burn surgery.
The harvesting is practically painless and the donor site remains concealed pro-
vided the hairline is not crossed. The scalp should be considered the first choice
in infants and small children and when excision and grafting of face burns are
considered. The following are some of the principles for successful harvesting
of scalp donor sites:

1. Draw the hair line prior to shaving (Fig. 8).
2. Infiltrate the area to be harvested with 1:200,000 epinephrine solution.

Provide enough tension to facilitate the harvest by achieving a flat
surface.

3. Powered dermatomes should be used. Avoid handheld dermatomes.
4. Blades become blunt after few harvests. Change the blade after every

two or three strips of skin are harvested.
5. The head should be fixated by an assistant to allow control and good

exposure
6. A scrubbed anesthetist should hold the endotracheal tube and protect

the airway (Fig. 9).
7. Apply epinephrine-soaked (1:10,000) Telfa dressings when harvesting

is completed.
8. Apply definitive dressing after 10 min.

When the scalp is not an option as a donor site (either due to concomitant scalp
burns or lack of parent or patient’s consent), the buttocks are the second choice
in small children who are still in diapers. For older children, the thigh or back
provides the surgeon with plenty of skin grafts.

The thigh is probably the most common donor site in burn surgery. It is
more painful to harvest than the scalp, but it is easy to dress and care for, and
it heals properly in few days. Infiltration of subcutaneous epinephrine solutions
should be considered to obtain good hemostasis, although it is not necessary to
use tumescent technique to provide good tension. An assistant should hold the
limb in good position and the muscles should be positioned in tension. The thigh
is then serially harvested until enough quantity of skin grafts has been obtained.
Epinephrine-soaked Telfa dressings are then applied to the donor site and the
thigh is dressed after 10 min.

Medium-sized burn injuries present with extensive graft requirements be-
yond those available from scalp or thigh donor sites. Even though some medium-
sized burns can be grafted by using both thighs, the back is usually the best donor
site for these injuries. Large amounts of skin grafts with excellent quality are
readily available from this area. However, many surgeons dislike using skin from
the back because the patient has to be positioned prone. The use of a second
operating table to roll the patient and on which to harvest the back can solve this
problem.
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FIGURE 8 The scalp is an excellent donor site for split-thickness skin autograft.
The hairline should be drawn before shaving to avoid inadvertent harvest of skin
in the upper neck posterior neck and on the forehead.
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FIGURE 8 (Cont.)

Before graft harvest, the areas that will be excised and grafted are measured.
A second operating table is placed parallel to the main operating table and sterile
drapes are prepared. The patient is then rolled onto the second operating table
and the main operating table is moved aside. The back is prepped in the standard
fashion and the area infiltrated with 1:200,000 epinephrine solution. It is impera-
tive to infiltrate the back, because good tissue tension is needed to provide good-
quality skin grafts. Moreover, an even surface is needed, since all bony structures
(especially ribs) preclude any good grafting technique unless Pipkin’s technique
is used. Graft requirements are then drawn onto the back surface according to
burn wound measurements and long strips of medium-thickness skin grafts are
harvested. It is necessary to change the blade of the dermatome very often: it
becomes dull very quickly due to the thickness of the dermis. Epinephrine-soaked
Telfa dressings are then applied to the wound and the donor site is covered with
the definitive donor site dressing after 10 min.

When the harvest is completed, the main operating table is placed parallel
to the second operating table again. It is draped sterile, and padded burn wound
dressings are placed on the surface. Exu-Dry dressings or absorbing cotton-based
materials should suffice. The patient is rolled back onto the main operating table
and the second operating table is removed. The patient’s wounds are prepped in
sterile fashion again and the excision starts.

Type of Excision

In general, minor burns are treated with tangential or sequential excision. Fascial
excision may be needed in few instances, especially in contact, chemical, and
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FIGURE 9 During scalp donor harvest and face burns excision, a scrubbed anaes-
thetist should hold the endotracheal tube and protect the airway.

electrical injuries. Tangential excision should be considered first unless gross,
mass destruction of soft tissues is obvious. Tourniquets are strongly advised.
Their use minimizes blood loss and increases the control of burn wound excision.
Sequential slices of burn wound are excised until living tissue is seen. Punctate
bleeding is absent under tourniquet control and the completeness of the excision
is dependent on the surgeon’s experience. Living dermis appears as a shiny ivory
net without hemorrhages or discolorations. Living fat appears as pale yellow fatty
tissue without hemorrhages or brownish discoloration. In inexperienced hands,
it is advised to deflate the tourniquet briefly to assess punctate bleeding. The
tourniquet is inflated afterwards and further excision of nonviable tissue, if pres-
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ent, is performed. After completion of excision, epinephrine-soaked Telfa dress-
ings are applied. Burn wounds on the torso, back, and face are tangentially excised
until punctate bleeding is observed. Epinephrine-soaked Telfa dressings are ap-
plied afterwards. Burn wounds may be infiltrated with epinephrine solutions
(1:200,000). However, it must be used in experienced hands, because the burn
wound may acquire a cadaveric appearance that makes the assessment of excision
very difficult.

Hand dermatomes are commonly used for excision of burned tissue (Fig.
10). The Watson dermatome is used to excise large areas, whereas the Goulian
dermatome, which comes with different guards to accommodate the depth of
excision, is used in small areas and specific anatomical sites such as face, hands,
and feet. A back-and-forth action is essential to achieve good control of the
excision. The dermatome should be handled like the arch of a violin. A gentle
forward push must be maintained during the excision, but the real action of the
dermatome is determined by the delicate back-and-forth action of the body of
the dermatome. The complete width of the dermatome must be used in the action,
while maintaining the excision in its precise location. Pressure must be avoided,
and all muscles in the hand and forearm must be relaxed to allow precise control
of the instrument (Fig. 11). An assistant should hold the burned tissue being
excised, allowing the surgeon total control over the progression of the excision.
Pressure must not be applied while holding the burned tissue because this deepens
the plane of excision. It must only be considered when dealing with full-thickness
burns in which it is imperative to excise the complete thickness of the skin to
graft on subcutaneous tissue. The use of powered dermatomes provides an even
excised surface. They are helpful in the management of large minor burns, but
the excised surface must be inspected to identify nonviable tissue. Small areas
of nonvital tissue must be then excised with the handheld dermatome to avoid
excision of surrounding vital tissue.

Fascial excision is rarely necessary in minor burns. When gross destruction
of soft tissues is present, en bloc resection of the damaged area is recommended.
The resection does not differ from any other fascial resection; and the reader is
referred to Chapter 6. When this type of resection is performed, flap coverage
may be necessary in selected anatomical locations.

Hemostasis

Extensive bleeding may occur during burn surgery that challenges the patient’s
hemodynamic stability during and after surgery and graft take. The recommended
hemostatic measures during burn surgery include the following:

Tourniquets
Topical epinephrine solution
Subcutaneous infiltration of epinephrine solution
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FIGURE10 A. Hand dermatomes are commonly used for excision of burned tissue,
although large flat surfaces may benefit from excision with powered dermatomes.
Hand dermatomes include the Watson (B) and Goulian (C) dermatomes. The Wat-
son knife is used to excise large areas; the Goulian dermatome is used in small
areas and face, hands, and feet.
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FIGURE 11 The dermatome is handled like the arch of a violin, a back-and-forth
action is executed. A gentle forward push must be maintained, but the back-and-
forthmovement, which should accommodate the complete length of the instrument,
determines the real action.
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The use of sterile tourniquets with or without limb exsanguination creates excel-
lent blood loss control. Limbs are prepped sterile and tourniquets applied. If the
burns extend to the area where the tourniquet is to be applied, the area is excised
first and covered with epinephrine-soaked Telfa dressings. Tourniquets are in-
flated and excision is started. After completion of the burn excision, the area is
dressed with epinephrine-soaked Telfa dressings and the tourniquet is deflated.
If the burn surgeon lacks the necessary experience with excision under tourniquet
control, tourniquets may be briefly deflated to assess accurate excision of all
devitalized tissue and inflated again. Any nonvital tissue is excised and dressed
with Telfa. When the surgeon has enough experience, the operations may proceed
without tourniquet deflation (Fig. 12).

The application of epinephrine-soaked (1:10,000) Telfa dressings has
proved very effective in achieving complete hemostasis of excised burn wounds.
Telfa dressings are cotton-based dressings with a nonadherent side. The nonadher-
ent side must be always put into contact with the wound. This allows removal
of the dressing without starting new bleeding points. The surgeon must be confi-
dent that all nonvital tissue has been removed before the epinephrine is applied
to the wound because the wound acquires a cadaveric appearance after the applica-
tion and it is not longer possible to assess the extent of the excision. Epinephrine-
soaked laparotomy pads are placed on top of the Telfa dressings and then wrapped
with elastic bandages. The dressing is left in place for 10 min and then removed.
All blood clots are wiped with the Telfa dressings and evident arterial bleeding
points are controlled with diathermy. Any other dermal bleeders are not coagu-
lated at this point. New fresh Telfa dressings are applied again and wrapped in
same manner. The dressing is left in place for another 7 min and removed. If
complete hemostasis is not achieved, a third dressing application is considered.
After removal of the dressings, the wound surface is rinsed with saline. Any
minor remaining bleeders are controlled with diathermy. The wound must not
be wiped with compresses but cleaned with saline irrigation. When a complete
dry surface has been obtained, the wound is then ready to be grafted (Fig. 13).

The third main principle of hemostasis during burn surgery is the infiltration
of subcutaneous tissue with epinephrine (1:200,000) solutions. The infiltration
of donor sites should be universally adopted. This controls bleeding very effec-
tively, is not associated with any side effect, and does not affect wound healing.
On the other hand, the infiltration of burn wound before formal excision should
be reserved for unequivocally full thickness burns. The infiltration of deep partial-
thickness burns may lead to excision of vital tissue in inexperienced hands. Dermis
becomes congested and acquires a cadaveric appearance after infiltration. Vast
experience is needed with this technique to avoid extending the excision to deeper
planes of living tissue.

Other techniques that have been explored to control blood loss during burn
surgery include use of fibrin sealant and bovine thrombin. These agents are very
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FIGURE 12 The use of sterile tourniquets provides excellent blood loss control. A.
The tourniquet is inflated before excision and (B) excision is performed. Epineph-
rine-soaked Telfa dressings are applied after completion. As an alternative, the
tourniquet can be deflated to assess the depth of excision and then reinflated (C).
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FIGURE 13 Epinephrine-soaked (1:10,000) Telfa dressings are very effective in
achieving complete hemostasis. A, B, C.
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FIGURE 13 (Cont.) Telfa dressings are applied with the nonadherent surface fac-
ing the wound. When epinephrine-soaked dressings have been applied to the
wound, it is not longer possible to assess the extent of the excision because the
wound acquires a cadaveric appearance (D).
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expensive and their use must be rationalized to control the burn unit’s budget.
Some studies have shown a significant decrease in blood loss during burn surgery
with their use, although combination with topical or subcutaneous epinephrine
renders the best hemostatic effect.

Fixation of Skin Grafts and Splinting

Many techniques for skin graft fixation are documented in the medical literature.
The methods extends from paper tape to fibrin glue, but the most frequently used
are metallic staples, resolvable sutures, and bolsters or tie-overs.

In general, skin grafts are fixed with metallic staples. Skin grafts must not
extend over normal skin because that will lead to desiccation and infection. Graft
seams need to be overlapped a few millimeters to provide good coaptation and
avoid open wounds during the rehabilitation phase. One edge is fixed first, and
the graft is then stretched until full tension has been achieved. If the wound is
small enough to be covered with one single skin autograft, the opposite edge is
fixed before the rest of the graft is sutured. When more than one graft is needed,
the next graft is placed beside the previous graft and they are fixed together to
provide enough tension to the first skin autograft. The process is continued until
the wound is covered completely (Fig. 14). Drain cuts are not necessary if good
hemostasis has been achieved.

A good alternative to staples, although time-consuming, are resolvable
stitches. Commonly used suture material is 4/0–5/0 Vycril rapide and Chromic
Catgut. They are particularly useful in children (suture removal is not necessary)
and in selected anatomical locations (face, hands, feet, genitalia). Key stitches
are placed at the corners of the skin graft to maintain tension and location of the
skin graft. The rest of the skin graft is then sutured with a running suture technique
(with the so-called surgette technique), which provides a good seal of the wound.

Bolsters, or tie-over dressings, are often necessary in selected anatomical
locations where shearing forces and tridimensional configuration challenge the
skin graft’s stabilization. Staples or resolvable suture may be used to fix the skin
graft on the wound. 2/0–3/0 silk stitches are placed 2 cm apart around the skin
graft. Tethering must be avoided. The bolster stitches must hold together the skin
graft and the surrounding normal skin and the knot should be tighten in the
ordinary fashion. Petrolatum-based fine-mesh gauze is applied on the skin graft
overlapping 3–4 cm and a cotton bolster embedded in normal saline and liquid
paraffin is secured with the bolster stitches. The bolster is then removed in 5
days (7 days for full-thickness grafts) unless purulent discharges are detected
before the planned day of removal (Fig. 15). Other techniques that have been
used for graft fixation include fibrin glue, resolvable staples, and tape.

Perfect positioning of graft site is essential for proper healing in a good
functional position. The intervention of rehabilitation services is a key issue to
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FIGURE 14 Donor sites are extensive in minor and medium-sized burns, therefore
wounds should be always covered with sheet autografts.
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FIGURE15 Bolsters, or tie-over dressings, are often necessary in selected anatom-
ical locations where shearing forces and tridimensional configuration challenge the
skin graft’s stabilization.
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achieve this goal. Good preoperative planning should include postoperative posi-
tioning and splinting. Grafts that extend over joints and other anatomical locations
(hands, feet, and neck) need proper splinting. A comprehensive plan should be
made before surgery, and preliminary splints should be tailored for postoperative
positioning. Experts in physiotherapy and occupational therapy are invited to
assist and intervene at the end of the operation. After a light protective dressing
has been applied, the splints are then molded again to adapt to the anatomical
configuration. After completion, they are hold in place with a second external
dressing. Splints are revised during the first and consecutive dressing changes
and tailored to the specific patient’s needs. Interim pressure garments should be
applied as soon as possible when grafts are deemed to be stable (usually within
7 days).

Dressings

After excision, donor site harvest, hemostasis, and graft fixation are completed,
the most crucial part of the operation still must occur. Proper application of
protective dressings requires a mastery that can only be acquired through experi-
ence and proper training. Burn dressings serve four main purposes:

Graft protection
Fluid and exudate absorption
Creation of a microenvironment that promotes wound healing
Patient comfort

An ill-dressed burn graft may not serve any of these purposes and, conversely,
may promote shearing forces and graft dislodgement. As with any other surgical
discipline, it can not be overemphasised that the art of dressing is the final touch
that completes the excellence of surgical technique. In general, patients are igno-
rant regarding surgery and medicine, and they can not assess the excellence in
technique as physicians measure it. They can only assess our mastery in terms
of pain control, good outcome (i.e., freedom from disease), superficial scars, and
outer dressing. A sloppy dressing means a sloppy surgeon and a sloppy surgical
technique in the eyes of our patients. During the early postoperative period, the
only way patients have to assess a successful operation is to watch the perfection
of the dressing and the care that they receive. Dressings that do not match patients’
expectation will ruin their trust. Also, and more important, dressings that are not
properly applied may ruin the operation. Therefore, the application of dressings
should be unhurried, follow a precise plan and technique, and be thoroughly
inspected to avoid postoperative problems before the patient awakens.

For didactic purposes, burn dressings can be classified as to their two main
anatomical locations:

1. Donor sites
2. Graft sites
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Donor site dressings should provide a microenvironment that promotes wound
healing and reduces pain. For small donor sites that have surrounding normal
skin, the best choice is the application of Opsite or Tegaderm, a polyurethane
occlusive film. It can be secured in place with the application of benzoine to
normal skin, which increases fixation of the film. The dressing is completed with
a compressive bandage to protect the inner film and provide patient comfort. The
dressing is left in place until complete re-epithelialization has occurred. If fluid
collections are detected under the film, they can be aspirated and the hole sealed
with a small adherent film. This dressing can be complemented with the applica-
tion of calcium alginate dressings, which absorb fluid collections and promote
wound healing. The polyurethane film is applied on top of the calcium alginate
and dressed in the standard fashion. Early separation of the polyurethane film
may occur before complete healing has occurred. In this case, the dressing should
then be removed and petrolatum-based fine mesh gauze or Mepitel applied until
re-epithelialization has occurred, which is generally complete in few days.

Larger donor sites can be dressed either with Biobrane or Acticoat. Biobrane
is particularly useful in donor sites on the trunk (front or back). It is placed in a
circular fashion and covered with petrolatum-impregnated fine-mesh gauze. After
2 days it can be exposed and separates from the wound when complete re-epithe-
lialization has occurred. Patient may bathe with Biobrane in place, but it should
be dried afterwards. A good alternative to Biobrane is Acticoat, a specially tailored
fine-mesh gauze impregnated with nanocrystalline silver nitrate. Acticoat is ap-
plied in direct contact with the wound and dressed with a standard dressing.
Antimicrobial properties of Acticoat remain active for a minimum of 3 days.

Scalp donor sites deserve a special attention. Small donor sites in infants
and small children can be managed successfully with Opsite or Tegaderm dress-
ings with or without calcium alginate. Re-epithelialization occurs very rapidly.
A protective head dressing is necessary to avoid trauma to the polyurethane film.
Extensive scalp donor sites are best managed with the application of Biobrane.
It is virtually painless and can be exposed on the second postoperative day,
allowing good hygiene. A standard head dressing is also necessary during the
initial postoperative period. Acticoat can be used in a similar fashion, although
it does not allow for good hygiene and is more difficult to care for. Porcine
xenograft can be used as donor sites dressing, although it is not the standard of
care.

Skin grafts are generally dressed with protective bandages that provide
good environmental properties to expedite vascular inosculation. Shearing forces
must be avoided to prevent graft loss. It is necessary to place hands, feet, and
joints in good functional position to allow graft take in maximum range of motion.
Splinting may be necessary; therefore good communication with rehabilitation
services is a must. Following graft fixation, a petrolatum-impregnated fine mesh
gauze is placed in direct contact with the graft, and a soft dressing with soft
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gauze, Kerlix (if limbs are involved), and compressive bandages are applied.
Excessive pressure should not be applied in order to avoid postoperative hemato-
mas due to excessive venous pressure and the development of compartment syn-
drome. Mepitel can be used as an alternative to fine-mesh gauze. It does not stick
to the wound, and removal of dressing is easy with minimal pain.

The main purpose of all dressings is to provide protection and immobiliza-
tion of the graft site. When grafts are in close vicinity to superficial burns and
donor sites, Biobrane should be considered. It allows for satisfactory wound
healing for both grafts and superficial wounds. Biobrane is secured in place as
described for superficial wounds, including the graft site in the dressing. Biobrane
is then dressed in the standard fashion. Acticoat can be used in similar fashion.
In cooperative patients and on special locations (face, hands) grafts can be left
exposed. Antimicrobial creams (bacitracin or polysporin) should be applied on
the surface of the grafts to prevent contamination of graft seams and graft desicca-
tion. If the exposed method is used in hand grafts, the ukulele splint should be
considered to allow full range of motion and good graft positioning. When all
dressings have been applied, the anatomical location should be elevated and
protected. Postoperative instructions are given to the nursing staff and on call
team, and the patient and relatives are informed of the postoperative wound care
plan. Grafts are inspected 5–7 days after surgery unless the clinical picture of
the patient dictates otherwise.
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The Major Burn
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INTRODUCTION

Over 1 million people are burned in the United States every year, most of which
injuries are minor and treated on an outpatient basis. Almost all of these treated
as outpatients do not require operative treatment. However, approximately 60,000
burns per year are more severe and require hospitalization, and roughly 3000 of
these patients die.[1] Most of these will require operations for timely burn wound
closure to prevent infection as well as allow return to normal function.

Between 1971 and 1991, burn deaths in the United States decreased by
40%, with a concomitant 12% decrease in deaths associated with inhalation in-
jury.[2] Since 1991, burn deaths per capita have decreased another 25% according
to Centers for Disease Control statistics (www.cdc.gov/ncipc/wisqars). These im-
provements were probably due to prevention strategies resulting in fewer burns
of lesser severity, as well as significant progress in treatment techniques.

Improved patient care in the severely burned, including operative strategy
and techniques, has undoubtedly improved survival, particularly in children. Bull
and Fisher first reported in 1952 the expected 50% mortality rate for burn sizes
in several age groups based upon data from their unit. They reported that approxi-
mately one-half of children aged 0–14 with burns of 49% total body surface area
(TBSA) would die, 46% TBSA for patients aged 15–44, 27% TBSA for those
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of age 45–64, and 10% TBSA for those 65 and older.[3] These dismal statistics
have drastically improved, with the latest reports indicating 50% mortality for
98% TBSA burns in children under 15, and 75% TBSA burns in other young
age groups.[4,5] Therefore, a healthy young patient with any size burn might be
expected to survive.[6] The same cannot be said, however, for those aged 45
years or older, among whom the improvements have been much more modest,
especially in the elderly.[7]

Reasons for these dramatic improvements in mortality after burn that are
related to treatment include increased understanding of resuscitation, better sup-
port of the hypermetabolic response to injury, improved treatment of inhalation
injuries, and, probably most important, control of wound complications through
aggressive operative excision and closure of the burn wound. The dramatic effect
of the practice of early wound excision on burn mortality cannot be overempha-
sized. This single advancement has led, in my opinion, to the routine survival of
patients with massive burns in centers with experience in their care.

Burn wounds can be roughly categorized into two classes: partial-thickness
and full-thickness. Partial-thickness wounds will generally heal by local treatment
with skin substitutes or topical antimicrobials, and therefore do not require opera-
tive treatment. Full-thickness and very deep partial-thickness wounds, however,
will require other treatments to affect timely wound healing. Since all the elements
of the epidermis have been obliterated in full-thickness wounds, healing can
occur only through wound contraction and/or spreading epithelialization from
the wound edges. In a sizable wound, this process will take weeks to months to
years to complete. To accelerate this process, skin grafting with the necessary
keratinocytes from other parts of the body can be used. Alert patients do not
generally tolerate this procedure, so anesthesia is necessary. Therefore, these
procedures to accelerate burn wound closure are performed in the operating room.
This chapter reviews the general principles of burn surgery, defines which patients
should receive operations for burn wound closure, discusses necessary equipment
and skills including patient preparation, reviews an excision and grafting proce-
dure for a major burn, and discusses the techniques generally chosen based on
the patient and injury characteristics. The discussion is general and therefore
applicable to all specialists doing burn surgery. However, some of this information
is by necessity an opinion and should be treated as such. Some local practices
followed at different institutions may differ significantly from what is espoused
here; however, they all should adhere to the general principles of burn surgery.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES

The intent of burn wound operations is twofold: to remove devitalized tissue and
restore skin continuity. These are the only two things that must be accomplished.
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The techniques used to achieve these goals are numerous; the choice of which
is the challenge and art of burn surgery.

Excision

In concept, the first part of the operation involves removal of devitalized tissue
injured in the burn. This tissue by definition does not receive blood supply and
provides an excellent environment for the proliferation of micro-organisms.
Therefore, no advantage exists in leaving this eschar in place on a burn wound,
and it should be removed. The removal of eschar to viable tissue provides a
wound base that can be used for wound closure with skin grafts or flaps. However,
aggressive debridement that removes otherwise viable tissue under the eschar
should be discouraged, because all tissue layers, including fat layers, provide
function and cosmesis. The intent of excision, therefore, is to remove the burn
eschar to the level of viability without disturbing underlying structures.

Wound Closure

Once a viable wound bed is achieved, the next goal is wound closure. This should
be accomplished while minimizing scarring both in the excised wound and in
donor sites from which skin grafts are taken (if this approach is used). The selec-
tion of method will therefore depend on the size of the wound and availability
of donor site, and the functional and cosmetic importance of the wounded area.
For example, a burn on the face is of great cosmetic and functional importance:
Therefore, any skin grafts used there should be taken from a part of the body
that will provide a good color match. Treatment and application of the autograft
skin should be such that minimal disruption in all layers of the skin occurs, and
lines in the grafts are minimized. In my practice, I use relatively thick skin grafts
taken from the scalp applied in sheets and fashioned to the cosmetic units of the
face for such injuries to address all of these concerns. This allows for minimized
scarring of the wound, and donor site scarring is lessened in significance because
the autograft is taken from the scalp, which will have natural camouflage if there
is normal hair growth. This is an example of how the operative plan may change
based on the area of the burn.

Once the techniques for excision and closure of the wound are chosen, care
must be taken to provide a technically sound result. Although in small burns
local flaps can be used for wound closure, most significant burn wounds will
require closure with skin grafts. These are applied to wound beds where the cells
of the graft are kept alive by nutrients in the serum produced by the wound bed
until vascularization takes place (1–4 days after application). For this process to
take place and for the skin graft to take, four things are required:

A viable wound bed
No accumulation of fluid between the graft and the wound bed
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No shear stresses on the wound
Avoidance of massive micro-organism proliferation

Performance of the selected technique must be reliable to ensure adequate out-
come. Emphasis must be placed on adequate excision to a viable wound bed.
Then meticulous attention should be paid to placing the grafts and adhering them
to the wound bed. Consideration should be given to the lines inherent in placing
grafts either from the meshing or the grafts themselves in order to minimize
cosmetic scarring. Selection and application of the dressing are equally important:
the dressing should apply pressure to the wound to minimize dead space under
the graft, minimize shear stress, and provide antimicrobial properties. This portion
of the operation is often overlooked, and if performed inadequately will lead to
poor results.

Wound Healing and Scarring

The skin is made up of two distinct layers: the epidermis and dermis; function
of the skin depends on the presence of both. The epidermis, made primarily
of keratinocytes, provides a continuous moisture and antimicrobial barrier. The
underlying dermis is responsible for most of the other functions of the skin,
including shear strength, pliability, contour, eccrine function, hair production,
sensation, and so on. When the skin is lost from injury, the wound is closed
by contraction, keratinocyte migration, and/or skin grafts. Most of the modern
techniques of wound closure involve replacement of the epidermis to re-establish
barrier continuity, which is generally successful. What is absent after closure is
most of the dermal layer that is responsible for all the other functions. In its stead
a neodermis of disorganized fibroblasts, macrophages, and collagen forms under
the epidermal layer. This layer provides for continued wound contraction, hyper-
trophic collagen deposition, and is a nonpliable surface, which we typically asso-
ciate with scarring.

It was found long ago that wound closure with full-thickness skin grafts
containing a complete epidermis and dermis provides for the best outcomes in
terms of wound contraction, appearance, and pliability. As a general principle,
therefore, a graft with increasing levels of dermis should provide the best func-
tional and cosmetic outcomes. Split-thickness donor sites can be taken at many
depths, the deeper of which contain more dermis. When these are used as auto-
grafts, these sites will have decreased scarring. The limitation to this is that deep
donor sites leave significantly increased scarring at the donor site. This should
be kept in mind during operative planning and the use of donor sites.

OPERATIVE INDICATIONS AND PLANNING

Once the initial urgent measures for burn resuscitation have been undertaken, a
plan of action for further management of the wound is necessary. This manage-
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ment plan can include conservative and operative measures depending on the
patient’s age and condition, burn depth, burn size, and burn wound location.

Wound Depth

Burn wounds are classified by depth of injury. This assessment is very important:
it will dictate the proper treatment, including the need for operative treatment
and the planning thereof. Burn depth is most accurately judged by the appearance
of the wound to experienced practitioners. However, new technologies such as
the heatable laser Doppler flowmeter with multiple sensors hold promise for
quantitatively determining burn depth. These measurements may give objective
evidence of tissue loss, and thus assist the treating physician in the proper choice
of treatment (Fig. 1).[8]

First-degree burns are, by definition, partial-thickness injuries confined to
the epidermis. These burns are painful, erythematous, and blanch to the touch
with an intact epidermal barrier. Examples include sunburn or a minor scald from
a kitchen accident. These burns will heal spontaneously, will not require operative
treatment, and will not result in scarring. Treatment is aimed at comfort with the

FIGURE 1 Burn depth classification.
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use of soothing topical salves with or without aloe and oral nonsteroidal anti-
inflammatory agents. Surgery should not be considered in these patients.

Second-degree injuries are partial-thickness injuries classified into two
types: superficial and deep. All second-degree injuries involve some amount of
dermal damage, and the division is based on the depth of injury into this structure.
Superficial dermal burns are erythematous, painful, may blanch to touch, and
often blister. Examples include scald injuries from overheated bathtub water and
flash flame burns from open carburetors. These wounds will spontaneously re-
epithelialize from retained epidermal structures in the rete ridges, hair follicles,
and sweat glands in 7–14 days. The injury will cause some slight skin discolora-
tion over the long term. Deep dermal burns into the reticular dermis will appear
more pale and mottled, will not blanch to touch, but will remain painful to pin-
prick. These burns will heal in 14–28 days by re-epithelialization from hair folli-
cles and sweat gland keratinocytes, often with severe scarring. Some of these
may require surgical treatment.

Third-degree burns are full-thickness through the dermis, and are character-
ized by a hard leathery eschar that is painless and black, white, or cherry red.
No epidermal or dermal appendages remain, and thus these wounds must heal
by re-epithelialization from the wound edges. Deep dermal and full-thickness
burns require excision and grafting with autograft skin to heal the wounds in a
timely fashion. Fourth-degree burns involve other organs beneath the skin, such
as muscle, bone, and the brain.

Initial examination of the wounds will reveal many of the signs consistent
with burn depth descriptions above. However, at times the wounds characteristics
will change, making it difficult even for experienced examiners to determine burn
wound depth accurately. This is often associated with advancing microorganism
growth and wound infection or inadequate resuscitation and systemic problems.
For this reason, operative planning should be finalized only after examination of
the wound just before excision.

Wound Size

The wound must also be assessed for burn size, which has a substantial impact
on operative planning. The rule of 9s is generally used in adults, and Lund-
Browder charts for children. These diagrams can be found in other parts of this
book. The importance of this determination is discussed in the last section of this
chapter.

Operative Indications

The principal indication for burn operations is the presence of a deep partial-
thickness wound or a full-thickness wound that will not heal spontaneously in a
timely fashion, and if it heals will leave an unsightly scar. Other indications are
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the presence of a massive partial-thickness burn that requires wound coverage
to improve wound care and survival. The caveats to these notions are two. Patients
who are elderly or otherwise infirm may not tolerate operative procedures well
due to comorbidities. In this instance, the risks and benefits of the procedure
must be weighed, and it may be found that performing dressing changes to await
spontaneous wound closure may be preferable to the operative risks. However,
the open wound will provide a source of infection and inflammation that may
itself be more risky than the operation. No hard and fast recommendations can
be given in this regard, and the decision to operate should bemade on an individual
basis by an experienced practitioner. The other caveat is in a wound that is delayed
in presentation by 3–10 days from the time of injury. In this instance, often a
pseudoeschar has formed on the wound from protein exudate that makes the
determination of wound depth difficult even for the most experienced observers.
For this reason, it may be more beneficial to wait until 14 days after the injury
to allow for spontaneous separation of the eschar to determine whether the wound
will heal spontaneously or an operation will be required.

NECESSARY EQUIPMENT

Before the patient is brought to the operating room, the equipment necessary for
the operation must be ready. Some or all of the equipment mentioned below will
be used in these operations. Thought should be given as to which are necessary
and arrangements made for their presence. This will minimize time spent in the
operating theater and improve the dynamics between the operating team and the
other personnel in the room (anesthesia and nursing staff).

The equipment and instruments required for burn-related operations are
described in detail in the following sections.

Operating Table

Burn operations can be performed on standard operating tables, but other types
of tables that allow for full patient mobility while anesthetized are preferable.
We use autopsy tables, which have several advantages (Picture 1). They are wider
than standard operating tables so that patients may be moved from the supine
position to the prone position safely. Each table has an edge and a drainage hole
with tubing at the end of the table which can be used to drain irrigant during
skin preparation as well as bodily fluids. The head and foot can be raised and
lowered to allow for optimal patient position. We generally lay the patient on a
waterproof foam pad to avoid pressure neuropathies. We also position an electro-
cautery pad under the patient so that these need not be applied to the patient
directly, again improving patient mobility. If these type of grounding pads are not
available, grounding plates can be placed directly under the patient, or adhesive
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PICTURE 1 Burn operating table and operating room set-up.

grounding pads can be applied directly to nonburned areas of the skin. The soles
of the feet work best in this regard, as these are rarely used as donor sites.

Drapes and Positioning Devices

The entire patient is usually prepped for these operations. The skin can be prepared
using iodine solutions (e.g., Betadine) or chlorhexidine 1%. The patient is then
placed on standard drape sheets. A thick roll (4–6 inches in diameter) should be
available to place under the shoulders to extend the neck while the patient is in
the supine position. Additional rolls should be available to place under the hips
and ankles if the patient must be rolled to the prone position. Hooks or other
devices that can be attached to the ceiling should be available to tie raised extremi-
ties. I prefer to fix the digits in a loop of cotton gauze, which can then be tied
to hooks or loops attached to the ceiling. This allows for circumferential placement
of grafts on the extremities while the patient is in the supine position.

Electrocautery Units

Standard pencil-held units can be used. In burn surgery at least two and preferably
more separate units should be used at each operation so that hemostasis can be
accomplished as quickly as possible.
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Pitkin’s Device

This is used for clysis of fluid underneath an eschar or donor site to decrease
bleeding by increasing tissue pressure, and provides a flat contour to optimize
donor site excision. Two different types of devices are available. One is a hand-
driven syringe with an automatic fill mechanism connected to a bag of infusate.
The other is a gas-driven device with a stopcock valve to regulate administration
of the infusate. I personally prefer the gas-driven type because it provides more
even flow.

Tourniquets

Tourniquets can be used to limit blood loss when excising wounds on the extremi-
ties. It is very useful if the tourniquet can be sterilized; if the whole limb is
burned, the upper portion can be excised before application of the device without
contamination of the operative field. When using tourniquets during burn wound
excision, areas requiring electrocautery for hemostasis will not bleed until the
tourniquet is removed, thus obviating the usefulness of the tourniquet. One way
to avoid this bleeding is to deflate the tourniquet briefly while the extremity is
wrapped with a moist gauze and elastic bandages. When the tourniquet is rein-
flated, the outer elastic dressings can be removed and significant bleeding areas
will be marked by blood staining. This limits blood loss, identifies bleeding
vessels in need of hemostasis, and provides a measure of the adequacy of excision
by allowing inspection of the wound. My personal practice is to avoid the use
of tourniquets except in reconstructive operations. I rely instead on meticulous
attention to hemostasis in a wound bed after a timely excision before moving to
another anatomical area requiring excision.

Knives

Avariety of knives are used for burnwound excision. Standard�10 and�15 surgi-
cal blades are used for sharp excision, incisions into fascial planes, and other proce-
dures. Specialized knives used for tangential excision include the Goulian knife
(Weck blade), and the Watson modification of the Braithwaite knife (Picture 2).
The Goulian knife is a blade inserted into a handle, over which a guard is placed.
The guard can be chosen to regulate the depth of the excision, which ranges from
4 to 16|1000 inch. This blade is generally used for excision of delicate areas such
as the face and hands. It is also used to finish the further excision of small areas
within wider areas. The Watson knife is much larger, with an 6 inch blade. This
knife blade is placed into a handle that has an adjustable guard. It generally used to
excise larger areas on the trunk and limbs. Both of these knives can be used to take
skin grafts, but it is technically difficult to get consistent grafts of uniform thickness
using this technique.
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PICTURE 2 Braithwaite knife and Goulian blade.

Dermatomes

Most surgeons use either electric or gas-driven dermatomes, such as the Zimmer
or Padgett dermatome, to obtain wide, even skin grafts (Picture 3). The depth of
excision is adjustable, and guards from 1 to 4 inches can be placed on the der-
matome to regulate width. Some surgeons also use the dermatome for eschar
excision because the depth is very even. I personally prefer the Zimmer gas-
driven type.

Surgical Instruments

The number of typical instruments used in burn surgery is minimal. What is
needed most are scissors of the Mayo type and Metzenbaum type. Straight suture
scissors are also necessary. The Kelly clamp and the tonsil clamp are also com-
monly used for staple removal and to control bleeding vessels. Forceps are also
very important. I find that the Russian-type forceps are the most useful: they are
versatile and do not have fine ends that can catch the end of grafts and displace
them. Retractors are used rarely but should be available. Instruments used in
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PICTURE 3 Electric Pagett dermatome and gas-driven Zimmer dermatome.

bone resection are more commonly used, and should also be available but not
necessarily opened.

Hemostasis

A number of agents can be used to improve hemostasis during burn operations.
The purpose of eschar excision is to remove the dead tissue to viable tissue. This
can be reliably achieved by tangentially excising until the tissue bleeds. Once
this occurs, the bleeding must be stopped using electrocautery devices or pressure.
Even pressure can be obtained on an extremity with the use of wide elastic
bandages (4 and 6 inches wide). Irrigants containing epinephrine (1 : 100,000
mixture) or thrombin can be applied directly to the excised bed. Fibrin sealants
have recently become available and popular. This mixture of activated thrombin
and fibrin is sprayed onto the wound in a thin, even sheet using an aerosol machine
available from the fibrin sealant provider (Baxter and Haemocure).

Meshers

Once the skin grafts are taken, it is often best if the grafts are meshed to improve
graft take by decreasing the chance of seroma or hematoma formation, and if
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PICTURE 4 Brennen 2:1 mesher. Sheets of skin are placed in the mesher and
advanced with the handle. Other ratios are available.

indicated, to widen the coverage area of the same graft. Three types of meshers
are currently available and widely used. The Brennen mesher has a fixed mesh
ratio (1:1, 2:1, and 4:1) (Picture 4); if more than one ratio is desired, a different
machine must be used. The Zimmer mesher relies on skin carriers to produce
different ratios, thus one machine can mesh at several ratios. The Meeks mesher
actually cuts the donor skin into 3–4 mm squares, which are then adhered to a
expandable template. Once expanded, the skin pieces are then transferred to an-
other carrier to be placed on the wound bed. A 9:1 expansion ratio can be reliably
achieved using this technique.

Homografts

Occasionally homografts will be used for wound closure after burn wound exci-
sion. A decision should be made pre operatively, as to whether this is likely, and
if so, how much will be required. These homografts should be available in the
roomwith the patient, so they will need to be procured preoperatively. The amount
of skin required can be estimated from burn diagrams. One square meter of burn
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surface area requires approximately 10 square feet of homograft skin for closure.
The use of homograft skin will be discussed later in this chapter.

Blood Products

Significant amounts of blood are generally lost during burn operations due to the
nature of the excision and procurement of autografts. We have found that these
losses are best replaced with blood products. To perform timely operations, these
blood products must be available in the room before beginning the procedure. In
general, 1 cc of reconstituted whole blood will be required for each square centi-
meter of excised wound. Therefore, if 1000 cm2 will be excised, approximately
2 units of packed red blood cells and 2 units of fresh frozen plasma should be
available. We do not use platelets as a rule unless the platelet count is below
10,000/mm3 and the patient is actively bleeding.

Sutures and Staplers

Once grafts are harvested, meshed, and applied to the wound bed, they are affixed
with either sutures or staples. The use of sutures is generally limited to areas
requiring very precise work, such as the face and hands, because of the time and
effort involved. Absorbable sutures should be used if possible. In other areas,
staples are used because the outcomes are similar to those with sutures, and
staples are easy to apply. Some surgeons have recently been using fibrin sealant
as a glue for grafted areas without application of sutures or staples. This technique
will require some fine-tuning and widespread experience before it will be com-
monly used.

Donor Site Dressings

A number of types of dressings are available. The first type is a fine-mesh cotton
gauze that may or may not be impregnated. Dressings of this type include Scarlet
Red and Xeroform, which have the advantage of low cost and familiarity. Other
types of dressings that have surfaces engineered to improve coverage, healing,
and pain include Biobrane and BCG Matrix. All of these are treated postopera-
tively with desiccation, and are thus lower in maintenance. Moist dressings of
cotton gauze include Kaltostat and Acticoat, which may decrease bacterial coloni-
zation and lessen pain. An occlusive dressing such as OpSite can also be used.
In discussing the topic of donor site dressing with other burn surgeons. I have
found that the type of dressing used is dictated primarily by local standards. Each
of the dressings has advantages and disadvantages. In preparation for a burn
wound operation, one must ensure that the dressings commonly used at any given
institution are available in the operating room.
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Burn Wound Dressings

Once the wounds have been treated by debridement and possible grafting, a
dressing must be applied. These Dressings should be occlusive and antimicrobial.
At our institution, we use fine-mesh gauze impregnated with polymyxin
B/neomycin/bacitracin/nystatin ointment, although other topical antibiotic agents
could be used. We then apply a thick layer of cotton gauze over this, which is
held in place by elastic bandages (Ace bandages). We then place wrapped extremi-
ties in plastic bags to keep the dressings from getting soiled and to retain tempera-
ture. Sometimes bolster dressings will be applied, which consist of a layer of
antibiotic fine mesh gauze and a thick cotton dressing held in place by tie-over
sutures placed 2–3 cm apart circumferentially around the grafted area. This type
of dressing is generally limited to posterior areas on the trunk and perineum.

Splints

A necessary practice to maximize graft take is immobilization to minimize shear
stress. This is best done in the operating room before removal of anesthesia for
best patient comfort. To do this, splinting materials will be needed. They should
consist of either plaster or fiber glass casting material and elastic bandages. Some
centers use Thermoplast splinting material for this purpose. Prefabricated knee
and elbow immobilizers can also be used, depending on the size of the patient
and the overlying dressings.

Air Beds

To minimize shearing and pressure on posterior areas, air beds have been created
that keep the patient elevated on a column of air in a sand base (Picture 5). We
have found that the use of these beds improves posterior graft take over that
found in regular beds, and decreases (but does not eliminate) development of
pressure sores during prolonged treatment for massive burns. The flow of air also
improves donor site dressing care over posterior areas. We use these types of
beds for patients with posterior wounds and donor sites. If using such a bed
postoperatively is considered, it should be procured before the operation so that
transfer of the patient from the operating room is not delayed.

BURN WOUND OPERATIONS

The burn wound operation can be conceptually classified into five parts: planning,
induction of anesthesia and preparation, excision and hemostasis, grafting, and
application of dressings.
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PICTURE5 Kin-Air air bed with a sand base and air flow through the sand to levitate
the patient, thus decreasing pressure and shear forces on the skin.

Planning

Planning begins with an accurate assessment of the area, depth, and location of
the wound. From this assessment, plans can be made as to which areas will be
excised and which will just be débrided. Once this is decided, plans for wound
closure can be made: whether autografts, homografts, or just dressings will be
applied. Once this is decided, the operation should be scheduled and the necessary
items listed above procured. We believe that once a decision is made to operate,
further delay in proceeding to the operating room only increases complications.
For this reason, we will schedule the operation for the next available time slot,
and will usually perform the operation within 24 h of initial examination. The
wisdom of this practice has been borne out in the finding that early operations
decrease septic complications.[9] Occasionally, it is reasonable to delay opera-
tions for up to 24 h to continue to resuscitate and stabilize the patient. Delays
greater than this in patients with burns over 40% of the body surface area requiring
operation are not indicated regardless of the physiological condition, because the
condition is unlikely to improve without ablation of the wound.
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The plan for operation must be discussed beforehand with the patient and
his or her family. The discussion should address the typical process of wound
healing including those of partial-thickness and full-thickness burns. Deep partial-
thickness and full-thickness burns generally will not heal in a timely fashion
without operative wound closure, which explains the need for and benefit of the
operation. The technical aspects of the procedure should be reviewed, including
excision of tissue and planned donor site areas. Risks should also be discussed,
including blood loss and the likely use of blood products, risk of infection and
development of organ failure, loss of tissue and at times loss of limbs, scarring,
pain typically associated with donor site and donor site scarring, and lastly, failure
of the operation to achieve its goal (graft loss) generally from technical error. At
this time, all questions regarding the procedure and the likely outcomes should
be answered. Patients and their families will usually consent to the operation.
However, at times the patient and family may refuse an operation. If, after further
discussion, this is still the decision of the patient, the time for complete wound
closure and the prospect for severe scarring should be made clear, and this should
be well documented.

Induction of Anesthesia and Preparation

When the patient arrives at the operating room, several things should be in place.
First, the ambient temperature of the room should be at least 30�C (86�F) because
the patient will be mostly exposed for the procedure and will not be able to
regulate core body temperature. In fact, it may be necessary to increase the temper-
ature further should the patient get cold. Once the patient arrives, anesthesia
should be induced with endotracheal intubation. Anesthetic techniques are dis-
cussed in another chapter of this book. In our practice, we almost always accom-
plish intubation by fiberoptic means through the nose. This allows for decreased
vulnerability of the airway and for a fiberoptic examination of the upper and
lower airways in patients with suspected inhalation injury. Attention then should
be turned to placement of intravenous lines and invasive monitors such as arterial
lines. We generally, perform operations with a multilumen subclavian venous
catheter with one other large-bore venous line. This may not be necessary in
patients with smaller burns. We also place a catheter in the femoral artery to
measure blood pressure continuously during the operation and to obtain arterial
blood for gas analysis; again, this may not be necessary in cases of smaller burns.
An oxygen saturation monitor and continuous electrocardiogram leads should
also be placed. We have found that alligator clips attached to staples inserted
into the skin work well as electrocardiographic leads instead of adhesive pads.
A Foley catheter equipped with a temperature probe should be placed.

Once the monitors are in place and anesthesia induced, the patient can be
prepared for the operation. While the patient is in the supine position, the head
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should be shaved if the scalp is burned or if the scalp will be used as a donor
site. Other donor site areas then should also be shaved. The skin for the donor
site area as well as the burn wound should then be prepared by gentle scrubbing
and washing with an antiseptic solution such as Betadine or chlorhexidine solu-
tion. For burns over 20% of the body surface area, this will include most of the
body; therefore, in these cases we will prepare the skin of the whole body in
order to make all the donor sites available. In fact, it is rare for us to prepare and
drape specific areas without preparing the whole body. Once the anterior areas
are scrubbed, the cleaning solution is irrigated away with warm water (37�C).
Then we turn the patient on his or her side to wash and irrigate the back. During
the irrigation, the bed should be tilted toward the drain to facilitate removal of
the irrigant. Before rolling the patient back to the supine position, a foam pad is
placed, which is covered by sterile drapes under the patient. A sterile shoulder
roll is then added. The patient is then properly positioned to begin the operation.
The last task required before beginning the operation is to ensure that the electro-
cautery devices are functional, that the dermatome is functional and calibrated
properly, and that the table is at the proper height for the surgical team. Considera-
tion should also be given at this point to whether perioperative antibiotics (if to
be used) have been given.

Excision and Hemostasis

The operation can then be started. What I will describe in the next few paragraphs
are the principles of an operation for a massive burn (�50% TBSA). These
principles can be modified to other smaller burns as indicated. In general, excision
and donor site procurement should be done anteriorly followed by repositioning
of the patient to the prone position. Posterior donor sites procurement and excision
can then take place, followed by placement of grafts. The patient is again rolled
supine, with placement of grafts anteriorly.

Beginning the operation can be done in one of two ways, depending on
the depth of the burn. If most of the wound is of an indeterminate depth, it is
not clear whether autograft skin will be necessary at all. In that case, excision
of the wound should take place first. I generally do this by passes with a der-
matome set at 10/1000 inch. If good punctate bleeding is reached with one or
two passes at this depth and dermal elements are still present in the wound bed
with no exposed fat, this wound will heal spontaneously and will not require
autografting. Once hemostasis is established, appropriate dressings can be applied
(discussed later in this chapter). If it is found to be of a depth that will require
autografting, these can be obtained after excision. In most cases, what will be
found is that some areas will heal spontaneously and others will not. The appropri-
ate amount of donor site skin can then be procured, thus minimizing donor site
scarring.
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In wounds the majority of which will clearly require autografting, it is best
to make an estimate of the amount of donor site skin required, and then to begin
the operation by obtaining these. I generally begin by taking anterior donor sites
at 10/1000 of an inch with a Zimmer dermatome. If possible, donor sites should
be chosen that are conspicuous and will have a good color match for the wound
bed. Donor sites on the abdomen, in the groin and perineum, and in the axillae
are best harvested after clysis of the sites with a Pitkin’s device. I generally avoid
taking donor grafts from the dorsum or sole of the foot because of poor healing
and improper skin type for most wound beds, respectively. Once the planned
donor sites that are accessible anteriorly are taken, the donor site dressings should
be applied and secured.

Excision of the wounds is then begun. This can be done with the Braithwaite
knife, dermatome, or Weck blade. In general, the large areas such as the chest/
abdomen and anterior thighs and legs are attended to first. Excision of the arms
and hands can wait until later in the operation. The excision is best accomplished
with traction on the eschar coming through the knife. The excision is completed
when good bleeding viable tissue is reached. Sometimes, this layer may be in
the fat, but the color is red instead of glistening yellow. In this case, the excision
should be extended further until good yellow glistening fat is reached (the mne-
monic being red is dead).

On occasion, it may be necessary to extend the excision down to the level
of the fascia for very deep wounds. It also may be necessary to go to this level
should invasive wound infection occur in a previously excised bed. I try to avoid
fascial excisions, because this causes problems in the reconstructive phase due
to contour difficulties. In addition, if a fascial excision is carried out unnecessarily
early in the course of treatment or if invasive infection ensues, options for exci-
sional treatment are very limited (i.e., amputation).

Once it is confirmed that the proper layer has been reached for all the
anterior areas, hemostasis can begin. I do this by applying dry laparotomy sponges
to the wound beds and applying pressure if possible with elastic bandages (e.g.,
on the legs). I then make the sponges damp with dilute epinephrine solution
(1:400,000 concentration). The sponges are then carefully removed beginning at
the edge of the excised area, and the electrocautery pen is used to cauterize
large vessels. Capillary bleeding generally stops with observation for 20–30 s.
If bleeding persists, fibrin sealant can be used to secure hemostasis. After this
is completed, apply gauze sponges again with elastic dressings, if possible, in
preparation to move the patient to the prone position.

Before the patient can be moved to the prone position, some monitors must
be disconnected so that that they are not lost. I disconnect the arterial line in the
groin, the oxygen saturationmonitors, and the Foley catheter temperature monitor.
Then, I position two members of the surgical team on one side of the table: one
at the shoulders and another at the hips. The patient is then rolled prone into the
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arms of these two surgeons and completely lifted from the table. Another sterile
roll is placed where the hips will reside, and then the patient is laid back on the
table. All of these maneuvers are done while the anesthesia team has direct control
of the airway. A stack of towels is placed under the forehead and another under
the ankles. The monitors are then reconnected.

The posterior excision can then begin. It is done similarly to the anterior
excision, depending on the estimated depth of burn. I prefer to take scalp donor
sites in the prone position, because this gives better access to the entire area. The
Pitkin’s device should be used for clysis of the scalp, and is also useful in taking
buttock donor sites. Excision of the back is followed by completion of leg eschar
excision. I still do not excise the arms at this point, as they can be adequately
accessed from the supine position. Attempting to excise these in the prone position
often leads to inadvisable traction on the brachial plexus, which can lead to nerve
injuries. Hemostasis is obtained as previously described.

Grafting

Once the excision has been performed, and the necessary donor sites obtained,
a decision must be made as to what will be grafted, and how the grafts will be
handled (meshed). In the case of partial-thickness injury, a number of options are
available, including placement of antimicrobial dressings, cadaveric homograft to
attain wound coverage, or placement of a skin substitute. Antimicrobial dressings
consist of Silvadene or Polysporin; antimicrobial soaks of silver nitrate, Dakin’s
solution, or Sulfamylon, or a silver-impregnated dressing (i.e., Acticoat). These
can be applied with the plan for routine dressing changes. I generally avoid this
because the consequent dressing changes are painful. This type of treatment is
limited in our practice to wounds with adherent pseudoeschar 5–7 days after
injury that is very difficult to remove without full-thickness excision.

The option of applying homograft to excised partial-thickness burns is at-
tractive, since the wound has been definitively treated without the need for contin-
ued debridement and dressing changes. Usually the homograft will reject after
2–3 weeks. The drawback to this technique is that on occasion some dermal
elements of the homograft will incorporate, leaving a meshed pattern in the skin
that is cosmetically less acceptable. I generally use this technique if large areas
will remain open (�50% TBSA).

The final step is application of a skin substitute such as Biobrane. This
substance is elastic, and can be stretched circumferentially around the extremities
with excellent adherence rates. It can also be applied as sheets over the trunk
and secured by staples. Biobrane is also available in a glove form to facilitate
coverage of the hands. If Biobrane is used, the substance should overlap the
wound edges to ensure complete coverage and maximize adherence. We have
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had great success in treating partial-thickness wounds in this way in areas up to
70% of TBSA.

Full-thickness wounds are optimally covered with autograft. In planning
autograft coverage, the smaller the mesh ratio, the better the cosmetic outcome
(sheets � 1:1 � 2:1 � 4:1 � 9:1). However, this must be weighed against how
much autograft is available and how much wound is present. If the amount of
autograft is insufficient to close the wound if applied in sheets or 1:1 mesh ratio,
a 2:1 ratio should be considered. If even this is insufficient, 4:1 or 9:1 ratios
should be considered. I usually try to limit 4:1 or 9:1 ratios to coverage of the
trunk, thighs, and upper arms for cosmetic reasons. An estimate can be made of
how much autograft skin will be required for 4:1 closure of the trunk, thighs,
and upper arms. This amount of autograft is then meshed in that fashion. The
rest of the autograft skin is then meshed in a smaller ratio and applied to other
areas. If even widely expanded autografts are insufficient to close the wounds,
the remaining open areas should be treated with application of homografts. These
can be removed at subsequent operations, with application of autograft taken
from the available donor sites that have healed. When donor sites have been taken
at 10/1,000 of an inch, the donor sites usually heal within a week, and are ready
to be reharvested. In truly massive burns (�80% TBSA) complete wound closure
may require up to eight operations in this fashion.

Application of autografts to excised wound beds assumes that hemostasis
has been obtained. As stated previously, one of the reasons for graft loss is
development of hematoma under the grafts, thus depriving the transplanted cells
of nutrients and the ability to vascularize. If a wide mesh is used (4:1 ratio), this
is of less concern. Placement of autografts should be designed so that the lines
inherent in the graft from seams and the mesh pattern follow the lines of Langer
when possible. In our practice, autograft skin is placed dermal side up on a fine-
mesh gauze backing after it is meshed to facilitate placement on the wound bed.
Natural curling of the autograft toward the dermal side can be obviated by gentle
irrigation with a bulb syringe to expand the graft completely while it is on the
mesh. The autograft is then applied to the wound bed and the fine mesh gauze
removed. At this point, I usually affix one side of the graft with staples and
maximally expand the graft in the other directions. Grafts can then be applied
adjacent to this as required for wound closure.

When using 4:1 or 9:1 mesh ratios, the wound will still be mostly open
after application of the autograft. At this point, we advise that the wound be
completely closed by application of cadaveric homograft over the autograft
(Fig. 2). When using this technique, staples are not applied until all layers of the
skin are in place. With successful graft take using this technique, the autograft
and homograft become adherent and vascularized. With time, the homograft cells
reject while the autograft cells expand, thus completing wound healing.
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FIGURE 2 Homograft coverage of 4:1 autografts.

Selection of the donor sites, mesh ratio, and placement of the grafts com-
prise the majority of the art of burn surgery. The wound bed can be viewed as
a puzzle, and the autograft as pieces of it. The advantage of this model is that
the pieces can be cut to fit the puzzle. However, efforts should be made to keep
the pieces whole in order to minimize seams.

Application of Dressings

Once the grafts are in place posteriorly, dressings should be applied. In areas that
are dependent such as the back and the buttocks, tie-over bolsters should be
placed to minimize shearing. This is done by placing � 0 silk sutures around the
wound bed. Sutures should be placed in such a way that a geometric shape results
when they are tied (rectangles or squares work best). In the case of a wound bed
that goes around to the anterior trunk, it is only necessary to bolster to the posterior
axillary line. Once the sutures are in place, a layer of one-half polysporin 1%
ointment and one-half nystatin 1% ointment (polymyco)-impregnated fine-mesh
gauze should be placed over the wound. Several layers of cotton gauze (5–6 cm)
are placed over this, and the sutures are tied over all this firmly so that the dressing
does not slide. In the case of the buttocks, polymyco gauze should be wrapped
over the cotton gauze to minimize soiling. The legs do not require bolsters,
because they can be wrapped circumferentially once the patient is in the supine
position. I generally do not apply any dressings at all on the legs until the patient
is placed back in the supine position.

At this point, the patient can be returned back to the supine position. This
is accomplished by disconnecting the monitors again and covering the patient
with a clean drape. The patient is then rolled back into the arms of two members
of the surgical team at the shoulders and hips. The patient is lifted completely
off the bed, the hip and ankle rolls are removed, and the patient placed back onto
the shoulder roll as the monitors are reconnected.

Attention is then given to placement of the grafts anteriorly on the legs,
perineum, and trunk. Simultaneous with this, the arms are elevated with hooks
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(as described above), and the excision carried out on them. After hemostasis is
obtained, grafts are placed. Dressings are applied as previously mentioned on the
trunk, but bolsters are not necessary. The limbs are dressed with circumferential
strips of polymyco gauze followed by layers of cotton gauze and an elastic
bandage.

The limbs should be splinted in extension at the elbows and knees. This
can be done by the surgeon with plaster or fiber glass placed posteriorly followed
by another elastic bandage. As an alternative, splints can be applied with Ther-
moplast in the recovery room by either the surgeon or experienced occupational
and physical therapists.

The Surgical Team

For these operations to be done in a timely manner requires at least two experi-
enced surgeons, and up to four are preferable. Many of the tasks detailed here
can be done simultaneously. The senior surgeon makes decisions regarding the
adequacy of excision, which donor site areas will be taken, and how the skin
will be meshed and where it will be placed. He or she also participates in excision,
placement of the grafts, and application of dressings with assistance from the
other surgeons.

The anesthesia team and nursing team also play key roles in the actual
performance of the operation. At our institution, the anesthesia team not only
administers anesthesia, but also participates by holding the airway during position
changes, turning on the air pressure for the Pitkin’s device, and irrigating the
wounds with dilute epinephrine solution. The nursing staff has the responsibility
not only for providing instruments and other equipment required to do the opera-
tion but also for meshing the grafts. For excision of large burns (�40% TBSA),
we have found that two of the nursing staff should be scrubbed, with one providing
instruments and another meshing the skin.

TREATMENTS SPECIFIC TO ANATOMICAL LOCATION

Particular anatomical regions require specific treatments. These issues should be
considered and incorporated into the operative plan.

Head and Neck

The head and neck have an ample blood supply that enable it to resist invasive
infection better than other parts of the body. It is also probably the most important
area in terms of cosmesis and function (eyes, mouth). The color of the skin in
this area is relatively specific. For these reasons, it is treated differently than
other areas. Since the face is so important cosmetically, sharp excision of eschar
is not recommended in order to preserve any dermal and epidermal structures
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FIGURE 3 Cosmetic units of the face. Application of sheet grafts should be in this
distribution, if possible.

that may survive. This practice is tolerated because of the excellent blood supply
to the area that resists infection. Once the eschar separates in 10–14 days, the
underlying wound can be grafted. Because of the unique skin coloration in this
area, autograft skin should be obtained from donor sites above the clavicles. I
generally use donor skin taken from the scalp for this purpose. The autograft skin
should be applied in sheets to minimize scarring. Since it is almost always neces-
sary to have seams in the grafts, the autograft skin pieces should be applied in
cosmetic units, which are designed to hide the seams in natural lines on the face
(Fig. 3).

Nipple/areolar Complex

Because of the nature of the mammary ducts, keratinocytes are often found deep
beneath the skin. These will proliferate and affect wound closure in this area if
left in place. The coloration of the areola is also very specific, and not easily
reconstructed outside of color tattooing. For these reasons, the nipple/areolar
complex should not be excised even if it appears to have eschar and all the
surrounding skin is lost.
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Buttocks and Perineum

The buttocks and perineum are in a very difficult position for skin grafts to take,
since the dressings applied are often soiled from excrement, and cleaning the
result often shears the grafts. For this reason, I always try to graft this region
first, before loose stools occur. If this is unsuccessful, it may be necessary to
leave the patient in the prone position at later operations after application of grafts
to this area while they adhere.

The penis and scrotum have an excellent blood supply, so they will usually
heal in a timely fashion. The skin in this region occupies a highly important
function, so, in general, excision is avoided. In the case of a small burn to the
shaft of the penis, excision and primary closure akin to a circumcision can suffice.
The scrotum is also a very good donor site because it heals well, is relatively
hidden, and can be vastly expanded to provide a surprising amount of donor skin.

Hands

The hands are a very important in terms of function and cosmesis. Most burns
of the hand are limited to the dorsal surface as the hand is clenched during
injury. Unfortunately, sometimes the digits sustain a second injury associated
with diminished perfusion during resuscitation. Therefore, it is not uncommon
for some parts of the digits to be lost. I usually allow the necrotic part to demarcate
clearly prior to amputation in an attempt to preserve as much length as possible;
even a few millimeters will contribute greatly to function. Once a viable wound
bed is achieved on the hand, grafts should be placed that are either not meshed
or meshed tightly at a 1:1 ratio to improve cosmesis. Because of the anatomical
structure on the dorsum of the digits, burns through to the extensor tendons can
result in boutonniere deformities even with complete wound closure due to sliding
of tendons medial and lateral around the proximal interphalangeal joint. Extension
contractures at the metacarpophalangeal joint are also common because the burn
and subsequent scarring are limited to the dorsal surface. For these two reasons,
consideration should be given to fixing the digits in extension at the proximal
interphalangeal joint and flexion at the metacarpophalangeal joint by insertion
of threaded Kirschner wires which are removed after complete wound healing,
and position can be maintained easily with splints. Early mobilization of the hand
will also decrease these contractures.

The skin on the palm of the hand is specialized in that it is very thick and
highly keratinized to withstand the significant shearing forces. Burns to the palm
of the hand are uncommon, but when they occur, should be treated with debride-
ment and spontaneous separation, as they will often heal spontaneously because
of the depth of the skin. Allowing this to happen preserves the skin type and thus
function. Should the palm of the hand sustain a full-thickness burn, the autograft
skin should come from the sole of the foot to match the keratinocyte function.
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Feet

The foot has two specialized surfaces; the sole and the dorsum. The sole is very
thick with both keratin and layers of keratinocytes, therefore it often will heal
spontaneously similarly to the palm of the hand. The dorsum of the foot, however,
has a thin layer of skin that has a different pliability than other areas of skin. For
this reason, it does not make a good donor site for anything other than the dorsum
of the other foot. Great care must also be taken with excision of full-thickness
eschar in this area, because the extensor tendons are in very close proximity to
the skin. Autograft skin applied to this area should be of a narrow mesh to avoid
hypertrophic scarring, which can make it difficult to fit shoes. The toes require
the same considerations as the fingers; portions of them can become necrotic
both from the burn itself and from the vagaries of resuscitation. I treat all the
regions of the foot in a fashion similar to the hand, except for the use of Kirschner
wires.

BURN SIZE AND THE STAGING OF OPERATIONS

Small Burns

Burns involving less than 10% of the total body surface area can almost always
be managed with a single operation. The most important decision lies in whether
some or all of the wound can be closed with local flaps and, if not, where the
donor site can be taken that will minimize scarring. The scalp has been shown
to be a safe donor site that will provide for minimal donor site scarring and will
heal quickly because of its excellent vascularity. For this reason, it is one of my
preferred donor sites for small burns. The problem arises with the complication
of alopecia resulting from technical error, and the potential for significant donor
site scarring with the development of male pattern baldness in some patients.
These possibilities should be discussed with the patient and his or her family
before a decision is made. Other potential donor sites include the upper anterior
thigh or the buttock, which also remain hidden with normal clothing. Selection
of the donor site should also consider the color match of the wounded area, which
is most significant on the head and neck. Some surgeons also prefer to close
these wounds with full-thickness grafts taken from the groin that will provide
for better function and cosmesis at the wound site, and minimize donor site
morbidity because the donor site can be closed primarily.

Autograft application should be either in sheets or 1:1 meshing. Once exci-
sion and grafting have taken place, the wound must be dressed. On occasion, it
will be better to apply a bolster-type dressing regardless of the anatomical area,
because this will allow for greater patient mobility. In the case of the foot and
lower leg, consideration should be given to application of an Unna’s paste wrap
over an antimicrobial dressing, which will provide for pressure to the wound bed
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and splinting of the extremity. If the dressings are applied in either of these
fashions, this can sometimes be done as outpatient surgery without admission to
the hospital. Inspection of the wound and dressing changing can then be done in
the outpatient area 5–7 days later.

Medium to Large Burns

Burns involving 10–40% of the TBSA are treated differently. These burns gener-
ally will require meshed autograft at a 2:1 ratio, and at times, more than one
operation. Staging the closure has the benefit of minimizing donor sites to the
conspicuous areas of the scalp and thighs. Those that are cosmetically acceptable
are taken twice with closure of the wound with homograft in the interim while
the donor sites heal. The drawback to this practice is that the patient will be in
the hospital longer as the donor sites heal, with the added risk of two procedures.
If this is not desirable, consideration can be given to either taking autograft donor
sites from more visible areas such as the abdomen, back, arms, and legs, or
meshing the autograft at a 4:1 ratio. This will, however, lead to cosmetic deficits.
These possibilities should be discussed with the patient and his or her family,
and a decision reached prior to the operation. Otherwise, these operations should
proceed as previously described.

Massive Burns

Burns involving more than 40% of the TBSA will almost always require staged
operations for closure because of donor site limitations. It is also a race to restore
skin continuity as soon as possible to maximize survival. It is our practice to
procure all available donor sites in these situations, and use widely expanded
autografts. We begin by applying the available autograft to the posterior areas
of the back and buttocks first to maximize wound closure. It is our observation
that the first excision and grafting procedure is associated with the greatest graft
take, thus the posterior areas are addressed first, as these are the most difficult
to close in later operations. If some autograft is left over, it can be applied to the
posterior thighs or other anterior areas. Remaining open areas are closed with
homograft. The patient is then returned to the operating room when the donor
sites have healed in about a week, addressing further areas as required. The order
in which anatomical areas is addressed in my practice is as follows: back and
buttocks, posterior thighs and legs, anterior trunk, anterior thighs and legs, arms
and hands, and finally, the head and neck. As these staged procedures proceed,
consideration can be given to tightening the mesh ratio to improve cosmesis and
function particularly in the hands, arms, and face after the majority of the wounds
are closed with a larger mesh ratio.

Burns upwards of 85% of the total body surface area might be best treated
with cultured epithelial autografts because of the extreme donor site limitation.
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If this is a consideration, a full-thickness skin biopsy should be sent for study at
the first operation. The resulting grafts can be applied 3–4 weeks later. In the
meantime, staged operations with autograft obtained from the available donor
sites should continue to affect wound closure. Even after application and adher-
ence of the cultured skin, it is our observation that the resulting skin is very
fragile. It will require repeated operations to replace the skin with autograft taken
from the available donor sites to gain durable wound closure.[10]

DERMAL EQUIVALENTS

Scarring can be minimized with the use of full-thickness grafts that have a com-
plete layer of epidermis and dermis. Most of the techniques described above with
partial-thickness skin grafts provide for epidermal coverage, but do not address
the loss of dermis, leading to significant scarring. An extrapolation of the finding
of decreased scarring with full-thickness grafts has led to the search for a dermal
replacement to be used with partial-thickness skin grafts. Two products are cur-
rently available that hold this promise: Integra and AlloDerm. These two products
have different properties and are thus used differently. These products are cur-
rently being widely used in many centers based on the hope that they will improve
outcomes. These improvements, however, have not yet been firmly established.
Their use is also associated with significant increases in cost.

Integra

This is a skin substitute with a dermal equivalent layer consisting of collagen
and other matrix proteins that vascularizes and functions as a neodermis. With
good take, this neodermis is reported to improve the pliability and appearance
of the scar. Integra also has an epidermal component of a silicone layer that
functions as a barrier while the underlying neodermal layer vascularizes. After
this takes place over 10–14 days after application, the silicone layer can be
removed and replaced with thin split-thickness autografts. In the interim, the
wound is completely closed.

Integra is applied and treated postoperatively similarly to autograft or homo-
graft skin. Some practitioners apply it in sheets, while others will mesh it at a 1:
1 ratio to minimize underlying fluid accumulations. Securing staples are generally
not placed between sheets of Integra. Instead the staples are applied to single
sheets to minimize losses due to shearing, because the sheets of Integra are not
as pliable as skin because of the silicone layer. The Integra will progressively
vascularize over 10–21 days, which is signified by increasing redness upon in-
spection. When the silicone layer begins to separate spontaneously, it must be
replaced with autograft in a staged procedure. This is one of the drawbacks of
this product; it requires more than one procedure.
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AlloDerm

AlloDerm is obtained from cadaveric homograft skin treated to remove all the
cells, leaving only the dermal matrix. This process removes all the allogenic
properties from the dermis, so that it does not induce rejection. This product is
a dermal replacement that does not have an epidermal component, which must
be provided with autograft. Its use, therefore, is predicated on the availability of
autograft skin to close the wound. It is generally applied to the wound bed directly
followed by application of autograft on top of this in a sandwich fashion. All of
this then vascularizes, leaving wound coverage with both a dermal layer and
epidermal layer in one procedure.
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Surgical Approaches to the Major Burn

Juan P. Barret
Broomfield Hospital, Chelmsford, Essex, United Kingdom

The treatment of major burn injuries with immediate (within 24 h from the injury)
total burn wound excision (all full-thickness and deep dermal injuries are excised
and homografted) has been described in chapter 9. Two main approaches have
proven effective for the treatment of massive burn wounds:

Immediate burn wound excision
Serial or sequential early burn wound excision

They differ significantly in terms of timing of surgery (first 24 h vs. first 72 h)
and extent of the excision (total or near total vs. sequential). They represent an
alternative for each other, and there is still great debate regarding the timing and
extent of excision, especially in patients whose survival is questionable. The
general philosophy of the major burn excision reviewed in Chapter 9 is entirely
valid for both approaches. However, intraoperative and postoperative care issues
differ as to the extent of the surface to be excised and the number of times the
patients has to return to for further skin autografting procedures.

A third therapeutic approach used in some burn centers throughout Europe
is the treatment of massive burn injuries with daily or twice-daily application
of cerium nitrate–silver sulfadiazine (Flammacerium) and delayed excision and
autografting. Some reports suggest that patients present with improved and re-
covered inmunological function and good protection against invasive burn wound

249
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infection. All three therapeutic approaches are summarized and compared in the
following sections.

IMMEDIATE TOTAL BURN WOUND EXCISION

In this therapeutic approach, all deep dermal and full-thickness burns are excised
after admission, ideally within 24 h of injury. Resuscitation is started and carried
on during surgery, and urine output and other hemodynamic parameters govern
it. Operative losses are replaced with reconstituted whole blood (one unit of fresh
frozen plasma � one unit of packed red cells) calculated to replace a blood loss
of 0.5 ml/cm2 excised. Blood gas analysis and measurement of blood count and
electrolytes are repeated every 30 min during surgery to determine the adequacy
of fluid resuscitation and operative blood loss replacement. Patients receive peri-
operative antibiotics to prevent postoperative sepsis due to bacterial translocation
from the gut.

Donor sites are harvested first, unless paucity of donor sites necessitates
the use of culture keratinocyte techniques, in which case a skin biopsy is obtained
to perform such techniques. If planned wound closure includes the use of Integra,
donor sites are not harvested at this time.

The patient is placed in the supine position and any deep dermal and full-
thickness burns on the anterior torso and abdomen are excised. Active arterial
and large venous bleeder points are controlled with diathermy and bipolar cautery.
Epinephrine-soaked (1:10.000) Telfa dressings and laparotomy pads soaked in
epinephrine solution are applied and secured with sterile drapes. A second opera-
tive table is placed parallel to the main operative table and the patient is turned
prone. The back is then excised and hemostasis is obtained in the standard fashion.
When complete hemostasis has been obtained, the wound is closed. Wound clo-
sure may proceed by three different but complementary approaches:

1. Integra
2. Split-thickness autografts meshed 4:1 with an overlay of nonmeshed

allografts (sandwich technique)
3. Split thickness autografts meshed 2:1

The meshing pattern used for wound closure depends on burn surface area and
donor site availability.

Following wound closure, the grafts or skin substitutes are secured with a
bolster (should include the whole back), or Biobrane. After completion, the patient
is returned to the main operative table. This order is advised to prevent any blood
loss pouring onto the dressing applied on the back. If the back is excised first
and the excision proceeds on the anterior trunk, the bolsters will inevitably become
soaked with blood, saline, and debris.
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The anterior trunk is checked for appropriate hemostasis and the wound is
covered with Integra or sheet homografts (usually all available autografts have
been already used to autograft the back). If some areas can still be autografted,
meshing expansions no bigger than 3:1 are used.

Attention is then turned to the upper and lower limbs. Excision should
proceed in an orderly fashion. Excision under tourniquet is strongly advised. If
tourniquets are not used, no more than one team should operate at the same time.
The simultaneous excision of two limbs without tourniquet control can lead to
patient exsanguination and cardiac arrest. If tourniquets are used, no more than
two teams should operate at the same time. In general, tourniquets are inflated
and excision proceeds from top to bottom and medial to lateral until all burned
tissue has been removed. Hemostasis proceeds in the standard fashion and the
wounds are closed with either Integra or homografts (not meshed). If the axillary
area is excised, the grafts or skin substitutes are secured with bolsters.

Wounds are dressed with petrolatum-impregnated fine-mesh gauze and
burn dressings (large padded cotton-based dressings). Topical antimicrobial solu-
tions may be used (i.e., silver nitrate, Sulfamylon). As an alternative, the wounds
may be covered with Acticoat, a nanocrystalline silver nitrate dressing (petrola-
tum-impregnated fine-mesh gauze should then not be applied directly to the
wound). It is normally necessary to change the outer burn dressings at 48–72 h
because of oozing and exudates from the wound (burn wound edema). Splints
are fabricated in the operating room before the patient is fully dressed. Patient
may benefit from an air-fluidized bed if their back has been grafted or harvested.

The postoperative surgical plan differs depending on the wound closure
strategy utilized:

Integra: Patients return 2–3 weeks following the first operation to start
Integra grafting with super-thin (6/1000 inch) split-thickness skin auto-
grafts.

Autografts: Patients return at weekly intervals (for further autografting and
change of homografts) until complete wound closure has been achieved.
When patients’ wounds are fully covered, an aggressive rehabilitation
program is started (in the meantime, patients benefit from active and
passive therapy between operations).

SERIAL OR SEQUENTIAL EARLY BURN WOUND EXCISION

Serial or sequential excision is less aggressive but its goal is to excise the whole
burn wound within a week before colonization of burn wound by gram-negative
bacteria has occurred.

Burn patients are resuscitated and burn wounds are treated with the applica-
tion of silver sulfadiazine or cerium nitrate–silver sulfadiazine dressings for
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48–72 h. Two to three days after the injury, patients–undergo surgical excision
and closure of the wound. The burn wound is serially excised in sessions of up
to 20–25% total body surface area burned. The patient returns then at 48 h
intervals for further surgery until the whole burn has been excised.

Excision starts with large burned areas. The back is excised first in the first
operation. If the back has not been burned, the excision starts with the anterior
trunk and proceeds from major to minor areas until all burns are excised. The
following is the orderly fashion of sequential or serial early burn wound excision.
If one of the areas has not been burned, excision proceeds to the next area awaiting
excision:

1. Back
2. Chest and abdomen
3. Lower limbs
4. Upper limbs
5. Face and neck (day 10)

After excision of one of the burned areas is completed, patients return to the burn
intensive care unit where general treatment as per unit protocols is continued.
Patients are stabilized and prepared for the next operative session. Nonexcised
burns are treated with daily or twice-daily application of silver sulfadiazine or
cerium nitrate–silver sulfadiazine creams. Patients should receive peroperative
antibiotics based on burn unit sensitivities to prevent sepsis from bacterial translo-
cation.

Massive burns are generally closed with Integra. If Integra is not to be
used, the sandwich technique may be utilized, although mesh expansion of 2:1
up to 3:1 should be used in an attempt to minimize scarring. If Integra is not
used, excised areas are closed with nonmeshed homografts, which are changed
7–15 days posthomografting.

Patients whose wounds have been closed with Integra, return generally
between day 15 and 18 to undergo skin autografting (or day 21 or later if Integra
viability is in doubt). If, on the other hand, the patient has been treated with
sandwich technique or skin autografts and homografts, he or she returns weekly
for further autografting and change of homografts.

As with patients treated with immediate burn wound excision, patients
benefit from air-fluidized beds, splints, early physiotherapy, and aggressive reha-
bilitation following completion of wound closure.

CERIUM NITRATE–SILVER SULFADIAZINE
(FLAMMACERIUM) AND DELAYED EXCISION AND
AUTOGRAFTING

Excellent reports of patients with massive burns treated with cerium nitrate–silver
sulfadiazine have been published by groups in France, Belgium, and the Nether-
lands.
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The rationale for this regimen is based on preservation of cell-mediated
immunity, a broad antimicrobial spectrum, and a calcification of the burn eschar,
which, all together, have led to highly favorable mortality data in burn patients
with very large, ostensibly lethal injuries.

Upon admission, patients are resuscitated and general treatment is started
according to burn unit protocols. Burn wounds are debrided of blisters and loose
debris, and cerium nitrate–silver sulfadiazine (Flammacerium) is applied. A gen-
erous application of the cream is necessary to cover the entire wound and allow
penetration of the cerium nitrate in the wound. It is the author’s experience that
either silver sulfadiazine or cerium nitrate–silver sulfadiazine provides the best
antimicrobial properties and eschar saturation if the antimicrobial creams are
applied twice daily. During the first week after injury, patients undergo surgical
donor site harvesting and areas of 10–15% total body surface area (TBSA) burn
are excised and grafted. Patients are returned to the operating room when donor
sites are healed for further autografting of limited burn areas. Unexcised burns
continue to be treated with cerium nitrate–silver sulfadiazine.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The burn wound is the source of almost all ill effects, local and systemic, seen
in a burned patient. Surgical removal of the burn wound results in a much im-
proved patient and, when done early, improvements in survival as well as in a
decline in morbidity. Burn patients were treated conservatively for many decades,
allowing the burn eschar to separate by the action of human and bacterial collagen-
ases. Patients were admitted to the most isolated wards in the hospital, where
pain, odor, and human misery were hidden. Those who survived their injuries
were condemned to disfigurement and disability.

Although burn injuries are frequent in our society, many surgeons are un-
comfortable in managing patients with major thermal trauma. With an overall
incidence of more than 800 burn cases per 100,000 person/year, only motor
vehicle accidents cause more accidental deaths than burns. During the past cen-
tury, many lessons were learnt regarding the initial management, resuscitation,
infection control, and local treatment of burns. Early in the 1960s, it was becoming
plain that burn care is a complex enterprise involving many professional disci-
plines. From a logistical point of view, it was sensible to concentrate severely
burned patients in the same ward so that an experienced team could be trained
to provide Continuing care, both medical and psychosocial. Soon after, the devel-
opment of new and more effective resuscitation formulas and the synthesis of
silver sulfadiazine opened a new era in burn treatment. Severely burned patients
were no longer doomed to death from burn shock or burn wound sepsis.

A new challenge, however, appeared on the horizon of burn care. Surgeons
were faced with patients who survived beyond the initial phase of their injury,
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and definitive care of the burn wound began to be the main focus of all clinical
and research efforts. Previously, nearly all large, deep burns had been treated
expectantly: eschar was permitted to slough spontaneously, and open wounds
were left to granulate. Split-thickness skin grafts were then applied, in a process
that lasted weeks or, frequently, months before permanent wound closure could
be achieved. Conservative treatment was recognized as being contrary to the
fundamental principle in the treatment of other traumatic wounds learned during
the two world wars: the prompt excision of all devitalized tissue. The debate
remained hypothetical because of numerous practical clinical constraints. Then
advances were made that changed the clinical environment: the availability of
new powered dermatomes and mesh-expanding techniques, and sophisticated in-
traoperative and critical care monitoring. Pediatric burn patients have benefited
most from this new era of early excision and grafting. Children present with the
best survival rate among burn patients, with an excellent psychosocial adaptation
to normal living.

The approach most used often in burn centers today throughout the world
is the staged surgical wound closure. In this approach, unequivocally deep burns
are excised at intervals of approximately 7 days, with immediate coverage of all
exposed areas by autologous skin grafts. The timing of the first surgical procedure
is dependent on the patient’s physiological status and on the clinical estimate of
burn depth. Burns that are left non-excised are usually treated with silver sulfadia-
zine or cerium nitrate–silver sulfadiazine. Early or immediate total excision has
emerged as an alternative to staged surgical wound closure. This approach re-
quires an experienced team and is logistically demanding of both personnel and
resources. It has been claimed that this aggressive approach may increase catabo-
lism and the inflammatory response, without real gains in patient survival. More-
over, it is generally believed that a short delay in surgical therapy is not harmful.

Early excision of the burn wound gained popularity in the early 1980s,
when excising the entire wound within the first 2 weeks postinjury began to be
feasible. The exact timing for wound excision, however, is still debatable. Many
kinds of local wound treatments have been described, but the twomain approaches
described above are in use in most institutions.

Conservative treatment of burn wounds with 1% silver sulfadiazine or cer-
ium nitrate sulfadiazine followed by serial excision of full-thickness burns is
currently the standard of care in many burn centers throughout the world. Burns
are excised in areas of as much as 20% total body surface area (TBSA) in one
operative setting, and patients return to the operating room when donor sites are
fully healed and ready to be harvested again. All full-thickness burns can be
excised first. Deep dermal and indeterminate-depth wounds are addressed later,
preventing excision of potentially viable tissue. Intraoperative and postoperative
management of patients is easier, but the patient needs to return many times to
the operation room. Episodes of bacterial translocation, bacteremia, and cardio-
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FIGURE 1 A patient with 95% TBSA burns (A) treated with immediate burn wound
excision and grafting. Currently, all children and young adults are candidates for
survival. No matter what surgical approach is utilized, the aim should be to obtain
LD50 over 90% TBSA burned (B).
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vascular instability are therefore repeated. Other disadvantages include exagger-
ated blood losses, prolongation of the hypermetabolic response, and increased
risk of infection and sepsis from remaining eschar in which bacteria proliferate.

Immediate near-total wound excision has been advocated as an excellent
alternative to serial debridement in patients with massive burns. All full-thickness
and deep partial-thickness burns are excised within 24 h of admission, and the
excised wounds are covered with autografts when feasible and homologous skin
grafts or skin substitutes to other areas if the burn exceeds the donor-site supply.
Infection control is easier. Burn eschars are excised completely so that burn
wound sepsis is no longer the major cause of death in these patients. Potentially
viable tissue, however, may be sacrificed with this technique. It has been postu-
lated that the surgical trauma of immediate burn wound excision may aggravate
the inflammatory and catabolic response, leading to potentially fatal complica-
tions. Furthermore, it is believed that the hemodynamic instability of burn patients
during the first 72 h after the injury makes their surgical management more likely
to lead to postoperative complications. Therefore, many authors still question the
safety and efficacy of immediate burn-wound excision in patients with massive
burns, preventing the spread of this technique.

Survival has increased dramatically during the past two decades. Reports
from institutions that carry out programs of immediate burn wound excision and
sequential burn wound excision have produced LD50 over 90% TBSA burned
in children and young adults and over 40% in patients older than 60 years old.

Nomatter the approach used to manage the burn wound, the program should
aim for these results. Currently, all young adults and children are candidates for
survival (Fig. 1)
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The Hand

Tomás Gómez-Cı́a and José I. Ortega-Martı́nez
Hospital Universitario Virgen del Rocı́o, Seville, Spain

INTRODUCTION

Resuscitation therapy in burn patients, early nutrition, topical treatment, and pro-
phylaxis against burn wound infection and its complications, as performed by a
multidisciplinary team of specialists in the burn units, have increased survival
of burn patients [1,2]. Psychological support and pain therapy have improved
adaptation to the accident, thus decreasing emotional sequelae.

The hands and the face are frequently involved in burn accidents. The
functional repercussions of severe burns on the hands are obvious, and for this
reason we believe that their correct treatment is very important. Thermal damage
to the hands, patient’s age, and percentage of burned body area requiring grafts
are the determining factors of the patient’s ability to return to his or her working
situation [3].

Factors that increase the severity of burns of the upper limbs include bilat-
eral involvement of hands, from causes such as flames, chemicals, or high-voltage
electricity (greater than 1000 V), deep burns involving the dorsum of the fingers,
and burns that are circumferential and/or causing inelastic wounds.

The primary objective of surgical treatment of burn patients is to increase
survival. However, surgery is also necessary to achieve a greater degree of func-
tionality of the burned areas, which has a considerable effect on the patient’s life

257
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[4]. Furthermore, burn surgery reduces treatment costs by reducing patients’
length of hospital stay and the number of complications and sequelae.

TOPICAL TREATMENT

After stabilizing the patient correctly and diagnosing the extent and depth of the
wounds and associated lesions, trauma, smoke inhalation, and other factors, we
begin treatment with intravenous fluids. Our overall objective is to achieve perma-
nent coverage of the burns as quickly as possible.

Topical treatment of burned hands is similar to that of the the rest of the body.
The first step is to eliminate the causative agent, dissipate the heat, and reduce the
temperature of the tissues in the first moments after the accident (cooling also re-
duces inflammation and relieves pain). This can be done by profusely flushing the
burns (which is especially important with chemical burns), or removing the patient
from contact with an electrical source. Local treatment of burns continues with the
elimination of devitalized superficial tissue, such as blisters on the hands that have
ruptured. Although there is controversy over the subject, we closely evaluate the
evolution of blisters that have not ruptured,watching for secondary ruptures, symp-
toms of a secondary infection, or a delay in epithelialization, which would indicate
a deep full-thickness burn. Once the patient is under analgesia, the wounds are pro-
fusely washed with a chlorhexidine gluconate soap. When there is a loss of epithe-
lium, they are covered with a petrolatum-impregnated gauze and absorbent dress-
ing. Each injured finger is bandaged individually, to allow greater mobility. When
a topical antiseptic is necessarywe prefer 1% silver sulfadiazine, which is effective
against gram-positive and gram-negative bacteria, including Pseudomonas spp.
Mafenide acetate is not available for clinical use in Spain, nor are silver nitrate solu-
tions used commonly.

Full-thickness circumferential burns, especially those on the upper limbs,
can cause compartment syndrome, which should be actively watched for in the
initial hours following the accident with every change of dressing. When it is
suspected, a decompresssion escharotomy should be performed (see below).

We emphasize to the patient the importance of postural drainage using early
elevation and active mobilization of the affected extremity. If patients are unable
to assist in their care due to their clinical condition, we place elastic traction at
the zenith to hold the injured upper limb upwards [5].

Bandages are changed at least once a day in the first days, and more fre-
quently if necessary. For outpatients with less severe burns, if there are no signs
of infection or pain, dressings can be changed after up to 48 h.

SURGICAL TREATMENT

General principles

The scientific foundations of current surgical treatment of burn patients, early
escharotomy, and wound coverage, were introduced in the late 1960s and early
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1970s by various authors [6]. They became widespread during the 1980s and
today are standard procedure in most burn units. Burns of the face and hands are
considered to be areas of high priority for treatment.

Surgical treatment of burned hands is limited to deep dermal burns and
full-thickness burns. It consists of surgical removal of the burned tissue and
coverage of the wound. Depending upon the location of the burn, depth, and deep
structures exposed after debriding, coverage of the burn will take the place of
secondary epithelialization. A partial or full-thickness cutaneous graft and local
or distant flaps are used; it will occasionally be necessary to use free flaps.

The objective is to provide cutaneous coverage within a maximum of 3 to
prevent the appearance of inelastic and/or retractile scars, joint rigidity, pain, and
functional weakness in the affected extremity [7]. There is controversy over the
optimal time for surgical treatment of burned hands. Although there is consensus
that early excision and grafting of the hands lead to better functional outcomes,
some authors suggest that expectant treatment of burns of undetermined thickness
followed by selective surgical debridement and coverage will reduce blood loss.
This method avoids the removal of vital tissues and preserves donor areas, with
acceptable functional results in the long term [8].

The main components of rehabilitative treatment in these patients are pos-
tural drainage of burned hands and splinting in the intrinsic plus position. The
thumb is splinted in flexion and abducted when active or passive mobilization
supervised by a physical therapist is not being performed [9].

As Robson advocated, the basic objectives of surgical treatment of the
burned hand in the acute phase include [10,11] the following:

1. Do not cause damage.
2. Maintain circulation, avoiding edema if possible, performing the neces-

sary escharotomies, especially in the case of high-voltage electrical
burns, including fasciotomies in those cases.

3. Prevent infection by using adequate topical wound treatment and then
proceed to early escharotomy of full-thickness burns.

4. Provide adequate coverage.
5. Preserve/recover mobility by appropriate splinting of the hands when

active or passive mobilization is not being performed.
6. Rehabilitate function.

Strategies

In our burn unit, we follow the flow charts documented in Figure 1 for surgical
treatment of hand burns.

Surgical treatment of hand burns depends on the depth and location of the
wounds. Burns rarely require surgical treatment on the palm of the hand, except
with very severe burns or electrical burns. However, the dorsum of the hand and
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FIGURE 1 Flow chart for coverage of hand burns.

digits frequently require surgical debridement and appropriate cutaneous cov-
erage.

Escharotomies

Compartment syndrome following burns

Compartment syndrome occurs when interstitial tissue pressure becomes greater
than the perfusion pressure of the tissue as a result of inflammation and edema
in a space that has reached its maximum distensibility (30 mmHg is considered
the highest tolerable pressure). The upper limbs in general, and particularly the
hands, are especially prone to this syndrome following a burn. This is because
they are approximately tubular structures with a small diameter and are frequently
affected with circumferential burns.

Various methods have been used to diagnose compartment syndrome. In-
tense, hard edema in the area of a full-thickness circumferential burn is highly
suggestive of this complication. Surgical treatment, which involves decompres-
sion escharotomy with or without decompression of the carpal tunnel at the level
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of the wrist, should be performed urgently. In our unit, we do not perform invasive
monitoring of this complication.

Surgical technique

Escharotomy of the burned hand is, in our opinion, an urgent and major surgical
procedure. In our burn unit it is performed in the unit’s surgery room with the
collaboration of an anaesthetist and the necessary nursing staff.

The technique involves making longitudinal incisions in segments with
inelastic circumferential burns, usually of full thickness. The areas of skin that
are not burned are preserved. The incisions, all of which are interconnected, are
made on the lateral aspect of the digits, the dorsum of the hand, and at the level
of the forearm and the arm on their dorsal and volar aspects. With escharotomies
at the level of the articular folds, the incisions should follow a sinuous path,
which avoids later scars perpendicular to the folds and retraction.

In the case of high-voltage electrical burns with suspected compartment
syndrome, the incisions should include the eschar and the deep fascia of each of
the affected muscle compartments, beyond the cutaneous burn lesion.

With circumferential burns of the wrist and with severe electrical burns,
we suggest performing a carpal retinaculotomy to release the median nerve at
the level of this anatomical gap.

It is vital to maintain careful hemostasis using ligatures and/or an elec-
troscalpel after making the drainage incisions. Otherwise, it will often be neces-
sary to establish hemostasis again later on in the treatment of the wound.

After performing the escharotomy of the upper extremity, we then generally
use a loose elastic suture with a vessel-loop in a fixed zigzag pattern, using clips
at the borders of the incision. Several days after the decompression escharotomy,
when the danger of compartment syndrome has passed, the ends of the elastic
sutures are subjected to progressive traction, which will approximate the edges
of the escharotomy. This favors a progressive closure of the exposed surface and
decreases subsequent scarring as a result of decompression.

Justification

The clinical justifications for an early escharectomy have been described in other
chapters.

The hands constitute approximately 4% of the adult body surface. There-
fore, early escharectomy of burned hands on a patient with extensive, life-threat-
ening burns may not be a priority from a systemic point of view. However, from
a functional standpoint, the hands, as well as the face, are of high priority since
they help determine the quality of life for patients who survive.

We, therefore, believe that surgical treatment in the form of an escharec-
tomy of deep partial-thickness burns and full-thickness burns of the hands should
be undertaken as soon as possible.
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Surgical techniques

Methodology. The escharectomy of the burned hand is considered a major
surgical procedure. It is performed under general anesthesia or with an axillary
block when feasible, alone, or in association with other surgical procedures to
remove devitalized tissue. It is, therefore, indicated for patients with deep partial-
thickness and full-thickness burns. This should take place early: after the third
day in patients with hemodynamic instability following the accident, and before
that in patients with isolated burns of the hands [12,13].

Two methodologies have been identified: tangential escharectomy, which
is more commonly used, and escharectomy, at the fascial level.

Tangential escharectomy. This method, which is described in detail in
other chapters in this book, is also the method of choice for burned hands.
Aspects of this anatomical zone that differ from other areas of the body are
the possibility of performing the procedure under ischemic conditions using
a pneumatic tourniquet. This procedure requires a modification of the criteria
for a sufficient escharectomy since we eliminate bleeding as an indicator of
having reached the level of healthy tissue. We are also faced with the difficulty
of performing the procedure in the interdigital spaces and on the dorsal aspect
of the digits, which makes it appropriate to use smaller dermatomes (such as
the Goulian dermatome). If it has not been affected, it is essential to preserve
the areolar connective tissue covering the deep structures of the dorsum of
the hand and digits. This is essential for recovery of the wounded area with
the use of cutaneous grafts.

To promote hemostasis, we use electrocoagulation or sutures, elevation of
the extremity being operated on, and compression bandages soaked in a 1:250,000
solution of epinephrine in crystaloid solution as a hemostatic agent. We do not
have experience in the use of topical clotting factors. Careful maintenance of
hemostasis is particularly important on the dorsum of the hand and digits, which
are anatomical areas where venous drainage occurs and may bleed profusely
during a tangential escharectomy.

Tangential escharectomy of the dorsum of the hand and digits has clear
advantages over escharectomy at the fascial level, especially with deep partial-
thickness burns. Preserving tissues that remain viable beneath the eschar
promotes faster wound healing. This will lead to reduced hospital stays and
associated costs and, most importantly, reduced incidence of secondary and
hypertrophic scarring, providing good functional results after coverage with
cutaneous grafts.

Escharectomy at the fascial level. Escharectomy at the fascial level can
be used for full-thickness hand burns that have defined limits. This method is
sometimes associated with digital amputation. The surgical technique, which has
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been described in other chapters, does not differ with the hands. We again wish
to emphasize the importance of maintaining very careful hemostasis. Following
this kind of escharectomy, deep structures of the hands and digits, such as extensor
tendons lacking tendon sheaths or interdigital joints, are often exposed, and this
determines wound coverage. In this circumstance, cutaneous grafts would not be
indicated, which makes it necessary to use flaps of some type.

Coverage

Temporary coverage

Once the escharectomy is complete, it is important to provide coverage for the
wound to prevent desiccation and the resulting increase in depth of the wound
with the appearance of new eschars. The treatment of choice for coverage of
hand burns after an escharectomy is usually a cutaneous graft taken from the
patient. When the condition of the patient or the wound requires it, or when
cutaneous graft donor areas are very scarce, we cover the wound with temporary
dressings. However, we consider the face and hands to be priorities in the surgical
treatment of burn patients, and are therefore less limited by these conditions.

Some of the materials used, in order of preference, include the following:

Biological substitutes
Cadaveric skin: fresh, cryopreserved, or preserved in glycerol
Cryopreserved amniotic membrane
Porcine xenografts

Biosynthetic wound dressing: Biobrane (Woodruff Labs, Santa Ana, CA,
USA).

Bioengineered skin substitutes
Epidermal substitutes: Autologous keratinocyte cultures, such as Epicel
(Genzyme, Cambridge, MA, USA)

Dermal substitutes
Transcyte (Smith and Nephew, Largo, FL)
Integra Artificial Skin (Integra Life Sciences, Plainsboro, NJ, USA)
Alloderm (Lifecell, Woodland, TX, USA)
Oasis (Cook, Spencer, IN, USA)
Dermal–epidermal substitutes: Apligraf (Organogenesis, Canton, MA,
USA)

For a more complete description of these substitutes, which are rarely used on
hand burns in our unit, we refer the reader to other chapters in this volume.

Definitive coverage

Deep, partial-thickness burns and full-thickness burns require permanent coverage
of the wound.
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FIGURE 2 Partial-thickness, intermediate-width laminar cutaneous grafts are the
most frequent indication for coverage of the burned hand after a tangential eschare-
ctomy. We have found adhesive sutures to be useful for securing the graft on the
digits. The definitive results should be evaluated once the phase of secondary
scarring has been completed, between 6 and 12 months after the burn in cases
in which hypertrophic scarring does not occur.
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FIGURE 2

C

(Cont.)

Cutaneous grafts. The recovery method of choice for deep burns of the
hands following an early escharectomy includes cutaneous grafts taken from the
same patient [19]. Limitations in the amount of available cutaneous graft donor
areas should not be, in our opinion, a restriction against using them on the hand.

The surgical technique for collecting and placing cutaneous grafts has been
described in detail in other chapters.

A thinner cutaneous graft will be better accepted. However, a thicker graft
will cause less secondary scar retraction, which is especially relevant when treat-
ing burned hands on children [14]. Full-thickness cutaneous grafts may be indi-
cated for hand burns in areas that are sensitive to secondary contraction, especially
with pediatric patients. There does not appear to be any significant difference in
the functional results of treatment by cutaneous coverage of burned hands based
on the thickness of the grafts used on adults. The recommended graft thickness
is at least 0.015 inches, with no apparent advantage in using very thick grafts of
up to 0.025 inches [11]. Graft expansion methods are generally not indicated for
burned hand coverage, since the area to be covered is not extensive. This ensures
the quality of the resulting scar.

When placing these cutaneous grafts, we have found that adhesive sutures
for coverage of the digits of the burned hand are especially useful (Fig. 2), together
with individual bandaging of each digit using well-fitted petrolatum-impregnated
gauze. It is very important to splint the hand and digits in the intrinsic plus
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position, with the thumb in flexion, opposition, and abduction. Some authors
suggest placing the hand in fist position when placing the graft because they
believe that the amount of graft material needed can be better estimated [15,16].

When the digital extensors, ligamentous apparatus, or joints have been
damaged, we use internal splinting of the affected segment using K-wires until
the wound has healed.

We examine laminar grafts of the hands 24 hours after surgery to eliminate
seromas and hematomas, which may accumulate beneath the graft, and to apply
a new nonadherent bandage.

Grafted hands should be elevated with respect to the position of the patient’s
body by placing them on a pillow or by elastic traction above the patient, and
splinted in the position described previously. Occasionally, skeletal traction may
be useful alone or in association with devices such as the ukelele, horseshoe, or
others.

Once the graft is secure, the patient should then begin active and passive
mobilization of the joints of the digits, hand, and wrist. A splint is used to maintain
the correct position of the hand while the patient is resting.

Flaps. If deep structures are exposed, such as tendon lacking a peritenon,
bone lacking periosteum, joints, or nerves, after burn debridement, cutaneous
grafts are not indicated. In such cases, it is necessary to use local flaps, distal
flaps, or occasionally free flaps [17].

LOCAL FLAPS. Local flaps are primarily indicated for the treatment of
burned digits. In addition to the classic flaps, based on a proximal, random, or
axial vascular pedicle, proximal cutaneous regions based on distal vascular pedi-
cles using inverse flow are also useful.

Cutaneous losses in the pulp of the long digits occurs frequently with low-
voltage electrical burns in children. When bone is not exposed and the injury is
less than 1 cm2, it is justifiable, in our opinion, to take a conservative approach
and allow the wound to close by spontaneous scarring. If the injury is greater
than 1 cm2, it may be covered with full-thickness skin graft.

If bone is exposed, and if the injury is small, we identify two distinct
approaches: If the injury is perpendicular or bevelled dorsally, we can use the
V-Y advancement palmar flap [18,19], which is based on the ascending arteries
that branch off of the distal central artery of the pulp. If the injury is bevelled
obliquely on the palmar surface, we do not use tissue from the part distal to the
pulp and proximal to the injury. We use tissue lateral to the pulp by means of
the V-Y advancement lateral flap [20]. The advancement–rotation quadrangular
flap [21] may also be used to close such small injuries. The difficulty with this
technique is that the area that is most damaged, which is the part that must cover
the end distal to the pulp, is the least sensitive part of the flap.

These three flaps have the advantage of being simple, but they provide
less sensation than the neurovascular island flap [22]. This flap involves V-Y
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displacement of the side of the digit that includes the complete collateral pedicle
from the side of the injury. For this reason, most authors consider this the method
of choice for such injuries. This type of flap is indicated especially for perpendicu-
lar injuries. However, even if the injury is oblique, it is preferable to use a modifi-
cation of this method: the so-called modified triangular flap [23]. This type of
flap is very similar to that just described: it differs in that it involves a more
oblique palmar incision, which provides more skin from the palmar aspect of the
middle phalanx. An alternative to the previous method is the dorsolateral island
flap [24], which is based on small arteries that exit the collateral artery distally
to supply the dorsum of the distal phalanx and allow that skin area to be included
in the flap. The difficulty with this flap is that skin on the dorsum of the hand
is of poor quality for reconstruction of the pulp compared to the skin of the palm
or the lateral aspect of the digit. For this reason, another possibility in such cases
is to cut a flap in the skin on the lateral aspect of the proximal phalanx, based
distally on the collateral pedicle of that side, and invert it distally toward the
pulp. This is the reverse digital artery island flap [25]. Blood reaches the flap
from the collateral artery of the other side via the distal arcades that connect both
collateral arteries near the ends of the phalanges. The proximal end of the collat-
eral nerve in the flap is sutured, if possible, to the sectioned distal end of the
collateral nerve of the other side of the digit, thus increasing its sensitivity.

When none of these flaps can be used because the skin of the affected digit
has also been burned, we use an adjacent digit by means of a heterodigital re-
versed-flow neurovascular island flap [26] or a ‘‘boomerang’’ flap [27]. Both
flaps are based on an anastomosis between the palmar collateral system and the
dorsal arterial network of the finger. In the rare case in which none of these flaps
is available, we use a cross-finger flap to provide coverage of the pulp of a long
digit.

If an injury of the pulp of the thumb is not more than 2 cm2, we have the
choice of two different neurovascular palmar advancement flaps [28,29]. Unlike
on the long digits, the dorsal skin of the thumb is supplied by two dorsal collateral
arteries. This allows us to separate the skin on the palmar surface of the thumb
completely from that of the dorsum and advance it distally to cover injuries of
the pulp without fear of causing necrosis of the skin on the dorsal surface. The
Möberg flap uses flexion of the metacarpal–phalangeal joint to advance all the
skin of the palmar surface towards the pulp. O’Brien [29] cuts a proximal flap
based on both palmar pedicles and covers the secondary injury with a skin graft.
If the burn is large, we can use the dorsolateral island flap [30], which has an
identical vascular base and design to Joshi’s flap for the long digits [24], or we
can use the first dorsal metacarpal artery island flap [31] if the injury is even
larger, since the latter can cover almost the entire palmar surface of the thumb.
More complicated flaps for thumb pulp reconstruction are described in the litera-
ture. These methods require microsurgical technique and include the wraparound
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flap [32], the great toe pulpfree flap, the sensate medial plantar free flap [33],
and the free palmaris brevis musculocutaneous flap [34], among others.

To provide coverage for injuries to the palmar surface of the proximal
phalanges, we use tissues that provide stability. Sensitivity is less crucial in this
area. When possible, while performing reconstruction, we preserve functional
units and keep in mind the main arterial supplies of each digit (the collateral
cubital artery for the first three digits, and the radial for the fourth and fifth). For
deep burns that are small, the advancement–rotation quadrangular flap may be
used. For larger burns of the long digits, the injury can be covered with a laterodig-
ital island flap or with a cross-finger flap. For coverage of the proximal phalanx
of the thumb, the flap of choice is the first dorsal metacarpal artery island flap
(Fig. 3). It is also possible to use the second dorsal metacarpal artery island flap
or a pulp finger heterodigital island flap, usually from the fourth finger, when
the two previous ones are not available.

For injuries of the dorsal surface of the digits of limited size, we can use
the advancement–rotation quadrangular flap or the bipedicle strap flap [35] (lon-
gitudinal or transverse). If the injury is distal to the proximal interphalangeal
(PIP) joint, we can also use the adipofascial turnover flap [35a]. When we do
not have healthy tissue located proximally on the same digit to cut this flap, we
must use skin from the dorsal surface of an adjacent digit by means of a heterodigi-

FIGURE 3
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tal reverse-flow neurovascular island flap, a so-called boomerang flap, or a de-
epithelialized cross-finger flap.

For injuries distal to the PIP joint, the available options are the reverse
dorsal digital flap [36,37] and the de-epithelialized cross-finger flap. If the injury
is very large, we must mobilize healthy tissue from the skin on the dorsal surface
of the hand. The existence of communicating arteries between the palmar and
dorsal vascular systems of the hand at the level of the commissures or near the
ends of the metacarpal bones allows us to cut reverse-flow flaps in the dorsum
of the hand and cover cutaneous injuries of the dorsal surface of the digits. These
are the commisural perforators flap [38] and the dorsal metacarpal reverse-flow
flaps [39]. These flaps are indicated for proximal injuries since their coverage
area does not reach beyond the PIP joint. For injuries distal to the PIP joint that
cannot be covered with an adipofascial turnover flap due to the size of the injury,
we can use the dorsal digitometacarpal flap [40], based on the proximal dorsal
cutaneous branches of the digital collateral arteries through the anastomotic arte-
rial network of the webspace.

For large injuries covering nearly the entire dorsal surface of a digit, we
can use a U-I flap [41]. This flap uses skin from the dorsal surface of the hand
and is based on the existing communicating branches between the second dorsal
intermetacarpal artery and the palmar system. Its vascular axis is the second
dorsal intermetacarpal artery, the dorsal arch of the carpus, the dorsal branch of
the radial artery, and the first dorsal intermetacarpal artery.

To cover injuries on the dorsal surface of the thumb, we use the first dorsal
metacarpal artery island flap, although we can also use the second dorsal metacar-
pal artery island flap when the second digit is also burned.

The lack of mobility allowed by the skin of the palm of the hand makes it
impossible to cut local flaps from this area. This changes in the case of the dorsal
surface of the hand due to the elasticity of the skin in this area. Random flaps,
such as the rotation flap, the bipedicle flap, or the rhomboidal flap, can be used
to close small and moderately sized injuries.

If none of these flaps will work for the injury being treated, we use an axial
flap. The most frequently used in this area are those based on anastomoses be-
tween the dorsal and palmar intermetacarpal systems [38,39], the commisural
perforator flap and the dorsal metacarpal flaps, and the first dorsal metacarpal
artery island flap.

DISTANT FLAPS. For more extensive full-thickness burns where a cutaneous
graft is not indicated, we use distant flaps. Burns occasionally cause so much
tissue destruction that burn coverage using local flaps is not a viable option.

The groin flap, as described by McGregor and Jackson in 1972, based on
the pedicle of the superficial circumflex iliac artery, has frequently been used to
treat soft tissue injuries of the dorsum of the hand and digits [42]. Syndactylization
usually results, which necessitates a subsequent surgical procedure to separate
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the reconstructed digits. The lateral thoracic wall, and even the contralateral arm,
have also been used as donor areas for this type of flap. The need to wait at least
3 weeks until the second surgery and the separation of the flap from its donor
tissue make it very difficult to care for the burned limbs and prevent proper
mobilization therapy and splinting. This tends to result in chronic edema of the
burned hand. For these reasons these flaps are increasingly being replaced by
regional fasciosubcutaneous flaps, or free flaps, for coverage of complex injuries
of the limbs.

Some very useful examples are fascial axial flaps, fasciosubcutaneous flaps,
or reverse-flow fasciocutaneous flaps based on the radial, cubital [43], or posterior
interosseous arteries for hand coverage. These flaps also allow the transfer of
segments of tendon, muscle, or bone, which adds great versatility to reconstruction
methods. Its zone of coverage may even reach the ends of the digits.

The reverse-flow radial flap, as described by Lu in 1982, is a modification
of the free antebrachial fasciocutaneous flap described by Yang in 1978 [44]. It
is a flap based on the septal perforating branches of the vascular system of the
radial artery, perfused in a retrograde direction from the palmar arch, whose
permeability is tested preoperatively using the Allen test. Venous drainage occurs
in a retrograde fashion through the concomitant radial veins, which occasionally
creates initial signs of venous congestion that later disappear. It is very important
to exercise maximum caution while dissecting the fascial wall to avoid damaging
the superficial branches of the radial nerve in the distal third of the forearm.
Figure 4 shows an example of the placement of this flap in the treatment of a
severe hand burn.

The reverse-flow cubital flap, described by Jin in 1985, is very similar to
the one just described and is used less frequently since it is considered the main
vascular supply to the hand. The feasible cutaneous territory of this flap is less
than the flap based on the pedicle of the radial artery.

The reverse-flow fasciocutaneous flap based on the posterior interosseous
artery was described by Zancolli and Angriniani in 1985. Blood flow arrives in
a retrograde fashion to the septocutaneous perforating branches from the posterior
interosseous artery via the communicating branch, with the anterior interosseous
artery located distally in the forearm. This is indicated specifically for treatment
of deep burns of the thumb, the first commissure, and the dorsum of the hand
(Fig. 5).

In 1988, Ching described the anatomical basis for the antebrachial fascio-
subcutaneous flap distally based on septocutaneous perforating branches of the
radial and cubital arteries the level of the distal third of the forearm, with the
preservation of the integrity of these vascular axes. These flaps are useful for
coverage of complex distal injuries of the forearm and hand. The inverted flap
is covered with a cutaneous graft.
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FIGURE 4 Reverse-flow radial flap for treatment of a hand burn.

FIGURE 5 Reverse-flow fasciocutaneous flap for coverage of a burned hand.
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FREE FLAPS. When tissue destruction prevents the use of local or distant
flaps and when, necessary for reconstruction, free flaps are indicated for treatment
of burned hands. Using microsurgical techniques, it is possible to transfer in a
single surgical procedure the tissue necessary for optimal coverage of the exposed
blood vessels, nerves, tendons, joints, or bones. This helps reduce the risk of
deep infection and necrosis of the exposed soft tissue structures and facilitates
early movement of the burned extremity [45]. This is especially relevant for the
treatment of patients who have suffered high-voltage electrical burns of the upper
limbs [46].

Coverage of the burned hand requires the use of tissues that are not very
thick. The existence of this with a fascial component in the flap that allows sliding
of the exposed deep structures is another advantage of free flaps.

The free radial fasciocutaneous flap, described by Yang in 1981, provides
excellent coverage with a thin, pliable tissue with a fascial component on its deep
surface. It can be reinervated from the antebrachial nerves. Its vascular pedicle
is constant, of large caliber, and has supplementary drainage through the superfi-
cial veins of the forearm. This type of flap is contraindicated when the Allen test
shows insufficient vascular supply from the cubital system and the posterior
interosseous of the hand [26,47] or when the skin of the donor region of the
forearm has been burned. We do not reconstruct the radial artery after extracting
the flap, and we have not observed any case of poor perfusion of the hand of the
donor extremity. In occasional cases, scarring of the flap donor area is delayed,
with partial losses of the cutaneous graft; it is usually sufficient to administer
topical treatment alone to promote wound closure. For a detailed description of
the anatomy and steps of operation for extraction of this flap and those to follow,
we refer the reader to the text on microsurgery by Dr. Buncke [48]. In Figure 6,
we present an example of the use of the free radial fasciocutaneous flap for
coverage using a single surgical procedure of a deep burn on the palm of the
hand. The functional results in the long term were excellent, with stable and
sensitive coverage.

Of the free muscular flaps, the free flap of the anterior serratus muscle,
described simultaneously in 1982 by Buncke [48] and by Takayanagi, provides
great plasticity and a constant vascular pedicle of good size and length. When
covered with a cutaneous graft, stable and long-lasting coverage is achieved. We
use the last three muscular digitations for coverage of hand burn injuries that are
not very extensive and that require coverage with high vascular density per gram
of tissue supplied. They are especially indicated for coverage of high-voltage
electrical burn wounds of the wrist, which may sometimes be corrected in associa-
tion with nerve grafts in the same procedure (Fig. 7). We emphasize the technical
difficulties we often encounter when dissecting out the vascular pedicle from the
bifurcation of the branch of the serratus and its entrance into the digitations we
are going to transfer.



A

B

FIGURE 6 Free radial flap for coverage of a hand with a full-thickness burn from
contact with a hot solid. There are osseous lesions at the second metacarpal bone
and affecting the palmar arch. Excellent functional results: stable and sensitive
coverage 2 years after the accident following only one surgical procedure (A, B).
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FIGURE 7 Free flap of the anterior serratus muscle for coverage of a full-thickness
injury of the wrist from high-voltage limited electrical burn. A segment of the median
nerve has been excised, and a sural nerve graft placed. Excellent functional results
2 years after the accident.

To cover large burn injuries of the upper extremity, we use a free flap of
the latissimus dorsi muscle covered by a cutaneous graft. Described by Maxwell
in 1978, this flap is still in common use today due to its versatility, accessibility,
and ability to provide filling and coverage for large injuries. The vascular system
of the donor area is also from the subscapular–thoracodorsal artery (Fig. 8).

The free temporal fascia flap, first described by Smith in 1979, is based
on the axis of the superficial temporal arteries and veins and allows coverage of
burn injuries on the dorsal surface of the digits and hand. It provides well-vascu-
larized coverage that is extremely thin and flexible and leaves a barely visible
cosmetic defect on the scalp. The transferred temporal fascia, which easily allows
a partial-thickness cutaneous graft, permits sliding of the deep structures of the
digits and hand. A second surgical procedure is occasionally necessary to separate
the syndactylized digits (Fig. 9).

OTHER PROCEDURES

Placing the affected extremity in an elevated position, avoiding articular con-
tractures with proper splinting, and limiting movement with proper therapy are
crucial for the prevention of hand burn sequelae. In our opinion, it is essential
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FIGURE 8 Free flap of the latissimus dorsi muscle for reconstruction of a large
injury on the volar surface of the forearm from a high-voltage electrical burn. The
functional results were poor due to severe tissue destruction.

to have collaboration with the physical medicine and rehabilitation services. Only
a multidisciplinary group effort will be able to prevent the occurrence of sequelae
and the need for secondary reconstruction of the hands of these patients.

The ideal position for the burned hand depends on the location and depth
of the burns. With dorsal and/or circumferential burns, the correct position is in
the intrinsic plus (metacarpophalangeal [MCP] joints 50–70 degrees of flexion,
interphalangeal [IP] joints in extension), with the thumb in opposition and ab-
ducted. The wrist should remain in slight extension. With deep burns of the palm
of the hand, it is preferable to place the MCP and IP joints in extension, with
the thumb and all the other digits in abduction. The position can be maintained
using the appropriate splints. If that does not work, internal fixation using
K-wires may be used.

Prevention of hypertrophic scarring requires a correct initial diagnosis that
makes possible coverage of the burned hands as soon as possible: within 2 or 3
weeks at the most. With deep burns on the hands, it is important to begin treatment
as soon as possible with pressotherapy, especially if the healing process has been



FIGURE 9 Free flap of superficial temporal fascia based on the superficial temporal
arteries and veins for coverage of a burn from contact with a hot solid on the
dorsal surface of digits II, III, and IV of the hand. A second surgical procedure was
necessary to correct the surgical syndactyly produced by the fascial flap and the
graft. The functional results were better than those of the fifth digit, where the burn
over the joint was grafted with a thick graft because the burn was more superficial
than those of the other digits.
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delayed or when there is a personal or family history of hypertrophic scarring.
In the acute phase, in addition to postural treatment and mobilization, elastic
bandaging in strips or tubular forms may be used to decrease edema. Compressive
bandages made to fit are the treatment of choice. They should be used for at least
6 months after the burn, and often for longer, until we observe flattening of the
scars, which will progressively lose their bright red color and will become softer
and more pliable.
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The Face

Juan P. Barret
Broomfield Hospital, Chelmsford, Essex, United Kingdom

The goals of acute management of the burned face are similar to those of burns
in other parts of the body. However, the outcome of facial burns and hands burns
has a significant social and functional implication. Patients whose face and hands
have been spared present with excellent rates of social reintegration. Deep burns
of the face, and hands however, are devastating, requiring long-term physiother-
apy, psychological intervention, and reconstruction.

In general, unless gross destruction of skin and soft tissues is obvious
(Fig. 1), a delay in the excision of acute facial burns until day 10 allows better
determination of tissue that will not heal within a 3 week period. Subsequent
excision of deep partial- and full-thickness burns must be carefully planned and
performed in a precise manner following strict principles:

Respect for esthetic units
Sacrifice of less injured tissue to preserve aesthetic units
Minimization of blood loss
Delayed coverage with autografts to minimize postoperative hematomas
Early intervention of rehabilitation services

GENERAL PRINCIPLES

In general, a conservative approach with daily hydrotherapy and topical antimi-
crobial cream application for 10 days is advised in face burns. This allows for
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FIGURE 1 Full-thickness burns to the face. Skin and soft tissues have been se-
verely damaged by thermal injury. Early escharectomy is indicated. Patients with
a mixture of deep dermal and indeterminate-depth burns benefit from conservative
treatment for 10 days followed by excision of true full-thickness areas.

viable tissue to heal, and helps to determine which areas will not be healed within
3 weeks of the injury. On admission face burns are debrided of loose blisters
and dead skin. Burns are then treated conservatively with one of the following
regimens:

Polysporin cream � nystatin
Silver sulfadiazine
Cerium nitrate–silver sulfadiazine
Xenografts

Conservative treatment is then carried out until a definitive diagnosis and treat-
ment plan are outlined.

SURGICAL PROCEDURE

The operation is performed with the patient supine in the reverse Trendelemburg
position under general anesthesia. Extensive bleeding must be expected and blood
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products should be available before the beginning of the operation. The endotra-
cheal tube (ET) is suspended from overhead hooks together with feeding tubes.
The ET tube is wired to the teeth or secured in similar fashion. The eyes should
be protected with either protective contact lens or temporary tarsorraphy stitches.
Face burns are normally operated on in a two-stage procedure. Burns are excised
in the first operation and the wounds are closed with homografts or skin substi-
tutes. A second-look operation is then performed within 4–7 days and wounds
are closed with autografts. This allows for perfect hemostasis, preventing graft
loss due to hematomas. It also permits re-excision of nonviable tissue. The operat-
ing team staff should be informed of the nature of the operation and to make the
necessary arrangements for procurement of homografts and skin substitutes.

Patients are fed via an enteral tube that should be let in place until all grafts
are stable, usually by day 7 postgrafting. Nonventilated patients should be left
intubated and ventilated for 48 h to preserve integrity of the grafted areas.

The esthetic units that will not heal within 3 weeks of the injury are outlined
with markers (Fig. 2). The excision must incorporate the whole aesthetic unit to
render perfect outcomes. It is not uncommon to excise minor areas of normal
skin or superficial wounds to comply with the aesthetic unit philosophy. When
only a small area of an aesthetic unit is burned, it is either left unexcised or
grafted, preserving the rest of normal tissue. It is reconstructed at a later stage
if the outcome is deemed unacceptable. It is not uncommon that face burns present

FIGURE 2 Excision of face burns must adapt to esthetic units. The areas included
in any given esthetic unit are excised as a whole to provide optimal outcomes.
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with different depth of damaged tissue. The excision in these circumstances must
be deep enough to excise all skin appendages. This avoids healing underneath
the graft with resultant graft loss and bad cosmetic outcomes.

Hemostasis is achieved with epinephrine-soaked Telfa dressings. The exci-
sion proceeds in a stepwise manner. Therefore Telfa dressings must be applied
meticulously to avoid soaking nonexcised areas. If wounds are impregnated with
epinephrine prior to excision, this can lead to inadvertent vasoconstriction and
overexcision of living tissue. The infiltration of soft tissues with epinephrine-
containing solution should likewise be condemned. They provide good blood loss
control, but overexcision of living tissue may result.

Stage One: Excision and Homografting

Face burn excision proceeds in a stepwise manner. The order of excision outlined
in here is only a suggestion. Surgeons should find the order that best serves their
individual skills and purpose. In general, the center of the face is excised first,
followed by excision of larger areas (cheeks and forehead). The following is a
description of a full-face excision.

Center of the face

The so-called T area of the face is normally excised first. Extreme care must be
exercised to preserve muscles and soft tissues providing the contour of the ana-
tomical areas that allow for preservation of facial features. If the vitality of tissues
is in question, they should be homografted and excised further during the second
stage. This allows for preservation of vital structures. Soft tissues around canthal
areas, tip of the nose, filtrum, and chin should be excised carefully to preserve
fibrofatty tissue in an attempt to prevent flat structures that will be difficult to
reconstruct at a later stage.

Traction should be applied during excision of eyelids. If temporary tarsorra-
phy stitches have been placed, they should be left long to allow for countertraction.
If corneal protectors are used instead, three traction stitches should be placed on
the lid margin. The Goulian dermatome is used with an 8/1000 inch guard. When
the excision is complete, the canthal regions are excised next. Fine trip curved
scissors or a #ns15 blade is commonly used. Hemostasis is carefully performed
before moving to the next area (see next section on Hemostasis).

The Goulian dermatome with the 8/1000 guard is used on the nasal pyramid.
The nasal pyramid is well supported and the excision proceeds in the standard
fashion. Extreme care must be exercised on the tip of the nose and nares. Counter-
pressure must be obtained while excising these structures. Soft tissues must be
preserved to allow for a good contour. When normal tissue is observed, the
excision must be stopped even if vitality is in question.

Countertraction is necessary for the lips in a similar fashion to the excision
of eyelids. Three traction stitches are placed on each lip. The Goulian dermatome
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with an 8:1000 guard is used. The tissue of the philtrum and philtral columns
should be managed similarly to the tip of the nose and nares. Soft tissues must
be preserved, although vitality is again in question. This allows for a good contour
of the philtral area when skin grafts are applied. The areas that are left behind
can be excised anew during the second-stage procedure, which permits a better
outcome. If they are overexcised until brisk pulsatile bleeding is observed, a flat
lip may result, requiring difficult reconstructive procedures in the future to provide
anatomical reconstruction.

The Goulian dermatome with the 8/1000 guard is used again to excise the
chin. This must be excised as a complete aesthetic unit. It is imperative to preserve
as much tissue as possible on the mental prominence to avoid a flat chin that
would require future reconstruction. The mental prominence is excised until nor-
mal tissue is observed. Even though vitality of the tissue might be in question,
it should be preserved and excised at the second-stage procedure if deemed neces-
sary. Hemostasis is performed in the standard fashion.

Excision of periphery (Large flat areas)

Following the excision of the delicate structures of the centre of the face, attention
must be turned to the large flat areas on the periphery: both cheeks, forehead,
and neck. The excision of these areas must proceed in an orderly manner. They
should be excised one at a time to prevent massive blood loss, and excision should
proceed from top to bottom and from medial to lateral. Burns are excised with
the Goulian dermatome with the 10 or 12:1000 inch guards. Serial passes of the
dermatome are performed until living tissues are reached and all skin appendages
have been removed. This is assessed by excising all hair follicles. If they are left
behind, some re-epithelialization may occur underneath the skin graft, leading to
graft loss and poor esthetic outcome. The eyebrows constitute an exception to
this general rule. When excision of forehead burns is considered, the eyebrows
should be spared to allow conservative healing and regrowth of hair follicles.
Hemostasis proceeds as described in the following section (Fig. 3).

Hemostasis

Blood loss can be extensive during excision of facial burns. Serial excision per-
formed in an orderly fashion helps to prevent massive blood loss. Simultaneous
excision of two or more areas at any given time should be avoided and condemned.
This leads to massive bleeding, poor control of plane of excision, and hemody-
namic instability.

Hemostasis is carried out with bipolar cautery and topical epinephrine.
Active bleeders are controlled with bipolar cautery, followed by the application
of epinephrine-soaked (1:10,000) Telfa dressings. Excision proceeds in an orderly
fashion. Therefore extreme care must be taken to keep the epinephrine from
running onto unexcised areas, which would lead to spasm, congestion, and overex-
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FIGURE 3 Total face excision in a patient with full-thickness burn.

cision of living tissue. Telfa dressings are left in place for 10 min to allow enough
vasoconstriction. The blood clot is then wiped out with the same dressing and
the zone is inspected for acute bleeders, which are controlled with bipolar cautery.
Any remaining capillary bleeding is controlled with serial applications of epineph-
rine-soaked Telfa dressings left in place for another 7 min. The area can also be
sprayed with topical fibrin glue, which provides excellent hemostasis and good
graft take.

Wound closure

Following excision and appropriate hemostasis, each area is covered with homo-
grafts, placed in similar fashion to autografts. The grafts are tailored to match
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esthetic units, with graft seams placed in the boundaries of units. Homografts
can be secured with staples in the large flat areas, whereas sutures should be used
for the eyelids, nose, and lips. Homografts are a good test of wound bed viability.
They do vascularize in the presence of viable tissue, and this unique property
makes them the temporary cover of choice. Xenografts and Biobrane can be used
in a similar fashion, but they do not integrate in the wound and therefore tissue
viability is not tested. Graft seams are moistened with bacitracin or chlorampheni-
col ointments and graft surfaces kept moist with petroleum jelly or polysporin
ointment.

Patients are fed with tube feeding. Oral intake is allowed, but wounds should
be kept clean to avoid any graft shearing and infection. Speech is allowed with
restriction. The head of the bed should be elevated to avoid postoperative edema.

Stage Two: Second Look and Autografting

Approximately 1 week later (between 4 and 7 days after excision and homograft-
ing), the patient returns to the operating room for definitive wound closure. Homo-
grafts are carefully inspected. It is determined whether they are viable. If homo-
grafts are well adherent to the wound bed and there are signs of revasularization,
the wound is ready for skin autografting. When the homografts are found to be
loose and nonadherent, facial wounds need to be excised and homografted again.
In this case, patients return 4 days following the second stage for a further inspec-
tion. If homografts are well adherent, surgery proceeds as follows.

Homografts are removed and the wound is inspected. If the wound bed is
vital, epinephrine-soaked (1:10,000) Telfa dressings are applied. Split-thickness
skin grafts are then obtained. When grafts need to match nonburned or healed
face areas, the scalp should be used. When the entire face must be grafted, the
scalp does not provide enough quantity of skin graft. Larger donor sites should
be used in this circumstance. The skin grafts must be obtained from the same
donor site to graft the entire face with the same quality of skin to render a good
color match all over the face. It is not acceptable to obtain skin from the scalp
and elsewhere at the same time. This will inevitably leave an area of color mis-
match that will be not accepted by the patient. When the scalp is used, the size
and form of the skin grafts should be drawn on the surface before any subcutane-
ous infusion is applied. Four good-sized pieces of skin autografts can usually be
obtained from the scalp:

One anterior piece from ear to ear posterior to the hair line
One posterior piece from vertex to the occipital region
Two lateral pieces from the retroauricular region to the neck

The scalp is infiltrated with epinephrine-containing normal saline (1:200,000)
until large flat areas are obtained. Powered dermatomes (Pagett or Zimmer) are
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used. The larger guards should be used to obtain good-quality grafts with appropri-
ate width. The assistants should hold the head and the anesthetist control the ET
tube while the harvesting is in process. Assistants must change the position of
their hands during harvesting. Pressure must be exercised on the opposite part
of the head to maintain the countertraction. Two assistants are necessary, main-
taining pressure on the periphery of the skull to leave the entire area around the
top of the scalp ready for harvest. After harvesting, epinephrine-soaked (1:10,000)
Telfa dressings are immediately applied and left in place for 10 min. The scalp
is then dressed in the standard fashion (either Biobrane or Acticoat dressings).
When the entire face must be grafted, the scalp will not provide enough skin
grafts. An alternative donor site is chosen (the back provide large amounts of
good quality skin), and all skin grafts necessary to graft the entire face are taken
from the same area to provide excellent color match. It is important to preserve
the donor site that might be used for face grafting in order to provide the best
quality of skin. A master plan is developed shortly after admission, and, if at all
possible, the donor area to be used for face burns is spared. Donor sites are also
infiltrated with large amounts of normal saline with epinephrine and powered
dermatomes are used. The manual Padgett dermatome is the best instrument to
obtain skin for cheeks and forehead, but it is cumbersome and difficult to use.
Common thicknesses for face burns skin grafting are as follows:

Eyelids: 16/1000 inch
Children (all other areas): 14–18/1000 inch
Adults (all other areas): 18–21/1000 inch

The grafts are then carefully stitched into place with 4/0 and 5/0 plain catgut or
Vycril rapide. Key stitches are placed at the corners to position the graft. Running
sutures are then inserted on each side of the graft. Quilting stitches are not neces-
sary. Bolsters are used on the eyelids, but the rest of the face is left exposed.
Grafts should be stitched with slight tension to return grafts to their normal physi-
cal properties and avoid wrinkles. Darts are commonly used on the lateral aspect
of the neck when the graft joins normal skin.

An alternative to skin autografts is the use of synthetic skin substitutes or
dermal templates. Many groups have started to use Integra to close deep dermal
and full-thickness face burns. Results differ among them, but common problems
are still color match and graft texture. Even though their use is becoming more
common practice in other anatomical locations, the routine use of synthetic skin
substitutes in the management of face burns is still evolving and subject to intense
research. At present, their use should be reserved for cases in which the entire
face is to be grafted.

POSTOPERATIVE CARE

Grafts are normally exposed unless an elastomer mold can be applied with interim
pressure garments. If the use of elastomers is feasible (depending on the capabili-
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ties of the rehabilitation services), a negative impression is made at the end of
the excision and application of homografts (stage one). It allows the occupational
and physical therapists to fabricate an elastomer that is applied under interim and
permanent pressure garments.

In general, graft care includes the application of antimicrobial ointments
on graft seams and petrolatum or antimicrobial creams on the graft surface to
prevent desiccation. Grafts are inspected twice daily for seromas and hematomas.
If these develop, they are drained through small incisions placed in the relaxed
skin tension line. When hematomas are large, the patient is returned to the operat-
ing room so that surgeons can lift the graft, remove the hematoma, and stitch the
graft back with the patient under general anesthesia.

Patients are kept from any oral intake for 4 days, and are fed via a nasogas-
tric or nasojejunal tube. Patients should refrain from talking for 5 days, and 48
h ventilatory support should be considered in children and noncompliant adults.
The head of the bed should be elevated 45 degrees and all manoeuvers that may
increase head and neck pressure or systemic pressure should be avoided. A calm
and comfortable environment should be maintained to decrease the patient’s stress
and facilitate the postoperative care. In case elastomers are not used during the
immediate postoperative period, interim pressure garments should be used, fol-
lowed by custom-made pressure garments; face masks and splints should be used
as soon as the grafts are deemed to be stable.
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Burn Wound Care and Support of the
Metabolic Response to Burn Injury and
Surgical Supportive Therapy
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Galveston, Texas, U.S.A.

The hypermetabolic response to burn injury is more profound than in any other
surgical condition. Changes occur in themetabolism of carbohydrate, lipids, struc-
tural and functional proteins, thermal homeostasis, and water and electrolyte han-
dling. The body aims to deliver the optimal supply of energy and substrate through
the circulation to the burn wound at the expense of other tissues [1]. When the
burn wound is large (�40% TBSA) the effects can be profound, involving the
whole body. The surgical response to trauma involves pharmacological manipula-
tion of the internal hormonal milieu to attempt to achieve homeostasis while
healing is achieved. Control of pain and anxiety, support of thermohomeostasis,
and early burn wound closure are essential to ameliorate the hypermetabolic
response to burn injury. Early closure of the burn wound is essential to control
sepsis, which markedly augments the hypermetabolic response to trauma.

METABOLIC RESPONSE TO TRAUMA

Once a burn injury is sustained, the properties that the skin provides to help
maintain body homeostasis are immediately lost. The loss of epithelium allows
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loss of water through the permeable burn eschar. Cytokine-mediated increased
vascular permeability occurs in the burned area and in the surrounding zone of
hyperemia, and in uninjured organs in patients who sustain large burns. This
reduces intravascular volume and leads to signs of early shock. Venous return
and cardiac output are reduced. Sympathetically mediated vasoconstriction of
unburned areas such as the splanchnic and renal vascular beds attempts to main-
tain intravascular volume. The sympathetic system induces tachycardia and in-
creased myocardial contractility, leading to increased cardiac work and increased
oxygen consumption [2].

Catacholamines and cortisol are secreted from the adrenal medulla and
cortex. Glucagon is secreted into the circulation by the pancreas. These so-called
catabolic hormones are diabetogenic, having properties antagonistic to the actions
of insulin. Under their influence glycogen is rapidly converted to glucose. This
increases glucose flow rates markedly and quickly depletes limited carbohydrate
stores in the liver. Fasting glucose levels become elevated. [3]. Catabolism of
fats and protein also occurs, leading to breakdown of muscle protein and negative
nitrogen balance at rates up to 30 grs/day for burns greater than 40 % total body
surface area (TBSA) [4], with associated loss of potassium, zinc, and creatinine
[5,6] (Fig. 1).

Constitutive serum protein levels (prealbumin, retinol-binding protein,
transferrin) and circulating albumin levels are decreased, contributing to intersti-
tial oedema. Type I (complement 3, alpha1-acid glycoprotein) and type II (hapto-
globin, alpha1-antitrypsin) hepatic acute-phase proteins are increased. Cytokine-
mediated T1/T2 cell ratios are reversed, with type II T-cell elevations leading to
immune suppression and susceptibility to opportunistic infections such as herpes
simplex virus and Candida albicans. Relative lack of substrate in the form of
amino acids used to lay down collagen at the burn wound delays healing, further
compounding the problem. In the longer term, constitutive protein exhaustion
ensues, often followed by death.

If the patient survives, severe muscular weakness leads to problems with
rehabilitation and subsequent scar contracture [7]. Muscular weakness increases
the time to rehabilitation for patients with large burns. Animal studies, and occa-
sional observations in starved humans, have indicated that loss of protein at these
rapid rates (�20–25g/m2/day) can be lethal within 3–4 weeks, when one-quarter
to one-third of the body protein has been consumed. Prolonged periods of immobi-
lization combined with greatly elevated cortisol levels lead to failure of bone
deposition. Bone resorption may be mediated by cytokines. Serum osteocalcin,
type I procollagen propeptide, parathormone, and 1,25 dihydroxycholecalciferol
are all reduced [8], resulting in linear growth delays of up to 2 years [9], which
are never fully regained.

During the first 5 days after severe burns, a cascade of events increases meta-
bolic rates markedly. Oxygen consumption reaches a plateau at this time and re-
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mains elevated for approximately 9months after thewound is healed. Carbon diox-
ide excretion rises in parallel with oxygen consumption. The initial postburn period
is referred to as the ebb phase of the metabolic response and is followed by a flow
phase.The flowphaseof the responsebecomes significant on the fifth postburnday.
In combination with raised levels of diabetogenic hormones, increasing glycogen
degradation increases glucose flow rates markedly from 4mg/kg/min in the un-
burned subject to 10mg/kg/min with a burn of 50% TBSA [10]. Almost all of the
flow is directed to the burn wound [11] as a result of increased cardiac output and
vasodilatation in the burned area. Glucose is metabolized anaerobically at the burn
wound by fibroblasts, inflammatory cells, and endothelial cells, producing large
quantities of lactate. Lactate is metabolized in the liver by gluconeogenesis using
amino acids (mainly alanine) derived fromprotein stores to replenish glucose levels
[12] (Figure 1). Severemuscle catabolismpersists for at least 6–9months after burn
injury [13,14]. This can be determined from cross leg nitrogen balance measure-
ments. Actual metabolic rates depend on the total body surface area burned. Meta-
bolic rates remain elevated but near normal for burns up to 25% TBSA. For burn
of over 40% TBSA, metabolic rates are elevated to 1.4–2 times normal. Resting
metabolic rates remain on average at 180% of resting metabolic rates during acute
hospitalization, dropping to150%when thepatient’s injuries are fully healed.Rates
remain at 140% at 6 months postburn, 120% at 9months, and 110% 1 year later [7]
(Fig. 2).

THERMOHOMEOSTASIS

Loss of water from the burn surface by evaporation requires a significant amount
of energy due to the large latent heat of vaporization of water, which is 4200

FIGURE 2 Resting energy expenditure. (From Ref. 62.)
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kcal/L. Failure to increase body thermogenesis to counter these losses results in
inevitable hypothermia. Core and surface temperatures in burned patients are
elevated to 2�C above normal by a centrally mediated resetting of the hypothala-
mus. Energy to maintain body heat is provided by futile substrate cycling of
carbohydrate and lipids at the expense of protein catabolism [15]. Stable isotope
studies have identified simultaneous glycolysis and gluconeogenesis (using amino
acids as substrate), and continuous cycling of triglycerides and fatty acids, which
expend large amounts of energy in the form of heat. Carbohydrate and lipid
cycling are 2.5 and 4.5 times normal, respectively, in patients with large burns.

NUTRITIONAL SUPPORT

Maintenance of body weight, lean body mass (muscle protein), electrolytes, and
vitamin homeostasis are the primary objectives of nutritional support of the
burned patient. Without proper nutritional support, hypermetabolic patients can
lose up to 25% of their preadmission body weight in the first 3 weeks postburn.
Weight loss of up to 30% of body mass was common in burn patients prior to
the use of continuous feeding [16]. It is possible to maintain body weight, and/or
lean body mass or achieve weight gain, using enteral and/or parenteral nutritional
support. It has been demonstrated on many occasions that body weight can be
maintained with milk- or soy-based formulations [17–20]. The amount of nutri-
tional support required correlates well with resting energy expenditure (REE).
REE can be measured directly at the bedside using portable calorimeters that
analyze oxygen consumption and carbon dioxide excretion. Formulae have been
derived from regression analysis of predicted caloric intake compared with mea-
sured weight loss in large patient series, or by direct measurement of metabolic
rate using indirect calorimetry. These estimate the energy requirements of patients
to maintain body weight. Body weight maintenance has been successfully demon-
strated in large numbers of hospitalized patients using these formulae.

For an adult, the most commonly used formula calculates caloric needs in
burn patients from body weight and TBSA burned. For children, the most appro-
priate formula differs with body surface area [21–23] (Table 1).

In patients with large burns this can equate to over 5000 kilocalories per
patient per day for adults. Although these provide reliable guides, a better estimate
of actual energy expenditure is made using a mobile calorimeter at the bedside.
Double-labeled water techniques (which enable caloric balance to be studied over
time, e.g., during hospital stay) have demonstrated that the actual energy expended
is 1.2 times the REE for burns greater than 40% TBSA [25]. To maintain lean
muscle mass, 1.2 times REE needs to be administered as food, although this does
not maintain body weight [24]. Calories administered at 1.4 times REE maintain
lean body mass and body weight [22]. Calories delivered at rates higher than this
maintain lean body mass, but stimulate weight gain in patients only through
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TABLE 1 Formulae to Estimate Caloric Requirements in Burn Injured Children
and Adults

Galveston Infant
Galveston Revised
Galveston

Adolescent
Curreri Formula

Adult
Curreri Formula

Seniors

0-1 year
1-11 years
12 years

16-60 years

> 60 years

2100 kcal/m2 + 1000 kcal/m2 burned/day
1800 kcal/m2 + 1300 kcal/m2 burned/day
1500 kcal/m2 + 1500 kcal/m2 burned/day

25 kcal/kg/day PLUS 40 kcal/%TBSA
burned/day

25 kcal/kg/day PLUS 65 kcal/%TBSA
burned/day

accretion of fat [24]. Optimal nutritional support in convalescent burn patients
should be between 1.2 and 1.4 times measured REE [25]. Increasing the protein
content of the diet from 1.15 to 3 g/kg/day does not stimulate muscle protein
synthesis, and plasma urea, urea production, and urinary urea excretion are in-
creased, rather than lean muscle mass [26]. Skin protein synthetic rates are in-
creased, however, with enhanced wound and donor site healing [26]. Milk and
the majority of available hospital diets are predominantly fat-based. A high-
carbohydrate diet stimulates protein synthesis by increasing endogenous insulin.
Enteral nutrition supplied predominantly as carbohydrate and protein (3% lipid,
82% carbohydrate, 15% protein) rather than as fat-based formula (44% lipid,
42% carbohydrate, 14% protein) improves the net balance of skeletal muscle
protein in severely burned children [27]. Although body weight can be maintained
with a fat-based diet, actual accretion of lean body mass is only achieved using
high-carbohydrate, high-protein diets [28]. Muscle protein degradation is de-
creased with a high-carbohydrate protein diet due to increased endogenous insulin
production. Burn patients may require exogenous insulin to control hyperglyce-
mia. Tight euglycemic control with insulin improves wound healing and decreases
infection and mortality [29,30].

The increased nutritional requirements in burn-induced hypermetabolism
may be accomplished via enteral or parenteral routes. Nutritional support in se-
verely burned patients is best accomplished by early enteral feeding where possi-
ble. Enteral feeding is less prone to complication and requires insertion of a
feeding tube nasally. Nasogastric tubes are prone to limitation by gastric stasis,
which is frequent in patients with burns, and nasoduodenal tubes are favored for
this reason. Maximally tolerated enteral feedingmay not deliver sufficient calories
to the burned patient. However, attempts at parenteral hyperalimentation have
been complicated by decreased liver function, reduced immune function, line
sepsis, and increased mortality [31,32]. As a result, unless a true small bowel
ileus also exists, the use of parenteral feeding has markedly decreased recently.
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Enteral milk- or soy-based feeds have been shown to be sufficient to maintain
body weight in the burned child, but high-carbohydrate diets have been shown
to be superior. Early enteral feeding has been shown to reduce bacterial gut barrier
translocation and attenuate the metabolic response significantly [33,34]. Enteral
feeding intolerance and nasogastric aspirates in excess of hourly delivered nutrient
correlate strongly with the presence of bacterial sepsis in the patient [35].

Under severe stress arginine and glutamine, which are nonessential amino
acids, become essential dietary nutrients. Arginine enhances natural killer cell
function, stimulates T lymphocytes, and stimulates synthesis of nitric oxide. Argi-
nine appears to promote wound healing when given as a supplement. Glutamine
is a primary fuel for enterocytes and appears to play an integral role in wound
healing. Muscle glutamine formation is suppressed in severely hypercatabolic
burned patients. There is increasing evidence that supplementation of arginine
and glutamine is of benefit in critically ill patients [36]. A small quantity of fat is
an essential component of nutritional support. A substantial proportion of calories
delivered as fat improves glucose tolerance and decreases CO2 production. How-
ever, the hormonal environment of the burn patient causes such a great degree
of endogenous lipolysis that the extent to which excess lipid can be utilized in
the burned patient is limited. Increased peripheral lipolysis results in fatty infiltra-
tion of the liver that can be exacerbated by overfeeding and the use of total
parenteral nutrition. Released free fatty acids are oxidized for energy and re-
esterified to triglycerides in the liver. They are either deposited in the liver or
further packaged for transport to other tissues. Liver weight of burn children is
increased up to twice that of age- and gender-matched controls [37]. Mochizuki
et al. demonstrated an adverse effect on immune function in burned guinea pigs
when diets contained more than 15% lipids [38]. Omega-6 fatty acids, derived
from vegetable and animal oils, are metabolized to yield prostaglandin E1 (PGE1)
and PGE2, which possess immunosuppressive properties. Omega-3 fatty acids
from fish oil are metabolized to yield PGE3, which is immunologically inert.
Postburn immunosuppression might be improved by replacing omega-6 with
omega-3 fatty acids. Alexander et al. also showed that burned guinea pigs fed a
diet high in fish oil had better cell-mediated immune responses [39].

ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS

The high latent heat of vaporization of water normally causes large amounts of
heat to be dissipated at the surface of the burn wound. This loss of heat is offset
by an increased hypermetabolic response by the patient in the form of futile
substrate cycling to generate heat. Modification of the patient’s environment by
heating allows environmental heat to provide energy for this obligatory water
loss, thus reducing the metabolic demand on the patient. In large burns, loss of
water can be appreciable, up to 2000 cc/m2 burn/day [40,41]. In addition, the
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core and skin temperatures of burned patients are increased by 2� Centigrade
under hypothalamic control. Thermal equilibrium can be achieved by elevating
the external environmental temperature to 30–33�C (thermal neutrality). Given
the ability to regulate environmental temperature, the burn-injured patient would
select a temperature in the range 28�–38�C to achieve thermal neutrality and
minimize metabolic demands on the body [42]. Conversely, attempts to decrease
the patient’s temperature with antipyretics merely exacerbate the hypermetabolic
response. The metabolic requirements of the patient with burns greater than
40%TBSA is reduced from twice the REE to only 1.4 times REE with environ-
mental heating alone (room temperature raised from 20 to 33�C).

Other agents contributing to hypermetabolism are pain and anxiety. Ade-
quate analgesia is frequently not achieved for the burn-injured patient. Back-
ground pain results from the burn and is accentuated by surgical burn debridement
at the recipient site and autograft harvesting. Procedural interventions that are
painful for the patient include dressing changes, application of topical antimicro-
bial agents, and physiotherapy. Trauma and metabolic requirements can be effec-
tively minimized by liberal usage of opioid analgesics such as morphine and
fentanyl analogues, sedative agents, and anxiolytics [42a]. Psychological support
of the burned patient is crucial in addition to pharmacotherapy.

PHYSICAL EXERCISE PROGRAM

Accretion of lean muscle mass requires, in addition to a high-carbohydrate diet,
a resistance exercise program [43]. Formal supervision of this program by a
physiotherapist or occupational therapist is required to direct attention to specific
areas requiring greater attention, to prevent and minimize the effects of burn scar
contracture and to ensure compliance. A supervised, coordinated 12 week inpa-
tient program of resistance exercises has shown 50% greater accretion of lean
muscle in patients who completed this program than in patients who followed
standard exercise regimens as outpatients [44] (Fig. 3). Exercise programs in
burned children undergoing rehabilitation appear to be safe, since children effec-
tively dissipate the heat generated during exercise [45]. Children not only show
significantly improved peak torque and stamina after undertaking an exercise
program but also have notably improved pulmonary function [46].

COMPLICATIONS

Localized infection of the burn wound very frequently results in generalized
septicemia. Sepsis can markedly increase the metabolic demands in the burned
patient. Prevention of infection and sepsis are critical therapeutic manoeuvers to
decrease the hypermetabolic response. Burn infection scores may be extremely
useful to define infection, which is difficult to do clinically, in a hypermetabolic
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FIGURE 3 Muscle strength after exercise. (From Ref. 44.)

burned patient. Scores defined by the Society of Critical Care Medicine or Ameri-
can Academy of Chest Physicians are useful (Fig. 4). Infection can increase the
metabolic rate (as determined by stable isotope studies) in burn-injured patients
by 40% relative to patients with like-sized burns that do not become septic. This
large increase in metabolic rate persists throughout the patient’s hospital stay and
well into the rehabilitation period [13]. Local and systemic infection may be
prevented by the early coverage of the burn wound by either split-thickness auto-
graft or synthetic materials.

FIGURE 4 Definitions of sepsis. (From Ref. 13.)
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The other major therapeutic manoeuver shown to have a marked effect on
metabolic rate is early excision and closure of the burn wound. Early burn wound
excision and coverage with widely meshed autograft covered with cadaver skin,
combined with cadaver skin used to cover all other non-grafted remaining areas,
results in decreased operative blood loss [47], decreased length of stay, fewer
septic complications, and decreased mortality in children and young burned adults
compared to patients treated with serial debridement [13,48–50]. A significant
reduction in catabolism and amelioration of the hypermetabolic response is also
achieved [51].

Biobrane is a synthetic wound dressing that has been used successfully to
cover superficial second-degree burns until spontaneous healing occurs. In burns
greater than �40% TBSA, this has shown superior results to conventional dress-
ings, expressed as a significant reduction in pain, time to healing, inpatient stay,
and metabolic response to the burn [52]. Deep dermal burns (deep second-degree
or deep partial-thickness) greater than 40% TBSA achieve superior healing when
early coverage is achieved using cadaveric allograft compared to application
of topical antimicrobial agents [53]. Hospital stay is reduced and significantly
decreased pain levels and rates of infection serve to temper the hypermetabolic
response markedly.

Early coverage of the debrided burn wound is the key to reduction of the
hypermetabolic response exhibited by the burn-injured patient. Early debridement
and coverage with either cadaveric skin or skin substitutes such as Integra or
Dermagraft within 48 h of injury have shown results superior to delayed burn
wound closure at 7 days [54,55]. Biological dressings and skin substitutes require
subsequent autografting when the skin substitute has achieved sufficient biointe-
gration with the wound bed. Metabolic response is diminished by 40%, resulting
from improved rates of early closure [56].

In patients with large burns from whom insufficient donor skin is available
for autografting, complete early closure of the burn wound by what is termed a
sandwich technique has reduced intraoperative blood loss, infection rates, and
hospital stay with resulting improved patient survival [48]. This involves early
and complete debridement of the burn wound with application of widely meshed
autograft covered with cadaver skin, and coverage of remaining areas with cadav-
eric skin alone. Other studies have shown that other biosynthetic allograft materi-
als such as Biobrane and Integra may be used to close the burn wound with equal
efficacy. This is followed by delayed autografting later.

When phenylalanine clearance rate is used as a measure of loss of lean
muscle mass protein, significant differences can be seen between groups treated
by similar methods but for whom the timing of surgical intervention was different.
Studies have compared three groups to assess metabolic rates as follows. The
early group underwent surgery within 72 h of injury involving complete burn
wound excision and complete coverage of the wound. The middle group had
surgery deferred for 7–10 days postburn. The late group had did not undergo
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total excision and complete coverage until 10–21days post burn.Rates of phenylal-
anine loss were 0.03, 0.05, and 0.07 g/100 cc blood volume/min in the three respec-
tive groups, representing a 66% and 130% increase in protein catabolism for the
intermediate and late groups, respectively. Bacterial log counts for the groupswere
3.0, 3.5, and 4.2, respectively, representingmore than a tenfold increase in bacterial
load in the late group compared with the early group. As a result, rates of wound
sepsis in the respective groups were 20%, 35%, and 50% [51].

PHARMACOLOGICAL MANIPULATION OF SOFT TISSUE
MASS

The physician’s treatment of injury or surgical trauma should involve maintaining
homeostasis of the patient’s hormonal environment to prevent hypovolemia and
promote stabilization of the cardiovascular systems, which is essential to survival.
Corticotrophin-releasing hormone is secreted by the hypothalamus, promoting
adrenocorticotrophic hormone (ACTH) release by the anterior pituitary. This acts
on the adrenal cortex to increase greatly the levels of free cortisol, which is the
active form of the hormone. Cortisol is essential to the stress response to maintain
cardiovascular stability through glucocorticoid and mineralocorticoid activity.
Catecholamines are secreted by the adrenal medulla, which immediately acts to
maintain intravascular volume. Glucagon is secreted by the pancreas and enhances
the effects of cortisol on carbohydrate metabolism. These hormones have cata-
bolic actions. After trauma, activity of insulin and similar anabolic proteins, such
as insulin-like growth factor (IGF), is reduced. These anabolic proteins increase
anabolic activity by increasing transcription of deoxyribonucleic acids, intracellu-
lar translation, and decreased efflux and increased uptake of amino acids into the
cell. They also act to increase lipolysis as an alternative substrate to protein
catabolism.

Attempts to reduce hypermetabolism beyond the clinical modalities previ-
ously discussed have focused on the following:

1. 1. Anabolic proteins such as growth hormone, insulin, and insulinlike
growth factor

2. 2. Anabolic steroids such as oxandrolone and testosterone
3. 3. Catecholamine antagonists such as propranolol and metropolol
4. 4. Glucocorticoid blockers (more recently)

Growth hormone and insulinlike growth factor

Growth hormone and insulinlike growth factor (IGF) levels are decreased follow-
ing burn injury [70]. Growth hormone and IGF-1 promote protein synthesis by
increasing the cellular uptake of amino acids, accelerating nucleic acid transcrip-
tion, and enhancing cellular proliferation. Fatty acids are released from increased
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lipolysis of fat. There is a decrease in body fat with relative protein sparing
[57,72]. The anabolic protein growth hormone (GH), administered as rhGH, and
the anabolic steroids oxandrolone [58,58a] and testosterone [59] show promise
in increasing lean body mass after burn injury. Catecholamine antagonists, such
as propranolol and metoprolol, act to moderate the hypermetabolic effects of
severe burn injury. In the acute setting, these anabolic properties can not only
aid healing of the burn wound itself but also accelerate donor site healing. This
allows for earlier recropping and ultimately earlier availability of autograft
[60,61].

Growth hormone administered at a dosage of 0.2 mg/kg/day increases donor
site healing by 25%. When hospital stay is adjusted to reflect percentage burn,
hospital stay is reduced from 0.8 to 0.54 days/%TBSA burn, representing a de-
crease of 33% in length of hospital stay. For a burn of 60%, this allows patient
discharge 2 weeks earlier than is possible for patients with burns of similar size
treated with placebo. Scarring is similar to that experienced by untreated patients.

Burned children, once released from the hospital, administered rhGH at a
dosage of 0.5mg/kg/day, by comparison with age-matched controls given placebo,
achieved a greater weight, better linear growth, improved lean body mass, and
increased mineralization of bone [62,62a] (Fig. 5).

Bone

Bone mass is decreased following severe burn injury (�40% TBSA) in adults
and children. This is a result of reduced bone deposition and sustained hypercalci-
uria. High levels of endogenous corticosteroid released in response to major burn-
induced stress, immobilization, bone marrow suppression, aluminium toxicity
from antacids and albumin [63], and magnesium deficiency are postulated as

FIGURE 5 Changes in bone mineral content in major pediatric burns versus dis-
charge from burn ICU. (From Ref. 62.)
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being causative [64]. After severe burns, hypoparathyroidism also leads to addi-
tional loss of bone mass [65]. Long periods of immobilization lead to demineral-
ization of bone, and bone marrow suppression results from sepsis and drug ther-
apy. Magnesium depletion also occurs [66]. The consequences of bone loss are
reduced peak bone mass, increased fracture risk, and loss of stature. Dual energy
x-ray absorptiometry (DEXA) [67] shows that both bone mass and bone mineral
density are delayed by 2 years in burned children compared to unburned age-
matched controls [68,69]. Labeled tetracycline techniques show evidence of de-
creased bone formation, reduced surface area and osteoid area, and diminished
reduced bone mineralization. Serum osteocalcin levels are also reduced.

TREATMENTS

GROWTH HORMONE & MEDIATORS

Burn injury greatly reduces endogenous levels of growth hormone and insulinlike
growth factors such as IGF-1 [70]. When present in adequate quantities, protein
synthesis is increased as a result of augmented cellular amino acid uptake, acceler-
ated nucleic acid transcription and translation, and enhancement of cellular prolif-
eration [71]. Body fat decreases with relative protein sparing [72]. Acute rhGH
administration markedly reduces loss of essential and nonessential amino acids
from muscle. Alanine efflux is attenuated, and efflux of glutamine and 3-methyl-
histidine from muscle is abolished [73]. GH increases weight and height in burned
children [74]. In a double-blind placebo-controlled trial of growth hormone ad-
ministration at 0.05 mg/kg day for 1 year, children receiving the drug not only
showed a significant increase in height and body weight over controls, but this
gain was also continued in a divergent fashion over subsequent years after stop-
ping the drug [75] (Fig. 6).

DEXA scanning demonstrated that this was attributable to significantly
increased lean body (muscle) mass at 6, 9, and 12 months postburn [76]. GH has
been administered to improve respiratory muscle strength in patients who have
not responded to standard weaning from the respirator in the intensive care unit
(ICU). GH allowed 81% of these patients to be weaned with a 76% survival rate.
Mortality was reduced by almost 50% (p�0.05) as predicted by APACHE II
scores [77]. Bone mineral content is significantly increased at 9 and 12 months
in patients treated with GH during rehabilitation. These increases were maintained
in comparison with controls when measured at 3 years. Hypoparathyroidism-
associated burn injury also improved with increased serum parathormone levels.
Growth hormone ameliorates the production of acute-phase proteins, C-reactive
protein, and serum amyloid-A, and increases levels of serum retinol-binding pro-
tein and albumin production by the liver [78,79]. GH decreases serum tumor
necrosis factor -alpha and interleukin-1�, but not IL-1�, IL-6, or IL-10 compared
with placebo. Free fatty acid levels are elevated.
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FIGURE 6 Changes in lean body mass in major pediatric burns versus discharge
from burn ICU. (From Ref. 62.)

Growth hormone has a positive modulatory effect on immune function, im-
proving production of the antiviral cytokine interferon gamma (IFN-�), and sup-
pressing populations of suppressormacrophages induced by burn injury [80]. Type
I T-helper/type II T-helper cell ratios are increased: low ratios are associated in-
creased susceptibility to infection [81,82]. Administration of GH aggravates exist-
ing hyperglycemia. In the acute setting administration of the peptide IGF-1,
which is a mediator of GH effects, reduces catabolism while decreasing serum
glucose. IGF-1 and IGF-binding protein 3 (IGF-BP3) levels are doubled in pa-
tients who receive growth hormone. Administered alone, IGF-1 improves protein
metabolism but hypoglycemic episodes may be profound and frequent. These
side effects are ameliorated remarkably by administration with its main binding
protein, IGF-BP3. IGF-1 administration may be useful for the hyperglycemic
catabolic patient, because it reduces blood glucose levels despite reduced levels
of circulating insulin [83]. Hypermetabolism is decreased, and type I and II he-
patic acute-phase proteins are reduced by simultaneous administration of IGF-1
and IGF-BP3 [84,85]. Growth hormone ameliorates bone loss after burns and
improves bone mineral density by comparison with untreated subjects [86]. Linear
growth velocities are comparable to controls at 6 months postburn but signifi-
cantly greater at 2 years in children treated acutely with growth hormone [87].

Failure of growth hormone to augment bone formation (mediated through
IGF-1 and IGF-BP3) may be due to increased circulating levels of the inhibitory
peptide IGF-BP4 [88]. This normalizes when the wound is healed. Loss of stature
is prevented particularly in children not undergoing a growth spurt due to a physio-
logical period of accelerated growth or puberty [89] (Table 1).
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While early trials in burned adults showed improved survival [90], several
large European trials have established increased mortality in adults treated acutely
with GH [91,92]. This has not been seen with children [74], in whom hypoglyce-
mic episodes are infrequent and protein kinetics improved [78]. Animal studies
have shown increased renal scarring but the quality of burn scarring in randomized
controlled trials is similar in patients receiving GH [93]. Recent studies have not
found any adverse effects of GH on cosmetic or punctual outcomes [93a].

ANABOLIC STEROIDS

In male patients with burns, blood testosterone levels are decreased. Restoration
of this androgenic hormone to normal levels improves protein synthesis twofold
and reduces catabolism by half. Anabolic steroids may be used to improve protein
kinetics after burn injury. Oxandrolone, an anabolic steroid, has been success-
fully used for this purpose. Because its androgenic potential is only 5% that of
testosterone it can be used safely in female patients, in whom testosterone levels
are normally low compared with males. Administered at an oral dosage of 0.1
mg/kg/day twice daily it significantly increases muscular protein synthesis
[94,94a] (Fig. 7). Oxandrolone has also been shown to ameliorate the hepatic
acute phase during rehabilitation [94b].

FIGURE 7 Protein synthetic efficiency. (From Ref. 94.)
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INSULIN AND RELATED POLYPEPTIDES

Serum insulin levels are decreased by burn injury. Hyperglycemia and insulin
resistance are associated with increased mortality in burn patients [95]. Insulin
infusion in the intensive care setting markedly decreases mortality, particularly
in patients with sepsis and multiorgan failure. The overall mortality, incidence
of sepsis, transfusion requirements, and incidence of renal failure requiring di-
alysis are each decreased by 30–50% [96]. Continuous infusion of insulin in burn
patients at a rate of 25–49 units/h achieves plasma insulin levels of 400–900
�/ml. Continuous infusion acutely for 7 days stimulates protein synthesis without
increasing hepatic triglyceride production [97,98]. Dextrose solution (50%) is
infused continuously to maintain euglycemia at a rate of 20–50 ml/h. Donor site
healing can be decreased from 6.5�/� 1 days to 4.7�/� 1.2 days (p � 0.05).
This reduction in time for donor site healing decreases overall time to healing,
reduces hypermetabolic response and reduces hospital stay by 2 weeks in patients
with a 60% TBSA burn.

The natural hyperglycemia of acute burn injurymaybe sufficient to eliminate
the need to infuse dextrose to maintain euglycemia when submaximal dosages of
insulin are given [99]. Maintenance of tight euglycemic control in burn injury in-
creases graft take by reducing infection, and decreases mortality [100]. For these
applications, dichloroacetate and metformin may also have clinical utility in burn
injury but further evaluation and trials are required [101]. IGF-1 reduces protein
catabolism by reducing oxidation of amino acids and improving glucose uptake.
Insulin secretion is reduced in response to a glucose challenge [102].

CATECHOLAMINE ANTAGONISTS

Catecholamines are the primary mediators of the hypermetabolic response to burn
injury [103]. Serum catecholamine levels are increased 10-fold in response to
severe burns and are the mediators of a hyperdynamic circulation [104]. Increases
in REE [105] and rates of catabolism of skeletal muscle protein correlate directly
with serum catecholamine levels. Stimulation of �-2 receptors increases lipolysis
with consequent deposition of fatty acids in the liver [106,107]. This results in
a doubling of liver size within 3 weeks of burn in patients sustaining a 60%
TBSA burn [108]. Adrenergic blockade with propranolol results in a decrease
in heart rate [109], reduced cardiac work [110,111], decreased lipolysis [112],
diminished REE, and less thermogenesis [113] (Fig. 8). The cold-stress response
is unaffected by adrenergic blockade [114].

Titration of propranolol to achieve a reduction of 20% in heart rate safely
reduces cardiac work and diminishes the rate of adverse cardiac events. Less
lipolysis peripherally results from �-2 blockade, and a decline in peripheral and
splanchnic blood flow reduces palmitate delivery and uptake by the liver [106]
in patients on a high-protein, high-carbohydrate diet [115]. Triacyl glycerol stor-
age by the liver is decreased, resulting in less hepatomegaly and mesenteric
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FIGURE 8 Change in resting energy expenditure in major burns with adrenergic
blockade. (From Ref. 113.)

hypertrophy. Fat secretion and oxidation are not appreciably diminished. Treat-
ment with propranolol reduced palmitate storage in the liver of severely burned
pediatric patients from 1.53 � 1.3 to 0.76 � 0.58 mm/kg/min [116]. Patients
accrete a greater lean body mass due to decreased skeletal muscle wasting. In-
creased recycling of amino acids within the cell can be demonstrated by isotope
studies, which show enhanced amino acid reincorporation into intracellular pro-
teins. These catecholamine-mediated effects are only demonstrated in catabolic
subjects and propranolol does not result in these changes when administered in
normal subjects [117]. Heavy muscular individuals are most prone to the effects
of the hypermetabolic response [13]. Children less than 2 years old and elderly
subjects show less catabolism than older children and younger adults. Significant
protein catabolism does not usually occur in burns less than 40% TBSA unless
the patient is septic; patients with burns larger than 40% invariably display marked
muscle protein wasting.

SUMMARY

Severe burn injury exhibits a profound hypermetabolic response with disturbances
in height, weight, linear growth, bone mineralization, and skeletal muscle wasting
in children and adults. Peripheral lipolysis is increased with central deposition
of fatty acids in the liver and mesentery. Muscle wasting and peripheral lipolysis
lead to an emaciated pseudocushingoid appearance. Continuing catabolism may
profoundly hamper rehabilitation. These metabolic changes are markedly in-
creased by pain, sepsis, and delayed closure of the burn wound. Strategies aimed
to reduce the metabolic affects of burn injury include early excision and closure
of the burn wound leading to a reduction in the rate and extent of wound sepsis.
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Wound infection is actively sought and treated aggressively. The hypermetabolic
response is ameliorated by supportive measures, which include maintenance of
thermal equilibrium by environmental heating to 30–32 �C. Early enteral feeding
should be instituted on the day of burn with a high-protein, high-carbohydrate
diet to reduce bacterial translocation across the compromised gut–blood barrier
to reduce sepsis and to increase amino acid incorporation into muscle to prevent
muscle wasting and aid rehabilitation [51,118]. A resistive exercise program in
a supervised maximally compliant inpatient setting is essential to augment lean
bodymass, improve function, and minimize contracture. Pharmacological support
with anabolic agents such as rhGH, insulin, or oxandrolone help enormously to
improve donor site healing, eventual time to burn wound healing, and mainte-
nance of muscle mass. These agents and propranolol mitigate the effects of the
hypermetabolic response to burn injury. At present propranolol and oxandrolone
are the most cost-effective with few side effects [119] (Tables 2–3 available).
Research now underway aims to increase the effectiveness of present therapies
and develop new treatment modalities to improve inpatient care and postoperative
rehabilitation of patients with severe burns.
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A Practical Approach to Acute Burn
Rehabilitation

Michael A. Serghiou and Scott A. Farmer
Shriners Burns Hospital, Galveston, Texas, U.S.A.

INTRODUCTION

A significant burn injury may lead to a devastating functional outcome if it is not
methodically and systematically managed by an experienced burn team. Physical
rehabilitation is an essential component of the burn team. Its goal is to assist the
burn survivor throughout the recovery process in order to achieve the most posi-
tive functional outcome at the completion of therapy. Immediate attention to
serious burn injuries in the acute phase is critical in saving the patient’s life and
may be a predictor of a good rehabilitative outcome in the long run. Today, there
are no standard guidelines or protocols that dictate the way a therapist should
design and deliver treatment. Therapists achieve the common rehabilitation goal
of optimal functional recovery in different ways. Over the years therapists have
developed their own treatment techniques, some of which have objectively dem-
onstrated good outcomes and produced positive therapeutic results clinically.
This chapter discusses current treatment techniques utilized in the acute phase
of rehabilitation, which is defined as the time the patient has been admitted to
the intensive care unit (ICU) until the completion of all grafting procedures and
wound closure. Positioning, splinting, wound and scar management, exercise,
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and functional activities will be discussed in the preoperative, intraoperative, and
postoperative setting, as indicated in the acute phase. Also, patient and family
education as it relates to rehabilitation during this phase of recovery will be
addressed.

Once the patient has been admitted to the burn center, the therapist conducts
a comprehensive evaluation to assess the patient’s needs for physical rehabilita-
tion and design the most effective plan of care. The initial evaluation is critical
and should be carefully documented by the therapist in the medical record. Initial
observations made at that time, such as risk for pressure areas and special position-
ing needs, may affect the outcome of therapy later on in rehabilitation.

POSITIONING IN THE ACUTE PHASE

Correct positioning of the burned patient is vital early on after the injury and in
some cases would almost guarantee positive functional outcomes at the comple-
tion of rehabilitation. Positioning should begin immediately upon admission to
the burn center and should be continued until all the scars from the last operative
procedure have matured (reconstructive phase of rehabilitation).

Preoperative Positioning

Positioning is initially designed to aid in edema reduction, promote wound heal-
ing, preserve function, and prevent contractures. It may be accomplished with
the use of pillows, foam pads, cut out mattresses, overhead trapeze mechanisms,
and splinting.

Head

Head elevation above the level of the heart decreases edema in the emergent
phase of rehabilitation. In cases of large total body surface area burns (TBSAB)
shock blocks may be utilized to achieve elevation of the entire bed (Fig. 1). With
the use of these wooden (12 � 12 inch) blocks placed beneath the feet at the
head of the regular bed, the entire bed comes to an incline of approximately 30
degrees. This aids in head edema reduction without having to position the patient’s
injured hips in the compromising flexion position. A wooden board padded with
foam is placed at the foot of the bed (Fig. 1) to prevent the patient from sliding
downward. The described positioning technique is impossible to achieve when
the patient is positioned in a Clinitron bed.

Antitorticollis Head Strap

In preventing lateral neck flexion and cervical spine rotation, which may lead to
the development of so-called burn torticollis, the therapist may design and fabri-
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FIGURE 1 Total body positioning of an acute burn patient which includes detail of
each individual body segment and addresses edema of the upper body.

cate a dynamic strap mechanism that achieves a head midline position (Fig. 2)
while the patient is lying supine in bed. The dynamic strap includes a Velfoam
headband attached to TheraBand elastic, which, in turn, is tied to the side of the
bed and provides enough tension to bring the head/neck in the neutral position.

Ear Cups

The ear cartilage, if involved, may be easily damaged further by rubbing on the
mattress or pillows if not protected. Ear cups may be fabricated to protect the
ears and serve as anchors for tubes to be tied on, rather than wrapping around
the head tightly and damaging the ears.

Neck

The neck should be positioned in neutral or in slight extension (10–15 degrees)
with the use of towel rolls or foam pads behind the neck or on the scapular line.
A foam mattress may be cut short and placed on top of the regular bed mattress,
allowing the patient’s neck to drop into extension, in so-called short mattress
supine position. If the patient is in a Clinitron bed, weights may be placed on
either side of the neck to allow it to slightly extend. A patient with injuries to
the head and/or neck should not be allowed to use pillows. Special attention
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FIGURE 2 To prevent burn scar torticollis, a dynamic head sling is constructed and
attached to the bed rail to bring the patient’s head in to the midline.

should be given to the intubated patient when positioning the head and the neck
accurately so that ventilation is not obstructed.

Shoulders

Both shoulders, if involved, should be positioned in the scaption position: the
plane between shoulder flexion and shoulder abduction (Fig. 1). Positioning the
shoulder in approximately 90 degrees of abduction with approximately 30 degrees
of horizontal flexion alleviates stress on the brachial plexus. A nerve palsy may
occur when the shoulder is positioned in plain abduction and the neck is rotated
toward the contralateral side over a period of time. Bedside tables or metal troughs
padded with foam may be utilized initially to achieve this position.

Elbow and Forearm

The elbow is positioned in extension with the forearm in neutral or in supination
depending on the distribution of the injury. It is important not to lock the elbow
into maximum extension when positioning it into a splint to prevent future elbow
capsular tightness. Positioning of the elbow may be achieved through the use of
anterior elbow conformers or metal bed conformers padded with foam.
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Wrist and Hand

For the short term, the wrist and the hand may be placed in a functional burned
hand position that may include wrist extension (0–30 degrees), metacarpopha-
langeal (MCP) joint flexion (70–90 degrees) placing the collateral ligaments of
these joints into a stretched position to prevent future tightness, and the interpha-
langeal (IP) joint in full extension (0 degrees), placing the collateral ligaments
and the volar plate into a stretched position to prevent future tightness and con-
tracture. The thumb may be positioned into a combination of radial and palmar
abduction, preventing future cupping of the hand created by volar skin con-
tractures between the thenar and hypothenar eminence. The hand position de-
scribed (Fig. 3) is a suggestive one with existing variations and may be accom-
plished using the burn hand splint.

Hips

The hips should be positioned in neutral rotation, approximately 10–15 degrees
abduction and full extension (Fig. 1). When the hips are injured, elevation of the
head of the hospital bed should be avoided to prevent flexion contractures. The
hip position described may be accomplished through the use of wedges, pillows,
or a hip spica splint.

Knees

The knees are positioned in extension, avoiding locking the joints in full exten-
sion, and thus preventing future capsular tightness. Positioning is commonly
achieved with the use of hard thermoplastic posterior knee conformers.

FIGURE 3 The burned hand functional position includes 0–30 degrees of wrist
extension, 70–90 degrees of MCP joint flexion, 0 degrees IP joint, and a combina-
tion of CMC joint palmar and radial abduction.
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Ankles

The ankles are positioned in the neutral position (0 degrees dorsiflexion) with
the use of padded footboards (Fig. 1) or splints. Special attention should be given
to the heel of the foot to prevent pressure ulcers.

Patients who have sustained a large burn injury require extensive custom
positioning regimens, that are closely monitored and altered as dictated by the
their medical status. The key to preventing skin breakdown and pressure ulcers
is to reposition the patient frequently. This alleviates excessive and prolonged
pressure on certain anatomical locations. A written comprehensive positioning
and shifting regimen with photographs should be posted in the patient’s room.
The entire team along with the patient’s family should be educated on how to
implement this positioning program. When the patient is medically stable he or
she should be spending a lot of time in the upright position ambulating or sitting
in a chair with frequent shifting, in order to minimize the risk of pressure ulcers
on already compromised body surface areas.

Intraoperative Positioning

In the operating room (OR) the patient must be carefully positioned to accommo-
date the physician’s needs and to prevent complications from incorrect positioning
such as iatrogenic pressure sores and nerve palsies. The problems associated with
handling a patient with burn wounds are always a concern. Even transferring to
and from an operating table can cause graft loss. Most frequently, patients may
be positioned supine, prone, sidelying or, in the cases of special operative proce-
dures, they may be suspended by traction. Skeletal traction may be utilized intra-
operatively for delicate skin grafting procedures during which shearing may dam-
age or destroy the new skin or skin substitute applied. This can be achieved by
hoisting the patient’s top four-corner traction frame up in the OR (Fig. 4). The
traction’s pulley system is disengaged and all four extremities are tied directly
to the top frame. The therapist’s role is to monitor closely the forces exerted on
the extremities during suspension and to fabricate a special head sling (Fig. 4)
to position the suspended head correctly in relation to the rest of the body. No
matter how positioning in the operating room is approached, the team should
make sure that the patient’s entire body is positioned correctly and not focus only
on the positioning of the operative site.

Postoperative Positioning

Skeletal Traction

After a skin grafting operation the patient may be placed on bed rest according
to the unit’s immobilization protocol. Postoperative positioning is very similar
to preoperative positioning, with the emphasis on protecting the newly applied
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FIGURE 4 Skeletal traction can be used as an intraoperative suspension system
for successive skin grafting procedures and must account for head suspension.

skin while preventing contractures and preserving function. Therapists are often
called upon to design skeletal traction systems that minimize the need for direct
handling of patients with large burn injuries (Fig. 5). The successful construction
of a traction frame begins with an understanding of biomechanics and the ability
to control the forces acting upon the skeletal system. Cardinal plane motion
is desired as much as possible when designing a pulley system. Force vectors
perpendicular to the bone are most effective at producing a desired position.
Some deviation is required when force vectors are desired in a common direction.
When deviation occurs it is best to determine the motion of greatest concern and
provide a vector most advantageous for that joint. Key points of control are
maintained due to the strong cortical bone that holds the traction pins. This issue
of control makes skeletal traction such a valuable management tool. A list of
benefits that this system provides includes the following:

Elevates extremities off the supporting surface
Provides an alternative means of handling
Maintains functional positions
Provides a slight distraction force to the joint capsules
Can be used as an intraoperative suspension system
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FIGURE 5 This skeletal traction design incorporates a Clinitron airbed into the
support frame and requires less direct handling of the patient.

Elevation of the Extremities off of the Supporting Surface

One of the most crucial aspects of burn care is saving the skin grafts in large
burns. As the size of a burn increases, the need to preserve donor tissue and
limit repeated grafting procedures becomes more important. In this system, the
extremities can be elevated and free from contact pressures. While in this position
the hands can be addressed several different ways. Some of the more common
hand management traction techniques include the banjo, hay rake, and halo. These
all provide an appropriate hand position and assist with application of wound
dressing.

Traction as an Alternative Means of Patient Handling

The stability and control provided by cortical bone allow the patient to be manipu-
lated using the traction pins. A caregiver can lift directly on the bows that connect
to the pins or pull down on the pulley system to lift the patient for any assessed
need. This will limit much of the pressure associated with other handling tech-
niques that require pressure to be applied directly to the superficial tissues. This
can be a visually disturbing process: to see a patient being lifted by pins that
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are protruding from the extremities. However, the skeletal system is much less
innervated than the superficial tissue and it can actually be less painful and safer
than direct handling of the patient.

Maintenance of Functional Positions

Elevation of the extremities primarily occurs in the sagittal plane. The pulley
design that controls the skeletal system is positioned so that the patient will have
90 degrees of flexion at the glenohumeral joint (Fig. 5). This places the arms in
a functional plane for long periods of time to allow modeling of the periscapular
scar tissue. Since the functional position for the legs is closer to extension, the
resting position is maintained at 45 degrees and metatarsal pins pull the ankle
into a neutral position (Fig. 5). Once the positions have been determined, weights
are applied via the pulley system to maintain the position. The positions are
alternated in opposing directions on a 2 h schedule. The resistance that maintains
the extremities can also be used to supply resistance to the traction pins for an
active exercise program. Traction may be a good alternative to conventional
positioning after delicate grafting techniques such as Integra or cultured epidermal
autografts (CEAs).

ORTHOTICS AND SPLINTING

Splints and other orthotics are widely accepted means for correctly positioning
the burned patient. They are utilized to prevent or correct contractures and deform-
ities, preserve function, maintain or increase range of motion (ROM), depress
hypertrophic scars, promote wound healing, protect skin grafts or flaps, and de-
crease edema. The burn rehabilitation therapist must be well aware of the anatomy
and kinesiology of the body surface to be splinted to avoid further injury such
as joint dislocation. Splints should be constructed along the continuum of care
as needed to be most effective and produce, the most desirable outcome. Orthotics
and splints should be constructed of appropriate materials; be functional, cosmeti-
cally appealing, easy to apply, and remove; should not cause pain; and they need
to be monitored frequently and altered as indicated.

Preoperative Splinting

In the emergent phase (0–72 h from the injury) positioning of the patient may
be accomplished through splinting to reduce edema and preserve function. During
this time splinting for the head, face, neck, and shoulders may not be indicated
if correct positioning is achieved through the use of pillows, foam troughs, and
cut-out foam mattresses.
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Burn Hand Splint

One of the most frequently utilized splints in the early stages of burn rehabilitation
and later is the burn hand splint (Fig. 6). Positioning of the hand within the splint
may include wrist extension (0–30 degrees), MCP joint flexion (70–90 degrees),
and IP joint maximum extension (0). The thumb is positioned in a combination
of palmar and radial abduction. Initially this splint may be worn at all times,
especially if the edema is very significant to prevent further damage to hand
structures from movement attempts by the patient. As edema subsides, the splint
may only be worn at night only so that the patient can perform activities of daily
living (ADLs) independently during the day.

Elbow Conformer

An anterior elbow conformer (Fig. 1) may be fabricated to prevent elbow flexion
contractures. It is made out of thermoplastic materials on top of dressings and
must be frequently monitored and altered to accommodate the various dressings

FIGURE 6 The burn hand splint positions the hand appropriately and aids in pre-
venting hand stiffness by positioning the collateral ligaments at the MCP joints and
the collateral ligaments and the volar plate at the IP joints in maximal stretch. The
combination of palmar and radial abduction at the thumb helps to prevent cupping
of the palm.
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thicknesses and presence of edema. The splint should clear the wrist joint distally
and the axillary region proximally by 1–2 in. In most cases the elbow splint is
combined with the hand splint in an overlapping fashion. It is important to desig-
nate which splint is worn on top by marking the thermoplastic material.

Posterior Knee Conformer

To prevent flexion contractures at the knee, the therapist may construct a hard
thermoplastic posterior knee splint. The splint should clear the Achilles tendon
and heel distally and the buttocks and perineal area proximally by 1–2 in. to
avoid proximal and distal pressure when the splint shifts.

Foot Drop Splint

Most commonly during this stage of recovery a posterior foot drop splint is
fabricated out of thermoplastic materials (Fig. 7a) or a prefabricated (Fig. 7b)
splint is utilized to prevent plantar flexion while protection the heel from break-
down. The splint positions the ankle in neutral and suspends the heel, thus prevent-
ing pressure acting upon it. The therapist should adjust the foot and knee splint
in order to be applied together in cases in which both splints are required at the
same time and designate which splint is worn on top by marking the thermoplastic
material.

Intraoperative Splinting

Splinting in the OR, when needed, is beneficial because the anesthetized patient
will not actively resist splinting that may damage freshly applied skin grafts. Care
should be given to minimize the OR dressing in order for constructed splints to
fit correctly and functionally.

Neck Conformer

The patient may be fitted with an anterior hard neck splint over bulky dressings
(Fig. 8). The splint is not removed until the first postoperative dressing change
is performed.

Airplane Splint

After undergoing axillary releases and skin grafting, the patient may be required
to wear an airplane splint. These splints may be custom-made or prefabricated
and they are applied in the OR at the completion of the surgical procedure to
immobilize and protect new skin grafts. The benefits of the prefabricated airplane
splint, which unfortunately comes in only one adult size, is that it minimizes OR
splinting time and allows for different abduction ranges. This is achieved by
unlocking the goniometric mechanism and changing the abduction setting man-
ually, thus eliminating future time-consuming splint adjustments by the therapist.
Other splints most commonly fabricated in the OR include the hand splint, elbow,
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FIGURE7 (a) A posterior custom-made foot drop splint or (b) a prefabricated poste-
rior foot drop splint helps to maintain the foot in the neutral position and suspend
the heel thus protecting it from unwanted pressure and skin breakdown.
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FIGURE 8 Postoperatively, the neck is positioned appropriately with the use of an
anterior hard neck splint.

and knee conformers. The key to successful OR splinting is to minimize the
postoperative dressing without compromising the grafted sites. When intraopera-
tive splinting is scheduled in advance, the therapist makes the necessary prepara-
tions prior to entering the OR, this minimizing the splint fabrication time and
not prolonging the anesthesia time.

Unna’s Boot

To protect a fresh graft best until the first dressing change, the grafted site may
be immobilized and protected at the same time with an Unna’s boot intraopera-
tively. This resembles a soft cast that eliminates the need for hard thermoplastic
application for immobilization.
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OR Casting

After a contracture release and skin grafting, immobilization may be achieved
through the applicationof a fiberglass orplaster cast. Thehard cast helps tomaintain
the position achieved by the surgeon in the OR. In the case of hands or feet that
have been operated on, it may help to prevent pinning of digits or joints.

Postoperative Splinting

The patient’s operated-on sites are immobilized for approximately 4 days accord-
ing to the unit’s protocols. Once the grafts take and wounds close, the focus of
splinting is on counteracting the contractile forces of by the newly formed scar.
The therapist must choose appropriate thermoplastic materials prior to the con-
struction of splints. Materials with memory allow for multiple adjustments of
splints and are best suited for serial splinting. At this time dynamic splints are
introduced to provide traction and aid in reversing scar contractures, maintain
and/or increase ROM, and allow for functional use of the splinted joints. In the
case of peripheral nerve injuries to the upper extremity, dynamic splints may
help the hand perform ADLs until muscle innervation and functional strength
return.

It is imperative that the therapist be knowledgeable about the anatomy of
the body part to be splinted before constructing a splint in order to prevent further
injury to the already compromised joints. The basic mechanical principles of
splinting need to be consider prior to splinting. As the physical status of the
patient continues to change, and depending on the stage of scar maturation, all
splints must be closely and frequently monitored for fit and be adjusted or modi-
fied as indicated.

Splint application schedules should also be assessed on a regular basis and
modified to allow the patient to function independently as much as possible.

In cases of severe circumferential injuries, splints need to provide stretching
to the agonist and antagonist muscles and stretch the scar in all directions.

Ear Obturators

Active scars may contract around the ear canal, causing it to begin to close
circumferentially. Ear obturators (Fig. 9a) are fabricated out of hard thermoplas-
tics to maintain and increase the ear canal opening. Fast results in opening the
ear canal with these serially adjusted splints have been observed.

External Ear Splint

Severe burns to the face and head may cause a contracture in the back of the ear,
which may begin to contract toward the scalp. A splint resembling an oyster shell
is formed behind the ear to prevent it from attaching to the scalp. The splint is
made of thermoplastic materials directly fitted to the patient (Fig. 9b) or by
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FIGURE9 (a) Ear obturators prevent closure of the ear canal. (b) A low thermoplas-
tic splint resembling an oyster shell may be formed behind the ear to prevent it
from contracting to the scalp.
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FIGURE 9 (Cont.) (c) A negative mold of the patient’s ear is taken, from which a
positive mold is constructed. Then a high thermoplastic transparent posterior splint
is fabricated. (d) Nasal obturators can reverse burn scar stenosis of the nostrils.
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utilizing the negative/positive mold technique to create a positive mold of the
surface described above. A conformer made of high thermoplastic material is
then created from the positive mold (Fig. 9c).

Nasal Obturators

Similarly to the ear obturators, these splints reverse the stenosis of the nostrils
created by contracting scar around the nose. These splints produce fast positive
results if they are worn continually when the scars are active (Fig. 9d).

Mouth Splints

Oral microstomia may develop as a result of perioral scar development. Several
oral microstomia splints can be utilized to stretch the mouth horizontally, verti-
cally, or circumferentially. The devices may be static or dynamic (Fig. 10). They
need to be worn around the clock, except during meals and exercise, in order to
produce the most positive results. A dynamic horizontal splint may be worn
during the day to prevent drooling and a static splint at night when the patient
is resting in the supine position. The tension at the oral commissures is adjusted
to prevent skin breakdown or pressure sores during prolonged application of these
devices.

Neck Splints

In addition to the traditional anterior hard neck conformer, other types of neck
splints may be used. Open-phase neck designs include lateral, anterior, or poste-
rior neck splints, which are specifically constructed to position the neck appro-
priately postoperatively while protecting fragile autografts or skin substitutes
(Fig. 11).

Figure 8 Axillary Pads

As scar begins to form, contractures may be caused in the axilla anteriorly, poste-
riorly, or on both surfaces. These contractures may negatively affect the ROM
of both shoulders and lead to functional limitations. In addition to the airplane
splint, figure 8 axillary pads may be fabricated to keep the axillary skin surface
stretched and prevent webbing of the skin on the anterior or posterior surfaces.
These pads are made of foam are attached to a strapping mechanism that promotes
good postural control by bringing the scapulae into correct retraction and adduc-
tion.

Deformities of the Hand

During the acute post operative phase wounds continue to heal and overabundance
of collagen laid at the wound site for healing leads to the formation of contracting
hypertrophic scars. As a result of these scars, different deformities may begin to
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FIGURE 10 Mouth splints are used to prevent or correct oral microstomia; (a) static
horizontal mouth opening splint, (b) static vertical mouth-opening splint, (c) circum-
ferential microstomia device.

develop in the hand that, if left untreated, may lead to devastating functional
limitations.

Claw Hand Deformity

As burn wounds on the dorsum of the hand begin to close they may cause MCP
joint hyperextension and IP joint flexion, leading to what is known as a claw
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FIGURE 11 Open phase neck splints are constructed to position the neck appropri-
ately after skin grafting and prevent shearing of the newly applied skin or skin
substitute; (a) lateral neck splint, (b) anterior neck splint, (c) posterior neck splint.
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hand deformity. The hand becomes flat in its palmar surface and the definition
of the palmar arches is lost. A burn hand splint or a dorsal block splint adjusted
in a serial fashion should be utilized to correct this deformity. In extreme cases
in which the deformity has significantly progressed, serial casting may be pre-
scribed. The cast resembles a dorsal block splint that allows the digits to flex
freely. If a cast fails, surgical pinning may take place to reverse this contracture.
A dynamic composite hand flexion splint may be considered after serial casting
or pinning to bring the hand progressively into flexion (Fig. 12). The dynamic
and static splints should be used in combination on a 24 h basis until this deformity
is reversed. When the patient has lost fingernails, a unique method of attaching
hooks to the digits may be used. A contour hook and Coban are used to attach
the hook to the distal surface of the digit (Fig. 13). The attachment of rubber
bands to the hooks distally and to a D-ring proximally on a volar wrist splint
provide for composite closure of the hand.

Boutonniere Deformity

Damage to the extensor hood mechanism of a digit may cause a disruption of
the central slip, leading to the development of boutonniere deformity during which

FIGURE 12 A dynamic composite hand flexion splint provides adequate traction
to stretch and remodel scar adhesions.
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FIGURE 13 A contour hook and Coban mechanism is constructed to provide the
digits without nails with hooks for dynamic flexion.

the proximal IP (PIP) joint contracts into flexion and the distal IP (DIP) joint
hyperextends. If the contracture is mild, a digital gutter splint may be fabricated
and serially adjusted to bring the digit into a functional position until the involved
structure heals and scars mature. The digit should be immobilized in the splint
while the rest of the hand is allowed to function normally. A gutter splint may
also be utilized in the presence of a tendon exposure in any digit until re-epithe-
lialization occurs.

Swan Neck Deformity

Severe injury to the digits may result into an imbalance of forces acting on the
phalanges, causing a collapse of a digit. This so-called swan neck deformity
presents as hyperextension at the PIP joint and flexion at the DIP joint. The
affected digit needs to be protected in a custom-made and serially adjusted Figure
8 finger splint or using prefabricated Murphy rings. These splints allow for the
functional use of the digit and maintain the PIP joint into a position of function
while being corrected. These splints must be worn for as long as the scars are
active and the affected structures are healing.
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Cupping of the Palm

Active scar in the palm of the hand may begin to pull the thenar and hypothenar
eminence together, causing a cupping of the palm deformity. The deformity, in
some cases, may be severe enough to cause the thumb to hyperextend or subluxed
at the MCP joint. A resting pan splint with the thumb in a radial abduction and
the palm stretched open or a thumb spica splint is fabricated to correct this
deformity. A thumb spica serial cast may be fabricated initially if the contracture
is severe prior to splinting.

Mallet Finger

Volar finger burns or damage to the extensor tendon at the DIP joint level may
result into a flexion contracture at the DIP joint known as mallet finger. A Stax
splint may be used to position the DIP joint in neutral while the tendon is healing,
or a volar gutter splint may be fabricated to serially reverse the DIP flexion
contracture.

Dynamic Hand Extension Splint

Volar hand contractures respond positively to dynamic traction that provides a
gentle and prolong stretch to remodel scar tissue. Peripheral nerve injuries involv-
ing the radial nerve will significantly affect function: the hand is able to close
but not open correctly. In cases of volar hand contractures or radial nerve injury,
a dynamic hand extension splint may be indicated. Based on the principles of
achieving proximal stability to allow for distal mobility, the dorsal static compo-
nent of this splint may be extended over the middle of the proximal phalanges to
create the base for a dynamic PIP extension outrigger when the volar contractures
involve the PIP joints.

Digital Dynamic Springs

Flexion or extension contractures to the digits may, in addition to the static gutter
splints, be managed with dynamic flexion or extension spring splints. These digi-
tal splints allow for the continuation of normal functional activities of the rest
of the hand.

Other Body Areas

Hip Spica

Large body surface area burns involving the whole body may significantly affect
the patient’s ability to ambulate correctly. Hip flexion contractures may occur
during this time due to improper positioning while supine in bed over a period
of time. An anterior hip spica splint (Fig. 14) is fabricated and worn at all times
while the patient is in bed. The splint may be serially adjusted to achieve the hip
neutral position and allow the patient to resume normal ambulation.
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FIGURE 14 Hip flexion contractures may be corrected with the use of an anterior
hip spica splint.

Knee Conformers

Knee flexion contractures may be corrected with the use of custom thermoplastic
posterior knee splints or a soft circumferential prefabricated conformer. These
splints are mostly worn when the patient is in bed or resting. They should be
removed for ambulation to prevent further injury.

Foot Splints

Positioning appropriately in bed in the acute phase of recovery will help to prevent
dorsiflexion, plantar flexion, inversion and eversion of the foot, and prepare the
patient to resume normal ambulation when appropriate. Circumferential burns to
the feet require splinting of the anterior or posterior surfaces (Fig. 15). Foot plates
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FIGURE15 Circumferential burns to the feet require splinting of both the (a) anterior
and (b) posterior surfaces to prevent both dorsiflexion and plantar flexion con-
tractures.
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FIGURE 16 The dynamic metatarsophalangeal flexion boot may be fabricated to
allow for ambulation and stretching of the toes in flexion at the same time.

are worn at night to prevent toe hyperextension. Special shoes may also be needed
to prevent toe hyperextension. When the dorsum of the foot is released and toe
hyperextension is corrected post operatively, a unique dynamic toe flexion custom
splint can be fabricated. This splint is applied in the operating room and allows
for immediate postoperative ambulation and simultaneous dynamic toe flexion
through a tunnel attached to a posterior foot splint (Fig. 16).

SERIAL CASTING

In some cases, scar tissue does not adequately respond to the therapeutic measures
designed to prevent joint contracture. Serial casting is an effective method of
treating joints with progressive loss of motion. This technique involves the use
of plaster or fiberglass casting material to apply a static low-load stress along
the length of restrictive scar tissue. Traditional casting procedures are designed
to immobilize a segment over an extended period of time. Casting procedures
that address scar tissue must be applied several times over an extended period
to allow incremental improvement. Complete healing of the target tissue is not
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FIGURE 17 The force and duration of a serial cast can be increased with a spacer
system. (a) Wedge-shaped slits are cut into the medial and lateral surfaces of the
cast to obtain a greater degree of eversion. (b) Small wooden spacers maintain
the improved position.
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a requirement if proper wound dressing and relief techniques are followed. A typi-
cal protocol will last 2–3 weeks, with a staggered application schedule that begins
daily and extends to every 3 days to allow for skin assessment and active exercise.

Almost every joint in the extremities is capable of being casted. However,
the larger joints tend to respond more favorably to casting due to longer leverage
arms. Regardless of the joint being treated, it is extremely important to provide
sufficient padding to protect bony landmarks and the edges of the cast. As the
cast is applied, the joint is positioned so that 5–10 degrees of motion are gained
and held until the material hardens. Since healing tissues are more fragile than
intact tissue, extra protection should line the surfaces that are cut for the removal
process. If skin integrity is well established, a wedge design can be used to
prolong the use of a single cast. Wedge-shaped sections are cut into the medial
and lateral surfaces of the cast to allow for repositioning (Fig. 17). The new
position is maintained by placing small rigid spacers on the restricted side, which
applies additional stress to the restrictive tissue. Once the new position is attained,
the wedges are recast without replacing the entire cast.

The disadvantage of this routine is that active motion and strength are
compromised while the cast is in use. Serial casting procedures are used in the
context of a larger program. As soon as a cast is removed, the patient should
participate in active mobility exercises that strengthen the newly gained range of
motion. Scar management is critical for the rest period between casting procedures
to condition the tissue and prevent excessive dryness or maceration. Balancing
periods of stressed immobility and active functional motion is the key to a success-
ful serial casting routine. If applied in appropriate parameters, the contracted joint
should respond positively in both available motion and muscular strength.

EXERCISE AND PERFORMANCE OF ACTIVITIES OF DAILY
LIVING

Physical activity is typically avoided following a grafting procedure to ensure
viability of the skin graft. If strength is an issue, isometric exercise, which does
not produce joint motion, can be attempted earlier in the postoperative phase.
Patient compliance is required to prevent shear forces due to excessive motion.
In cases of small partial-thickness burns, activity may begin following initial
wound management, which may include application of bio-occlusive dressings.
Once the grafts or skin substitutes are sufficiently incorporated, which may take
about 3 days, active movement should be encouraged. Activity can begin in
several forms. Passive, active, or active assistive exercises are all appropriate
techniques to begin an activity program. Resistive motion is a higher-level skill
that can improve performance and tolerance for functional mobility; however, it
should only be used after the burn team is satisfied with the graft’s viability.
Resistance can be introduced manually by the therapist in a static fashion with
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the use of weights or dynamically with elastic bands. Another alternative to static
weights is the skeletal traction exercise program described earlier.

The intensity of an exercise program is always based on the patient’s toler-
ance as dictated by the physiological condition and current state of skin replace-
ment material. A rehabilitation therapist is often confronted with the dilemma of
when to proceed with an active exercise program. In the early stages there can
be an inverse relationship with the amount of active, movement and the successful
adherence of skin grafts. The question that must be posed is: What is more
important, improving the deconditioned state of this individual, or preventing
loss of wound coverage? The answer to this question will provide the team with
the appropriate direction. In some cases, both goals can be met with moderate
results if the program consists only of isometric muscle contractions performed
at joint angles that represent a full arc of motion.

Many considerations go into the planning of an exercise program that in-
cludes active exercise, range of motion, and performance of daily living skills.
There is a direct relationship between the type of exercise performed and the
ability to perform daily living skills successfully. Active exercise can strengthen
the muscles that combat restrictive scar tissue. This form of exercise can lead to
improved range of motion that allows participation in skilled activity. Once the
physiological requirements needed to complete a task are achieved, practice and
repetition are needed to reinforce the patient so that the skill can be performed
over time.

AMBULATION AND MOBILITY TRAINING

Ambulation and all other out-of-bed activities should not begin until viability of
the skin replacement procedure is established. Ambulation is typically initiated by
oneof twomeans.Orientation to thevertical position is introduced either bygradual
tilting on a table, or standing at the bedside. Depending on the duration of bed rest, a
patientmaybe at risk for orthostatic hypotension. In noncomplicatedcases a normal
time for beginning mobility training is 3–7 days. In some instances of cadaver skin
grafting patients may begin mobilizing as early as postoperative day 1.

Regardless of when the patient is allowed to participate in mobility training,
it is very important to maintain appropriate handling techniques. Acute burn
wounds and grafts need to be dressed with an appropriate interface to minimize
adherence of the wounds to the dressings, which should allow for gas exchange
and avoid adhering to the surrounding tissue. Once the proper dressings are ap-
plied, elastic wraps can be placed on the extremities and torso to assist with
regulating blood pressure. Some have advocated for double-wrapping the lower
extremities to assist further with the gravity-dependent position.

Ambulation training should be preceded by training for mobility in bed.
Functional mobility evaluations should include all gross motor movement in both
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the horizontal and vertical planes. Each individual will present with unique bar-
riers to mobility. The rehabilitation therapist should be responsible for analyzing
the strengths and weakness of each situation to determine the most efficient means
of accomplishing mobility. This type of training will relate closely to strength
training, since both are required to combat the negative effects of bed rest.

Bed mobility is mainly concerned with a patient’s ability to transfer into
and out of the sleeping surface. This activity may become increasingly difficult
due to the softer and more conforming surfaces common in acute hospital facili-
ties. A patient may need to be transferred to a firm surface, such as a mat-table,
to decrease the difficulty of accomplishing the task. If this is not an option,
progress would be somewhat slower than expected. Airbeds, such as the Clinitron,
are so difficult to transfer from that mobility training may need to be postponed
until a more suitable surface is available.

The ability to transfer is evaluated and assessed based on the amount of
assistance required to complete the task. The range of assistance varies from total
dependence to complete independence. Other patients may be independent with
the use of assistive devices such as an overhead bar or raised side rails. Advancing
an individual who requires assistance typically involves greater amounts of func-
tional exercise and development of more efficient movement strategies. These
techniques are typically safe to perform in the absence of compounding factors.
One area of concern is the management of peripheral equipment, such as intrave-
nous lines, physiological monitoring devices, catheters, and nasogastric tubes.
As the patient is asked to move, it is very important to inspect closely all the
equipment that could get dislodged.

Once the transfer is complete, ambulation is the next taste to be mastered.
If the patient is standing, ambulation is initiated with the appropriate amount of
assistance. Assistive devices are all considered, from axillary crutches to walking
canes. Tolerance for duration and intensity are closely monitored by the rehabilita-
tion department and progression is determined by the patient’s overall ability to
tolerate increasing amounts of exercise.

SCAR MANANGEMENT

The unrelenting progressive nature of scar formation following a burn injury has
the potential for drastically altering an individual’s biomechanics. Collagen fibers
are aggressively formed to assist with wound closure in the early stages of wound
healing. One of the major goals of rehabilitation therapists is to limit the impact
of scar formation on mobility. Scar management must be addressed during all
phases of the patient’s treatment by the acute burn service. The techniques in-
volved will change as the healing process progresses. Early in the preoperative
stage, soft tissue length is preserved with the use of splints and positioning, which
are important in maintaining a resting functional length. Those techniques have
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been described earlier. There is considerable overlap with the discussion of scar
management, since patients will need to continue with aggressive splinting and
positioning programs throughout their entire recovery process.

Basics

Whatever the technique applied, some basic rules apply to scar management.
Perhaps the most important rule is that the resting position tends to become the
position of contracture. The burn care team should always strive to bring an
individual out of a resting position to prevent scars from limiting the natural arc
of motion a joint produces. The rule that therapists should never ignore is that
scarring is a metabolic process that is quite aggressive and does not fatigue. If
careful attention is not provided on a 24 h basis, a scar can quickly form a
contracture that limits range of motion and has a negative impact on function
(Fig. 18a). As burn wounds are inspected, it is a good idea to remember that
small and vulnerable body areas are more seriously affected by scar formation.
Hand and foot burns are good examples of how devastating scars at the digits
can be (Fig. 18b). Large flat areas tend to have the potential to form long bands
that affect multiple segments such as the neck, chest, and hip. It is also important
to realize that a scar forms three-dimensionally and has the ability to bind with
the deeper tissues. The process is not always the same in every case and some
individuals will scar with greater intensity than others. A therapist should evaluate
a scar knowing that size and thickness are closely correlated with degree of
disability. Some scars left untreated can grow so large and thick that a joint’s
function can be completely disrupted. The scars will typically contract until an
opposing force is encountered; once encountered, the balance of that force can
redirect a scar. Fortunately for the burn team, scars tend to respond to the external
forces applied. A therapist must provide an external force that exceeds the internal
contracture force of the scar. This concept must be strictly adhered to once an
increase resting length is established, or the progressive nature of scar tissue will
reclaim the gains achieved.

A basic scar management program should include pressure therapy, scar
massage, passive stretching, the use of various treatment modalities, and educa-
tion for the patient or caregiver. The initial stages of the program will usually
be addressed by a rehabilitation therapist. However, as the healing tissues become
more durable, more responsibility is placed on the patient or caregiver to manage
the scars. The parameters suggested for each individual program would vary
depending on the aggressiveness and overall surface area of the scar tissue. A
general recommendation will be based on realistic expectations of time involve-
ment balanced against other conflicting events common to a typical daily sched-
ule. Once a patient is mostly covered and has few open areas remaining, it should
be emphasized that scar management is a crucial tool in the recovery or preserva-
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FIGURE 18 Burn scar contractures can have a negative impact on function as
range of motion becomes compromised. (a) Note how difficult midline activity ap-
pears to be for a patient with limited motion in both upper extremities. (b) Hand
burns resulting in partial amputation and loss of functional mobility in the remaining
fingers, and dorsal foot burns can lead to extension contractures of the toes.
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tion of functional mobility. The key components of the program should be per-
formed a minimum of twice daily and can even provide greater benefit if increased
to three or four times daily. A treatment session should continue for a minimum
of 20 min to achieve the desired response. Treatment sessions that fall short of
the 20 min goal may not have the carry over effect that allows for the plastic
changes necessary to sustain improvements in functional mobility. They may also
result in a need to increase the intensity of a treatment, which can cause excessive
tissue trauma. Longer treatment sessions that continue up to an hour in duration
are also acceptable, if intensity remains low enough to prevent local tissue trauma.
Pressure therapy is considered separately from this discussion of treatment dura-
tion. Pressure is applied on amore rigorous schedule, which will include whenever
the patient is not bathing or participating in other scar management procedures.
The intensity of all these treatments should remain low to allow the scar tissue
to accommodate to the stress supplied during treatment. It has been well estab-
lished in the rehabilitation literature that collagen-based scar tissue responds most
favorably to low-load, long-duration stress.

Pressure Therapy

The role of pressure therapy evolves along with the healing process. In the emer-
gent preoperative phase, pressure is applied with elastic bandages to control the
amount of edema associated with the inflammatory phase of wound healing.
Several techniques can be used to wrap the extremities, including the spiral,
figure eight, and modified figure eight. The modified figure eight is simply a
combination of the spiral and figure eight wraps that crosses anteriorly and is
spiral-warped posteriorly. This technique has been noted to provide a more evenly
distributed pressure that prevents excessive force at any one point on the extrem-
ity. During the early stage of recovery, immobility may predispose the acute
patient to orthostatic hypotension. Some therapists advocate double-wrapping the
lower extremities to modulate the response of the vascular system to the upright
position. The torso can be addressed with a spiral wrap that incorporates the
axillae or pelvis as needed. Any wrap should begin at the distal end and progress
proximally. Overlap of the wrap should remain at 50% of the entire length of
the segment being covered. The hand should be wrapped so that the thumb is
allowed to pass through a precut slit in the bandage. The fingers are not included
in this wrap to prevent restrict on of individual movement. The fingers can be
wrapped with a self-adhesive taping technique that also progresses from distal
to proximal. The fingertips are excluded to allow for tactile stimulation and easier
grasping. Narrow strips should also be applied between each finger to maintain
the depth and slope of the web spaces (Fig. 19).

The use of elastic wraps and self-adhesive tape will continue until healing
of the tissues allows for progression to the next phase of pressure therapy. Elastic
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FIGURE 19 Self-adhesive taping can control edema and scar formation in the hand
once wound closure is achieved. Note the soft inserts between the fingers to main-
tain the web spaces.

wraps are applied circumferentially so that the shear force is minimized during
the application process, but they do not provide the most uniform pressure. Tubu-
lar elastic bandages provide a more uniform pressure, but they must be pulled
on as a unit. This application process may increase shear forces and may be
delayed until wound closure is complete. Some small open areas are acceptable,
but when the tubular bandage is removed dried exudate can be problematic if
the wound bed is pulled off by the bandage. Elastic bandages are more easily
removed in the presence of adherent wounds because of the circumferential appli-
cation and removal process. The application of tubular bandages can be assisted
with cylindrical guides placed over the extremity. However, the guide must be
larger than the extremity, which, in some cases, may cause excessive stretch of
the material (Fig. 20).

As the healing process progresses, the inflammatory phase gives rise to the
proliferative phase. This phase usually takes place in the postoperative stage of
the acute burn care management as wound healing is taking place and few open
areas remain. The time from initial injury may be from 2 weeks to 2 months,
since wound healing phases tend to overlap, especially in large traumatic injuries.
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FIGURE 20 To lessen shear forces during application, tubular bandages can be
applied using a cylindrical guide.

The goal of pressure therapy in the proliferative phase transitions from edema
control to scar suppression. The pressure applied in this phase is intended to
exceed capillary pressure to deprive the scars of nutrients and fluid. During this
phase the circumferences of the body regions are almost stable and a more appro-
priate pressure therapy can include interim garments. Interim garments are prefab-
ricated pressure garments applied like regular garments. These also include face
masks, gloves, and stockings. These garments are also available in individual
body segments. The advantages of these garments are durability and even pressure
distribution.

Pressure garments may not be able to apply therapeutic pressure over irregu-
lar body surfaces. Various insert materials are utilized underneath the pressure
garments to aid in depressing hypertrophic scars. Inserts utilized in combination
with pressure garments may be custom-made or preformed. Customized inserts
are liquids or putties that require a catalyst to create semi-rigid or rigid material
molded as it hardens to fit specific contoured or concave body surfaces. Soft
insert materials such as strapping material, foam, and silicone gels may be utilized
initially in scar management, to treat the fragile and sensitive hypertrophic scar.
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The final stage of wound healing includes remodeling of the scar tissue.
Open areas are mostly healed at this stage, but a few may remain. These areas
should be covered with a drying solution such as Mercurochrome if infection is
not suspected. In this stage the goal of nutrient and fluid restriction remains;
however, the additional goal of reorienting collagen fibers begins to be addressed.
Now that extremity girth is mostly stable, customized pressure garments can be
applied. These garments are measured for each individual and can be fabricated
for any body region (Fig. 21). These garments are applied over stable scars. The
application process can be made easier with the use of zippers or hook and loop
closures. These garments encourage the orientation of collagen fibers by creating a
customized template over the scars to prevent excessive proliferation and growth.

FIGURE 21 Customized pressure garments are measured to fit each unique indi-
vidual and can be obtained for any body surface region.
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Regardless of when pressure therapy is applied, the problems remain the
same. The tissues must be inspected daily for breakdown, maceration, or blister-
ing. If problems arise, pressure should be diverted from the local regions if possi-
ble. If inserts are used, they can be discontinued for short periods of time to
encourage healing. Excessive pressure can also become an issue and each patient
should be educated to detect the signs and symptoms of ischemia.

Scar Massage

Burn wounds that limit the natural lubrication of tissues produce scars that become
excessively dry. Lack of lubrication also adversely affects the pliability of viable
tissues and hampers mobility. Individuals who experience these circumstances
benefit from scar massage. This form of massage typically begins with water- or
oil-based lubricating lotion. This process facilitates an increase in pliability, which
assists tissue mobility. The techniques involved in scar massage evolve along
with the stages of wound healing. Early in the inflammatory phase, lubrication
is typically not an issue due to the use of topical antibiotic medications. Massage
techniques may be used more for relaxation and pain modulation because direct
manipulation of a fresh burn wound is contraindicated. Following a grafting
procedure, as the proliferative stage is causing growth of the scar, aggressive
massage may accentuate the growth by causing local vasodilatation. In this stage,
gentle techniques that assist with lubrication and pain control are advised. Mas-
sage is always discouraged directly to open areas because the lotion can contami-
nate the wound bed. Scar management is most advantageous in the remodeling
phase of wound healing. During this stage, deep and cross friction massage tech-
niques target adhesions that can form between scar tissue and the surrounding
tissues. Longitudinal techniques assist in the realignment of collagen when per-
formed in conjunction with passive stretching techniques. Vibratingmassage units
are commonly used in the later phases of recovery to assist with scar massage
and often come with a thermal head. The attachments for these units can be
changed depending on the area being treated: flat broad heads for large areas,
moderate size heads for small regional areas, and blunt pointed heads for recessed
areas. This technique is appropriate to use in conjunction with the actual stretch
and is effective in regaining the end range of a restricted motion. This is also a
technique easily taught for home use to provide the caregiver with amore effective
home program.

Passive Stretching

The concept of passive stretching is defined as an external force that provides a
resting tension across scar tissue. Initially, this tension force is supplied by splints
and positioning techniques. Once a patient has been evaluated for joint integrity
and all tissues have been cleared for activity, a patient is typically ready for
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passive stretching. This may take place in the postoperative phase of recovery
while proliferation or remodeling is occurring in the scar tissue. The parameters
of low-load long-duration stretch should be applied at all times when passively
manipulating scar tissue. A restriction that has been assessed will need to be
evaluated in each available plane of joint motion (Fig. 22). Scar tissue can affect
a joint asymmetrically and they should be addressed in each cardinal plane. A
risk involved in passive stretch is exceeding the elastic limit of the scar. If this
occurs, depending on the amount of force applied, a nonsurgical release of the
tissue can occur. This situation should be inspected by a physician to assess the
immediate wound needs. Often it only requires local wound treatment and a large
increase in joint range of motion is observed. In some cases, a nonsurgical release
will require a skin graft to cover the defect. This type of release can be prevented
if close attention is given to the passive stretch. The extremity should be moved
passively until blanching of the scar is observed. Excessive blanching in an area
of restriction is a warning sign that the elastic limit has been reached.

Treatment Delivery Methods

The use of various treatment delivery methods in burn care can be somewhat
limited due to the changes that occur during the formation of scar tissue. Most
of the literature includes subjects with intact skin. The parameters for healing
burn injuries need to be modified from typical protocols because there are changes
in resistance to current, temperature regulation, thickness, resilience, and pliabil-
ity. These techniques are applied to the burn scars prior to stretching in an attempt
to prepare the tissue for the procedure. The goal is to apply a moderate amount
of energy that will facilitate collagen realignment within the scar tissue.

Delivery systems that apply heat may include moist hot packs, paraffin
baths, and ultrasound. Heat can be applied once the proliferative phase of wound
healing has slowed down. Applying heat early in the proliferative phase may
increase blood flow to the developing scar and accelerate scar formation. In the
remodeling phase, heat allows for relaxation of resistive contractile tissue and
prepares the scar for stretching procedures. Close inspection is important, because
heat can also cause more wounds if the intensity is too high. Moist heat packs
can be applied for 12–20 min with six layers of towel for protection. Paraffin
wax baths are used for the hands and feet prior to activity for up to 10 min.
Ultrasound has been much less investigated in burn wounds than other modalities
and should only be used following a complete review of the current literature.

AMPUTATION

Full-thickness burn injuries can lead to amputation of nonviable tissue. Cell death
is typically caused either by a direct flame injury or anoxia resulting from in-
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FIGURE 22 Restricted joints should be managed in multiple planes. (a) Shoulder
flexion. (b) Shoulder abduction.
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FIGURE 23 Burn injuries that lead to amputation will typically produce fragile resid-
ual limbs.

creased compartmental pressures. The role of a rehabilitation therapist on the
acute burn service following amputation should be to:

Control the initial edema and shrink the residual limb
Maintain proximal joint mobility
Initiate weight bearing and tolerance
Facilitate use of the definitive prosthesis

This list of responsibilities is performed under different circumstances than tradi-
tional traumatic amputation protocols because the residual limb will have an
associated burn injury that complicates progression (Fig. 23). One of the major
obstacles to using prosthetics in acute burn care settings is the fragility of the
residual limb. Prosthetic sockets provide a large amount of local pressure and
use suspension mechanisms that are mostly occlusive. Depending on the amount
of time required to prepare an individual properly for definitive prosthetic training,
some of the acute care duties may have to be addressed in the outpatient setting.

Edema Control

Amputations may occur during any stage in the acute setting. It is common
for physicians to evaluate an extremity over time to provide an opportunity for
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resuscitative measures to spare the compromised extremity. As a result, the resid-
ual limb may present in various phases of the inflammatory process. The final
goal of applying a prosthetic device requires some stability of the residual limb.
Edema will need to be managed prior to the application of a temporary prosthesis
due to the fixed volume of the socket. Pressure therapy is the technique usually
used to manage the edema in an amputated extremity. Elastic bandages are applied
in what has traditionally been described as a stump wrap. This is an effective
means of controlling edema; however, this wrap must also accompany a position-
ing protocol that elevates the residual limb to assist with postural drainage. In
some cases, retrograde massage may also assist with edema control if the sur-
rounding tissues have headed enough to withstand the treatment. The benefits of
elastic bandages over interim garments have been described earlier in this chapter
and the same benefits are found in this situation. As the residual limb progresses
through the healing process, open areas and the distal suture line respond most
favorably to the stump wrap with elastic bandages. Once the tissues are closed
and wound healing is mostly complete, an interim garment known as a stump
shrinker can be applied. Throughout the entire time it takes for an individual to
be fitted for a definitive prosthesis, the residual limb should be monitored for
fluctuations in girth. Daily fluctuations may be observed as great as 2 cm. These
small changes can be accounted for with the number of socks used to cover the
residual limb.

Maintenance of Proximal Joint Stability

Prosthetic devices have a terminal device that serves as a substitute for absent
body parts. The different types of terminal devices available are too numerous
to include in this discussion. However, it is extremely important that all remaining
joints proximal to the terminal device have as much motion as possible. This
helps to provide a greater functional range for the terminal device. One of the
greatest hindrances to appropriate prosthetic function is joint contracture. Limited
range of motion prevents the arc of motion available to the terminal device. The
reason joint contracture is such an issue following amputation is because the
shortened extremity lacks the leverage to maintain a resting length and the extrem-
ity typically contracts into a flexed position. Splints are used to maintain proximal
joints in extension. The protocol is exactly the same as described earlier except
that the construction is slightly modified to account for a shorter distal segment.
These splints may require a more efficient application technique because there
is less control of the distal segment and it may be possible for the joint to flex
despite the splint.

Active motion of proximal joints must also be addressed. Contracture pre-
vention and active mobility form a delicate balance that must be evaluated daily.
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Suggestions for activity and splinting do not differ from those already presented
in this chapter.

Weight Bearing and Tolerance

The suspension systems used by prosthetic devices along with the rigid sockets
that accept the residual limb can be harsh to healing burn wounds. The end-
bearing load is much less for upper extremity prosthetics than for the lower
extremity; however, all residual limbs will require conditioning before the suc-
cessful application of a prosthesis. The conditioning process begins with an evalu-
ation of sensation. If an individual does not have the ability to self-monitor the
pressure caused by a prosthesis, then a poor outcome is anticipated. Sensory
integration techniques will assist patients with amputations to begin learning a
new body image. The residual limb should be presented with a multitude of
stimuli including light touch, vibration, temperature, and various textures. This
will assist with desensitization of the extremity and address proprioception if
performed at various joint angles. After functional tolerance has been established,
it is important to reintroduce weight bearing to the extremity. This is also true
for the upper extremity, when the weight of the prosthesis serves as the weight-
bearing force. A protocol to address tolerance for pressure should begin by placing
low loads on the extremity for short periods of time. For the lower extremity, a
foam block or air cast can be placed on the residual limb and gradual pressure
can be introduced by means of a tilt table (Fig. 24). A patient can provide upper
extremity weight bearing by sitting at a table while leaning forward on a padded
surface, using the residual limb for support. As with all burn care techniques,
close inspection and gradual progression are the key to a successful program.
The preprosthetic weight-bearing activities should continue until stability of the
tissues is observed. When the residual limb is stable enough to accept a temporary
socket, a wearing schedule is determined. A beginning schedule should not exceed
30 min and allow for ample opportunity to inspect the extremity. The wearing
schedule can progress up to 1 h within the first couple of days and up to 3 h within
the first week. Progression should not be allowed if excessive breakdown occurs.
Some small areas of redness and a limited amount of blistering are acceptable.

Use of the Definitive Prosthesis

The final goal of rehabilitation for the patient with an amputation is learning how
to use a prosthesis. Practicing functional tasks is the most efficient way to facilitate
learning. The protocol should coincide with the wearing schedule and participa-
tion in functional activities is encouraged. The upper extremity program concen-
trates more on daily living skills (Fig. 25) and the lower extremity program
focuses more on balance and mobility issues (Fig. 26). A program should mimic
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FIGURE 24 Modifications for those who are prepared to stand prior to complete
coverage of a fragile residual limb may include an air cast or foam support to
substitute for a lower extremity prosthesis.
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FIGURE 25 Practicing daily activities with an upper extremity prosthesis may in-
clude (a) brushing teeth, (b) combing hair and (continued)
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FIGURE 25 (Cont.) (c) opening doors.
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as closely as possible the patient’s own living conditions and degree of support
so that an appropriate transition can be made from the acute burn service.

SUMMARY

Burn rehabilitation is challenging and requires an experienced and innovative
burn team to produce positive functional outcomes. Therapists work closely with
physicians along the continuum of care to ensure the delivery of high-quality
care for the burn survivor. Even though there are no uniform standards for burn
physical rehabilitation, the primary goal of therapy is functional independence
during performance of ADLs. It is extremely important for rehabilitation to begin
as soon as possible after a significant burn injury and focus on the positioning
and splinting of the patient to maintain function. As the patient’s status stabilizes,
therapy shifts focus to exercise, mobility, and performance of ADLs. Later in
the acute phase of rehabilitation, scar management is introduced to minimize scar
hypertrophy, correct contractures, and optimize function. The practical approach
to burn rehabilitation presented in this chapter serves as a guide for therapists
and may be adapted to fit the needs of any burn survivor.
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Psychosocial Support

Walter J. Meyer III and Patricia Blakeney
Shriners Burns, Hospital Galveston, Texas, U.S.A.

INTRODUCTION

The initial response of most individuals upon seeing a survivor of major burn
injury is one of shock, followed by sympathy, and wondering how patients can
live after their burns heal. Because even small burns can cause considerable
disfigurement, the reactions of people who are naı̈ve to burn sequelae are, after
shock, to be curious and, being sympathetic, to feel reluctant to query the burn
survivor. If caught staring, they feel awkward and at a loss for words. They look
away, avoid eye contact, and pretend that they never noticed; or they ask questions
of a nonburned person who is in the company of the burn survivor, as if the
survivor can neither hear nor answer questions.

Burn survivors must cope on almost a daily basis not only with their own
adjustment to the dramatic changes in their own bodies but also with the responses
of other people to their burn scars. They are made visibly different from most
other people around them, and each gaze from another person is a reminder of
their differences. Trips to the supermarket, to the shopping mall, wherever they
are likely to encounter strangers become emotionally charged interpersonal chal-
lenges. Any behavior that is likely to attract attention from other people requires
the courage to tolerate and cope with the reactions they expect from others [1].
A young man (17 years old) who had been quite attractive to girls prior to his
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severe burns hinted at this process in describing his experiences. He had been
out of the hospital for about a year when he said to us, ‘‘I forget I was burned,
and I start to flirt with girls … then I see the way they look at me and I remember.’’
He went on to describe his despair at noticing the expressions of mixed horror
and sympathy on the faces of the young women.

Although there is general agreement among outcomes studies that most
survivors of burns, even the most massive injuries, adjust well over time, the
struggle to achieve a good quality of life is sometimes very, very hard and very
long. Some burn survivors do not ever achieve the quality of life to which they
aspire. We hope in this chapter to describe that process, clarify what we know
from research and what we have experienced clinically, and report interventions
that appear to facilitate the process and enhance the long-term well being of burn
survivors.

Psychological healing occurs across time commensurate with physical heal-
ing in a pattern that is relatively predictable and consistent [2–11]. Awareness
of this pattern allows caregivers to anticipate the emergence of psychosocial
issues and to prepare a patient for coping with those issues. Predicting problematic
issues for patients enables them to view their concerns in a context of normal
reactions rather than as symptoms of psychological impairment [2,12]. For conve-
nience in describing this pattern, we have arbitrarily designated a preinjury phase
and five phases of recovery: admission, critical care, in-hospital recuperation,
reintegration, and rehabilitation (Fig. 1.)

PREBURN FACTORS

The cause of the burn is often a major factor in an individual patient’s recovery
and is sometimes predictive of problems the patient may exhibit later. Pertinent
questions are: Did the person who was injured cause the injury? Was the injury
accidentally received? Or was it intentional? Was it self-inflicted? Or did it occur
consequent to an act of abuse by another person?

Psychiatric conditions

Pre-existing psychiatric disorders are relatively common in the histories of older
burned patients, and frequently appear to have contributed significantly to the
injury itself [13–18]. Certain psychiatric conditions characterized by impulsive
behavior predispose one to be accidentally burned. Attention deficit disorder
(ADD) usually with hyperactivity (ADHD) is a predisposing condition. Thomas
et al. have identified that in a small series of children diagnosed with attention
deficit disorder prior to being treated for burn injury at Shriners Burns Hospital
in Galveston, the majority were on drug holiday at the time they were injured
[12]. ADHD, when untreated, is characterized by not paying attention closely
enough to avoid accidents involving fire. Many of these children are so impulsive
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FIGURE 1 Psychosocial adaptation to burn injury. (From Ref. 55.)
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that they do dangerous things with fire, never intending that the fire should hurt
anyone including themselves.

Impulsive behaviors with risk taking are also characteristic of persons with
bipolar disorder. For example, one young man with previously diagnosed bipolar
disorder used a match to examine the inside of a large oil drum. When the match
burned down to his fingers, he dropped it in the oil drum, creating an explosion
in which he was badly burned.

Serious burn injuries from purposeful self-immolation are more rare, and
are usually preceded by a psychiatric illness [19,20]. Individuals who deliberately
set themselves on fire are typically suffering from major depression with psy-
chotic features, including suicidal ideation [21,22]. In such a case, the patient’s
fears lead to feelings of hopelessness, isolation, panic, and despair. The families
of such patients are often characterized by hyperreligiosity, rigidity, and denial
or minimization of problems.

Substance abuse is associated with flame injury because of intoxication or
poor judgment, leading to setting a fire [18]. One study found alcohol use disorder
in 11% of hospitalized burn patients with almost all of those injuries considered
to be preventable [23]. Patients intoxicated at the time of burn injury also suffer
a higher rate of complications in their treatment [24]. We have seen, for example,
several individuals who lit candles, became intoxicated, fell into a stupor, leaving
the candles burning. The candles eventually set the room on fire, and the individ-
ual either failed to wake up or was so debilitated that his or her escape was
prolonged.

Those abusing flammable inhalants are at particular risk for burn injury
[25–27]. A not uncommon event, particularly among boys in the age range of
10 years and older, is to sniff gasoline in a setting in which the gasoline fumes
can be ignited by such things as an electrical charge or a pilot light. A story we
have heard too frequently is that the boy sniffed gasoline and, while intoxicated,
decided to have a cigarette. Of course, he lit the cigarette and the fumes ignited.
This type of injury can be identified by the severity of the inhalation injury
associated with the burn. The most suspicious situation is when the inhalation
injury occurs in an outside fire. The other drug-related burns that we have seen
are attempted murder by burning after a drug deal has gone sour.

Burn patients with a history of any premorbid psychiatric disorders are
more likely to have preventable injuries [23], require longer hospitalization [28],
and have problems with adjustment early in their recovery [29,30]. The risk of
psychiatric complications following burn injury is greater in patients with a previ-
ous history of affective, alcohol, or substance use disorders [30]. It is therefore
important to screen for any pre-existing mental illness in burn patients.

Abuse by burning

Burning is a particularly horrible way of abusing another person, yet the evidence
is clear that it occurs more often than we would like to believe. Deliberate injury
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to children by burning has been identified and discussed in the professional litera-
ture for about 20 years [31]. Similar aggressive acts toward adults began to be
recognized as a concern more recently [32]; and abuse of adults by burning has
rarely been documented in empirical studies. Three articles have been found that
report abuse to adults by burning [31,33,34]. Two studies describe burn injuries
of adults due to violent assault [33,34]. Associated risk factors in these reports
were substance abuse and domestic violence. Although Purdue and Hunt [34]
report that there was no identifiable burn pattern, Krob [33] describes a pattern
of scald injury to the anterior trunk and upper extremity. Men and women seem
equally at risk for burning by assault.

Bowden [31] describes a population of older adults made vulnerable by
physical or mental impairment who were burned by abuse or neglect. All but 3
of their 26 subjects were burned while living in health care facilities or institutions.
Although this single article identifies abuse of the elderly by burning as a problem,
it is likely that such abuse occurs with greater frequency than presently docu-
mented, and that it occurs within family settings as well as the institutional settings
that dominate this Michigan sample. Elder abuse has been identified as a public
concern in the United States only in the last 15 years. Relatively little, however,
has been written about the subject in spite of the estimated 2.5 million persons
who suffer annually [35]. When such abuse does occur within a family, it is often
perpetrated by an adult child or spouse of the victim. The abusers are often
intoxicated and have a history of being abused as children [32]. Some abusers
of the elderly have no prior history of mental illness, but have become exhausted
by the demands of their lives, including caring for an aged parent as well as a
spouse and children of their own [36,37]. Passive neglect may also result in injury
to an elderly or vulnerable person, particularly if that person is disoriented or is
reluctant to ask for attention and physical care [35]. Risk factors of abuse for adults
are similar to those for children: physical dependence [31,36,37], psychological
dependence [35,37], accessibility as a target for abuse through institutional living
or living with a caregiver [31,35], caregiver(s) with a history of substance abuse
[38].

It seems highly probable that burning as a form of violence against adults
occurs with much greater frequency than reflected in the literature, but has long
been unrecognized. Unless adult patients are asked about abuse, they are unlikely
to volunteer the information [33]. As burn care professionals become increasingly
sensitive to the problem of abuse to adults, the reported incidence will probably
increase dramatically and replicate the pattern observed with child abuse: the
more we ask, the more we will discover [36].

Estimates posit that as many as 30% of children treated for burn injury
have incurred their burn injuries through abuse or neglect. This amounts to about
200,000 children each year abused by burning [39]. To screen and identify these
individuals better, a checklist of risk factors can be useful. Risk factors for abuse
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occur across several domains, and so a useful checklist includes information about
the injury characteristics, circumstances of injury, family factors, and family
history. The Shriners Hospital has recently reviewed the usefulness of such a
checklist [40]. The follow up of about 100 children who had been referred for
investigation by Children’s Protective Services (CPS) was conducted, with spe-
cific interest in identifying which interventions were made and documenting evi-
dence of recurrence of abuse. We found in this study that without intervention
the abuse often persists; the best estimate of recurring abuse and neglect is 50%.
Others have reported that 30% of the children suffering recurrent abuse and
neglect are eventually mortally injured [41]. Therefore, children are reinjured
repeatedly over years until they die from abuse-related injuries.

Retrospective review of the clinical and research literature has identified a
number of possible risk factors to be used prospectively to access risk for abuse
and neglect [42–45]. The most obvious in the risk factor group relates to the
appearance of the wound: forced immersion demarcation, injuries incongruent
with the story, unusual areas of burn, whole areas of burn involving entire palms,
genitals, or other areas. Also included are items related to the history of the
injury, inconsistency of the burn story with the developmental age of the child,
interrupted or lack of bonding between the child and caregiver, other nonburn
injuries or sexual abuse in the same patient, poor family support with problems
including domestic violence, unusually high number of ‘‘accidents’’, isolated
family, caregiver history of being abused, inexperienced, no work history, among
others. As few as two identified risk factors have been necessary to indicate
whether abuse or neglect is more likely than not [46]. The risk factors for abuse
and neglect are often obscure and difficult for health care professionals to appre-
ciate.

Care-giving health professionals are trained to be positive and supportive
with families rather than to be suspicious. Health care workers want to give the
family the benefit of the doubt. Yet health care professionals are responsible for
whether the abused individual will be injured again, or even die from the next
abusive incident. The approach at our hospital is to refer to protective services
for investigation and possible intervention any child who has two or more risk
factors noted [38]. Protective services for children and adults exist as governmen-
tal agencies in every US state as they do in many countries. Interventions by these
agencies can provide support to the family while also protecting the vulnerable
member(s). The best of these agencies provide psychotherapy for parent(s), physi-
cal modifications to the home, psychotherapy for the abused individual, home
visits by caseworkers, placement of the individual with relatives or in a temporary
foster home, and parenting classes. These interventions can give the family
support and provide psychosocial and safety monitoring after the patient is dis-
charged [38].
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TIMING OF PSYCHOLOGICAL INTERVENTION

Initial treatment: ensuring survival acutely during critical
care

Patient support

Immediately following a serious burn injury, the patient is usually so focused on
their acute pain and fear (of death, of the hospital, etc.) that they do not think
about the long-term questions of scars and lost capacity. They are first just trying
to survive, although they often express a wish to die because of the severity of
the pain and the stress of the intensive care setting. These suicidal expressions
are usually not of great importance and can be eliminated by effectively and
rapidly treating the pain and suffering.

The most distressing acute psychiatric problem for the staff is patient delir-
ium. The major causes to assess for rapidly are sepsis, hypoglycemia, hyperglyce-
mia, fever, and electrolyte imbalance [47,48]. Pain control, sleep deprivation, and
medications including benzodiazapines, narcotics, and anabolic steroids should
also be considered as possible offenders, but only after sepsis is treated and
metabolic abnormalities are corrected. The verbalizations and visions of the deliri-
ous patient are often bizarre, and the staff may have difficulty dealing with their
content. As such, they do not represent an emergency. However this psychotic
behavior can lead to behaviors that are dangerous to the patient and threatening
to their caregivers, such as trying to get out of bed, hitting staff, pulling off
dressings, and so on. When these occur, regardless of cause, psychotropic medica-
tion may be required if correcting the sepsis or metabolic abnormality does not
effect the necessary change. Talking therapy per se is not very useful during this
time; however, reassurance and orientation of the patient are very important.
Familiar voices are often reassuring and calming.

During delirium, ensure that the patient’s pain is adequately treated. Once
the pain is managed well, if the patient is still delirious, the alleviation of anxiety
should be assisted with a benzodiazapine or phenothiazine [49,50]. For the adult,
haloperidol has been used more than any other medication. It is usually effective
in dosages of 5 mg repeated as needed. Some major burn centers for young
children also use haloperidol liberally [51]. The side effects of haloperidol are
significant [52,53] and, in teenagers, are not uncommon in our experience. In
cases where haloperidol is to be avoided, higher dosages of lorazapam are used
instead. The most frequent side effect of phenothiazines that occur in this clinical
setting is a dystonic reaction associated with a stuperous state and/or oculogyric
crisis [52,53]. The most dangerous side effect is hyperthermia. This should be
treated aggressively with rapid cooling and dantrolene [54].

Sometimes the patients are not delirious but are vocalizing their acute stress
disorder symptoms such as illusions, vivid flashbacks, or nightmares. The patients
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may be literally too afraid to remain in the bed or room. This extreme anxiety
should be treated aggressively. The diagnosis of acute stress disorder should be
considered. Its identification and treatment are described below.

Family support

An extremely important part of the acute psychological support of the burn victim
is the psychological evaluation and support of their immediate family. The family
is distressed about the severity of the life-threatening event but also are focused
on the losses. Often the loss of the patient’s life is not their only fear. They are
also focused on the changes in appearance of their loved one. In many instances
the family is also distracted by the loss of other loved ones in the fire or loss of
property. They may be facing the loss of a wage earner, or the awareness that
the costs of medical care may push the family into financial failure. While they
are attending to the patient, they are also missing work and may be threatened
by the possibility of losing their own jobs. Even at hospitals where the medical
care is free of charge to the families, the attendant costs of lost wages, travel
expenses, and special arrangements to care for the patient postdischarge can be
extremely high and cause family distress. As one mother of a burned child told
us, ‘‘They quit delivering my mail in the usual way and began bringing it to me
in big bags … almost all bills related to the accident.’’

Getting well: after the wound is closed

Once the wound is closed, a new series of challenges arises. This protracted phase
includes a succession of stages that span several years.

The acute period begins with the patient usually still in the hospital. In this
stage immediately postburn, the patient may express a variety of psychiatric or
psychological problems [13,56–63]. The most prominent symptom during this
period is anxiety, initially related to procedures that hurt, such as dressing change
and exercise. During the first year postburn, the child is emotionally labile. He
or she experiences rapid shifts in body image, thinking of himself or herself often
as his or her preburn self and then being reminded, by a physical limitation or
by a response from another person, that that self is different. These cognitive
shifts are accompanied by rapid emotional shifts from happiness to anger to
depression to happiness. The patient’s adjustment occurs within the context of a
family that is also changed by the injury. Feelings of guilt or anger related to the
traumatic incident can drive family members apart.

The patient begins to realize that he or she is going to live and that his or
her body is different. Such simple tasks as bathing the skin or participating in
rehabilitation are painful.

Some patients experience depression that requires active cognitive behav-
ioral-based psychotherapy as well as medication. Serotonin reuptake inhibitors
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are typically chosen because of their safety. However, their metabolism by the
cytochrome p450 system raises some question when the patient is still having to
receive other medications, such as certain antibiotics or hydrogen pump inhibitors
for gastric distress. We usually use a once-a-day antidepressant such as fluoxetine
rather than those that require more than daily dosing in order to keep the patient’s
medication regimen as simple as possible,

After passing through the early adaptation period of recovery, the individual
begins to focus more on ordinary tasks of life and less on recovery from burns.
The survivor has re-entered society and has begun to incorporate the burn scars
into his or her self-image. Re-entry to school or work and society is a major
issue.

Behavioral problems during the last two phases of recovery are observed
at a mild to moderate rate, reflecting fairly good adjustment in the majority of
survivors. Most studies of adults burned as adults document similar outcomes
for survivors, with 20–30% of any sample expected to have moderate to severe
psychological disturbance [64–74]. After about 2 years, results of standardized
tests indicate that the majority of burned children make satisfactory adjustments
with no more behavioral problems than age- and gender-matched cohorts of the
published, nonclinical reference groups on which the tests were standardized.
Also, only 20–30% of the pediatric burn survivors have clinically significant
behavior problems [75–88]. Even fewer of those have such severe symptoms
that they meet criteria for a psychiatric diagnosis [89].

About the same percentage, (20–30%) of each sample of pediatric burn
survivors is additionally handicapped by social difficulties, as indicated by their
poor scores on measures of competence, especially social competence [85,89].
There is some overlap, with the same children appearing to have poor competence
and behavioral problems, so that 40–50% of any sample can be expected to have
significantly high problem scores and/or significantly low competence scores. Of
the small numbers of patients who qualify for psychiatric disorder diagnoses, the
most frequently given diagnoses are anxiety disorders. During these late stages
of recovery, the individual is no longer anxious about painful treatments, of
course. Rather the anxieties typically center around social demands, manifesting
in separation anxiety and social phobias [89,90].

In addition to posttraumatic stress disorder, other psychiatric illnesses also
appear later in the process. Some researchers have found depression to be very
prominent [57,91,92]. Others, as well as our own studies, have noted an increase
in aggressive, angry behavior rather than depression [93–95]. The duration of
these illnesses is not clear. In children, this is of special concern because of the
tremendous influence such emotional states can have on the learning that must
take place during the maturation process. The implications are not clear, but are
suspected to be negative.
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Social Reintegration

Families and patients are often ambivalent about leaving the safe environment
of the hospital. Patients, including very young children, fear social rejection or
ridicule because of their changed abilities or appearance [96–98]. Family mem-
bers will probably express a desire to protect their patient from rejection or ridi-
cule. Patients may doubt their abilities to resume their former activities. As the
time of discharge approaches, anxieties intensify, and patients can be expected
to evidence some regressive behaviors that, in turn, can reinforce the family’s
doubts.

Psychotherapeutic activities of this phase involve education of the patient
and family about the difficulties that can be anticipated at discharge. The therapist
may assist in problem-solving to develop a repertoire of alternative behaviors to
address those problems. The psychotherapist can characterize the concerns as
normal and usual, and proceed with a verbal rehearsal of problem solving: just
in case without condescending or judging. Issues such as recurrence of symptoms
of posttraumatic stress, including sleep disturbance and irritability, or fear of
resuming sexual activities should be discussed during the days prior to discharge.
This preparatory rehearsal enhances the probability that the patient/family will
be less reluctant to ask for help if problems do occur. If problems do not occur,
the staff has the opportunity to congratulate the patient/family on their strengths
or skills in coping [2].

The re-entry of the burn survivor into society is extremely important to the
recovery of a normal life. In addition to preparing a patient and family for dis-
charge, the burn team may also prepare the community to which a patient will
return. The community may include extended family, neighbors, church groups,
social clubs, a patient’s workplace or, in the case of a school-aged pediatric
patient, the school. Although there are no empirical data to demonstrate that re-
entry programs do, in fact, facilitate reintegration, anecdotal reports and clinical
experience suggest that survivors have benefited from such efforts [98,99].

Preparing the school administrators, teachers, and school mates for a child’s
return can be very helpful to the burn survivor [98,100–103]. In order to do this
five issues need to be addressed: preparation should be done as soon as possible;
planning must include the family and patient; programs need to be individualized;
return should be done as quickly as possible after discharge from the hospital,
even if it is only part time; the burn team should be available as consultants to
the school [99]. The interaction with the school can be done effectively with
either a video picturing the child and his or her treatment or by a direct visit to
the school by members of the burn team. Sometimes both are used. These interac-
tions assist the child’s peers in more comfortably welcoming the child with his
or her new appearance that may involve masks and/or other covering garments.
The programs seem to reduce the intense questioning and curiosity that are occa-
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sioned when the child returns to school, and, it is hoped, increase the acceptance
of the child back into society. Research is needed in this area to refine further
the techniques for facilitating reintegration.

The situation with adult survivors is often more complicated. Although
there is no evidence that adult burn survivors are in less need of assistance reinte-
grating into their social worlds, published information about organized re-entry
programs for adults is scarce [100,104,105]. Re-entry programs for adults and
children involve the same fundamental elements and address the same issues
[98]. They educate the community in a developmentally sensitive fashion. They
address both the intellectual and emotional aspects of burn injury, provide generic
information about burn injuries and burn treatment, and emphasize a survivor’s
abilities as well as clarify the ways in which a survivor may need assistance.

With adult burn injuries, a number of factors complicate the process for
the patient. Many times the injury occurred at work, so there is an associated
phobia concerning the work place and posttraumatic stress disorder, (PTSD) is
triggered when return is attempted. At other times there is an associated disability
issue that augurs significant financial implications to the employer and thereby
prevents the patient’s return. If return to work is delayed more than 6 months, it
often does not happen.

A major effort in the United States to enhance the employability of survivors
is being led by the National Institute for Disability and Rehabilitation Research
(NIDRR) [106], the principal source of federal funds for burn rehabilitation re-
search. NIDRR’s so-called new paradigm for conceptualizing and conducting
rehabilitation research places environmental factors on an equal footing with
characteristics of the person. This is based on the understanding that an individual
may be able to function very effectively in some situations while his or her so-
called impairments (e.g., disfigurement, restricted range of motion) only limit
him or her in certain situations. Environmental factors are defined broadly to
include interpersonal factors (e.g., social support) and socioeconomic structure
(e.g. insurance coverage, training opportunities). NIDRR has identified five sub-
stantive research areas related to the goals of their long-range plan [106]; employ-
ment, community integration, technology for access and function, health and
function, and associated disabilities. Among the goals of the research NIDRR
will fund are applied programs to enhance access to the physical and social
environment by removing barriers to full integration in the community and the
workplace. We hope that NIDRR’s efforts will result in increased research into
interventions that succeed in facilitating the process of reintegration.

Anxiety disorders

Most patients in intensive care settings are anxious. It is the nature of these
settings to be loud, very active, and have many intrusions into the patient’s world,
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if for nothing more than to measure vital signs. However, for many reasons the
burn patient usually continues to exhibit significant anxiety after leaving the
intensive care setting. Patients must adapt to a new view of themselves. They
must adapt to what are often painful or at least uncomfortable exercises and/or
dressing changes. They are anxious about how they will be accepted by their
families as well as the public at large. They often meet the following criteria for
generalized anxiety disorder [107]: excessive anxiety and worry for more days
than not for at least 6 months; difficulty controlling the worry; anxiety and worry
associated with three of more of the following six symptoms—restlessness or
feeling keyed up or on edge, being easily fatigued, difficulty concentrating or
mind going blank, irritability, muscle tension, sleep disturbance; broad-based
worry.

Although most burn care professionals are aware of such pervasive anxieties
and may routinely prescribe medications to alleviate anxiety, most do not assess
for anxiety in a structured way. In 2000 Robert [108] published a survey of burn
units and how they approached anxiety. Eighty-nine percent reported that they
did not formally measure anxiety in their patients: they use direct observation
and/or dialogue with the patient. Based on our research in preparing to conduct
that survey, we chose to use the fear thermometer [109] to assess anxiety.

The treatment for this anxiety can take two forms: psychological and phar-
macological. The psychological or social techniques involve imagery and relaxa-
tion, whereas medications include minor tranquilizers such as benzodiazapines
and antidepressants such as serotonin reuptake inhibitors and tricyclic antidepres-
sants. Both approaches are useful, Benzodiazapin give more immediate relief to
the patient whose anxiety is acute. For short-term treatment we use lorazapam;
for more chronic treatment we use diazepam, particularly if muscle relaxation is
also indicated in the treatment program. If anxiety persists and often takes the
form of PTSD, specific phobias, or social phobia then the antidepressants are
very useful.

Patients several years post burn, often have phobias. Social phobia is the most
common and has eight characteristics [107]: a marked and persistent fear of social
or performance situations, social situations provoke anxiety, patient recognizes that
his or her fear is excessive, avoidance of social situations, this avoidance interferes
with life; duration is at least 6 months; not due to direct physiological effects of
substances or general medical condition; fear is not related to the medical condition.
Some patients have the same symptoms but related only to specific experiences,
such as heights, fire, closed spaces, animals, or insects. These conditions usually
require more than just medication, but can demonstrably benefit from psychother-
apy such as cognitive–behavior therapy including desensitization.

Sleep Disturbance

Sleep problems are a common complaint of the burn survivor. They first occur
on the intensive care unit as part of the frequent and significant interruptions
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secondary to the care procedures [110–112]. Sometimes this leads to intensive
care unit (ICU) psychosis [113]. Sleep polysomnographic studies done at the
Cincinnati Shiners Burn Hospital with pediatric burn survivors indicate an ade-
quate length of time in sleep but a reduction in slow-wave sleep and rapid eye
movement (REM) [114]. Several groups have reported a relationship between
sleep quality and healing [111,115], emphasizing the importance of treating the
sleep disorder. One study examined the effect of sleep on energy expenditure in
the child recovering from burn injury and found no specific effect of sleep per
se [116]. These sleep disorders are sometimes relieved by changing the number
of patient interruptions, or the use of short-term sleep inducing medications such
as chlorohydrate or benzodiazapines. At other times they are just one of the
symptoms of acute stress disorder, which must be directly treated (see below).

Follow up studies in burn survivors indicate the persistence of sleep disorder
for months after hospitalization [117–119]. Possible causes of this persistent sleep
problem are continued poorly controlled pain related to positioning at night,
poorly controlled itching, undiagnosed depression, and Post Traumatic Stress
Disorder (PTSD). The treatment of pain with acetominophin, ibuprofen, or op-
iates, and the treatment of itch with antihistamines should be addressed first. The
specific effects of these medications on polysonography are minor. Some patients
also benefit from medications that help with muscle relaxation, such as diazepam,
which is known to decrease slow wave sleep.

Acute Stress Disorder and Posttraumatic Stress Disorder

An extremely common complication of the course of recovery from a severe burn
injury is the presence of acute stress disorder (ASD). This disorder has several
criteria [120]:

Exposure to a traumatic event in which both of the following were present:
the person experienced, witnessed, or was confronted with an event that
involved actual or threatened death or serious injury; the person’s re-
sponse involved intense fear, helplessness, or horror.

The person has developed three or more of the following dissociative symp-
toms: a subjective sense of numbing, detachment, or absence of emo-
tional responsiveness; a reduction in awareness of surroundings; dereal-
ization; depersonalization; dissociative amnesia.

The event is persistently re-experienced in one of the following ways: recur-
rent images, thoughts, dreams, illusions, flashbacks, or a sense of reliving
the event.

There is marked avoidance of stimuli that arouse recollections of the trauma.
There are marked symptoms of anxiety to increased arousal.
There is clinically significant distress or disruption of life.
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The disturbance lasts 2 day within 4 weeks after the event.
The condition is not due to direct physiological effect of a substance.

In our patient population of children, the incidence of ASD ranged from 9 to
13%. More aggressive treatment of pain, generalized anxiety, and itch resulted
in a reduction in incidence.

The same criteria apply to posttraumatic stress disorder except that they
persists beyond 4 weeks after the event.

Adults who survive trauma frequently also experience emotional sequelae.
The best estimate of lifetime prevalence of PTSD in adults is 25% [121], making
it one of the most common psychiatric disorders in the United States. Adults with
ASD and PTSD were identified after the Viet Nam War. Numerous trials revealed
that two classes of drug were useful in treatment: tricyclic antidepressants and
serotonin reuptake inhibitors. Clinicians who have documented the use of imipra-
mine with adults who have PTSD symptoms postburn report promising findings,
with efficacy rates ranging from 67 to 100% [122]. The dosages associated with
response were often lower than those needed for treatment of depression. Fluoxe-
tine’s effectiveness in treating patients with PTSD has been examined in at least
three open clinical trials. Nagy and colleagues Charney [123] found that fluoxetine
significantly reduced all three major symptom categories in veterans with PTSD.
Shay [124] concluded that 61% of the veterans responded positively to fluoxetine.
In a double-blind placebo–control study, Van der Kolk [125] included civilians
with PTSD who had recently experienced a traumatic event. Van der Kolk con-
cluded that fluoxetine was effective and speculated that it would prove to be
more effective than previously utilized pharmacotherapies.

Recently Robert has conducted a series of studies in pediatric burn survivors
and found a similar response [126]. The acute distress disorder symptoms were
resistant to benzodiazapine therapy. The specific medication used was imipramine
and it outperformed chlorohydrate, which had previously been used in our hospital
for anyone with a sleep disorder [127]. These initial findings suggested that low
dosages of imipramine assisted children with ASD symptoms by improving sleep
patterns and decreasing the frequency of nightmares. In the past year SSRI’s have
been used in children with PTSD from a variety of causes. They may not respond
as frequently to SSRIs as the adults did [128–130]. The specific SSRIs tested
were fluoxitine and sertraline.

LONG-TERM INTERVENTIONS

As described earlier in this chapter, most survivors of burn injury do not experi-
ence psychiatric illnesses, and, when they do, they are in the form of anxiety
disorders related to social situations. Burn survivors themselves describe their
most difficult moments as involving the responses of other people to their appear-
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ance. As we obtain more empirical data about pediatric and adult burn survivors,
the evidence grows that the most significant limitation on the long-term quality
of life for the burn survivor is not in functional impairment of the body [131]
but at the interface of the disfigured burn survivor (even if the disfigurement is
not easily apparent) and other, nonburned people. The survivor’s inhibitions in
taking initiative in interpersonal situations is reinforced by rejecting or demeaning
attitudes of others. This creates huge barriers to the success of many burn survi-
vors. Thus, the recent work of our team, as well as that of Fauerbach, Lawrence,
and their group at Johns Hopkins, has been in studying stigmatization, body image
dissatisfaction, and interventions to assist survivors in coping with these social
obstacles.

Social Learning Theory

The framework of social learning theory suggests that both diminished social
competence and increased behavioral problems (especially the anxiety disorders
such as separation anxiety) might be related to coping techniques that burned
individuals have utilized in an attempt to deal with their disfigurement. Both
behavioral problems and social competence could be improved if the survivors
could learn new, and more appropriate, skills in interacting with others. Social
learning theory, more specifically social cognitive theory, emphasizes that the
individual forms a vision of self and reality through reciprocal interaction (i.e.,
the impact of the individual upon his or her environment and vice versa) and
feedback (the reaction of the environment to the individual) [132]. A person’s
behavior will determine the aspects of their environment to which they are ex-
posed and to which they attend; and their behavior is, in turn, modified by that
environment. Based on learned preferences and competencies, humans select
whom they interact with and the activities they participate in from a vast range
of possibilities. Human behavior also influences their environment, such as when
an aggressive person creates a hostile environment. Thus, the individual’s behav-
ior determines which of many potential environmental influences come into play.

Humans evoke diverse reactions from their social environment as a result
of their physical characteristics, such as age, size, race, gender, and physical
attractiveness. Through interactions with the social environment, the individual
forms cognitions: beliefs, values, and expectations used to guide his or her behav-
ior. Cognitions can change over time as a function of maturation and experience
(i.e., attention span, memory, ability to form symbols, reasoning skills). The
individual’s interpretations or perceptions of the reactions of the social environ-
ment feed into his or her concepts of self and expectations of the future.

In order to understand how this theory applies to burned individuals, it is
helpful to imagine a hypothetical burned child who leaves the hospital in bandages
and splints. He returns to school, in spite of his parents’ anxieties, feeling timid,
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and unsure of himself because he knows his body looks and functions differently
than it did in the past and differently from others’. In the school cafeteria, he
notices that some of the older children stare at him, but look away when he looks
at them. He interprets that behavior as indicating that he looks like a freak.
When he walks by those children, one of the boys says ‘‘Hey, Freddy Krueger,’’
referring to an evil, burned character from a horror film. This is, for the child,
further evidence that he looks like a freak or monster. The child begins to incorpo-
rate this feedback into his image of himself as he modifies his self-concept to
adapt to his burn injuries. With recurrent similar experiences, the burned child
is likely to misinterpret any looks from others as being related to his appearance,
without considering other possible explanations (such as his own perceptible
misery). Because he cannot change his appearance and does not know how to
behave to decrease their discomfort, he may well decide that he should not ap-
proach people whom he expects to be uncomfortable. He may decide to stay away
from other people to the extent possible; he may decide to avoid any situation in
which he is likely to call attention to himself; or, he may decide to attack others
before they can hurt him. Depending on many factors including what he has
learned from watching others, the child will develop strategies to maintain to the
degree possible his own comfort. The strategies developed may facilitate success-
ful interactions with others, but they are just as likely to work against his success-
ful adjustment. The more strategies the child develops and the more helpful
feedback he receives, the more likely he is to identify strategies that are effective
in specific situations involving social interactions.

Although our vignette is written around a typical experience of a child, the
same process applies to the adult survivor struggling to become comfortable with
a new, dramatically changed body.

Maturational Transition

During the process of maturing from an embryonic self-image to a well-estab-
lished one, numerous factors have an impact on survivors, both demanding and
limiting adaptive change. They must, over time, solve a number of problems.
They must define themselves intellectually, emotionally, socially, and sexually;
three out of four of these tasks depend heavily upon social skills and techniques
for coping well in social situations. Family values provide the anchor for the
individual to try on different values, roles, and strategies, but peers are of great
influence in the individual’s self-definition and self-evaluation. The well-adjusted
adult is expected to have a positive self-concept, to continue solid relationships
with friends, and to withstand negative peer group influence [133]. Sexual experi-
mentation, control over impulses, and interest in developing emotional intimacy
are characteristics of the well-adjusted person [134].
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The discussion of social learning and social cognitive theory above shows
that there are many reasons to believe that survivors of severe burn injuries, even
those who appear well adjusted as children, will be impeded in their abilities to
develop into well-adjusted adults. And there are many reasons to expect them to
experience a diminished quality of life, suffer psychological pain, and present with
symptoms of psychological ill health. Years of rehabilitation and reconstructive
surgeries follow the acute injury, and are not only painful physically but also
separate the burn survivor from his or her peers. Pressure garments, masks, and
splints worn to combat burn scar contractures also call visual attention to the
individuals who wear them, further singling them out as different from others.
Even after years of work in rehabilitation, disfigurement is the norm for individu-
als with burn scars. The years of special treatment for the severely burned person
create major disruptions for his or her family of and create situations that would
be expected to interfere with the survivor’s normal psychological development
and social integration.

Yet the majority do not develop significant psychopathology. They adapt;
but there are indications that they have particular struggles. Only five studies
examine the adjustment of adults burned as children. Bowden [135] indicated
that adults burned as children had more self-esteem problems than adults burned
as adults. Love [136] found in a group of 42 adult survivors of pediatric burns
lower adjustment correlated with visible disfigurement and less peer support
rather than with severity of burn. Blakeney [83] included survivors as old as 32
(mean age�19.6) and found most of them to be progressing appropriately for
age, with positive adjustment largely dependent on family support. Cain and
Cahners [137] reported positive outcomes for a group of 150 young adults (ages
21–38) who had been burned as children. They report positive outcomes to be
related to emotional and social support. Sheridan [138] also report generally
positive outcomes for young adults who had survived massive burn injuries (total
body surface area [TBSA] greater than or equal to 70%), noting that care by a
multidisciplinary burn team and family support were important influences in the
success of that group.

The family support system emerges as the consistently recognized contrib-
uting factor in determining quality of psychosocial adaptation [76,79,83,
139–144] but peer support is also reported as critical [136,137].

Personality characteristics of the child are likely additional predictors of
outcome. One study by Moore [145] indicates two personality factors—extrover-
sion and social risk taking—to be highly related to psychosocial adjustment of
a sample of burned adolescents. Although the factor of family support accounted
for most of the variance, when these two personality characteristics were factored
in, more than 80% of the variance in the teens’ adjustment outcomes was ac-
counted for. Both extroversion and social risk taking imply skills in social interac-
tions.
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One strategy that many burned children seem to employ to adapt to their
injuries is to rationalize, denying the importance of those things that they cannot
change and turning their attention and energy to areas where they can succeed.
In two separate studies, we have found the self-esteem of burned children to be
high and not different from the nonburned comparison group [146–148]. Where
the burned children did differ from the non-burned children was in the values
they placed on the aspects of self they were describing. In comparison to the
nonburned adolescents, the burned group rated personal appearance, athletic com-
petence, and social acceptance as less important than scholastic competence, job
competence, and romantic appeal.

The findings of diminished social competence among our patients suggest
that another strategy they may use in their adaptation to disfigurement is to try
not to attract attention: to withdraw and to try to blend in with the background
and not excel or otherwise draw attention to oneself. This would explain why
symptoms of disturbed behavior in burned children are more likely to be noted
by parents (who observe their children in private) than by other observers [87].

Faber and Egeland [149] made the important distinction between competent
behavior and emotional health, describing strategies and adaptive behaviors that
would earn positive scores on behavioral rating scales (i.e., no significant, observ-
able behavioral problems) but would not be emotionally healthy on measures of
internalizing symptoms. This is likely to be the case for burn survivors. A compar-
ison of standardized test scores (representative of the public facade) of burned
children with the scores on the Rorschach Ink Blots (representative of the private,
internal feelings) indicated the children to be significantly more depressed inter-
nally than was apparent externally [150]. It seems likely that persons with severe
burns manage their behaviors in such a way that their public observable ‘‘selves’’
appear to be healthy while internally they suffer. This would, of course, require
social distance from others, including peers and potential role models, and thus
impede the availability of social and peer support.

If these deductions are valid, many burned survivors are failing to develop
a range of skills, techniques, and strategies to assist them with successfully negoti-
ating the social environment. These adaptive behaviors are critical for the transi-
tion to successful adult living.

In summary, successful accomplishment of maturational tasks is heavily
dependent upon social skills and techniques for coping well in social situations.
Peers are influential in the individuals’ self-definitions and self-evaluations. Peo-
ple face a marked disadvantage unless they have developed strategies to elicit
peer support, to take social risks, and to overcome social shyness. Burned individ-
uals have the additional burden of scars that differentiate them from their peers
and that may attract negative attention. If their strategies for maintaining self-
esteem are to withdraw and to tell themselves that social acceptance is unimpor-
tant, they cannot satisfactorily develop the capacity for intimate relationships
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with friends and family. They will be vulnerable to negative peer group influences,
lowered self-esteem, and symptoms of psychological distress.

It seems likely that this is an important part of the underlying process for
the significant portion of the burned population that exhibits behavioral problems
and/or social incompetence. Although from one vantage point it seems remarkable
that so many burned persons recover so well, it appears that we have an important
opportunity to improve the psychosocial outcomes even more by teaching the
skills and strategies that will facilitate their greater success in interpersonal social
situations.

Humans have the ability to learn vicariously: to learn not only from direct
experience but also from the observation of others. Observational learning allows
one to develop an idea of how a new behavior is formed without actually perform-
ing the behavior oneself [132]. This information can be used as a guide for future
action. Vicarious learning is important in that it enables humans to form patterns
of behavior quickly, avoiding time-consuming trial and error. Observational learn-
ing is more likely to be effective if the observer can identify with the person they
are observing. Through feedback, a person is able to control or adjust their efforts
and goals to make them more feasible and realistic. In addition, receiving feedback
on performance accomplishments will improve a person’s belief in their own
ability for that behavior. A third important factor that influences learning via its
impact on motivation is the anticipated time to goal attainment. Proximal goals
are more effective than distal goals in enlisting motivation. Therefore, we propose
an intervention that facilitates observational learning of skills utilized by other
persons with disfigurements to interact comfortably in a variety of social situa-
tions, provides the subjects with practice and feedback in a supportive atmosphere,
and keeps the focus on proximal and attainable goals.

Two studies of older adolescents and young adults reported that 40–50%
of the individuals presented as well-adjusted while 50–60% presented with some
degree of psychological distress; 25% presented with symptoms severe enough
to warrant clinical attention [83–85]. Most of both populations had not undergone
separation from their families at the time of study.

Sheridan [138] used the SF-36 to assess the quality of life in a group of
60 adults, average age 24 � 8, who were pediatric burn survivors treated at the
Boston Shriners hospital. These subjects were similar to normal population in all
areas except that they had significant physical disability.

More recently we were funded by NIDDR of the Department of Education
to study in a cross-sectional manner more than 90 subjects with 30% or greater
burns between the ages of 18 and 28 [151]. Their mean IQ was normal with a
normal standard deviation. Their current educational status was reflective of the
referral population. Most are dating and had had sexual experience; 23% have a
current significant other and 10% had children. In terms of employment, 73%
are employed and half of the remainder are in school. Compared to reference
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groups published by Achenbach in 1997 in the YASR Manual [152], the male
burn survivors reported significant increases only in the somatic complaints subs-
cale; the female survivors reported significant increases in withdrawn, somatic
complaints, thought problems, aggressive behavior, and delinquent behavior sub-
scales [151]. The subjects were further assessed using the Suicide Probability
Scale [153], a 36-item, paper and pencil self-report. Burn survivors were com-
pared to three normative samples: normal adults, psychiatric inpatients, and sui-
cide attempters. Elevated suicide probability was not associated with age, years
postburn, or percentage TBSA. Although the burn survivor group was found to
be significantly more distressed than the normal comparison group, this group is
less distressed than both the psychiatric inpatient and suicide attempter groups
[154]. Despite being many years postburn, adult survivors of major pediatric burn
injury appear to be at greater risk than their nonburned cohorts and to have need
for long-term access to mental health services. When the pediatric burn survivors
were asked about their personal concerns, 75% mentioned physical, social, or
health issues [151]. Overall, most young adult survivors of serious childhood
burn injury are functional in work and school and have experience with adult
relationships. The women seem to be having more psychosocial problems than
the men.

Developmental psychology struggles to define and refine the term resilience
in reference to individuals who survive and succeed in some way in spite of
mitigating circumstances [155]. Faber and Egeland [149] described strategies and
adaptive behaviors that would earn positive scores on behavioral rating scales
for individuals who might not be emotionally healthy on measures of internalizing
symptoms. Only an in-depth study, which elicits information of both sorts, can
help us to understand this phenomenon.

Our society places great emphasis on an individual’s ability to meet his or
her own self-care needs, such as dressing, feeding, hygiene, and mobility. Persons
who experience burns often become dependent, for a time, in these self-care
areas. We investigated the self-care skills of the young adults who were pediatric
burn survivors. Twenty-six self-care skills were assessed by a physical therapist,
and none was found to be related to age at burn; a few of the self-care skills had
fair correlations (r�0.25–0.38) with TBSA [156]. The results suggest that a vast
majority of children experiencing moderate to severe burns will be able to address
their own self-care needs as young adults. These are in agreement with the
SF-36 findings of Sheridian [138] and ourselves [157]. In contrast Rosenberg
[158] found that young adults who were pediatric burn survivor rated their quality
of life at least one standard duration below a reference population in almost all
area using the Quality of life Questionnaire by Evans and Cope [159]. In summary,
however, the pediatric burn survivors are able to function well in society in spite
of their burn scars and other residual physical problems.
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Outcome of Intervention

Very few studies have examined the outcome following psychological or social
intervention for burn survivors. However, these very limited studies do suggest
some potential for success. Studies of chronically ill pediatric camp populations
have shown that the camp experience is beneficial in increasing the self-esteem
of children. Studies specific to the effectiveness of pediatric burn camps have
been limited. CBCL scores, obtained from 55 pediatric burn survivors several
months before a 2 week camp, were significantly lower 1 year after the camp
experience [160]. The camp utilized age-similar groups to work on real life issues.
The decrease was significant for total problems (p � 0.02) and aggressive behav-
ior (p�0.05). Further analysis revealed that the total group change occurred in
boys 12 and 18 years old. Their total problems decreased and externalizing behav-
iors improved significantly. A matched group of pediatric burn survivors who
did not attend camp did not have significant improvement in the CBCL scores
over a 1 year period. This study indicates that a focused short intervention can
have a measurable impact on a group of burn survivors 1 year later. More recently
Rimmer [161] and Gaskell [162] have reported improvement of self-esteem and
psychological well-being, respectively, after a burn camp experience. These stud-
ies of the effect of burn camp and that of Partridge [163] support the idea that
a relative brief intervention focused on life skills can influence adaptive behaviors
in adolescents and young adults and therefore support use of such an intervention.

SUMMARY

Psychological support is extremely important for the burn patient and the team
of professionals who work with these severely injured population. Although com-
prehensive psychosocial services are provided at only a few burn centers, psychi-
atric and psychological staff have a central role in patient care and as members
of the multidisciplinary burn team. Many of the problems experienced by patients
and families require a combination of psychology and psychiatry. These problems
include coping with grief, disfigurement, and functional losses. In addition, these
staff are helpful in dealing with problems of adherence, obstacles to decision
making, and maladaptive coping. In some hospitals they are in charge of assessing
pain and identifying and treating delirium, acute stress disorder, depression, and
other psychiatric disorders. The psychological professionals should, on a regular
basis, be an integral part of patient rounds with the full multidisciplinary team
to assist in treatment and discharge planning. They are helpful in making sure
that the planned outpatient setting meets all the patient’s needs. One of the major
role of such psychosocial personnel is to work with families to understand the
illness and the impact of the injury on the person’s psychological recovery. In
some patients their work is never done. It continues for years postburn as the
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individual struggles to become integrated back into society and to accept them-
selves as they now appear with burn scars.
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pictures; and page numbers followed by t indicate tables.

Abdomen, treatment of, 153
ABG analysis. See Arterial blood gas

(ABG) analysis
Abuse

burns and, 368-370
substance, pre-existing, burns and,

368
Acidosis, metabolic, blood transfusions

and, 130
Acticoat, for donor sites, 146, 218
Activities of daily living, performance

of, in rehabilitation, 343-344
Acute respiratory distress syndrome

(ARDS), 40-42
management of, 41-42, 41t

Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome
(ARDS) Network, of National
Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute,
79-80

Acute stress disorder (ASD)
after burn injury, psychosocial

support for, 377-378

395

[Acute stress disorder (ASD)]
management of, 48

Adipofascial turnover flap, for hand
burns, 268

Adult(s), abuse of, by burning, 368-370
Advancement-rotation quadrangular

flap, for hand burns, 266-267
Aesthetic units, of face burns, 283-284,

283f
Air beds, in major burn surgery, 234,

235p
Airplane splint, 327, 329
Airway

assessment of, initial, 5
edema of, evaluation of, 115-116
function of, preoperative evaluation

of, 113-116
management of, 121-124, 122f, 123f

algorithm for, 71-72, 73f
Albumin, burn effects on, 117
Albumin solution
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[Albumin solution]
for fluid resuscitation in children,

111, 112t
for initial burn management, 27

AlloDerm, for major burns, 248
Allograft(s)

for face burns, 284-287, 286f
for large superficial partial-thickness

burns, 182-183, 184f
for major burns, 232-233, 239
for superficial burns, 169, 169t, 170f
for wound coverage, 148-149

Alpha1-acid glycoprotein, burn effects
on, 117

Ambulation, in rehabilitation, 344-345
American Academy of Chest

Physicians, burn sepsis scores by,
299, 299f

American College of Chest Physicians
Consensus Conference on
Mechanical Ventilation

guidelines by, 79, 80t
recommendations by, 42, 42t

AMPLE (allergies, medications, pre-
existing diseases, last meal, events
of injury) history, 4, 6

Amputation, 353, 355-362, 355f
edema control after, 355-356
prosthesis use after, 357, 359f-361f,

362
proximal joint stability maintenance

after, 356-357
weight bearing and tolerance after,

357, 358f
Anabolic steroids, for hypermetabolism,

305, 305f
Analgesia, postoperative, 131
Anemia, management of, 37
Anesthesia/anesthetics, 103-133

airway management in, 121-124,
122f, 123f

blood transfusions in, 128-131
fluid management in, 126-128

physiological variables in, 127
induction of, in major burn surgery,

236-237

[Anesthesia/anesthetics]
introduction to, 103-105, 104t
monitoring in, 118-119
pharmacological considerations in,

116-118
postoperative care, 131-132
preoperative evaluation in, 105-116

airway function, 113-116
circulation, 110-113, 112t, 114f
concerns in, 105, 105t
cutaneous burn evaluation, 106-

107, 107t, 108f-110f, 110,
110t, 111t

expected blood loss, 107, 110,
110f, 110t, 111t

pulmonary function, 113-116
renal function, 116

regional, 125
in surgery preparation, 94-95, 94t
technique of, selection of, 124-126
thermoregulation and, 131
topical, 125-126
vascular access in, 119-121
volatile, 125

Ankle(s), positioning of, preoperative,
319f, 322

Antebrachial fasciocutaneous flap, for
hand burns, 270

Antebrachial fasciosubcutaneous flap,
for hand burns, 270

Anterior serratus muscle, free flap of,
for hand burns, 272, 274f

Antibiotic(s)
prophylactic, 48-49
for sepsis, 50

Antimicrobial agents, topical
for large superficial partial-thickness

burns, 183, 185f, 186
for small to medium superficial

partial-thickness burns, 182
for superficial burns, 165-168, 165t,

166f, 167f
Antitorticollis head strap, for

positioning, 318, 320f
Anxiety

hypermetabolism and, 298
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[Anxiety]
management of, 46-47
vs. pain, 45

Anxiety disorders, after burn injury,
psychosocial support for, 375-376

ARDS. See Acute respiratory distress
syndrome (ARDS)

Areolar complex, major burns to,
treatment of, 243

Arginine, metabolic response and, 297
Arm(s), treatment of, 155-156
Arterial blood gas (ABG) analysis, in

inhalation injury diagnosis, 64-65
Arterial catheters, 120-121
Arterial wave form, during burn wound

excision, 127-128
Artery(ies), femoral, for arterial

catheter, 120-121
ASD. See Acute stress disorder (ASD)
Autograft(s)

delayed, for major burns, 252-253
in face burn surgery, 287-288
for major burns, 240, 241f

postoperative, 251
for wound coverage, 147-148

Axial flap, for hand burns, 269
Axilla, treatment of, 154
Axillary pads, figure 8, 333

Back, as donor site, 203, 205
Background pain, 43

management of, 45-46
Baltimore Regional Burn Center,

algorithm for airway management
by, 71-72, 73f

Bed(s), air, in major burn surgery, 234,
235p

Benzodiazepine(s), with ketamine, 124
Biobrane

for burns, 15, 16t
for donor sites, 218
for large superficial partial-thickness

burns, 183
for major burns, 239-240
metabolic response and, 300
for skin grafts, 219

[Biobrane]
for small to medium superficial

partial-thickness burns, 177, 178f-
179f, 180

for superficial burns, 169t, 171, 172f-
173f, 173

Biological dressings
for superficial burns, 168-175
synthetic, for superficial burns, 170-

171
Bipedicle strap flap, for hand burns, 268
Blood loss

expected, during surgery
anesthesia and, 107, 110, 110f,

110t, 111t
calculation of, 94, 94t

postoperative, 132
reduction of, techniques for, 129
replacement of, 126-127

Blood pressure, changes in, during burn
wound excision, 127

Blood products, in major burn surgery,
233

Blood transfusions
complications of, 129-131
guidelines for, 128

Body surface area (BSA), nomogram
for, 12f

for children, 13f
Bolster(s), for skin graft fixation, in

minor burn surgery, 214, 216f
Bone mass, decreased, after burn injury,

metabolic response and, 302-303
"Boomerang" flap, for hand burns, 267
Boot(s), Unna’s, 329
Boutonniere deformity, 336-337
Bovine thrombin, for hemostasis, in

minor burn surgery, 210, 214
Bowel regimen, pain management and,

44, 45t
Braithwaite knife, 229, 230p
Breast(s), treatment of, 153
Bronchial hygiene therapy, for

inhalation injury, 76-77
Bronchiole cast, 59f
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Bronchodilator(s), for inhalation injury,
77

Bronchoscopy
direct, in wound assessment, 14-15,

14f
fiberoptic, in inhalation injury

diagnosis, 65-66, 66t
BSA. See Body surface area (BSA)
Burn(s). See also Burn patients

anesthesia for, 103-133. See also
Anesthesia/anesthetics

circulatory effects of, 110-113, 112t,
114f

classification of, 21, 24t
depth of, determination of, 15-16,

17f-18f
dressings for. See Dressing(s)
incidence of, 1, 221
introduction to, 1-2
major. See Major burns
metabolic response to, 291-315. See

also Metabolic response
mortality related to, 1

improvements in, 221-222
physiological changes associated

with, 2
psychosocial adaptation to, 366, 367f
psychosocial support for, 365-394.

See also Psychosocial support
superficial. See Superficial burns
therapy for, stages of, 163
wound assessment, 8-21. See also

Wound(s), assessment of
Burn center, definitive assessment in,

15t
Burn hand splint, 326, 326f
Burn operating table, 99, 99f
Burn patients

controlled environment for, 30-31,
30f, 31f

fluid resuscitation in, 25-29. See also
Fluid resuscitation

initial assessment of, 5-21
airway assessment, 5
AMPLE assessment, 6

[Burn patients]
environment for, 6, 8
escharotomies, 6, 7f
intravenous catheter placement, 5-6
primary assessment, 5-6, 7f, 8, 8t
secondary assessment, 5-6, 7f, 8, 8t

laboratory tests in, 21, 24
management of

challenges in, 104-105, 104t
initial, 2-5

monitoring of, 29-30
positioning of, 30-31
rehabilitation for, 317-363. See also

Rehabilitation
Burn surgery. See also Major burns,

surgery for; specific site and type,
e.g., Chest

equipment for, 160
essential staff for, 102
history of, 135-136
for major burns. See also Major burns
metabolic response to, 291-315. See

also Metabolic response
for minor burns. See Minor burns
operation staging for, burn size and,

245-247
preparation for, 93-102

anesthetic evaluation, 94-95, 94t
operating room preparation, 97,

98f-101f, 99-100, 102
patient preparation, 95-97
principles of, 94

principles of, 135-162
operating room preparation, 138-

150. See also Operating room,
preparation of, for burn surgery

patient preparation, 137-138
patient selection, 136-137

Burn team
members of, 2, 3t
surgical, 242

Buttocks
as donor site, 203
major burns to, treatment of, 244
treatment of, 152-153
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Caloric requirements
after burn injury, estimation of,

formulas for, 295, 296t
calculation of, 35

Carbon monoxide (CO), toxicity of, 60
treatment of, 68

Carboxyhemoglobin, in inhalation injury
diagnosis, 65

Cast(s), bronchiole, 59f
Casting

in operating room, 330
serial, 341, 342f, 343

Catecholamine antagonists, for
hypermetabolism, 306-307, 307f

Catheter(s)
arterial, 120-121
central venous, 118-120
infections related to, 52-53
intravenous, placement of, in initial

assessment, 5-6
Ceiling hooks, for burn surgery, 99,

100f, 158, 159f
Central venous catheter, 118-120
Cerium nitrate-silver sulfadiazine

for burns, 15, 16t
major, 252-253
superficial, 165t, 167-168, 167f

in early/serial burn wound excision,
93

Chemical irritation, inhalational,
pathophysiology of, 58-60, 59f

Chest burns, treatment of, 153
Chest radiography

in inhalation injury diagnosis, 65
in initial burn assessment, 25

Children
abuse of, by burning, 368-370
caloric requirements of, after burn

injury, estimation of, formulas
for, 295, 296t

fiberoptic intubation in, ketamine for,
121-122

fluid resuscitation in
estimation of need of, formulas for,

111-113, 112t
Galveston formula for, 26, 26t

[Children]
maturation of, after burn injury, 380-

384
modified nomogram for, in wound

assessment, 10, 12f-13f
Circulation

assessment of, in initial burn
management, 4

burn effects on, 110-111
hyperdynamic, 113, 114f
preoperative evaluation of, 110-113,

112t, 114f
Citrate, toxicity of, blood transfusions

and, 129-130
Claw hand deformity, 334, 336, 336f,

337f
Clysis, 145, 147
CN. See Cyanide (CN)
CO. See Carbon monoxide (CO)
Coagulation factors, depletion of, blood

transfusions and, 129
Coagulopathy, blood transfusions and,

129
Cocoanut Grove Nightclub, 135
Colloid solutions, for initial burn

management, 27
Commisural perforators flap, for hand

burns, 269
Compartment syndrome, 260-261
Contracture(s), volar hand, 338
Corticosteroid(s), for inhalation injury,

78
Coverage, for hand burns, 263-274. See

also specific type, e.g., Biobrane
definitive, 263-274
temporary, 263

Crystalloid solutions, 126
Culture(s)

in infection control, 49
in initial burn assessment, 25

Curreri nutritional formula, 36, 36t
Cutaneous burns, evaluation of,

anesthesia and, 106-107, 107t,
108f-110f, 110, 110t, 111t

Cutaneous grafts, for hand burns, 264f-
265f, 265-274
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Cyanide (CN)
in inhalation injury diagnosis, 65
toxicity of, 60

treatment of, 68

Day surgery, for minor burns, 191,
192f, 193, 194f

Deep partial burns, 86t, 88-89
management of, topical, 92

Deep venous thrombosis (DVT),
prophylaxis for, 39

De-epithelialized cross-finger flap, for
hand burns, 269

Delirium, after burn injury, psychosocial
support for, 371-372

Depression, after burn injury,
psychosocial support for, 372-373

Depth, of burns, determination of, 15-
16, 17f-18f

Dermatome(s)
hand, for minor burn surgery, 207,

208f, 209f
for major burn surgery, 230, 231p

Diazepam, for anxiety, 47
Digital dynamic springs, 338
Distant flaps, for hand burns, 269-270,

271f
Donor sites, 145-147

dressings for, 217-218
in major burn surgery, 233

in minor burn surgery, 200, 201f,
202f, 203, 204f-206f, 205

scalp
dressings for, 218
harvesting of, principles of, 203,

204f-206f
Dorsal digitometacarpal flap, for hand

burns, 269
Dorsal metacarpal artery island flap, for

hand burns, 268, 268f
Dorsal metacarpal reverse-flow flap, for

hand burns, 269
Dorsolateral island flap, for hand burns,

267
Drape(s), in major burn surgery, 228

Dressing(s)
application of, for major burns, 241-

242
biological, for superficial burns, 168-

175
for donor sites, 145-147, 217-218

in major burn surgery, 233
functions of, 165
hydrocolloid, for superficial burns,

175
initial, 15, 16t
for major burns, 234
for minor burns, 217-219
purposes of, 217
for skin grafts, 218-219
synthetic, for superficial burns, 168-

175
Telfa, epinephrine-soaked, for

hemostasis, in minor burn
surgery, 210, 212f-213f

tie-over, for skin graft fixation, in
minor burn surgery, 214, 216f

Drug(s)
for anesthesia, burn effects on, 116-

118
for inhalation injury, 77-78, 79t

Drug clearance, after burn injury, 117
DVT. See Deep venous thrombosis

(DVT)
Dynamic metatarsophalangeal flexion

boot, 341, 341f

Ear cups, for positioning, 319
Ear obturators, 330, 331f
Ear splints, external, 330, 331f-332f,

333
Early/serial burn wound excision, 92-93
Ebb phase, of metabolic response, 294
ECG. See Electrocardiogram (ECG)
Edema

airway, evaluation of, 115-116
control of, after amputation, 355-356

Elbow(s), positioning of, preoperative,
320

Elbow conformer, 319f, 326-327
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Elderly, abuse of, by burning, 368-370
Electrical burns, fluid resuscitation in,

27
Electrocardiogram (ECG), in initial burn

assessment, 25
Electrocautery units, for major burn

surgery, 228
Endoscopy, fiberoptic, for inhalation

injury, 72
Endotracheal tube, securing of, 122-123,

122f
Enteral nutrition, 34-35, 296

formulas for, 36-37, 36t
in initial burn management, 26
for stress ulcer prophylaxis, 39

Environmental control, 30-31, 30f, 31f,
38, 38t

of operating room, 100, 101f
postoperative, 132

Environmental factors, metabolic
response and, 297-298

Epinephrine
for hemostasis, 141-142
racemic, for inhalation injury, 77-78
subcutaneous tissue infiltration with,

for hemostasis, in minor burn
surgery, 210

Telfa dressings with, for hemostasis,
in minor burn surgery, 210,
212f-213f

Escharotomy(ies)
at fascial level, for hand burns, 262-

263
for hand burns, 260-263

technique for, 261
for inhalation injury, 68-69, 69f
in initial assessment, 6, 7f
tangential, for hand burns, 262

Excision. See also specific type, e.g.,
Tangential excision

in face burn surgery, 284-287, 286f
in major burn surgery, 223, 237-239

Exercise
muscle strength and, 298, 299f
in rehabilitation, 343-344

Extremity(ies)
elevation of, off supporting surface,

for positioning, 324
lower, treatment of, 154-155
upper, treatment of, 155-156

Face, 281-289
aesthetic units of, 283-284, 283f
full-thickness burns to, 281, 282f
treatment of, 156, 157f, 158f

postoperative care, 288-289
principles of, 281-282
surgical, 282-288

allografting in, 284-287, 286f
autografting in, 287-288
excision in, 284-287, 286f
hemostasis in, 284, 285-286
principles of, 281
second look in, 287-288
wound closure in, 286-287

Faces pain rating scale, 43-44, 43f
Family support

psychosocial, during initial treatment,
372

psychosocial adaptation and, 381
Fascial excision, 142-145, 143f, 144f

for minor burns, 207
vs. tangential excision, 143-144

Fasting, preoperative, 121
Femoral artery, for arterial catheter,

120-121
Fentanyl, for pain, 45-46
Fibrin sealant, for hemostasis, in minor

burn surgery, 210, 214
Figure 8 axillary pads, 333
Finger, mallet, 338
First dorsal metacarpal artery island

flap, for hand burns, 267, 269
First-degree burns, described, 16, 18f,

225-226, 225f
Flap(s). See also specific type, e.g., V-Y

advancement lateral flap
distant, for hand burns, 269-270, 271f
free, for hand burns, 272, 273f-276f,

274
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[Flap(s)]
for hand burns, 266-274
local, for hand burns, 266-269, 268f

Flow phase, of metabolic response, 294
Fluid management, 125-126
Fluid requirements, calculation of, in

initial burn management, 4
Fluid resuscitation

in burn surgery preparation, 137
colloid solutions for, in initial burn

management, 27
effectiveness of, evaluation of, 113
estimation of need for, formulas for,

111-113, 112t
inhalation injury and, 112-113
in initial burn management, 25-29

in children, 26, 26t
for electrical burns, 27
enteral feeding in, 26
Galveston formula for, 26, 26t
goal of, 25
guidelines for, 25
modified Parkland formula for, 25-

26, 26t
monitoring of, 27
underresuscitation, 27, 28f, 29

overresuscitation, 111-112
underresuscitation, 111

Fluoxetine, for PTSD, 378
Foot (feet)

major burns to, treatment of, 245
treatment of, 155

Foot drop splint, 327, 328f
Foot splints, 339, 340f, 341, 341f
Forearm(s), positioning of, preoperative,

320
Fourth-degree burns, described, 21
Free flaps, for hand burns, 272, 273f-

276f, 274
Free radical fasciocutaneous flap, for

hand burns, 272, 273f
Free temporal fascia flap, for hand

burns, 274, 276f
Full-thickness burns, 86t, 88-89, 189f-

190f
to face, 281, 282f
management of, topical, 92

Galveston formula, for fluid
resuscitation, in children, 26, 26t

Galveston nutritional formula, 36, 36t
Glutamine, metabolic response and, 297
Glycoprotein(s), alpha1-acid, burn

effects on, 117
Glycopyrrolate, with ketamine, 115,

122, 124
Goulian knife, 139, 140f, 229, 230p
Graft(s)

cutaneous, for hand burns, 264f-265f,
265-274

in major burn surgery, 239-241, 241f
sheet, for wound coverage, 147-148
skin. See Skin grafts

Gram-negative burn wound sepsis,
cardinal signs of, 51t

Gram-positive burn wound sepsis,
cardinal signs of, 51t

Growth hormone (GH)
for hypermetabolism, 303-305, 304f
metabolic response and, 301-302,

302f
Gutter splint, for Boutonniere deformity,

337

Hand(s), 257-279
deformities of, 333-334, 336-338
introduction to, 257-258
major burns to, treatment of, 244
positioning of, preoperative, 321,

321f
treatment of, 155

positioning in, 274-275
scarring in, prevention of, 275, 277
surgical, 258-274

coverage, 263-274
cutaneous grafts, 264f-265f, 265-

274
escharotomies, 260-263
flaps, 266-274
general principles in, 258-259
goal of, 259
strategies for, 259-260, 260f

topical, 258
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Hand dermatomes, in minor burn
surgery, 207, 208f, 209f

Harris-Benedict nutritional formula, 36,
36t

Head, positioning of, preoperative, 318,
319f

Head and neck
major burns to, treatment of, 242-243,

243f
treatment of, 156-157

Heart rate, changes in, during burn
wound excision, 127

Hemostasis
epinephrine for, 141-142
in face burn surgery, 284, 285-286
in major burn surgery, 231, 237-239
in minor burn surgery, 207, 210,

211f-213f, 214
Heparin, for inhalation injury, 78
Heterodigital reversed-flow

neurovascular island flap, for hand
burns, 267

HFPV. See High-frequency percussive
ventilation (HFPV)

High-frequency percussive ventilation
(HFPV), for inhalation injury, 80-
81

Hip(s), positioning of, preoperative,
319f, 321

Hip spica splint, 338, 339f
Homograft(s). See Allograft(s)
Hook(s), ceiling, for burn surgery, 99,

100f, 158, 159f
Hydrocolloid dressings, for superficial

burns, 175
Hypafix, for wound coverage, 148
Hyperkalemia, blood transfusions and,

130
Hypokalemia, blood transfusions and,

130
Hypoproteinemia, management of, 37
Hypothermia, blood transfusions and,

130-131

IGF. See Insulin-like growth factor
(IGF)

Imipramine, for PTSD, 378
Immediate burn wound excision, 91-92

for major burns, 250-251, 255f
Infection(s)

burn-related, described, 47-48
catheter-related, 52-53
prevention of, in initial burn

management, 4
wound, evidence of, 49

Infection control, 47-53
catheter-related infections, 52-53
pneumonia, 50-52
prophylactic antibiotics for, 48-49
urinary tract infections, 52

Inhalant(s), abuse of, burns and, 368
Inhalation injury

clinical consequences of, 56
CN toxicity and, treatment of, 68
CO toxicity and, treatment of, 68
complications of, late, 81-82
described, 39-40, 55
diagnosis of, 40, 60-68

studies in, 63-68, 64t
ABG analysis, 64-65
chest radiography, 65
fiberoptic bronchoscopy, 65-66,

66t
management of, protocol for, 40, 41t

Inhalation injury(s)
diagnosis of

diagnostic studies for
pulmonary function tests, 67, 67f
pulse oximetry, 64
radionuclide scans, 68

patient history in, 61-62, 61t
physical examination in, 62-63, 62t

fluid resuscitation in, 112-113
forms of, 57, 57t
incidence of, 55
introduction to, 55-56
to larynx, tracheostomy for, 73-76
management of, controversies related

to, 56
pathophysiology of, 57-60

chemical irritation, 58-60, 59f
systemic toxicity, 60
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[Inhalation injury(s)]
thermal toxicity, 57-58

treatment of, 39-42, 41t, 42t, 68-81
bronchial hygiene therapy, 76-77
drugs, 77-78, 79t
early prophylactic intubation, 70-

73, 70t, 71t, 72f, 73f
escharotomy, 68-69, 69f
mechanical ventilation, 78-81, 80t
respiratory care, 76-81

Instrument(s)
for burn surgery, 158-160
for major burn surgery, 227-234

Insulin, for hypermetabolism, 306
Insulin-like growth factor (IGF)

for hypermetabolism, 303-305, 304f
metabolic response and, 301-302

Integra
application of, 149-150, 150f-152f
for major burns, 247, 252

postoperative, 251
for wound coverage, 149-150, 150f-

152f
Intermediate-depth burns, 86t, 89-90,

91f
Intravenous catheters, placement of, in

initial assessment, 5-6
Intubation

fiberoptic, 121-122
for inhalation injury, 70-73, 70t, 71t,

72f, 73f
indications for, 40, 70t, 114-115

unnecessary, risks associated with,
70-71, 71t

vs. tracheostomy, 74-76
Itch, management of, 48

Joint(s), proximal, stability of, after
amputation, 356-357

Ketamine
for endoscopy, 115
for fiberoptic bronchoscopy, 66, 121-

122
as induction agent, 124

Kidney(s), function of, preoperative
evaluation of, 116

Knee(s), positioning of, preoperative,
321

Knee conformer, 339
posterior, 327

Knives
Braithwaite, 229, 230
Goulian, 139, 140f, 229, 230p
for major burn surgery, 229, 230p

Laboratory tests
in burn surgery preparation, 138
in initial burn assessment, 21, 24

Lactated Ringer’s solution, 126
Laryngeal mask airway (LMA), for

children, 123
Larynx, injury to, tracheostomy for, 73-

76
Laser Doppler scanning, in burn depth

determination, 15-16, 17f-18f
Latissimus dorsi muscle, free flap of,

for hand burns, 274, 275f
Learning, vicarious, 383
Leg(s), treatment of, 154-155
Limb(s), residual, fragile, after

amputation, 355, 355f
LMA. See Laryngeal mask airway

(LMA)
Local flaps, for hand burns, 266-269,

268f
Lorazepam, for anxiety, 47
Lower extremities, treatment of, 154-

155
Lund and Browder Chart, in wound

assessment, 10, 10f-13f
Lung(s), function of, preoperative

evaluation of, 113-116

Mafenide acetate, for superficial burns,
165t, 168

Major burns, 221-248
excision of, 138-139, 140f-144f, 141-

145
fascial, 142-145, 143f, 144f
strategy for, 139
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[Major burns]
tangential, 139, 140f-142f, 141-142

introduction to, 221-222
surgery for. See also specific site,

e.g., Hand(s)
approaches to, 249-256

cerium nitrate-silver sulfadiazine,
252-253

delayed excision and
autografting, 252-253

immediate total burn wound
excision, 250-251, 255f

serial or sequential early burn
wound excision, 251-252

blood products in, 233
dermal equivalents in, 247-248
equipment for, 227-234

air beds, 234, 235p
allografts, 232-233
burn wound dressings, 234
dermatomes, 230, 231p
donor site dressings, 233
drapes, 228
electrocautery units, 228
instruments, 230-231
knives, 229, 230p
meshers, 231-232, 232p
operating table, 227-228, 228p
Pitkin’s device, 229
positioning devices, 228
splints, 234
staplers, 233
sutures, 233
tourniquets, 229

excision in, 223
general principles of, 222-224
goals of, 222
hemostasis in, 231
indications for, 226-227
parts of, 234

anesthesia induction and
preparation, 236-237

dressing application, 241-242
excision and hemostasis, 237-

239
grafting, 239-241, 241f

[Major burns]
planning, 224-226, 225f, 235-

236
staging of, 246-247
surgical team in, 242
wound closure in, 223-224
wound healing and scarring in, 224

Mallet finger, 338
Mass(es), soft tissue, pharmacological

manipulation of, metabolic
response and, 301-303

Massage, scar, 352
Mechanical ventilation

American College of Chest
Physicians Consensus Conference
on, 42, 42t

for burn patients, 123-124, 123f
for inhalation injury, 78-81, 80t

complications of, 81
postoperative, 132

Mepitel
for burns, 15, 16t
for small to medium superficial

partial-thickness burns, 180
for superficial burns, 169t, 175, 176f

Mesher(s), for major burn surgery, 231-
232, 232p

Metabolic acidosis, blood transfusions
and, 130

Metabolic alkalosis, blood transfusions
and, 130

Metabolic response
to burn injury and surgical supportive

therapy, 291-315
complications related to, 298-301,

299f
environmental factors in, 297-298
nutritional support in, 295-297,

296t
pharmacological manipulation of

soft tissue mass and, 301-303
physical exercise program and,

298, 299f
thermohomeostasis in, 294-295
treatment of, 303-307
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[Metabolic response]
anabolic steroids, 305, 305f
catecholamine antagonists, 306-

307, 307f
growth hormone, 303-305, 304f
insulin, 306
mediators, 303-305, 304f

ebb phase of, 294
flow phase of, 294
to trauma, 291-292, 293f, 294, 294f

Metabolic support, in initial burn
management, 4

Midazolam, for anxiety, 47
Minor burns, 187-219

general considerations in, 188-191,
189f-190f

surgery for
donor sites in, 200, 201f, 202f,

203, 204f-206f, 205
dressings in, 217-219
excision type in, 205-207, 208f,

209f
hemostasis in, 207, 210, 211f-213f,

214
inpatient vs. outpatient, 191, 192f,

193, 194f
preparation for, 191, 192f, 193,

194f
surgical plan, 191, 193

skin grafts in, 195, 196f-199f, 200
fixation of, 214, 215f, 216f, 217

splinting in, 214, 217
staging of, 245-246
technique in, 193, 195-219

therapeutic plan for, 188
Mivacurium, after burn injury, effects

of, 118
Möberg flap, for hand burns, 267
Mobility training, in rehabilitation, 344-

345
Modified triangular flap, for hand burns,

267
Morphine, for pain, 45-46
Mouth splints, 333, 334f
Muscle strength, after exercise, 299f

N-Acetylcysteine, for inhalation injury,
78

Nasal obturators, 332f, 333
Nasogastric tube, for nutritional support,

34
National Heart, Lung, and Blood

Institute, Acute Respiratory
Distress Syndrome Network of, 79-
80

National Institute for Disability and
Rehabilitation Research (NIDRR),
375

Neck, positioning of, preoperative, 319
Neck conformer, 327, 329f
Neck splints, 333, 335f
Neurovascular palmar advancement flap,

for hand burns, 267
Nipple(s), major burns to, treatment of,

243
Nomogram, in wound assessment, 10,

12f-13f
Normal saline solution, 126
Nutrition

in burn surgery preparation, 137-138
enteral. See Enteral nutrition

Nutritional support, 34-37
caloric requirements and, 295, 296t
composition of, 36-37
formulas for, 36-37, 36t, 295, 296t
initial assessment in, 35-36, 35t
metabolic response and, 295-297,

296t
transition from enteral feeding to oral

feeding, steps for, 37

Observer pain scale, 44, 44f
Operating room

preparation of, for burn surgery, 97,
98f-101f, 99-100, 102, 138-150
donor sites, 145-147
for major burn excision, 138-139,

140f-144f, 141-145. See also
Major burns, excision of

wound coverage, 147-150, 150f
set-up of, for burn surgery, 157-160
temperature of, 100, 101f
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Operating table, 99, 99f
for major burn surgery, 227-228,

228p
Opioid(s), 125
Opsite, for donor sites, 218
Orthotic(s), 325-341
Oxandrolone, anabolic, 305, 305f

Pain
assessment of, 43-44, 43f, 44t
background, 43

management of, 45-46
hypermetabolism and, 298
management of, 42-47

bowel regimen and, 44, 45t
general issues in, 44
protocol for, 45-47
recommendations for, 43

procedural, 43
management of, 46

types of, 43
vs. anxiety, 45

Palm(s), cupping of, 338
Parkland formula, modified, for fluid

resuscitation, 25-26, 26t
Partial-thickness burns, superficial,

management of, 175, 177-186. See
also Superficial burns, partial-
thickness

Patient evaluation, in initial burn
management, 4

Patient history, in inhalation injury
diagnosis, 61-62, 61t

Patient preparation
for burn surgery, 95-97

principles of, 137-138
for major burn surgery, 236-237

Patient selection, for burn surgery,
principles of, 136-137

Patient support, 37-39
anemia, 37
deep venous thrombosis prophylaxis,

39
environmental control, 38, 38t
hypoproteinemia, 37

[Patient support]
psychosocial, 365-394. See also

Psychosocial support
stress ulcer prophylaxis, 38-39

Perineum
major burns to, treatment of, 244
treatment of, 154

PFTs. See Pulmonary function tests
(PFTs)

Phenylalanine clearance rate, as measure
of loss of lean muscle mass
protein, 300-301

Physical examination, in inhalation
injury diagnosis, 62-63, 62t

Pitkin’s device, for major burn surgery,
229

Pneumonia, 50-52
diagnosis of, 51, 51t

Positioning. See also Traction; specific
site or type, e.g., Hand(s)

in acute phase, 318-325
intraoperative, 322, 323f
postoperative, 322-325, 324f
preoperative, 318-322, 319f-321f

devices for, for major burn surgery,
228

Posterior knee conformer, 327
Posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD),

after burn injury, psychosocial
support for, 377-378

Pressure garments, 350-351, 351f
Pressure therapy, 348-352, 349f-351f

for edema control, after amputation,
356

Primary survey, in burn assessment, 2-3
Procedural pain, 43

management of, 46
Prosthesis(es), use of, after amputation,

357, 359f-361f, 362
Pseudoeschar, from silver sulfadiazine,

166, 166f
Psychiatric disorders, pre-existing, burns

and, 366, 368
Psychosocial support, 365-394

introduction to, 365-366, 367f
long-term interventions for, 378-385
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[Psychosocial support]
maturational transition in, 380-384
outcome of, 385
social learning theory in, 379-380

preburn factors in, 366, 368-370
abuse, 368-370
psychiatric conditions, 366, 368

timing of, 371-378
acute stress disorder and, 377-378
after wound closure, 372-373
anxiety disorders and, 375-376
during initial treatment, 371-372
PTSD and, 377-378
sleep disturbance and, 376-377
social reintegration, 374-375

PTSD. See Posttraumatic stress disorder
(PTSD)

Pulley system, for positioning, 325
Pulmonary function tests (PFTs), in

inhalation injury diagnosis, 67, 67f
Pulp finger heterodigital island flap, for

hand burns, 268
Pulse oximetry, in inhalation injury

diagnosis, 64

Quality of Life Questionnaire, 384

Radiography, chest
in inhalation injury diagnosis, 65
in initial burn assessment, 25

Radionuclide scans, in inhalation injury
diagnosis, 68

Rehabilitation, 317-363
activities of daily living in, 343-344
ambulation in, 344-345
amputation and, 353, 355-362, 355f
exercise in, 343-344
introduction to, 317-318
mobility training in, 344-345
orthotics, 325-341
positioning in, 318-325. See also

Positioning
scar management, 345-353. See also

Scar(s), management of
serial casting, 341, 342f, 343

[Rehabilitation]
splinting, 325-341
splints in. See also Splint(s)

Resting energy expenditure, 295-296
Reverse digital artery island flap, for

hand burns, 267
Reverse dorsal digital flap, for hand

burns, 269
Reverse-flow cubital flap, for hand

burns, 270
Reverse-flow fasciocutaneous flap, for

hand burns, 270, 271f
Reverse-flow radial flap, for hand

burns, 270
Room temperature, control of. See

Environmental control
Rule of nines

in BSA evaluation, 107, 108f
in major burn surgery planning, 226

Sandwich technique, metabolic response
and, 300

Scalp
as donor site

dressings for, 218
harvesting of, principles of, 203,

204f-206f
treatment of, 156-157

Scar(s)
of hands, prevention of, 275, 277
in major burn surgery, 224
management of, 345-353

basics of, 346, 347f, 348
massage, 352
passive stretching, 352-353, 354f
pressure therapy, 348-352, 349f-

351f
treatment delivery methods, 353

Second-degree burns, described, 16,
19f-20f, 225f, 226

Sedation, postoperative, 131
Sepsis

burn-related, mortality of, 47
catheter-related, 52-53
criteria for, 50
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[Sepsis]
defined, 299, 299f
diagnosis of, 49, 50
gram-positive and gram-negative,

cardinal signs of, 51t
sources of, 53

Sequential excision
for major burns, 251-252
for minor burns, 205-207

Serial burn wound excision, for major
burns, 251-252

Serial casting, 341, 342f, 343
Sheet grafts, for wound coverage, 147-

148
Shoulder(s), positioning of,

preoperative, 319f, 320
Shriners Burns Hospital-Galveston,

inhalation injury treatment protocol
by, 78, 79t

Silver sulfadiazine
for burns, 15, 16t
for deep partial and full-thickness

burns, 89
for donor site dressings, 146
for large superficial partial-thickness

burns, 183, 185f, 186
pseudoeschar from, 166, 166f
for small to medium superficial

partial-thickness burns, 182
for superficial burns, 87, 165-166,

165t, 166f
SIRS. See Systemic inflammatory

response syndrome (SIRS)
Skeletal traction, for positioning, 322-

323, 324f
Skin, functions of, 2, 106, 107t
Skin grafts

dressings for, 218-219
in minor burn surgery, 195, 196f-

199f, 200
fixation of, 214, 215f, 216f, 217

positive outcome of, requirements for,
223-224

Sleep disturbance, after burn injury,
psychosocial support for, 376-377

Small burns. See Minor burns
Social learning theory, 379-380
Social phobia, after burn injury,

psychosocial support for, 376
Society, re-entry into, after burn injury,

psychosocial support for, 374-375
Society of Critical Care Medicine, burn

sepsis scores by, 299, 299f
Soft tissue mass, pharmacological

manipulation of, metabolic
response and, 301-303

Splint(s), 325-341. See also specific
type, e.g., Foot drop splint

airplane, 327, 329
for Boutonniere deformity, 336-337
burn hand, 326, 326f
for claw hand deformity, 334, 336,

336f, 337f
for cupping of palm, 338
external, 330, 331f-332f, 333
foot, 339, 340f, 341, 341f
foot drop, 327, 328f
gutter, for Boutonniere deformity,

337
hip spica, 338, 339f
intraoperative, 327, 329-330
in major burn surgery, 234
for mallet finger, 338
in minor burn surgery, 214, 217
mouth, 333, 334f
neck, 333, 335f
postoperative, 330-333
preoperative, 325-327
for swan neck deformity, 337
for volar hand contractures, 338

Staff, operating room, essential, for burn
surgery, 102

Staple(s), for skin graft fixation, in
minor burn surgery, 214, 215f

Stapler(s), in major burn surgery, 233
Steroid(s), anabolic, for

hypermetabolism, 305, 305f
Stitch(es), for skin graft fixation, in

minor burn surgery, 214
Stress ulcer, prophylaxis for, 38-39
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Stretching, passive, for scars, 352-353,
354f

Subcutaneous tissues, epinephrine
infiltration of, for hemostasis, in
minor burn surgery, 210

Substance abuse, pre-existing, burns
and, 368

Succinylcholine, after burn injury,
effects of, 116, 118, 122

Suctioning, tracheobronchial, for
inhalation injury, 77

Suicide Probability Scale, 384
Superficial burns, 86-88, 86t

management of, 163-186
antimicrobial agents for, topical,

165-168, 165t, 166f, 167f
synthetic and biological dressings

in, 168-175
topical, 92

partial-thickness
described, 163, 164f, 165
large (greater than 30% TBSA),

management of, 182-186
management of, 175, 177-186

goal of, 175
small and medium (up to 30%

TBSA), management of,
177-182

Supportive treatment, in initial burn
management, 5

Suture(s), in major burn surgery, 233
Swan neck deformity, 337
Synthetic biological dressings, for

superficial burns, 170-171
Synthetic dressings, for superficial

burns, 168-175
Systemic inflammatory response

syndrome (SIRS), defined, 49, 49t

Tangential escharotomy, for hand burns,
262-263

Tangential excision, 139, 140f-142f,
141-142

for minor burns, 205-207
vs. fascial excision, 143-144

TBSA. See Total body surface area
(TBSA)

Tegaderm, for donor sites, 218
Telfa dressings

for burns, 15, 16t
epinephrine-soaked, for hemostasis, in

minor burn surgery, 210, 212f-
213f

Temperature, control of. See
Environmental control

skin, metabolic response and, 298
Temporary skin substitutes. See also

specific type, e.g., Biobrane
for superficial burns, 87-88

10-point pain scale, 43-44
Thermal injury, inhalational,

pathophysiology of, 57-58
Thermal panels

for burn patients, 30, 30f
during burn surgery, 100, 101f

Thermohomeostasis, metabolic response
and, 294-295

Thermoregulation, anesthesia and, 131
Thigh(s)

as donor site, 203
treatment of, 154

Third-degree burns, described, 21, 22f-
23f, 225f, 226

Thrombin, bovine, for hemostasis, in
minor burn surgery, 210, 214

Thrombocytopenia, blood transfusions
and, 129

Tie-over dressings, for skin graft
fixation, in minor burn surgery,
214, 216f

Tissue(s), subcutaneous, epinephrine
infiltration of, for hemostasis, in
minor burn surgery, 210

Tourniquet(s)
for hemostasis, in minor burn surgery,

210, 211f
for major burn surgery, 229

Toxicity, systemic, inhalational,
pathophysiology of, 60

Tracheobronchial suctioning, for
inhalation injury, 77
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Tracheostomy
for laryngeal injury, 73-76
translaryngeal intubation vs., 74-76

Traction
for patient handling, 324-325
skeletal, for positioning, 322-323,

324f
TransCyte

for burns, 15, 16t
for large superficial partial-thickness

burns, 183
for small to medium superficial

partial-thickness burns, 180, 182
for superficial burns, 169t, 174-175,

174f
Transfusion(s), blood

complications of, 129-131
guidelines for, 128

Transfusion reaction, urine output and,
119

Trauma
ABCs of, in initial burn management,

3-4
defined, 1
metabolic response to, 291-292, 293f,

294, 294f
Trunk, posterior, treatment of, 151-152

U-I flap, for hand burns, 269
Ulcer(s), stress, prophylaxis for, 38-39
University of Texas Medical Branch/

Shriners Burn Hospital, Arrival
Checklist at, 3-5

Unna’s boot, 329
Upper extremities, treatment of, 155-

156
Urinary tract infections, 52
Urine output

in fluid resuscitation, 27
as perfusion indicator, 119
transfusion reaction and, 119

Vascular access, 119-121
Ventilation, mechanical. See Mechanical

ventilation

Ventilation-perfusion scan, Xenon 133,
in inhalation injury diagnosis, 68

Vicarious learning, 383
V-Y advancement lateral flap, for hand

burns, 266-267
V-Y advancement palmar flap, for hand

burns, 266-267

Wallace rule of nines, in wound
assessment, 8, 9f

Watson blade, 139, 140f
Weight bearing, after amputation, 357,

358f
Wound(s)

assessment of, 8-21
burn depth determination in, 15-16,

17f-18f
direct bronchoscopy in, 14-15, 14f
first-degree burns, 16, 18f
fourth-degree burns, 21
initial wound treatment in, 15, 16t
Lund and Browder Chart in, 10,

10f-13f
rule of nines in, 8, 9f
second-degree burns, 16, 19f-20f
third-degree burns, 21, 22f-23f

closure of
early, metabolic response and, 300
in face burn surgery, 286-287
in initial burn management, 5
in major burn surgery, 223-224
psychosocial support after, 372-373

covering for, 147-150, 150f
depth of, 86-90, 86t

deep partial burns, 86t, 88-89
full-thickness burns, 86t, 88-89
intermediate-depth burns, 86t, 89-

90, 91f
in major burn surgery planning,

225-226, 225f
superficial, 86-88, 86t

dressings for, in major burn surgery,
234

excision of
delayed, for major burns, 252-253
early, metabolic response and, 300
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[Wound(s)]
early serial or sequential, for major
burns, 251-252
early/serial, 92-93
immediate, 91-92

for major burns, 250-251, 255f
healing of, in major burn surgery, 224
infection of, evidence of, 49
sepsis of, gram-positive and gram-

negative, cardinal signs of, 51t
size of, in major burn surgery

planning, 226
treatment of. See Wound management

Wound management, 85-93
goals of, 48
initial management, 5
surgical approach and, 90-93
topical treatment, criteria for, 86

[Wound management]
wound depth and, 86-90, 86t. See

also Wound(s), depth of
Wrist(s), positioning of, preoperative,

321, 321f

Xenograft(s)
for large superficial partial-thickness

burns, 183
porcine

for scalp donor site, 218
for small to medium superficial

partial-thickness burns, 180,
181f

for superficial burns, 169-170,
169t, 171f

Xenon 133 ventilation-perfusion scan, in
inhalation injury diagnosis, 68
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